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PART I: INTRODUCTION 
> WHAT IS LEGENDS? < 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Legends is an award-winning multi-player Play-By-Mail (PBM) game (also known as Play-By-Email, or PBeM), 
set in a medieval fantasy world. It is a richly-detailed fantasy game system that incorporates Characters, Guilds, 
Marketplaces, Cities, Fleets, Cloud Castles, Adventure Parties, Army Legions, Nomad Camps, and a host of other 
aspects besides, such as statuses, titles and quests. 

The design of the system allows many different styles of play to take place in the same game world, so that role-
players and power-gaming empire builders can play in the same game. The game designers have created unique 
game worlds called ‘modules’, that ‘plug into’ the Legends system and change certain aspects, allowing for a 
variety of fantasy environments. It is within the worlds of these modules that play takes place. 

Each games starts with around 100 players, and typically lasts between one to three years. 

Due to the complexity of the rules, it has not always been possible to order them in such a way that each term or 
rule will always be properly introduced before being referred to in relation to another. For example, mention 
might be made of production in a section on Characters which comes before the section covering production. 
However, we have sought to keep these instances to a minimum, and if you do come across a term you do not 
understand, we hope that the detailed contents pages will help you discover where to look it up. 

Finally, bear in mind that it is not necessary for you to be familiar with all of the rules in order to play, since what 
you need to know depends on your gaming style and the areas of the game you wish to explore. So please do not 
be daunted by the size of this rulebook! 

1.1 STYLES OF PLAY 
Legends both permits and encourages players to seek out and develop their own gaming style, thereby creating a 
dynamic and varied world. Positions in the game, then, are not necessarily in competition with each other, and 
indeed, players frequently work with each other in a mutually beneficial and non-competitive fashion. There are 
many possible avenues of play, and you can choose to be anything from a warlord ruling a great empire, to a 
heroic adventurer, to a wandering bard and dreamer. 

Because of the many aspects and elements of play, you will discover for yourself unique methods of competition, 
cooperation and interaction. There is no main theme or single aim to Legends, such as empire-building or combat. 
But there are however, ways to achieve victory if you wish to seek to win, and these are many and various, suited 
to the different possible styles of play. 

When designing the game, we were well aware of the mix of playing preferences among players, from intense 
number-crunching to the intuitive ‘what the hell, let’s see what happens’ approach. And it was very challenging to 
write a set of rules to satisfy both extremes while also preserving areas that we wanted to be left vague, in order 
for them to be explored through play. Legends, then, has evolved around the conflict between these two extreme 
playing styles. And in this edition of the rules, as well as providing comprehensive instructions on how to play, 
we have also revealed many of the nuts and bolts of game mechanics, placing them in the detailed orders section. 
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1.2 HELP FOR NEW PLAYERS 
We have a special section in this rulebook dedicated to new players, this can be found towards the end of the rules 
in Part 14.  

In addition, if you are a new player looking for further help, or even just feeling a little daunted on looking at the 
rulebook, you can also contact a GM (Game Moderator or Games Master), who will be happy to offer advice on 
how to make the best out of your first Legends game, provide further help guides and information sheets, and 
show you where to meet other players online who will be able to assist with any questions. 

1.3 WHAT IS PBM AND HOW DOES IT WORK? 
PBM is a turn-based style of game. Which is to say that as opposed to, say, online games, where the quicker you 
can think the quicker you can act, with PBMs you have the luxury of a week or two in which to examine your 
position, decide on what to do next, consult with allies, and submit your orders.  

We will send you a turn, usually by email. Your turn gives you information about your position. It tells you what 
your forces have done, and describes the battles they have won and lost. It details your Characters, and regales 
you with their deeds and misdeeds. It informs you of the state of the lands about you, of your forces, your 
Characters, and all the other aspects of your position. It also provides you with maps, and with reports of who has 
done what to whom, when and where. It tells you of your allies and your enemies, your victories and your defeats. 
In short, it is your window into the world in which you are gaming.  

Having read through your turn, then, you contact your allies and enemies to find out what has happened in their 
turns and plan for the future, ponder your choices, and eventually write down a list of things you want to do – 
your orders. Most players choose to use the turn-writer LPE to do this, which helps greatly with the process. 

Finally you email these orders to back to the GM. When your turn is then due to be processed next, we take all of 
these orders and instructions and feed them into our computers. With our help they process the game, discovering 
who has done what, and then we send out a new turn by email, starting the process all over again.  

1.4 SENDING AND RECEIVING TURNS BY EMAIL  
Most players now prepare their orders by using the Legends Position Editor (LPE), a program, free to download 
from our website, which you install on your computer. The LPE is a graphical user interface, and assists in both 
viewing turns sent to you, and in writing orders. The LPE also helps in the management aspect of the game, 
providing databases in which to store information gathered in turns, and assisting in its organisation. It has built-in 
help functions, and dynamically checks orders to help reduce errors. It has a function that creates a full-colour 
map of territory you have explored. Finally, the computer-prepared orders that LPE creates can be sent via e-mail 
directly to the GM, avoiding the need to write them out by hand. 

 The most current version of the LPE can be found on the download page of the Harlequin Games website.  
It is a self-extracting archive (with a filename of LPEv108.exe or similar). After it is downloaded, simply 
double click on the file and it will extract itself into a directory. For easy installation, please install the 
LPE into a directory at the root of your disk (for example: c:/lpe). Further instructions on how to install 
and use the LPE are available on request, and can also be found on the Harlequin Games website. 
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1.5 TURN PROCESSING & SEQUENCING 
After your initial set-up turn, which gives you the starting information about the game and your position, you will 
only receive a turn in response to sending in a set of orders. You are allowed to submit a set of orders once in a 
given period of time, usually weekly, every ten days, or every fortnight, depending on the particular game. Or, to 
be more accurate, you can send in orders as soon as you wish after receiving your turn, but they will not be 
processed until a week, ten days or a fortnight after your last turn was processed. 

 

However, if you wish to play more slowly, you do not have to have a turn processed every week, ten days or 
fortnight. And, rather than waiting to send your orders in until you want your turn processed, you can change the 
process date of the orders. Orders, when sent in by email, are sent as a file, whose name describes both the 
position and the day it is to be processed. For example, the file containing orders for a turn due to run on the 3rd 
of August might be called n280803t.111 (where n28 is the game, 08 is for August, 03 for the third day of the 
month, t is a fixed non-variable standing for turn, and 111 is your position number). If you wish to run a day later, 
then, simply use the ‘Save as’ option within the LPE choose the 4th rather than the 3rd, the file created will be 
n280804t.111 and it will not run on the 3rd but will wait for the 4th. Note that the minimum time lag for turns 
does not apply to ‘Production Only’ turns (see section 11) 

 

If, on the other hand, you are attempting to run orders in a particular sequence with one or more players on the 
same day, then more care is required. By default turns due to run on a particular day are processed in random 
order (although some information found within the results is only collated at the end of the day). In order to avoid 
this, one player gives an order in their turn which determines the sequence in which the entire group's turns run 
(saying which turn is to be run first, which second, etc.), and all other players must give an order to defer to that 
player’s choice of sequence. If you do not defer to the player submitting a sequence (even if you submit the same 
sequence as they do), then your turn will be processed in random order. Details on how to submit sequencing 
orders using LPE can be found with the LPE FAQs and instructions, which are on the Harlequin Games website 
and also available on request. 

1.6 THE LEGENDS RULEBOOK  
This book contains all the generic rules for Legends games. You don’t need to know (or even be aware of) all the 
rules in order to play, but that said, a fair grasp of most aspects will be required to play well. Occasional rules 
updates will be forthcoming and whilst these will be announced, please check that you have a current version of 
the rules – especially when starting a new game. 

1.7 THE MODULES 
Module books detail the different game worlds available to explore in the Legends game system. They include 
specific information on races, religions, and the game world. They may also include changes or variations to the 
Legends rules that are unique to that module. In these cases, the rules in the module supersede the rules in this 
rulebook. The module books also give details of victory conditions and adventure objectives that are unique to 
that game world. 

As well as there being many different modules, the individual games played using any given module vary as well, 
with the world’s items, characters, monsters and other features changed from game to game to ensure variety, and 
reduce the advantage that might be gained from cross-game information. 
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The game rules are small variations made to individual games, which the GM may add in order to tailor games to 
better suit the players or to make the game unique. These supersede module rules, as the module rules supersede 
the Legends rules, and will be made available before the start of the game.  
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1.9 THE ‘PIECES’ OF THE GAME 
Legends is played through the manipulation and use of some basic elements, or ‘pieces’: 

 Characters 

 Forces 

 Guilds 

 Markets 

These pieces operate on a game map that is made up of Provinces (sometimes considered the fifth type of piece), 
each of which is represented by a square on a grid and given coordinates for ease of reference. 

There are various types of each piece. 

With the exception of Provinces, all these pieces may be owned by a player, or rather, the player’s ‘position’ (the 
part they play in the game). Characters and pieces not owned by a player are considered to be non-player 
Character (NPC) pieces. These do not remain motionless, but act of their own accord: NPCs may move, act, and 
have goals of their own and stories to tell. There may be hostile revolts by Population Segments who are underfed, 
for example, or who do not like their administrator, liege lord or garrison commander. NPCs may even lead 
campaigns against one another, and offer rewards for adventures undertaken against their perceived enemies. 

Player positions are numbered from 1 to 200, which corresponds to the number of their main Character.  

Forces are the groups into which things (including Characters, Guilds and Markets) are placed in order to 
organise, control and move them. As a player, you will issue some orders to your Characters, Guilds and Markets, 
and some to the Forces they reside in. There are 9 basic Force types, which fall into three categories: 

 
Field Force types (these move) 

Party A Force made up only of Characters 

Legion A Force with soldiers in 

Fleet A Force with ships ready to sail 

Nomad Camp A Force with only Nomadic population 

 

Place type Forces (these are stationary) 

Locations Castles, towns, villages, etc. 

Underground City An underground location 

Lairs Where a single monster may be found 

Ruins Where multiple monsters may be found 

  

Special Place type Force (a moving Place!) 

Cloud Castle A moving Location 
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1.10 YOUR TURN 
In PBM games, the term ‘turn’ is used both to refer to the orders you send to the GM to process, and also the 
results that the GM sends you. Which is, admittedly, sometimes confusing, but usually it is clear from the context 
which is being referred to. In addition, the results are sometimes also referred to as the ‘overview’. 

 

The first thing in your turn (the term ‘turn’ being used here to refer to the results that are sent out to you) is a 
summary of general information about your position: 

 Your Real Name and Password (just in case you forgot). 

 Your account number. 

 Your account balance. 

 The name of your GM. 

 The real date & time your turn was processed. This is critical for determining when your next turn can be 
processed. 

 The game date and next production modifier. 

 Your position’s coat of arms (when you are unmasked this is displayed to the world). 

 Your faction membership/s (in some modules you may be a member of several). 

 Your positional policies. These are things which the entire position will do if no specific orders are given: 

Gifts: refuse or accept gifts of Forces or soldiers 

Escape: all player Characters will always try to escape unless their wounds are greater than or equal to a 
percentage level set by the player (0% to 99%). If you do not want your Characters to attempt to escape then 
select 0%. The default location escaped to will be into the Force where the Character is being held. This applies if 
the Character starts the turn as a prisoner. After the escape he will try to complete any valid orders issued that 
turn. 

The rest of your turn will then consist of details of what your Characters and forces have, and have done. It can be 
safely assumed that any piece of information mentioned in the rest of the rules regarding and specific to your 
position will be found in your turn. 
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PART II: GETTING STARTED 
> CREATING YOUR SET-UP < 

2 GETTING STARTED 
The first thing you should do is contact the GM to find out what games are currently accepting players.  Usually 
these are new games about to start, but there may also be positions available in existing games.  Once a game that 
is accepting players is found, you need to design a starting position appropriate to the module of the game.  This is 
done by filling in a set-up form and returning it to the GM. A set-up form must contain the following information: 

 Position Type (which determines the starting balance of Characters and Population). 

 A Coat of Arms. 

 Details of Characters and a supporting Force (if allowed by the Position Type). 

 An indication of where you would like your position to be placed in the world. 

Set-up forms can be found, in various formats, in the Downloads section of the Harlequin website. Alternatively, 
if you do not have access to the internet, these can be sent to you by post if requested  

2.1 CHARACTER DESIGN OVERVIEW 
You need to choose the following aspects for each Character in your position: 

 Name 

 Race † 

 Gender (typically male or female) 

 Religion † 

† Note: In some modules, certain races and positions have restrictions placed on them. For example, Elves 
might have to follow a religion of a specific alignment.  
 
New Characters are assigned a number of starting points (the amount depending on their class – see the table 
below), which can be allocated to three main aspects: 

 Characteristics: Strength, Dexterity, Constitution, & Beauty 

 Attributes: Personal Combat, Tactics, & Influence 

 Skills: Up to three skills can be assigned points, from a list of 24 possibilities 

In addition, if a Character is assigned starting points to an Arcanist skill (skill ID# 1-9), you must choose Arcane 
Spells for that Character. See Appendix C for spell details. 

Character 
Class A B C D E 

Points to be 
allocated 30 40 50 60 80 

Character 
Actions 2 2 3 3 3 
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2.2 POSITION TYPES 
There are five basic position types.  

2.2.1 The Overlord  
The Overlord starts with six Characters: 

 One Class C Character 

 Two Class B Characters 

 Three Class A Characters 

The Overlord also begins with the largest starting Population for their race and size (generally between 700 and 
1,300 Population), and a medium-strength castle capable of having 400 or so defenders. Initial troop training 
levels range from 6 to 9. (The effects of troop training levels are explained fully in the Combat section. For now, 
it is enough to know that the Overlord position is the largest economic-based starting position type available.) 

The Overlord must select weapons for his starting troops, but they will automatically be equipped with laminated 
armour, and mounts will be randomly assigned. 

This position type includes troops, population and many Characters, allowing it to adopt most strategies. But it 
does suffer from the poor quality of its Characters. 

2.2.2 The Mercenary 
The Mercenary starts with four Characters: 

 One Class D Character 

 Three Class B Characters 

The Mercenary (or Merc) has about 50% of the Population of an Overlord, a medium-strength castle, and troops 
similar to those of the Overlord but with initial troop training levels of 9 to 12. (In other words, this military set-up 
is smaller, but with better troops, Characters and starting defences.) 

Mercenary positions are best at military conquest, and have some flexibility in other areas. 

2.2.3 The Adventure Party 
The Adventure Party starts with six Characters: 

 One Class D Character 

 Five Class B Characters 

The Adventure Party position begins with better items and Character skill levels than the Overlord and Mercenary 
positions, but without troops or a castle. 

This position is very versatile due to the number of good quality Characters, but starts with no population or 
soldiers though these can usually be acquired later. 
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2.2.4 The Hero and Side Kick 
The Hero starts with two Characters: 

 One Class E Character 

 One Class C Character 

Their initial skills and items are the best of all set-ups, but at a cost of fewer Characters, no troops, and no castle. 

This is a focused position, and the best for a particular style of play, taking advantage of early superiority in a 
chosen field to gain a long term advantage. Often taken as the premium choice for those interested in killing off 
the numerous monsters lurking in lairs and ruins (lair bashing). 

2.2.5 The Clan (Not available in all modules) 
The Clan starts with eight Characters: 

 One Class D Character 

 Three Class B Characters 

 Four Class A Characters 

This is a new set-up option. The position is similar in nature to the Adventurer Party in that it starts with no troops 
or castle. Refer to the module of the game you are playing to see whether this set-up option is allowed, and for 
more details if it is – often this option is restricted to certain races within a module. 
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PART III: CHARACTERS  
> THE HOW-TO MANUAL < 

3 CHARACTERS 
A player may have a maximum of 40 Characters under their control at any one time. Each player will start with 
between 2 and 8 Characters, depending on their set-up and on module restrictions for the particular game. Further 
Characters may then be obtained during the course of play through influence orders, casting spells, completing 
adventures, and, less frequently, through events. 

Characters have the following features, which are detailed on a Character’s overview in the turn results: 

Aspects  Computations  Other 

Name †  Combat Factor (CF)  Weapon 
Gender †  Attack Factor (AF)  Shield 
Marks  Defence Factor (DF)  Armour 
Prestige Rating  Damage/Invulnerability (DAM/INV)  Mount 
Race †  Movement Value (MV)  Items in Use (x 2) 
Status  Sighting/Hiding Value (SV/HV)  Possessions 
Strength †  Carrying Capacity (CC)  Invisibility 
Dexterity †  Magic Attack Resistance (MAR)  Bodyguard to 
Constitution †  Special Attack Resistance (SAR)  Being Guarded by 

Beauty †    Prisoners 

Personal Combat rating †  Knowledge  Titles 

Tactics †  Spells Known †  Coat of Arms † 
Influence †  Mana available  Stealth On or Off 
Skills (max. of 3) †  Familiar  Located at/in 
Health (% Wounded)  Production Secrets  Combat slot assigned to 
Condition (Poison, Pox, Stoned)  Song Known if Bard  Bless/Curse 
Actions Available  Duel Spell Loaded  Miscellaneous 

Religion †  Battle Spell Loaded   

  Troop Training Types Known   
  Troop Training Capacity   
 
† Note: These features are detailed in your set-up, the rest will come into play during the course of the game. 
 
In the following chapters we will explain each and every one of these features. 
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3.1 GENERAL CHARACTER INFORMATION 

3.1.1 Names 
You may name your starting Characters at the time of set-up. Names may not be longer than 20 Characters long, 
including spaces. Inappropriate names may be edited at the discretion of the GM. All other Characters are named 
by the Legends System, and cannot be changed.  

3.1.2 Gender 
There are two current traditional genders: female and male. Various magical or unusual races found in some 
modules may have additional genders. 

3.1.3 Races 
Every Character is of one particular race. In some modules the nature of race is combined with the concept of 
ethnicity within a race, creating divisions within the race’s population. If, through the course of play, a Character 
changes their race (generally through a magical means), the base individual Characteristics (Strength, Dexterity, 
Beauty and Constitution) of the Character do not change. However, the remaining racially-fixed aspects such as 
starting Combat Value, Magic Attack Resistance, and Special Attack, are altered to conform to the new race. 

3.1.4 Religions 
Each Character may belong to either one religion or no religion. Religion is also used to determine the alignment 
of a Character. Religions may be Good, Neutral, or Evil. Characters of no religion are not considered neutral, but 
rather are simply unaligned. A Character’s religion may be changed through conversion spells, magic items, 
adventures, or interaction with the Church Guilds. 

The Gods in Legends are potent and often visible. It is generally unwise for a Character not to worship one of 
them. 
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3.2 CHARACTERISTICS 
There are 4 Characteristics: Strength, Dexterity, Constitution and Beauty. Each race has base Characteristic levels. 
These starting levels may be increased above the racial base by spending starting points at the cost of one point 
per point of increase. You may not decrease Characteristics beneath the racial base to gain extra points. In the 
course of the game, Characteristics may be changed by gaining supernatural statuses and/or through items (such 
as a Belt of Strength). For the most part, the Characteristics of your Character will stay fairly close to the level 
they start the game at. You may not increase a starting Characteristic to more than double the racial base through 
the spending of starting points (though it may be further increased through other means during the game). For 
example, if you have a Halfling with a base strength of 6, then the maximum strength he can start with is 12. 

3.2.1 Strength (Str)  
Strength is the brute Force of the Character. The higher the strength, the more a Character can carry without being 
encumbered and slowed down. This is especially important for races that can fly. Each point of strength above the 
racial base increases the Character’s AF by 5% of their CF. Powerful weapons often require high strength (above 
12) to wield. 

3.2.2 Dexterity (Dex) 
Dexterity is the agility of the Character. Certain covert actions are easier for Characters with higher dexterity. 
Each point of dexterity above the racial base increases the Character’s AF by 5% of their CF. Powerful weapons 
may be impossible to use without a high dexterity (above 12). 

3.2.3 Constitution (Con) 
Constitution reflects the ability of the Character to heal wounds, resist plague and poison, and survive 
resurrection. 

3.2.4 Beauty (Bty) 
Beauty represents the attractiveness of the Character, based on a human-centric aesthetic standard that typically 
places humans at a base of 10, Orcs and Trolls from 4 – 6, and Elves from 18 – 20. Though it remains uncertain 
whether Orcs do in fact find Elves more attractive than their own kind. Beauty is used as a modifier in 
influence/diplomacy attempts, but only against Characters of the opposite sex.  
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3.3 ATTRIBUTES 
 
Unlike Characteristics, the cost of increase attributes during the set-up varies: 

Attribute Set-up cost Free Initial Rating 

Personal Combat [PC] 1 point per point of increase 1 

Tactics [TAC] 2 points per point of increase 0 

Influence [INF] 3 points per point of increase 0 

 

The maximum number points that can be spent on PC is 30% of the starting points for that character (see table in 
section 2.1 – Character Design Overview), the maximum number of points that can be spent on INF is 50% of the 
starting points for that character, and the maximum number of points that can be spent on TAC is 50% of the 
starting points for that character. For example, a class D character has 60 starting points, so may spend up to 18 of 
them on PC, up 30 of them on INF, and up to 30 of them on TAC. Given both this restriction and the cost per 
increase (see the table above), this results in the following maximum increases in an Attribute during set-up: 

 

Character Class A B C D E 

Personal Combat [PC] 9 12 15 18 24 

Tactics [TAC] 7 10 12 15 20 

Influence [INF] 5 6 8 10 13 

 

Attribute ratings may be also affected by the addition of statuses, familiar bonuses, equipped items, direct spells, 
potion activations, blesses, curses, and Marks. This altered rating is shown in a Character’s overview. Attributes 
can also be practiced in order to increase their effect, and may also increase with experience and use. 

3.3.1 Personal Combat (PC) 
Characters with high PCs are the major combatants in the world, as PC is a major factor in calculating a 
character’s CF and DF. A Character’s combat factor is the single most important statistic for determining how 
effective a Character is in combat. 

A Character’s Combat Factor (CF) is increased, above their base CF, by 5 points for each point of PC that the 
Character has (after blesses, curses, spells and other effects have been taken into consideration). 

A Character’s Defence Factor (DF) is increased, above the base DF for that race, by 0.3 points for each point of 
PC that the Character has (after blesses, curses, spells and other effects have been taken into consideration), plus 
any DF for equipment (such as armour), skills, spells, or other effects. 
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3.3.2 Tactics (TAC) 
Referred to as leadership in the past, Tactics is the ability of a Character to direct soldiers, resulting in a 
tremendous impact on battles involving soldiers. The side with the tactical advantage – the Character with highest 
Tactics in the overall command position – gains +5% overall modifier per point of advantage to Attack Factors 
and Defence Factors, though this is capped at 100%. Soldiers also appreciate Tactical skill. Understandably they 
don’t want to die in battle, and as such, tactical rating adds directly to the morale of soldiers in the immediate slot 
of the commander, while the tactics of the overall commander adds to the morale of the army as a whole. Also, 
when moving, tactics plays a part in the ability to sight or avoid being sighted by other forces.  

In duels, where combats include only Characters (no soldiers), tactics plays no direct part except to assist in the 
small chance of obtaining surprise. 

3.3.3 Influence (INF) 
Influence is the key to diplomacy. This is the ability to persuade Characters to join your cause, and NPCs with 
other players’ positions to break their oaths and come over to your banner. Influencing is one of the more complex 
features of the game, since the process of taking control of another Character involves a lot of factors. The key 
elements, however, are the influence rating of the Sponsor of the attempt, versus the loyalty of the target. (See 
orders D1- 4 and D7.) 

3.4 SKILLS 
Each Character may have up to three separate skills, chosen from the 24 available. (See the skill summary tables 
below for details of these.) All skills can be increased in level, with higher levels giving advantages in the game. 
Skill level increases are gained through practice, use, combat, completion of adventures, and items. The stealth 
skill may also be (temporarily) increased by the use of spells.  

Skills fall into four main categories: 

 Spell Casters: The arcane skills 1 to 9, plus Priest skill 10 

 Covert Skills: Skills 12 to 15 

 General skills: Skills 11, plus 16 to 18 

 Military skills: Skills 19 to 24 

All combinations of skills are allowed, with the exception that only one spell casting skill (#1 to #10) is allowed 
per Character, and no Character can have the same skill more than once. That said, by way of an exception, in 
some special circumstances and in certain modules, a Character may be allowed to be both a Priest and have an 
Arcane skill 1 to 9. But this is a rare exception, and is governed by the module set-up restrictions.  

In the course of play your position will obtain many items with different restrictions. The single most common 
restriction is a skill restriction, meaning that only Characters of a certain skill may benefit from using the item. A 
specific skill (or combination of skills) is also required to train certain troop training types such as the standard 
Mage-Knight which requires a character with both Warlock and Knight skills to train (see the T1 order and 
Section 7.7 for details). Many Adventures also require you to have a particular set of skills (though usually with 
other additional restrictions – see the A3 order). 

As such, a Character’s choice of skills is among the most important decision to be made when creating a set-up, 
though which skills a character knows can be changed (see orders S3, S4, S5, S32, A3 and U3). 

The order in which skills are listed on a Character’s overview is irrelevant. 
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3.4.1 Skill Summary Tables 

SPELL CASTER – ARCANIST: 

Skill Description/Area of Expertise 

#1 Wizard Fire and Protection 
#2 Sorcerer Hearts and Minds 
#3 Illusionist Trickery and Invisibility 
#4 Necromancer The Undead 
#5 Summoner Calling Astral Creatures 
#6 Seer Perception and Divination 
#7 Warlock Battles and Physique 
#8 Enchanter Magic Artefacts 
#9 Druid Nature 

SPELL CASTER –  PRIEST: 

Skill Description/Area of Expertise 

#10 Priest Miracle workers for their God  

GENERAL & COVERT SKILLS: 

Skill Description/Area of Expertise 

#11 Bard Songs to curse or bless listeners and legends to learn  
#12 Assassin Covert skill to kidnap, assassinate or poison 
#13 Spy Covert skill to gain mundane information 
#14 Stealth Skill to avoid being noticed, or to help rescue 
#15 Thief Covert skill to steal items 
#16 Merchant The manipulator of tradegoods and Markets 
#17 Rumourmonger The observer of the worldly actions 
#18 Admin/Eng. Logistical bureaucrat/architect 

MILITARY SKILLS: 

Skill Description/Area of Expertise 

#19 Berserker Wildness in combat & ill temper 
#20 Knight Finesse of the noble fighters 
#21 Swordmaster Weaponmaster skill focused on sword use 
#22 Axemaster Weaponmaster skill focused on axe use 
#23 Bowmaster Weaponmaster skill focused on bow use 
#24 Ranger Focus on awareness and skill outdoors 
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3.4.2 Skill Set-up Costs 
The costs of purchasing a skill at set-up and increasing it from its first level are shown in the table below.  

The table on the right shows the maximum values per Character type.  

 

# Skill Purchase /
Initial cost

Incremental
costs  Maximums purchase level

per Character type 

Spellcasting Skills    A B C D E 

1 Wizard 10 1  6 11 16 21 31 
2 Sorcerer 10 1  6 11 16 21 31 
3 Illusionist 10 1  6 11 16 21 31 
4 Necromancer 10 1  6 11 16 21 31 
5 Summoner 10 1  6 11 16 21 31 
6 Seer 10 1  6 11 16 21 31 
7 Warlock 10 1  6 11 16 21 31 
8 Enchanter 10 1  6 11 16 21 31 
9 Druid 10 1  6 11 16 21 31 
10 Priest 10 1  6 11 16 21 31 

General + Covert Skills         

11 Bard 3 2  7 9 12 14 19 
12 Assassin 3 2  7 9 12 14 19 
13 Spy 3 2  7 9 12 14 19 
14 Stealth 3 2  7 9 12 14 19 
15 Thief 3 2  7 9 12 14 19 
16 Merchant 3 2  7 9 12 14 19 
17 Rumourmonger 3 2  7 9 12 14 19 
18 Admin./Eng. 3 2  7 9 12 14 19 

Military Skills         

19 Berserker 8 1  8 13 18 23 33 
20 Knight 8 1  8 13 18 23 33 
21 Swordmaster 8 1  8 13 18 23 33 
22 Axemaster 8 1  8 13 18 23 33 
23 Bowmaster 8 1  8 13 18 23 33 
24 Ranger 8 1  8 13 18 23 33 

 
Note:  Up to 50% of a Character’s set-up points may be spent on any one skill. 
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3.4.3 Skill Descriptions 

3.4.3.1 #1 –  #9 Spell Caster – Arcanists 
There are nine disciplines of the Arcanist. Each discipline has its own set of spells. A Character with an Arcanist 
skill can cast spells of any Arcanist discipline, but when researching spells of their own discipline they gain a 
bonus, and also receive 3 free spell points towards the casting of spells of his own discipline. An Arcanist can 
have up to 16 known spells, and these may come from within or outside their discipline. 

An Arcanist starts with a number of spells dependent on his level (see table below), which are selected at the start 
of the game. He may then adjust his spell knowledge through actions during the game, such as through using 
items, learning/forgetting spells etc.  

Arcanists use Mana to cast spells. Mana is recovered monthly, at a rate dependent on the location, equipment, 
race, Arcanist level and status of the Arcanist.  

Magic items in a game may be restricted to a specific arcane skill. For example, the Wizard Staff gives benefits to 
a Character only if one of their skills is Wizard. 

Druids can gather flora (Gather Flora order S19) in the same manner Bards and Rangers do. 

Number of spells to choose during set-up 
 

Arcanist 
level 

Spells in 
discipline 

Spells out of 
discipline 

1 to 6 1 - level 1 None 

7 to 12 2 - level 1 
1 - level 2 

1 - level 1 

13 to 18 
2 - level 1 
1 - level 2 
1 - level 3 

1 - level 1 

19 to 24 
3 - level 1 
2 - level 2 
1 - level 3 

1 - level 1 

25 + 
3 - level 1 
2 - level 2 
2 - level 3 

2 - level 1 
1 - level 2 

3.4.3.2 #10 Spell Caster – Priest 
Priests have a fixed spell listing according to their religion, which is detailed in the game module. For every five 
levels of skill they possess, they may have access to a new level of spells. For example, a 20th level Priest has 
access to his religion’s spells of 4th level and below. Depending on the module, the High Priest or leader of the 
religion may make some alterations to the list. Otherwise the Priest is stuck with whatever spells the divine 
powers have detailed for him in the module. Priests gain Mana by praying at Church Guilds, and on a fixed 
monthly schedule regardless of location, how much they gain is determined through a combination of other 
aspects such as status, items, race, religion etc.   

(See casting spells order S9, praying S29.) 
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3.4.3.3 #11 Bard 
Bards use their talents to learn new songs (legends). Only one song/legend may be known at a time. Once sung, 
the story passes from the Character’s memory, allowing another to be learned, and the song is saved in LPE. 
Bards may also use their vocal skill to bestow blessings and inflict curses, and are able, like Druids and Rangers, 
to gather flora in woods.   

(See Bards Song orders D9, D10, Bard’s Bless S10, Gather Flora S19.) 

3.4.3.4 #12 Assassin 
Assassins are the only Characters that can kidnap or assassinate, as well as make poisons and their antidotes. Like 
the Thief and Spy, they have the ability to sabotage the defences of a location.  

(See orders C1, C2, C5, C6, S17, S18.) 

3.4.3.5 #13 Spy 
Spies gather information by spying directly on Characters, forces and guilds. Their work is unaffected by magical 
shells of protection, and thus they are the most effective in penetrating those places where magic is used to guard 
against scrying. Spies also can sabotage defences.  

(See orders C1, C5.) 

3.4.3.6 #14 Stealth 
Stealth is the skill of not being noticed, even when in a crowd. Stealth gives the ability to spot others before they 
spot you, and thus is welcomed by field generals even as it is by those who would lead rescue missions, or find 
themselves with the sudden need to escape.  

(See orders: C9, C10) 

3.4.3.7 #15 Thief 
The Thief, in addition to being able to steal items and sabotage defences, can also move quickly, a skill acquired 
from a life-long habit of finding quick paths and short-cuts, and so gains +4 land movement. The Thief can also 
rob graveyards, disturbing rotting corpses to gain their buried treasures. 

(See orders C1, C2, C3, C12, C14.) 

3.4.3.8 #16 Merchant 
Checking Markets around the world, the merchant is able to arrange for the sale of trade goods directly to the 
Population, and gain profits when dealing with Marketplaces. A merchant gains a commission or a discount equal 
to 1% for each level of the merchant skill when he is involved in part of the buying and selling arrangements.          

(See Orders S24, S25) 

3.4.3.9 #17 Rumourmonger 
The Rumourmonger gathers information, and can pick through the conversations of travellers to weave a picture 
of the world at large. Based on their skill level, they can gather, at the time of monthly production, greater 
information from the Palantir Network News than the normal receiver. They can also listen for the rumours of 
events in distant locations, and the location of Forces. Adept at spreading as well as discovering rumours, they can 
promote discord and support civil disorder, sabotage morale, or weaken the strength of Guilds. 

(See orders C2, C11, C13, D5, D6.) 
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3.4.3.10 #18 Administrator-Engineer 
The Admin./Engineer has the dual skills of both overseeing the construction of fortifications, as well as organising 
public works to increase the support efficiency index (SEI) of a location, leading to greater production. When 
involved in siege assaults he aids his side’s combat Forces in dealing with the defenders’ fortifications. 

(See orders S28, E2, and Military order 32.) 

3.4.3.11 #19 Berserker 
The Berserker rushes through life in a foul temper. In combat, however, his military prowess and fearlessness in 
the face of Special Attacks assists him greatly, based on his level: 

 Level 1   +100% Attack Factor (AF),  -2 Defence Factor (DF) 

 For each additional level +3% AF, +5% Charge  

 For every 5 levels  +1 Special Attack Resistance (SAR) in combat 

The Berserker also has a problem with his temper when dealing with diplomatic influence attempts Should the 
Berserker be involved in a failed influence attempt (Diplomatic orders D1 to D4), regardless of whether he is a 
Sponsor or a target, there is a chance equal to the sum of the two Characters’ Berserker levels of a brawl breaking 
out. Damage in this brawl, however, is generally minor (usually less than 10%, and with a cap of 20% total). 
Berserker levels also reduce the chance of the Character being a victim of a successful kidnapping or assassination 
by 2% for each level.  

3.4.3.12 #20 Knight 
The Knight embodies the tempered and balanced military skill of the Age. The Knight’s self-discipline in warfare 
helps him to resist Magical Attacks in combat, his inner strength fortifying his essence and protecting him from 
arcane blows. The field of combat, for a Knight, is a place where glory can be won, and he gains much as he goes 
up in levels: 

 Level 1   +50% Attack Factor (AF) and +3 Defence Factor (DF) 

 For each additional level + 4% AF and + 3% Charge 

 For every 5 levels  +1 Magic Attack Resistance (MAR) in combat and +3 Defence Factor 

Knight levels also reduce the chance of the Character being a victim of a successful kidnapping or assassination 
by 2% per level. 

3.4.3.13 #21 Swordmaster 
The Swordmaster is a specialist in the use of all types of swords. He gains the following bonuses in combat when 
using swords: 

 Level 1   +100% Attack Factor 

 For each additional level +5% Attack Factor 

 For every 5 levels  +2 Damage rating  

As one of the Weaponmaster skills, it also reduces the chance of the Character being a victim of a successful 
kidnap or assassination attempt by 1% per level. 
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3.4.3.14 #22 Axemaster 
The Axemaster is a specialist in the use of all types of Axes. He gains the following bonuses in combat when 
using an axe type weapon: 

 Level 1   +100% Attack Factor 

 For each additional level +5% Attack Factor 

 For every 5 levels  +2 Damage rating  

As one of the Weaponmaster skills, it also reduces the chance of being a victim of a successful kidnap or 
assassination attempt by 1% per level. 

3.4.3.15 #23 Bowmaster 
The Bowmaster is a specialist in the use of all types of bows. It should be noted that not all missile weapons fall 
within the Bowmaster’s knowledge. For example, the javelin is a missile weapon but not classified as a bow type 
weapon (they are in that nebulous area called ‘other’, shared with pikes, halberds and maces). Bowmasters with 
bow weapons gain the following bonuses: 

 Level 1   +100% Attack Factor 

 For Each additional level +5% Attack Factor 

 For every 5 levels  +2 Damage rating  

As one of the Weaponmaster skills, it also reduces the chance of being a victim of a successful kidnap or 
assassination attempt by 1% per level. 

3.4.3.16 #24 Ranger 
Rangers are experts in the field and in wilderness. They gain +8 movement points when moving on the ground, 
and are able to gather flora like the Bard and the Druid. They can also make healing potions. When in command 
of a Force and ordered to explore they are able to use their skill, based on their level, to gather a greater amount of 
information regarding the surrounding area than other Characters (see military order 30). Survival in the 
wilderness also brings with it increased combat abilities and a self-awareness that helps the Ranger resist both 
magical and special attacks: 

 Level 1   +50% Attack Factor (AF) 

 Each additional level  + 4% AF 

 Every 5 levels   +1 Magic Attack Resistance & Special Attack Resistance (combat only) 

A Ranger’s awareness also helps him to fend off assassination and kidnap attempts by 3% per Ranger level. 

Information gathering when ranger in command: 
(in command = assigned to slot 9) 

Base Level Information gathered 

1 to 5 Standard exploration on adjacent provinces  
6 to 10 Standard exploration on a two province radius  
11 to 20 Standard exploration on a three province radius 
21+ Standard exploration on four province radius 
26+ Underground Locations found within four provinces 
31+ Nomad Camps found within four provinces 
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3.5 MISCELLANEOUS 
As well as Characteristics, attributes and skills, Characters may have and possess a variety of other benefits, 
states, and, well, miscellaneous things.  

3.5.1 Status 
Any Character may have a supernatural status magically bestowed upon him. Statuses have rankings, and most 
have a chance of changing or ‘Morphing’ to the next rank at production or during combat. Statuses can change a 
Character from merely ‘Enchanted’ to nearly ‘God-like’. Statuses affect the Characteristics and attributes of the 
Character, and may have effects in combat. Statuses fall into one of four categories: 

 Undead 

 Lycanthrope 

 Religious 

 Other 

However, whilst being described as only of one category, each status nevertheless has a ranking within each 
category. But, that said, most Statuses only have a rating of above 0 in the one category they fall into. In other 
words, an Undead status also has a Lycanthrope, Religious and Other ranking as well as an Undead one. 

Rankings can be positive or negative. Typically, for example, an Undead status has a positive Undead rank, and a 
negative Religious rank. Statuses not detailed fully in the modules must be discovered during the course of play. 
you can view the status of a Character you control (order V7) to get further details, but you cannot view the 
statuses of another player’s Character.  

It is possible for a Character to overwrite a status with another one: sometimes there are adventures available to 
drop your status, whilst it may also be possible to drop a status with a Special Action. Unless changing your status 
through an adventure, overwriting a status is only possible if the new status has an equal or higher ranking than 
the old status.  

If you are overwriting a status with another of the same type of status (e.g. Lycanthrope), you simply compare the 
ratings.  For example, the WereRat status has a Lycanthrope status rank 1, so can be overwritten with a WereWolf 
status, which has a Lycanthrope rating of 8.  However, WereWolf could not overwrite a WereBear status, which 
has a Lycanthrope rating of 10.  

Things become more complex when you are trying to overwrite a status with one of a different type. Using the 
example of a Character wanting to overwrite his Spectre (Undead 8) status, the new status has to have an equal or 
more powerful Undead ranking in order to overwrite the Spectre status. So the status of Most Blessed One (which 
is a Religious 10 status but has a ranking of Undead-0 could not overwrite the Spectre status.  However, a status 
such as Divine Guardian, which is a Religious 6 status but also happens to have an Undead ranking of 10, could 
overwrite the Spectre status. 

A statuses ranking also acts as a diplomacy-influence modifier, increasing (or decreasing) a Character’s effective 
influence rating.  

3.5.2 Familiar 
Only Arcanists may have Familiars. These pets may come with their own spells, and may assist their master in a 
variety of ways. Like statuses, Familiars may morph into more useful (or on occasion pesky) critters. They are not 
separate ‘pieces’ in the game, and so cannot be given orders. The spells they know are closely guarded by the 
creatures, and may not be taught by the Character, though he may use them. If a Character with a Familiar drops 
his arcane skill then the Familiar will also leave. 
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3.5.3 Marks 
Marks are distinctions gained by a Character, either through divine involvement or magical robbery (see order 
code S30). Marks are ‘wild cards’, and as such are not fully explained in the rules: instead, their many aspects will 
need to be discovered during the course of play.  

When a Character with a Mark declares a Blood Enemy, the Divine Powers may take notice and cause damage to 
their target. This will not, however, be duplicated by repetitive declaration of a Blood Enemy on a Character.  

All marks bestow the following upon the Character who owns them: 

 +2 prestige (immediately added to effective and enhanced) and +3 final influence 

 During production there is a 5 – 10% chance of an increase in the number of actions the Character has (to 
a maximum of 5), and/or a one point increase in Characteristics or skills 

There are six standard types of marks, though additional mark types may be found in the course of play. These are 
their known powers: 

3.5.3.1 Destiny 
Gives a 5% chance of an increase in Base Prestige, and random positive effects on any influence attempt 

3.5.3.2 Power 
Gives +3 Mana recovery, heals all a Character’s wounds if they are alive at production, and a + 3 level bonus to 
spell research. Also gives some positive effects in combat. 

3.5.3.3 Evil 
Gives a negative effect on beauty, and increased influence with Undead creatures. 

3.5.3.4 Wizardry 
Allows spell research at +10 levels. 

3.5.3.5 Divinity 
Gives between +6 and +8 holy Mana recovery, and a greater chance of Priest skill going up at production. If the 
Character is dead, they have a slim chance of self-resurrection. 

3.5.3.6 Glory 
Gives an increased chance of Personal Combat (PC) and weaponmaster skills going up in combat, together with 
an unspecified bonus in battle. 

3.5.4 Titles 
A Character may have any number of titles. Titles may have an effect on the Character’s prestige, and affect the 
influencing of other Characters. All titles are public knowledge, and anyone may view the public records of who 
holds them.  
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3.5.5 Prestige Rating 
Prestige is a general indication of a Character’s standing in Legends society. It includes base prestige (some of 
which is gained at set up), Marks, titles, and any additional achievements of the Character. When attempting to 
influence a Character to join a position, they will generally only accept if the influencer has more prestige.  

With great prestige comes greater support from followers. Characters with high prestige therefore have aid in 
fending off assassination and kidnapping attempts, so that covert actions against them are reduced by 1% for 
every point of effective prestige.  

The three ratings of a Character’s prestige are: 

 BASE Prestige.   This cannot be affected by marks, titles or positional gains. 

 ENHANCED Prestige.  This is Base Prestige plus any prestige gained from Marks and Titles. 

 EFFECTIVE Prestige.  This is Enhanced Prestige plus the benefit from positional assets, such as owning 
Guilds and Characters (see below). This is calculated once every month at Production. 

 

Gaining Base Prestige: 

 When an NPC Place-type Force is conquered for the first time, the main Character that owns the Force 
which conquered the NPC Force gains one prestige point.  

Note: that the conquered force will become owned by the character in overall command (often not the owner of 
the conquering force) or if there is no overall commander by the conquering force’s owner 
 
Gaining Effective Prestige: 

 Each guild owned by the main Character increases their effective prestige by the square root of the guild’s 
strength.  Every other guild owned by the position increases the Main Character’s effective prestige by 
half the square root of the guild’s strength. For example: a 17-point Guild owned by a position adds 2 to 
the main Character’s prestige, or, if the Character is the owner of the Guild, it adds 4. 

 Every 10 Characters in a position increases the effective prestige of the main Character by 1. 

Note – Characters other than a position’s Main Character only have one Prestige rating listed in the turn results. 
This is equivalent to their ‘Enhanced prestige’ as they gain no benefit to their prestige from positional assets. 

3.5.6 Loyalty/Greed Resistance 
Each Character has separate Loyalty and Greed Resistance. These are used to determine the Character’s 
willingness to change positions or be bribed. Loyalty can be changed through actions and spells. Greed can only 
be affected by spells. Loyalty and Greed are numbers, but, rather than being detailed as a number in turns, they 
are reported as being of a descriptive category such as Poor, Average, etc. Each category covers a range of values, 
and the ranges each category covers is detailed in the Appendices, but it is not possible discover exactly what 
value Loyalty or Greed Resistance a Character has. 

3.5.7 Spells Known 
A Character’s overview in a turn will have a list of all spells directly known by the Character. An Arcanist (a 
Character with at least one skill #1 to #9) may know up to 16 spells at any given time. This is in addition to spells 
known by a Familiar, or contained as a function of an equipped item. A Priest (skill #10) may have as many as 30 
spells, but Priest’s spells are dictated by their religion, while the Arcanist can pick and choose his spells from any 
arcane discipline.  
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3.5.8 Duel/Battle Spells 
In the course of any kind of combat a Character may directly cast one spell (some magic items may automatically 
cast a second spell in combat, but these items are rare). These must be prepared in advance of the combat, but 
once prepared will remain ready for when the Character is next involved in a combat, and are then detailed in the 
turn. If the Character is involved in a combat involving soldiers, then their Battle Spell is cast. If it is a combat 
against Characters only, then a Duel Spell is cast.  

3.5.8.1 Notes on Battle and Duel Spells 

3.5.8.1.1 Spell stacking 
Multiple spells affecting the same fight, generated from your slotted spell and up to two autocast spells from 
equipped items should stack in the majority of cases, however, there is no guarantee that all such spell stacking 
will work in a given fight. It is determined on a case by case basis by the hardcoded algorithms in the battlecode 

3.5.8.1.2 Overall Modifier Cap 
It is not possible for a single spell to reduce Overall Modifier by more than 50% 

 

3.5.8.1.3 Clarification of common misconception 
One aspect of the code does not function the way that many players think it does. 

This misconception affects spells, such as Blur Illusion, which are described thus: 

58. Blur Illusion (Duel) (Level 1) 

Cost: 1 Mana. 

Effect: Enemy Character suffers an overall -30% modifier (including AF and DF). 

 
These spells do not target a single enemy character, but affect whichever enemy characters the caster engages 
with ie. each enemy, who tries to hit him, gets a 30% disadvantage from this effect. 

This is the way that the code has always functioned, but many players have assumed that things worked 
differently. 

 
Here is a list of the standard spells which work this way, (please ask if you think a spell has been missed out): 

57 Glint of Light, 58 Blur Illusion, 65 Shadowstorm (affects AF aspect), 75-77 Repel Undead, 179 Enfeeblement, 
181 Attack Dispersement 
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3.5.9 Mana available 
Casting spells requires Mana. For Arcanists, Mana is called Magic Mana, while for Priests it is called Holy Mana. 
A Character may not gain more Mana than their skill rating (including item skill modifiers). 

Holy Mana is gained at production, and through praying, and occasionally through spells, and is stored in a 
Character's mana pool. Magic mana is gained at production, and occasionally through spells, and is also stored in 
the character's mana pool. Characters who are both a Priest and a Mage (which is rare and generally not a set-up 
option) have only one Mana pool available for casting both Magic and Holy Spells. 

3.5.10 Free Mana available 
In addition to the mana available in their mana pool, Characters may also get access to a certain amount of Free 
Mana for casting specific spells, either from a familiar, from being skilled in a specific arcane discipline, and/or 
from equipped items. This Free Mana will be counted towards the Mana available for casting appropriate spells, 
meaning that through the use of Free Mana bonuses, a Character may cast a spell with more Mana than his current 
stored Mana 

For easy reference the amount of Free Mana available is indicated on the overview. 

3.5.11  Troop Training Knowledge 
In most modules there are many special troop training types to be learned. Unlike the generic and publicly-known 
types (such as knight, mageknight, and guard), knowledge of special training types may be restricted. However, 
once ten Characters learn the training technique it becomes public knowledge, at which point anyone who knows 
the ID# of the troop type and meets the training restrictions may attempt to use the technique to train soldiers. 

3.5.12  Production Secrets 
The secrets of creating certain items, such as Dwarven Plate or Elven Bows, may be known by Characters, and are 
then taught to Population Segments so that they can actually construct the items. Only Characters may teach these 
secrets, and then only to a Population Segment, not to another Character. 

3.5.13  Songs And Legends Known 
A Bard may learn and memorise only a single song or legend at a time. This involves more than just rote learning 
of words – it is the mastering of each tone and inflection, every modulation and emphasis, that produces a truly 
great performance. If the Bard knows a story, and is prepared to perform it, then the Character overview will 
indicate this. Once sung the Bard forgets the story, so it is worth saving the details! 
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3.5.14  Blood Enemy 
A Blood Enemy is a Character who has inspired great hatred within your Character. Typically, this occurs through 
a Blood Oath being declared by the surviving owner of a conquered place-type force against the new owner of the 
Force that conquered it. Main Characters will not automatically declare Blood Oaths in those circumstances, but 
must give a specific order to do so (see Order Code B14). A Character can only have one Blood Enemy at a time, 
though he may be a Blood Enemy of many different Characters. A Character’s religion may prevent them from 
Declaring Blood Enemy through the B14 order, and this will be specified in the module book of the game being 
played. 

The effect of a Blood Oath is to give the Character bonuses in combat when opposed by his Blood Enemy. It also 
acts as a negative in diplomatic efforts against them. In addition, at random times Blood Enemies who are in the 
same province will seek each other out and attack one another, regardless of whether they belong to the same 
position or not. The exact chance of this happening is a hidden feature of the game, but may be considered to be 
from between 1 - 5% per day of processing. Such Blood combats are conducted without the benefit of Special 
Attacks, Magic Attacks or Missile rounds: they are simple exchanges of blows, and the combat is then broken up 
by the locals. 

3.5.15  Bodyguards 
A Character may be a Bodyguard to only one Character at a time, and a Character can only have one Bodyguard. 

3.5.16  Prisoners 
A Character may have any number of prisoners. Prisoners do not count towards weight limits for movement, 
either on ground or in the air. They do prevent the Character escorting them from teleporting and PowerPoint 
teleporting, but Recall Spells to a specific Force are not affected by having prisoners. Characters with prisoners 
cannot attempt covert operations such as stealing, kidnapping, assassinating, or rescuing. If a Character with 
prisoners is captured, the prisoners are taken by the captor, and may either be freed or transferred as prisoners of 
the captor. Prisoners (dead or alive) may be buried by using the Execute and Bury order (see P3 order), which, if 
the prisoner is alive, kills them before burial. 
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3.6 EQUIPMENT AND POSSESSIONS   

3.6.1 Equipment  
A Character’s equipment consists of the following: 

 Weapon to be used   

 Shield to be used   

 Armour to be used   

 Warmount to be ridden 

 #1 Item in use  

 #2 Item in use  

 
Everything else is kept in general possessions, and is not considered to be in use by the Character. Each 
equipment slot can contain only one item, although the number of general possessions is unlimited, assuming the 
Character can carry them all. 

The equipment to be used by a Character is not conditional. Which is to say you cannot issue orders saying that if 
attacked by a dragon then the Character should use the Dragonslayer axe, but if attacked by a demon then they are 
to use the Sword of Demonslaying. However, you can change a Character’s equipment during any turn. All new 
equipment must come from the Character’s personal possessions. The items listed as #1 and #2 in use can not be 
weapons, shields, armour or mounts: they may only be special items. The #1 and #2 items in use may be 
duplicates, so if you have two Rings of the Undead you may equip both of them onto a Character. 

Some items of equipment have physical restrictions on them requiring that the character have at least a certain 
amount of strength or dexterity. For example, a Strength of 20 is needed to equip a Troll Hammer. These physical 
restrictions must be met at the time of equipping. Players can use spells and statuses to increase their Character’s 
physical ratings in order to meet the requirements at the time of equipping.  

 

In addition, items may also have non-physical restrictions. For example, your Character might need to be a Troll 
to get a +25% Attack Factor (AF) bonus with a particular weapon, or a Druid to gain +3 Free Mana for each spell 
cast with a certain bracelet. However, these non-physical restrictions do not affect the ability to equip an item; 
rather, a character will not gain their benefit unless the restrictions are met. So in the examples above, a human 
could wield the weapon that only gives Trolls a +25% Attack Factor bonus but would not gain that bonus, whilst a 
Character without the Druid skill would wear the bracelet but would not gain the free mana. 

3.6.2 Possessions 
Items in general possessions will not be brought into use in combat, but may be activated by an activate order (see 
order U3). Spell casting may require specific ingredients to be in general possessions. For example, the making of 
a Priest’s Holy Symbol requires a piece of silver (#419) to be in possession of the Character. 
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3.7 HEALTH –  STATES OF MIND & BODY 

3.7.1 Wounds 
The severity of wounds a Character has received is expressed as a percentage, and directly affects both combat 
ability and the chances of success of most Character actions (with the exception of spell casting). Blesses and 
curses do not alter the wounds percentage of a Character. If a Character hits 100% wounds he dies. Wounds of 
still-living Characters will be reduced at production, at a rate based on their constitution. If the Character is in a 
place-type Force, then the reduction is equal to their constitution value. If he is in the field then it is half that 
value. In addition, if at any time the Character gives a Rest Order (See B10 order), then he heals one-fourth of his 
constitution value. Finally wounds may have a detrimental affect on a character’s arcane mana recovery. 

3.7.2 Dead 
There is a saying in Legends: ‘Crowns spent are gone forever, but death is just a temporary state.’ Dead 
Characters need to be carried or buried, and cannot perform any Character actions (except for the completion of 
an adventure that requires the Character to be dead), but may be transferred into Forces or Guilds, and even 
equipped. When a Character reaches 100% wounds they die, and as time passes may be variously described as 
Dead (recently deceased), Very Dead (their death occurred before the last production), or Long Dead (at least two 
productions have passed since their death). A Character can be resurrected from any of these states, though the 
longer they remain dead, the harder it becomes to do so.  

A Character’s chance of being resurrected is affected by their constitution, and each resurrection risks the loss of 
some points from the Characters constitution. When a Character has 0 constitution they may not be resurrected.  

In addition, Necromancer spells and Rites of the Higher Order (spells 85 to 88) may raise a Character from his 
dead state and give him semblance of life, but with an Undead Status such as a Vampire.  

All dead Characters begin to attract diseases (Pox and Black Death), and unless buried will present a health hazard 
to the occupants of the same ‘ultimate’ Force. For example, a diseased Character in a Party within a Location will 
risk spreading disease to the entire Location. 

3.7.3 Buried 
Only Characters in one of the states of being dead can be buried. Despite popular requests, burying a Character 
alive is not an option (live prisoners who are buried are considered to have been killed first). A buried Character is 
considered to be in the graveyard of the province where the burial took place. There is only one graveyard in each 
province. When buried, the Character’s disease state is not a threat to anyone in the province, but Thieves who 
become grave robbers (order code C14) will risk catching diseases in the process. 

3.7.4 Laid to Rest 
A dead Character may also be ‘laid to rest’. This is a spell which must be cast by a priest of the Character’s 
religion. The spell does not exist in all religions, but may in some cases be found in items. When a Character is 
‘laid to rest’ the Character cannot be resurrected, nor may necromantic spells bring the Character back as Undead. 

3.7.5 Poison 
Poison prevents a Character from healing at production or from resting. Poison I will add 10 to a Character’s 
wounds percentage at each production, and Poison II will add 30 at each production. 
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There are two basic types of diseases: Pox and Black Death. Pox will add 5 to a Character’s wounds percentage at 
the time of production, and Black Death will add 25. Diseased Characters also sustain an automatic curse of either 
20% (from the Pox) or 30% (from the Black Death). The presence of diseased Characters or Populations at 
production can reduce soldier numbers in a force by up to 15%, with accompanying losses in morale. Disease can 
spread within a force to Populations and Characters, reducing Populations by as much as 25%. The chance of this 
occurring varies from between 10% and 90%, and depends on the constitution of the victims. Diseases can spread 
from anywhere in a force, whether in a party in a force or a guild but not to and from unconnected forces also 
present in the province. 

3.7.7 Insanity 
Insanity is a condition that prevents a Character from training troops, completing many Adventures, and from 
even attempting other all other Character Actions 70% of the time (which is to say that any given Character 
Action only has a 30% chance of being attempted).  

3.7.8 Stoned 
Or rather, being turned to stone. This is an occupational hazard for heroic adventurers. When stoned a Character 
may only sponsor orders that require no Character actions such as (Q1 (equip Character), T6 (transfer items) and 
T11 (transfer Characters), except to complete an adventure if the adventure requires the Character to be stoned. 
The Character’s weight is increased, to 10 times the normal racial amount, while turned to stone. 

3.7.9 Blessed or Cursed 
Characters can become blessed or cursed – affecting their PC, TAC, INF and their chances of success in certain 
orders, by either Bard actions (order S10), Spells (spell numbers 214, 215, 297 and 298) and/or items. 

Blesses and curses both affect a single ‘bless/curse’ rating – which is to say that a Character does not have a bless 
rating and a curse rating, but a single rating which if positive represents a bless, and if negative a curse. No 
distinction is made between a Bard or a Spell’s bless/curse for the following notes. 

If a Character has no active blessing or curse on them (bless/curse level 0), then a bless or curse spell cast on a 
them simply gives them a blessing or curse level equal to the effective mana of the spell.  

If a Character has a positive bless/curse level (level 1+) and a bless is cast on them, then that spell overwrites the 
original bless if it gives a bigger bless. For example, if a Character has a level 5 bless (giving 25% increase), and 
has a new bless cast on them that would give a level 6 bless (giving a 30% increase), then this results in the 
Character having a level 6 bless, not a level 11 bless. 

If a Character has a positive bless/curse level (1+) and a curse is cast on them, then negative effect of the curse is 
first applied to the bless, then any remainder applied as a curse. For example, if a Character has a bless/curse level 
of 5, and a level 8 curse is cast on them, this would result in a bless/curse level of –3 (inflicting a –15% curse). 

In the same manner, if a Character has a negative bless/curse level (-1 or less) and a curse is cast on them, then the 
new curse will overwrite the old one if it gives a greater curse, whilst a bless will first reduce the level of the 
curse, then the remainder will be applied as a bless. 

The effect of the bless/curse is then applied to the Base plus Status value of the affected Characteristics (PC, 
Tactics and Influence). The maximum effect it can have on the affected Characteristics is plus 100% (a bless) or –
85% (a curse) of the Base plus Status value of the Characteristic. Further bonuses to bless/curse for equipped 
items are then applied to the Characteristics, but again up to a maximum of  +100% and a minimum of –85%, 
before finally direct modifiers to Characteristics (rather than percentage ones) for items and spells are applied. 

Though a minor warning can be given - that the effect of blesses and curses on monsters may have less impact on 
their combat abilities than one might anticipate, due to their generally low PC values but high racial CF. 
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3.8 CALCULATED VALUES  
This section contains information about the various values that are computed based upon other statistics and 
Characteristics of Characters. Below are basic definitions of these values, and a rough idea of how they are 
calculated. However, please bear in mind that other factors may also influence them. For detailed information 
about the values related to combat, consult the chapter on combat (VII). 

3.8.1 CF: Combat Factor 
CF dictates how much damage a Character can take (the equivalent of ‘hit points’), and is the starting point for 
calculating combat modifiers (particularly important in determining AF – see below). 

CF is calculated by taking a Character’s base racial CF adding 5 times their final Personal Combat (PC), and any 
bonuses from Familiars. In the turn overview the effects of warmounts on CF are not included (warmounts ridden 
in combat add their CF to that of the rider).  

3.8.2 AF: Attack Factor 
AF is the Character’s striking power in a melee round of combat. In combat it is this number, divided by the 
modified DF of the target, which is used to determine how much damage a Character inflicts (the amount of CF 
their opponent loses). It is calculated by taking the sum of the AF modifiers plus a base of 100, and then 
multiplying by the CF of the Character divided by 100. Modifiers for mounts, terrain, combat spells, and match-
up modifiers are not given in the Character overview. 

3.8.3 DF: Defence Factor 
DF is the Character’s general Defence. It is based upon armour, race, Personal Combat (PC), skills and items. But, 
since the figure given is an overview, it excludes affects specific to a particular combat such as combat spells, 
terrain, and match up modifiers. 

A Character’s Defence Factor (DF) is equal to the base DF for that race plus 0.3 points per point of PC that the 
Character has (after blesses, curses, spells and other effects have been taken into consideration), plus any DF for 
equipment (such as armour), skills, spells, or other effects. 
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3.8.4 DAM: Damage Rating 
Sometimes perceived as the sharpness of a weapon. This is the ability of a Character to overcome the 
Invulnerability or the toughness of a target. If their DAM rating is equal to or higher than their target’s INV, then 
the target gains no additional Defence factor bonus. The DAM rating does not consist of the sum of any 
components; instead it is the highest rating of any single component that has a DAM rating: these components 
being race, status, weapon, and combat spells. In addition, Weaponmasters have an increase to their DAM rating 
on top of this, based on their level. 

3.8.5 INV: Invulnerability 
Sometimes considered to be a Character’s toughness. If the target of a physical attack has an INV higher than the 
attacker’s DAM rating, then the defender gets a bonus to their DF: for each point of difference, their DF is 
increased by 50% of its original value. Like the DAM rating, the INV is the highest rating of any single 
component that has an INV rating: these components being race, status, Armour, shield, and combat spells. 

3.8.6 MV: Movement Value 
Sometimes referred to as Movement Points or Movement Factor, this is the base number of points to be used to 
move with. This is based on various factors including the character’s race, warmount, encumberance, skills, 
status, and spell effects. See section 6 for details on how movement is calculated. 

3.8.7 CC: Carry Capacity 
Carry capacity is the amount of weight a Character can carry. 

If a Character is not mounted, their carry capacity, rounded to one decimal place, is: Strength times (100 - 
Wounds)/100  Note ~ the unmounted cc value for a character is affected by bless and curse effects. 

If a Character is mounted, then their carry capacity is based on the capacity of the mount, and the weight of the 
Character’s race is also added to the weight of their equipment that the mount must bear. Mounts in a Character’s 
possession will also help carry the burden. Familiars may also add to a character’s carry capacity. 

3.8.8 MAR: Magic Attack Resistance 
This is a Character’s Defence against magical attacks. The first number listed in the Character overview is the 
MAR against strategic spells, and the second number is the MAR against combat spells. The difference arises 
from the effects of military skills such as Knight and Ranger. Combat spells may increase MAR in combat, but 
are not reflected in the overview. MAR may be used either to divide the effect of spells causing damage, or be 
subtracted from the strength of spells affecting the target, depending on the spell. Spells cast on targets with 
negative or zero MAR usually treat the target as if it had a default MAR of 1. Magic Attack Resistance will offer 
protection from spells regardless of whether they are cast by Priests or by Mages. 

3.8.9 SAR: Special Attack Resistance 
This is a Character’s resistance against special attacks. An incoming special attack is divided by the Character’s 
SAR to reduce the CF loss to the Character. For example, a Special Attack of 500 against a Character with a SAR 
of 5 would result in a loss of 100 Combat Factor, while a SAR of 1 would result in a 500 CF loss (ouch). 
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PART IV: ARCANE ARTS & PRIESTLY 
VOWS 

> ‘SHE TURNED ME INTO A NEWT’ < 

4 ARCANE ARTS & PRIESTLY VOWS 
There are nine Arcanist disciplines of magic, plus a tenth Priestly magic discipline. Every spell in the game 
belongs to one of the nine Arcanist disciplines, else is classified as a Priest Spell. Arcanists cast spells using the 
S8 order while Priests use the S9 order to perform miracles. 

4.1 ARCANE ARTS SPELL-CASTING 
Each Arcanist gets access to a number of spells at game start (see Chapter III, section 3.4.3.1). On the whole, 
these spells are chosen from within the Character’s own discipline. Thus player-controlled wizards tend to know 
predominantly wizard spells. A Character with an Arcanist skill may increase their spell knowledge by learning 
spells from other Characters and Guilds, activating items, adventures, and from the research of spells through 
orders (see Orders S11 – S14, A3 and U3). 

Although a Character with an Arcanist skill may research and cast spells of any Arcanist discipline  the choice of 
skill is, nevertheless, important. When a Character casts a spell from their own Arcanist discipline three free 
magic mana is given towards the cost of casting the spell. And when trying to research a new spell that is from 
their own Arcanist discipline, 25 is added to the percentage chance of success. 

4.2 PRIESTLY VOWS 
Every Legends Game Module describes fantasy Gods and Goddesses that are subject of religious worship by 
Characters in the game. Each deity is either Good, Evil or Neutral in temperament, and all wield tremendous 
powers, which are bestowed upon Characters who take up the Priestly Vows in the form of spells that can be cast. 

Priest’s spells are sometimes referred to as miracles, to help distinguish them from Arcanist spells. 

Priests do not research and learn spells as an Arcanist do, but instead the spells available to a priest are dictated by 
their religion as detailed in the game module. Although some of a given religion's spells may, in fact, be from the 
Arcane Arts lists the priest does not need the appropriate Arcane Art skill to cast it. Note however that Arcanists 
cannot learn priest spells. 

For every 5 levels of the priest level, the caster may access a rating of spells in their religion. For example, a 20th 
level priest may cast the 1st - 4th level spells of the religion.  This can give priests of certain religions a strong 
initial advantage over their Arcanist counterparts, with more spells immediately available to them. There may, for 
example, be a dozen or more spells that can be used by a priest initially, while the Arcanists start with only a few. 
However, this is compensated for by the Arcanists’ ability to learn new spells of their choice during the course of 
play.  

Though priests are unable to learn new spells in some modules the High Priests of a religion are able to alter their 
religion’s spells. The maximum number of spells that a religion can have access to cast is 30. 

4.3 PRIEST/MAGES 
Those exceptional Characters with both a Priest and an Arcane skill should expect unusal results when trying to 
calculate free mana, mana recovery and mana pool size and whether it would be best to use the S8 or S9 order. 
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4.4 SPELL CASTING 

4.4.1  Mana Points 
For both Priests and Arcanists, Mana points are expended to bring about the effects described in an individual 
spell. The number of Mana points required is specified as the mana cost of the spell, and these points are taken 
from the character’s Mana pool once any ‘Free Mana points’ have been taken into effect.  

4.4.1.1 Free Mana Points 
Characters may get access to three types of Free Mana  
 

 Free magic mana towards casting any spell (using the S8 order) 

 Free holy mana towards casting any spell (using the S9 order)  

 Free mana towards casting a specific spell or group of spells (using either S8 or S9 orders) 

These effects can be added together when giving the S8 or S9 order and result in less Mana points being removed 
from the Mana Pool. 
 
Both Priests and Arcanists can gain access to Free Mana from equipped items, or from having a status. In addition 
Arcanists gain 3 free mana towards the casting cost of any spells belonging to their discipline, and may also gain 
Free Mana from a familiar if they have one. 

4.4.2 Mana Pool 
The Mana pool of a Character shows the amount of mana points available to a Character for the purpose of 
casting spells/miracles.  

If a character’s Mana pool does not have sufficient mana points (including Free mana points) to cast a spell then 
attempting to cast the spell will fail.  

Arcanists and Priests recover mana points differently, but have a maximum Mana pool size equal to their effective 
skill level. Though rare it is worth noting that Priest/Mages only have one Mana pool from which to cast spells or  
miracles. 

4.4.2.1 Arcane Mana Recovery 
Arcanists recover Mana every production date (once a month). The amount of Mana recovered is based on the 
Magic Recovery rate of the province that an Arcanist is in when production occurs, plus any bonuses for race, 
statuses and equipped items. In addition, Arcanists receive +1 Mana for every 4 levels (rounded down) over 10th 
level. So a 30th level wizard would receive +5 Mana recovery as a level bonus on top of the Mana received for the 
province, race, status and items. The amount amount of arcane Mana recovery may be reduced if the character is 
badly wounded. 

4.4.2.2 Holy Mana Recovery 
Characters who are priests regain their holy Mana points in two ways: 

 They may pray and meditate at a church of their deity. This costs a Character action and will give the 
priest holy Mana points equal to 20% of the strength of the church they are praying in (see order S29). 

 They may simply wait for the next production, when approximately four holy Mana points will be 
recovered. Note that the exact amount granted may vary according to the Character’s god, the season, the 
priest’s race and status, whether the priest’s race is ‘favoured’ by the god, whether the priest is in a church 
guild with a shrine, or a sanctuary of his religion, at the time of production, and by certain items if 
equipped.  
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4.4.3 Spell Traits  

4.4.3.1 Duration 
Duration is the length of time that the spell is in effect. 

 Immediate: The spell has a one-time effect when cast. 

 Infinite: The spell is permanent until countered. 

 Phase: The spell will last until the next production. 

 Long: With each production the spell will decrease in effect by 3 Mana points. 

4.4.3.2 Cost 
The cost of a spell is the number of Mana points that are required to cast it. Some spells have a fixed cost, some 
have a variable cost, and allow you to choose how many mana points to use.  

When a spell order is successfully enacted, but nevertheless the spell fails for any reason, 1 Mana is usually 
subtracted from the Character’s Mana pool, and any ingredients used may be lost. Free Mana from items or 
resulting from the spell being of the Character’s discipline does not offset this 1 Mana loss. 

When casting a spell where you may choose how much Mana to spend, if the spell is cast successfully then all of 
the amount specified will be used even if it was not all actually required. If, for example, a Scry Force spell 
(#151) is cast on a target force using 45 Mana, even if only 11 mana were actually required to yield a successful 
scry then all 45 Mana is nevertheless used. Since many spells need to overcome the Magic Attack Resistance of 
their target, which is often not known, this kind of overspend is common. 

Each spell’s cost is calculated in one of four different ways: 

 Strength: The more mana used to power these spells, the more powerful their effect will be. The 
target’s MAR (Magic Attack Resistance) helps to counter the effects of certain strength 
spells. Sometimes the MAR is subtracted from the Mana of the spell before determining 
the effects, whilst for other spells the damage a spell does is divided by the target’s MAR. 
Check individual spell descriptions to see which applies for any given spell. If the target 
of a strength spell is a province, then the magic recovery value of the province will count 
as the MAR.  

Note that this type of spell his has nothing to do with the ‘strength’ characteristic of a Character. 
 

 Range and Strength:  These spells have a range cost of 1 spell point per province (the range 
cost is 0 if the target is in the same province as the caster). Any remaining additional spell 
points will be applied to the spell's power before taking into account Magic Attack 
Resistance the target possesses in the manner described above. 

 Resistance & Strength: These spells have a fixed effect, with excess spell points used giving 
increased power against counter-spells, or, if the spell is itself a counter spell, against the 
spell to be countered. 

 Fixed: These spells have a fixed cost. These are typically battle- or duel-oriented spells. The 
chance of casting these spells is not affected by shells of Magic Attack Resistance on the 
target or any other intervening shells, though their effects may be reduced by them. 

4.4.3.3 Range 
Range is the distance at which a spell can have an effect. There are four different types of range: 

 Variable: Spell has unlimited range, but costs 1 extra mana per province range. 
 Infinite: Spell has no limitations on or extra cost for range. 
 Short:  Spell can only be cast when the caster is in the same province as the target. 
 Possession: Spell can only be cast on an item possessed or equipped by the caster. 
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4.4.3.4 Target 
This refers to the target(s) of the spell. There are a number of different types of target: 

 Self  The caster 
 Character A Character 
 Item  An item number 
 Herd  A Herd 
 Force (any) Any of the Force types, namely Legion, Party, Fleet, Nomad Camp, Location,  

   Underground City, Lair, Ruin, or Cloud Castle 
 Field Force A Legion, Nomad Camp, Party or Fleet 
 Place Force A Location, Underground City, Lair, Ruin or Cloud Castle 
 Guild  A Guild 
 Marketplace A Marketplace 
 Province A province; typically the province the caster is in. 

4.4.3.5 Spell type 
The spell type indicates when and how the spell can be used: 

 Battle/Duel Spell: Works only during the magic phase of a combat. Does not require a Character 
action to be used. These spells are ‘loaded’ by the Character, and then held ready until the 
Character enters the appropriate style of combat (either a battle or a duel). Only one of 
each type can be held ready. There is no cost in Character actions to load the spells. The 
loading is accomplished through having a Character cast the spell on themselves at a cost 
of 1 Mana point, though they will not actually be charged the 1 mana. To change a loaded 
spell, simply load a different spell. To remove the spell and have no combat spell ready, 
reload the spell to be removed but with 0 Mana points. Whenever these spells are cast in 
combat, the net Mana cost is subtracted from the Mana pool of the Character. If the 
combat spell consumes ingredients, these are consumed from the caster's immediate 
possessions during the Battle or Duel. Battle and Duel spells are not cast during Skirmish 
combats. 

 Strategic Spell: Executes during the Character action phase of processing. Requires a Character action to 
cast. 

 Strategic One Use: Executes just like a strategic spell except that the spell knowledge is lost after 
casting. Requires a Character action to cast.  

 Group Spell: This is a spell that is not cast, but allows a collection of spells to be cast. Spells are 
collected into groups, and each group has a group spell that will encompass all the 
members of the group, so that knowing the group spell allows a Character to cast all 
spells in that group. Each discipline will also have a master group spell that will cover the 
majority, but not all, of the spells in the discipline. For example, knowing spell #18 
(Symbol of Fire) allows the casting of spells 16 and 17, but only counts as one of the 16 
spells a Character is allowed to know at any one time. If a group spell covers a  Strategic 
one Use spell, then knowledge of that spell is not lost on casting. Learning group spells 
will automatically cause spells covered by the group to be forgotten. 

4.4.4 Spell Level/Rating 
 
Spell Level or Rating is an indication of how powerful a given spell is, and is used to limit what spells can be 
chosen by Characters at the beginning of the game. This rating also indicates how rare a given spell is (higher 
levels being rarer), and is used to determine how difficult the spell is to research (see order S11). 
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4.5 SPELLS 

4.5.1 Discipline Of The Wizard 

4.5.1.1 Shells of Protection 
Shells of Protection are defensive wards used to reduce the effect of magic spells. This protection takes the form 
of Magic Attack Resistance (MAR). Shells of Protection add to the MAR of a target and provide defence against 
most forms of magic spells, including magic of a beneficial nature. Shells of Protection negate the effectiveness of 
offensive spells in one of two ways, depending on the specific attacking spell. They either nullify spell points 
spent casting the offensive spell on a point for point basis (for example, a spell cast using 4 Mana against a 
Character with 3 MAR would only affect the Character as if the spell were cast using 1 Mana), or divide the 
attacking spell’s strength by the amount of the MAR (for example, a spell cast using 4 mana that would cause a 
loss of 300 CF would, if cast on a Character with 2 MAR, only inflict a loss of 150 CF). 

Shells of Protection operate against personal strategic attacks such as an Ego Attack or Wrath of God Attacks by 
dividing the strength of the attacking Mana power, not by negating it on a point for point basis.  

Shells of Protection are additive, and this additive nature of MAR can best be imagined as a series of shells within 
shells, some or all of which both a Character who is a target, and the caster of the spell, might be within. To 
illustrate this, consider the following example: a target Character with an individual MAR of 3 is in a Guild with a 
MAR of 4, and the Guild itself is in a city with an MAR of 5. If the Character casting the spell is outside the city, 
the target Character will have a total effective MAR of 12 (his individual 3 MAR + the Guild’s 4 MAR + the 
City’s 5 MAR). If the caster was in the same city but not in the Guild, the target Character would have only a 
MAR of 7 (his individual 3 MAR + the Guild’s 4 MAR), since the caster would be within the City’s shell. And so 
if the caster was in the same Guild as the target, the target would only have their own MAR or 3, since the spell 
would not have to pass through any of the other shells to reach its target. 

Similarly, when a Character targets a Guild, the MAR of the Guild’s host Force will come into play if the caster is 
outside the Force, but will not take effect if the Character is within the Force. 

When a Character targets a Force that has a MAR, however, then whether they are inside of it or not is irrelevant, 
since the spell is cast against the Force itself, not a piece within its shell. 

Shells on Forces do not protect soldiers or Characters from tactical combat spells. As such, in combat only a Shell 
of Protection cast directly on a Character will have an effect.  

Finally, a note on Shells and Target compatibility: make sure that you match the proper spell with the correct 
target type. For example, if you try to cast a “Shell of Protection – Character” on a Fleet, then the spell will fail 
and you will be embarrassed. 
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Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  ID# Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

1 Long Resistance Short Strategic 1  1 Character >0 1  

2 Infinite Resistance Short Strategic 2  2 Location >0 2  

3 Long Resistance Short Strategic 1  3 Legion >0 3  

4 Infinite Resistance Short Strategic 2  4 Guild >0 4  

5    Group 4  5 This spell is never cast 

 
1. Shell of Protection: Character (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to target’s MAR, plus 1 mana per point of increase in target’s MAR. 

Effect: Increases a Character’s Magic Attack Resistance (MAR) by +1 MAR for each Mana point cost of 
the spell over the target’s current MAR. This spell's effect fades at a rate of 3 points per 
production. The MAR increase applies against all strategic and combat spells that target the 
Character and have a resistance component. 

 
2. Shell of Protection: Location/Place (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to target’s MAR, plus 1 mana per point of increase in target’s MAR. 

Effect: Increases the Magic Attack Resistance (MAR) of a Place Force (a Location, Underground City, 
Cloud Castle, Lair or Ruin) by +1 MAR for each Mana point cost of the spell over the target’s 
current MAR. The Place's shell is additive with other shells internal to the Place when the 
strategic attack spell is directed from outside the Place upon a target within it. Once cast, this 
spell remains in effect until dispelled or the Force is converted or deactivated. 

 
3. Shell of Protection: Legion/Field Force (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to target’s MAR, plus 1 mana per point of increase in target’s MAR. 

Effect: Increases the Magic Attack Resistance (MAR) of a field Force (a Legion, Party, Nomad Camp or 
a Fleet) by +1 MAR for each Mana point cost of the spell over the target’s current MAR. This 
spell’s effect fades at a rate of 3 points per production. 

 
4. Shell of Protection: Guild (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to target’s MAR, plus 1 mana per point of increase in target’s MAR. 

Effect: Increases the Magic Attack Resistance (MAR) of a Guild by +1 MAR for each Mana point cost of 
the spell over the target’s current MAR. Once cast, this spell remains in effect until dispelled. 

 
5. Symbol of Magic Attack Resistance (Level 4) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 1 to 4. 
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4.5.1.2 Dispel Magic Spells 
Dispel Magic spells are used to reduce or negate the target’s Protection Shells. Note that it is only the MAR of 
protection shells on a target that can be reduced, not the target’s natural MAR. For each ‘active’ point of Mana 
remaining to a Dispel spell after subtracting the target’s MAR, the target’s MAR from Shell spells will be reduced 
by 1. If the result is a Shell with 0 or less MAR, the Shell is considered to be entirely dispelled. 

For example, a target Character has a natural racial MAR of 5 and a Shell of Protection cast on them providing 12 
MAR, giving the Character a total of 17 MAR. If a 40 Mana point Dispel Magic spell is cast on them, then the 
spell has an active mana of 23 (40 mana minus the target character’s total MAR of 17). The target’s Shell of 
Protection is reduced by 23, reducing it to below zero, and so the Shell is dispelled. The remaining 6 points of 
mana from the spell cannot be removed from the Character’s natural racial MAR, however, and so are wasted. 

Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

6 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 1  Character >0 6  

7 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Location >0 7  

8 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 1  Legion >0 8  

9 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Guild >0 9  

11    Group 4  This spell is never cast 

 
6. Dispel Magic: Character (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to target’s MAR, plus 1 mana per point of decrease target’s Shell of Protection. 

Effect: MAR of target’s Shell of Protection reduced by one point for each active Mana. Only affects 
MAR from the spell Shell of Protection – Character. 

 
7. Dispel Magic: Location/Place (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to target’s MAR, plus 1 mana per point of decrease target’s Shell of Protection. 

Effect: MAR of target’s Shell of Protection reduced by one point for each active Mana. Only affects 
MAR from the spell Shell of Protection – Location/Place. 

 
8. Dispel Magic: Legion/Field Force (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to target’s MAR, plus 1 mana per point of decrease target’s Shell of Protection. 

Effect: MAR of target’s Shell of Protection reduced by one point for each active Mana. Only affects 
MAR from the spell Shell of Protection – Legion/Field Force 

 
9. Dispel Magic: Guild (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to target’s MAR, plus 1 mana per point of decrease target’s Shell of Protection. 

Effect: MAR of target’s Shell of Protection reduced by one point for each active Mana. Only affects 
MAR from the spell Shell of Protection – Guild. 

 
10. NOT IN USE  

(If you find an artifact or familiar that gives this spell please get in touch) 

 
11. Symbol of Dispelled Magic (Level 4) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast spells 6 to 10. 
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4.5.1.3 Stave Creation Spells  
Wizard Staves are weapons created from the rare wood Meldorian (item #429). While Staves (also known as 
Staffs) may be used by any Arcanist, Wizards in particular gain extra benefits from their use. When cast, one unit 
of Meldorian from the caster's possessions is consumed and replaced with a Staff. 

If the spell fails at casting because the Character does not have the full amount of Mana required, then the 
Meldorian may well be consumed. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

12 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 3  Item 10 12  

13 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 3  Item 10 13  

14 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 3  Item 10 14  

15    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

 
12. Create: Staff of Spells (Level 3) 

Cost: 10 Mana, plus 1 unit of Meldorian (#429). 

Effect: Makes one Staff of Spells (#114).  

A Staff of Spells has a base Attack Factor of 50, and gives 2 free Mana towards any Arcanist 
spell-casting. If equipped by an Arcanist it will provide an additional Attack Factor of 50. 

 
13. Create: Staff of Recovery (Level 3) 

Cost: 10 Mana, plus 1 unit of Meldorian (#429). 

Effect: Makes one Staff of Recovery (#113). 

 A Staff of Recovery has a base Attack Factor of 50, and gives  +3 magic Mana recovery if 
equipped during time of production. If equipped by an Arcanist it will provide an additional 
Attack Factor of 50. 

 
14. Create: Wizards Staff (Level 3) 

Cost: 10 Mana, plus 1 unit of Meldorian (#429). 

Effect: Makes one Wizard Staff (#115). 

 A Wizards Staff has a base Attack Factor of 50. If equipped by a Wizard it will provide 2 free 
Mana towards any Arcanist spell-casting, an additional Attack Factor of 50, and, if equipped 
during time of production, with + 3 magic Mana recovery. 

 
15. Symbol of Staves (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast spells 12 to 14. 
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4.5.1.4 Fire Combat Spells I 
These are the basic Wizard combat spells. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

16 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 2  Self 3 16  

17 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 2  Self 3 17  

18    Group 4  This spell is never cast 

 
16. Firestorm (Battle) (Level 2) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: Inflicts Combat Factor loss to the enemy of 40 times the net arcane skill rating of the caster 
divided by the target’s MAR.  For example, a 31st level Wizard goes into battle with a Firestorm 
spell of 1240 CF damage loaded where the spell is targeted against a combat slot with a Magic 
Attack Resistance of 2 containing soldiers with a combat factor of 15 each. The MAR reduces the 
damage 620 points, so that 41 (620 divided by 15) soldiers would be killed. 

 
17. Fireball (Duel) (Level 2) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: Inflicts Combat Factor loss to the enemy of 8 times the net arcane skill rating of the caster, 
divided by the target’s MAR. 

 
18. Symbol of Fire (Level 4) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 16 and 17. 

 

4.5.1.5 Wizard Power Rituals 
A diverse collection of Wizard spells. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

19 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Guild 5+ 19  

20 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Guild 5+ 20  

21 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Character 5+ 21  

22 Immediate Range Variable Strategic 3  Character 3+ 22  

23 Immediate Fixed Short Strategic 2  Character 10 23  

24 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 5  Character 30+ 24 Mark # 

25 Immediate Range Infinite Strategic 3  Guild 3+ 25  

26 Immediate Range Infinite Strategic 3  Force 5+ 26  

27    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

28    Group 6  This spell is never cast 
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19. Increase Guild Strength (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of Guild, plus Mana equal to current Guild strength, plus 5 Mana for each 1 
point increase in Guild Strength. 

Effect: Increases the strength rating of a Guild. 

 
20. Decrease Guild Strength (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of Guild, plus Mana equal to current Guild strength, plus 5 Mana for each 1 
point decrease in Guild Strength. 

Effect: Decreases the strength rating of a Guild. 

 
21. Transfer Mana (Level 2) 

Cost: 5 Mana, plus Mana equal to the target’s MAR, plus 2 for each 1 Mana to be transferred. 

Effect: Transfers mana from the caster to the target Character’s Mana pool, up to a maximum number of 
mana points equal to the target Character’s Base Arcanist level. This cannot result in the target 
Character having more Mana in their Mana pool than their Base Arcanist level plus increases 
from equipped items; excess Mana will be lost. 

 
22. Drain Mana (Level 3) 

Cost: 3 Mana, plus 1 Mana for each province range (between target and caster), plus Mana equal to the 
target’s MAR, plus 1 for each Mana to be drained. 

Effect: Reduces Mana from the Mana pool of a target with An Arcanist skill. The spell does not transfer 
the Mana to the caster, instead the Mana is simply lost. 

 
23. Stone to Flesh (Level 2) 

Cost: 10 Mana. 

Effect: Turns a Stoned Character (one that has been turned into stone) back to flesh. The target must be 
in the same province as the caster. 

 
24. Remove Mark (Level 5) 

Cost: 30 Mana, plus Mana equal to target’s MAR 

Effect: Removes a Mark from target Character. The caster must specify which mark is to be removed, 
since a Character may have more than one. 

 The Marks which can be removed are: 

 (1) The Mark of Destiny  (4) The Mark of Wizardry 

 (2) The Mark of Power   (5) The Mark of Divinity 

 (3) The Mark of Evil   (6) The Mark of Glory 
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25. Teleport to Guild (Level 3) 

Cost: 3 Mana, plus Mana equal to MAR of target Guild, plus 1 Mana for each province travelled.  

Effect: Takes the caster and puts him in the target Guild, ignoring any entrance requirements or costs. 
The spell takes effect during the Character action phase. The distance travelled is calculated by 
taking the longest distance from the Sponsor’s province to the target along either X or Y axis. A 
Character cannot teleport with a prisoner, nor if overburdened to the extent that they have 0 
ground movement (any Mounts and wagons in possessions will count as weight, whilst a mount 
the Character is riding is carried at no weight cost). 

 
26. Teleport to Force (Level 3) 

Cost: 5 Mana, plus Mana equal to MAR of target Force, plus 1 Mana for each province travelled. 

Effect: Takes the caster and puts him in the target Force (not a Guild), ignoring any entrance restrictions. 
The spell takes effect during the Character action phase. The distance travelled is calculated by 
taking the longest distance from the Sponsor’s province to the target along either X or Y axis. A 
Character cannot teleport with a prisoner, nor if overburdened to the extent that they have 0 
ground movement (any Mounts and wagons in possessions will count as weight, whilst a mount 
the Character is riding is carried at no weight cost). 

 
27. Symbol of Power (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 19 to 26. 

 
28. Symbol of Wizardry (Level 6) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 1 to 26. 

 

4.5.1.6 Wizard Fire Combat II 
These are more destructive Wizard combat spells. All work in a similar manner: a base amount of damage is 
multiplied by the Wizard level of the caster, divided by the target’s MAR, then inflicted as damage to the target’s 
Combat Factor. This group of spells is not included in the Symbol of Wizardry spells. 

Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

401 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 3  Self 6 401  

402 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 3  Self 6 402  

403 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 4  Self 9 403  

404 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 4  Self 9 404  

405 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 5  Self 12 405  

406 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 5  Self 12 406  

407    Group 7  This spell is never cast 

 
401. Greater Firestorm (Battle) (Level 3) 

Cost: 6 Mana. 

Effect: Inflicts 80 times the arcane level of the caster in damage to the target’s CF, divided by the target 
soldiers’ MAR. 
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402. Greater Fireball (Duel) (Level 3) 

Cost: 6 Mana. 

Effect: Inflicts 16 times the arcane level of the caster in damage to the target’s CF, divided by the target’s 
MAR. 

403. Hell Firestorms (Battle) (Level 4) 

Cost: 9 Mana. 

Effect: Inflicts 120 times the arcane level of the caster in damage to the target’s CF, divided by the target 
soldiers’ MAR. 

 
404. Hell Fireballs (Duel) (Level 4) 

Cost: 9 Mana. 

Effect: Inflicts 24 times the arcane level of the caster in damage to the target’s CF, divided by the target’s 
MAR. 

 
405. Flame Wall (Battle) (Level 5) 

Cost: 12 Mana. 

Effect: Inflicts 160 times the arcane level of the caster in damage to the target’s CF, divided by the target 
soldiers’ MAR. 

 
406. Flame Blast (Duel) (Level 5) 

Cost: 12 Mana. 

Effect: Inflicts 32 times the arcane level of the caster in damage to the target’s CF, divided by the target’s 
MAR. 

 
407. Fire Cauldron (Level 7) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 401 to 406. 

 

4.5.2 Discipline Of The Sorcerer 

4.5.2.1 Veils And Whispers 
Veils and Whispers are spells which deal with the enchanting of places, and the mass manipulation of minds. 
They are particularly useful in location management and when preparing for combat. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

29 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 4  Self 4 29  

30 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 1  Self 1 30  

31 Phase Strength Short Strategic 2  Legion >0 31  

32 Phase Strength Short Strategic 2  Legion 1+ 32  

33 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 3  Force(any) >0 33  

34 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 3  Force(any) >0 34  

35    Group 5  This spell is never cast 
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29. Veil of Nightmares (Battle) (Level 4) 

Cost: 4 Mana. 

Effect: Creates a sense of terror that reduces the morale of a single slot of enemy soldiers: morale of 
Enemy combat slot containing soldiers reduced by the arcane level of the caster for the duration 
of a battle. Used only during a Battle (a combat involving soldiers). Note that a combat slot's 
morale cannot go below 50 for checking purposes. Once the enemy slot has been destroyed or 
broken the spell has no further effect. This spell is additive with other spells cast at the same 
target, including other Veil of Nightmare spells. 

 
30. Veil of Courage (Battle) (Level 1) 

Cost: 2 Mana. 

Effect: Stiffens the resolve of soldiers: increases the morale of combat slot of the caster by the arcane 
level of the caster, up to a maximum of 150. Used only during a battle. The spell can only be 
applied to one specified slot in the battle matrix, and will not affect the abilities of the overall 
commander. Note that a combat slot's morale cannot go above 150 for checking purposes.  

 
31. Whisper of Fear (Field Forces) (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana per point of morale reduction. 

Effect: Reduces the Field Force's overall army morale by 1 point per Mana spent minus the MAR of the 
target. The effect will last until the next production. The spell may only be cast at a Legion, 
Nomad Camp, Fleet or a Party. This spell cannot be used against a Location, Underground City, 
or Cloud Castle. Note that a Force's overall morale can never be reduced below 50 when a battle 
starts. 

 
32. Whisper of Bravery (Field Forces) (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana per point of morale increase. 

Effect: Increases the Field Force’s morale by 1 point per Mana spent minus the MAR of the target. This 
spell can only be used against a Legion, Nomadic Camp, Fleet or a Party. The spell cannot be 
used against a Location, Underground City, Cloud Castle, Lair or Ruin. Note that a Force's 
overall morale can never be increased above 150. 

 
33. Increase SEI (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana per point of SEI increase. 

Effect: Increases SEI of target by 1 point per mana spent minus the MAR of the target. Note that this 
spell may be cast on any type of Force, and will affect and help Nomad Camps. It does not reduce 
the number of public works for a Force: this is simply a magic enhancement. 

 
34. Decrease SEI (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana per point of SEI decrease. 

Effect: Decreases SEI of target by 1 point per mana spent minus the MAR of the target. 

 
35. Sphere of the Masses (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 29 to 34. 
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4.5.2.2 Spells Of Dominion 
‘Spells of Dominion’ deal with the alteration of a single mind, nudging of personal tendencies, or radically 
changing them. 

Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

36 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 2  Character >0 36  

37 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 2  Character >0 37  

38 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 1  Character >0 38  

39 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 1  Character >0 39  

40 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 5  Character >0 40  

41 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 2  Character 3+ 41  

42    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

 
36. Seed of Suspicion (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 2 Mana for each point of loyalty decrease. 

Effect: A mischievous spell used to make Characters suspicious of the intentions of their owning 
player/Character: reduces loyalty of target by 1 point for each two Mana spent above the target’s 
MAR.  

 
37. Faith of Friendship (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 2 Mana for each point of loyalty increase. 

Effect: Increases loyalty of target by 1 point for each two Mana spent above the target’s MAR, making it 
more difficult for other players to diplomatically entice a Character away from the owning 
player's service. Rarely used due to the greater similar effect of honouring or giving gifts (D7 and 
D8 orders). However, it is sometimes useful when a main Character is not around or when his 
actions are directed elsewhere, and you find yourself in the midst of an influence conflict. 

 
38. Seed of Greed (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana for each point of Greed resistance decrease. 

Effect: Decreases Greed resistance of target by 1 point per point of Mana spent above the target’s MAR. 
A spiteful spell used to increase a Character’s lust for Crowns, thereby making them more 
susceptible to bribery, inducement or financial reward. 

 
39. Virtue of Gold (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana for each point of Greed resistance increase.  

Effect: Increases  Greed resistance of target by 1 point per point of Mana spent above the target’s MAR. 
This spell makes the target Character less susceptible to inducement and bribes, as it decreases 
the target Character’s desire for Crowns. 
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40. Erase Blood Enemy (Level 5)

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana per 3% chance of success. 

Effect: Has a chance of removing a target's Blood Enemy. The maximum chance of success is 95%. This 
powerful and rare spell erases the target Character’s memory of his/her Blood Enemy. Often, 
however, the deep hatred is so intense that it cannot be erased, and thus the spell may fail. A 
failed attempt may even backfire, causing the target Character to become insane. For every spell 
point used above the target’s MAR, the chance of success is raised by 3%. For example, if the 
spell were cast using 10 spell points on a target with 2 MAR, it would have a 24% chance of 
success. 

 

41. Mind Clear (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 3 Mana. 

Effect: Negates Charm Character/Monster, Geas and Mind Blank spells. This spell erases any mental 
spells of control that the target Character has on them. This is the only way in which a charmed 
Character may be restored to normalcy before the spells wears off naturally during production. 

 

42. Sphere of Alteration (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 36 to 41. 
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4.5.2.3 Spells Of Entrapment 
Spells of Entrapment provide the spell caster with the ability to influence and control another Character’s mind. 

Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

43 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 3  Character >0 43  

44 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 3  Character 5+ 44  

45 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 2  Self 3 45  

46 Immediate Range Variable Strategic 3  Character >0 46  

47 Phase Strength Short Strategic 3  Character >0 47  

48 Phase Strength Short  Strategic 4  Character 5+ 48  

49 Phase Strength Short  Strategic 4  Character 10+ 49  

50    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

51    Group 6  This spell is never cast 

 
43. Cause Insanity (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana per 3% chance of success. 

Effect: Has a chance of causing the target to go insane. For every spell point placed into the spell above 
the target's Magic Attack Resistance, there is a + 3% chance that the Character will go insane, up 
to a maximum of 95% chance. 

 
44. Cure Insanity (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 5 Mana. 

Effect: This spell removes insanity from target Character.  

 
45. Evil Eye (Duel) (Level 2) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: This spell causes the opponent to see his worst fear manifested in the person of the Sorcerer: 
causes Enemy to take 5 times the arcane level of caster divided by Enemy’s MAR as damage, and 
has a 10% chance of causing them to go insane. 

 
46. Ego Attack (Level 3) 

Cost: Amount of Mana for desired effect (see effect). 

Effect: This nasty spell attacks the mind of a target Character. It causes loss of combat value to target 
equal to the Mana cost of the spell, minus 1 point per province range, multiplied by ten, and 
divided by the target’s MAR.. 

 
47. Mind Blank (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana per 3% chance of success. 

Effect: This spell sends a mental jolt to the target Character, which makes that Character dumbfounded, 
so that they are unable to perform any Character actions, and lasts until the next production. The 
maximum chance of success is 95%. This spell can be negated by the Mind Clear spell (#41). 
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48. Charm Standard Character (Level 4) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 5 Mana, plus 2 Mana per base prestige of target. 

Effect: Will charm a Character of any standard race (ID# 201 to 280) and put them under your temporary 
control, so that they will follow your orders until the next production. Characters who have an 
Undead or a Lycanthrope status may not be Charmed by this spell but can instead be charmed 
using spell #49: Charm Monster. A charmed Character is under the control of the player owning 
the casting Character, but is still owned by the same player as before the spell. 

The effects of this spell will not allow you to order armies or other assets of the charmed 
Character, just affect the actions of the target Character. Thus you would not be able to charm 
another player's main Character and order solders out of a location. When charming a Character 
you only control his own actions, so they cannot gift Forces, join factions or drop skills; but can 
be transferred out of Forces (using a T11 order), activate an item (U3) or unequip (Q1). You may 
not charm an already charmed Character. A charmed Character that is forced to issue an influence 
order will, if successful, retain the new Character for the position of the owner of the charmed 
Character, not the position whose Character cast the charm spell.. The charmer position will not 
receive a Character overview of the charmed Character, or receive event information about the 
charmed Character. 

 The results of charming a player-owned Character and an NPC are different:  

If the Character is owned by a player, the target Charmed Character may be given one Character 
action order at the time of being charmed. If the Owner had not used all the Character’s actions in 
the turn before the Character was charmed, one action in addition to these may be used. If the 
Charmed Character has no extra Actions left (because the owner has already used them in their 
turn), they are given an action order to use. New actions will only be generated when the Owner 
has their next turn, but the owner will probably use these so you will not be able to take 
advantage of them before the charm wears off at production. 

If the Character is an NPC, they can be given one Character action at the time of being charmed. 
In addition, you can also use all the actions that the NPC has (normally 2, but this varies 
according to the NPC). Unlike player-owned Characters NPCs who receive new actions to use 
when a turn is processed, NPCs do not receive new actions until the next production, by which 
point the charm will have worn off. (So if someone casts Mind Clear then casts charm on the 
same NPC later in that production, they will only get 1 action (from the charm.) 

 
49. Charm Monster (Level 4) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 10 Mana, plus 2 Mana per base prestige of target. 

Effect: This spell works just like the Charm Character spell, except it works on races with an #ID greater 
than #280, as well as on any Character with an Undead or a Lycanthrope type status. One of the 
main uses of this spell is to move a monster out of a Ruins, or to place them into a combat slot in 
one of your locations and thus make him a moat monster chained to the combat slot to help fight 
off enemy attacks. NPC monsters that are not assigned as moat monsters may leave during 
revolts. 

 
50. Sphere of Control (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 43 to 49. 

 
51. Sphere of Sorcery (Level 6) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 29 to 51. 
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4.5.2.4 Sorcerer Spells Of The Heart 
Spells of the Heart deal with increasing or decreasing Loyalty or Greed of a target Character. Unlike the spells 36 
to 39 these spells have fixed costs and ignore the MAR of the target, making them ideal for use against Characters 
well protected by MAR shells. This group of spells is not included in the Sphere of Sorcery Spell #51. 

Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

411 Immediate Fixed Short Strategic 3  Character 10 411  

412 Immediate Fixed Short Strategic 4  Character 15 412  

413 Immediate Fixed Short Strategic 3  Character 10 413  

414 Immediate Fixed Short Strategic 4  Character 12 414  

415 Immediate Fixed Short Strategic 3  Character 12 415  

416 Immediate Fixed Short Strategic 4  Character 12 416  

417    Group 6  This spell is never cast 

 
411. Suspicion (Level 3) 

Cost: 10 Mana. 

Effect: Reduces target Character’s loyalty by 7. 

 
412. Great Suspicion (Level 4) 

Cost: 15 Mana. 

Effect: Reduces target Character’s loyalty by 10. 

 
413. Gold Fever (Level 3) 

Cost: 10 Mana. 

Effect: Reduces target Character’s greed resistance by 15. 

 
414. Mithril Fever (Level 4) 

Cost: 12 Mana. 

Effect: Reduces target Character’s greed resistance by 20. 

 
415. Loyalty Pledge (Level 3) 

Cost: 12 Mana. 

Effect: Increases target Character’s loyalty by 10. 

 
416. Greed Resistance (Level 4) 

Cost: 12 Mana. 

Effect: Increases target Character’s greed resistance by 20. 

 
417. Heart Call (Level 6) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 411 to 417. 
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4.5.3 Discipline Of The Illusionist 

4.5.3.1 Spells Of Light 
‘Spells of Light’ are illusions based upon the bending of light to the will of the illusionist. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

52 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 3  Location 10+ 52  

53 Phase Strength Short Strategic 3  Character 5+ 53  

54 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 1  Character 12 54  

56 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 2  Self 3 56  

57 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 2  Self 3 57  

58 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 1  Self 1 58  

59    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

 
52. Blend Location/Place (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 per point of effect (minimum cost 10). 

Effect: Reduces the hiding value of a Place: Location, Underground City, Lair, Ruin or Cloud Castle. 
This spell blends a location into its surroundings, making it more difficult to sight in exploration 
and sighting reports. Lairs and small Places with few fortifications and Population are ideal 
targets for these spells, so that those who pass by the Place will not spot it unless they are lucky, 
or stop on the province. However, generally more important player locations cannot be effectively 
hidden by this spell. This spell is non cumulative, only the highest value cast over the MAR is 
used. 

 
53. Invisibility Self (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 5 Mana. 

Effect: Makes the caster invisible. The invisibility wears off at Production. 

 
54. Illusion of Friendliness  (Level 1) 

Cost: 12 Mana, plus one unit of Mandrake (423). 

Effect: Gives the target a 50% chance of ignoring the entrance restrictions on a Force or a Guild for 
purposes of a transfer Character order (T11). If the entrance fails then the spell is broken, and 
there is a 50% chance that the Characters will be captured. However, crown fees for entrance into 
Guilds must still be paid and monster races (race ID#281+) may not enter Guilds that their 
position does not own. The effects of this spell wear off at production. This spell may not be cast 
on a Party. 

 
55. Not in Use 

(If you find an artifact or familiar that gives this spell please get in touch) 
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56. Illusionary Soldiers (Battle) (Level 2) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: Soldiers in caster’s slot gain +25% AF modifier . 

 
57. Glint of Light (Battle) (Level 2) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: Enemy slot suffers a minus 50% AF modifier.  

 
58. Blur Illusion (Duel) (Level 1) 

Cost: 1 Mana. 

Effect: Enemy Character suffers an overall -30% modifier (including AF and DF). 

 
59. Shade of Light (Level 5) 

Group spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 52 to 58. 

 

4.5.3.2 Spells Of Detection 
‘Spells of detection’ revolve around the knowledge of illusions and how to identify and use them. 

Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

60 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 1  Self 2+ 60  

61 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Character 1+ 61  

62 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 1  Self 2 62  

63    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

 
60. Detect Invisibility (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 2 Mana. 

Effect: This will reveal the first 15 invisible Characters in the same Guild and/or the same Force as the 
caster, as well as Parties in the Force (depending on whether the caster is in a Guild or a Force). It 
will not reveal invisible Characters in Guilds that the caster is not in, or in other Forces in the 
same province. 

 
61. Dispel Illusion Character (Level 2)  

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana. 

Effect: Removes invisibility on a Character, and the effects of spell #54 (Illusion of Friendliness). 

 
62. Dispel Dark Magic (Battle) (Level 1) 

Cost: 2 Mana. 

Effect: Soldiers in caster's slot receive +3 DF, +2 MAR, and +2 SAR  

 
63. Shade of Knowledge (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 60 to 62. 
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4.5.3.3 Spells Of Darkness 
‘Spells of Darkness’ are the manipulation of darkness. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

64 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 2  Self 3 64  

65 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 3  Self 5 65  

66 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 2  Self 2 66  

67 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 3  Self 3 67  

68    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

69    Group 6  This spell is never cast 

 
64. Illusionary Darkness (Battle) (Level 2) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: Gives caster’s soldier slot a +30% overall modifier, affecting both AF and DF. 

 
65. Shadowstorm (Battle) (Level 3) 

Cost: 5 Mana. 

Effect: Enemy's slot suffers -10 morale and -20% AF. 

 
66. Glint of Fear (Battle) (Level 2) 

Cost: 2 Mana. 

Effect: The opposing slot’s morale is reduced by 15. 

 
67. Deathshadows (Battle) (Level 3) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: A magical attack that inflicts 40 times the Arcane skill rating of the caster divided by the MAR of 
the target soldiers. 

 
68. Shade of Darkness (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 64 to 67. 

 
69. Shade of Power (Level 6) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 52 to 69. 
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4.5.3.4 Master Of Invisibility Spells  
Advanced spells of invisibility, some of which can be cast on other targets and at a fixed cost regardless of 
target’s MAR. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

421 Phase Strength Short Strategic 4  Character 5+ 421  

422 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 4  Self 15 422  

423 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 5  Character 20 423  

424    Group 6  This spell is never cast 

 
421. Invisibility Others (Level 4) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 5 Mana. 

Effect: Makes the target Character invisible. Note that this spell can only be cast on other Characters. 

 
422. Invisibility Self Cloak (Level 4) 

Cost: 15 Mana. 

Effect: Makes caster invisible. 

 
423. Invisible Fog (Level 5) 

Cost: 20 Mana. 

Effect: Makes the target Character invisible.  

 
424. Invisible Master (Level 6) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 421 to 423. 
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4.5.4 Discipline Of The Necromancer 

4.5.4.1 Lesser Necromancy  
These spells deal with the creation of the lower forms of Undead creatures during the training phase. Unlike most 
other spells, these spells are automatically considered cast as part of the training of soldiers (see order T1), and 
cost only one Character Action for both the training of the soldiers and the casting of the spell. To cast the spell 
desired, fill in the ID# of the supernatural status type of the soldiers to be trained in parameter G of the order. A 
soldier may never have more than one supernatural status, and that it must be given at the time of training. The 
undead soldiers will fight with both the modifiers of their parent race and that of their new status. Once a 
supernatural status has been given to a soldier, they may never be returned to normal status. Undead soldiers will 
hamper (at a rate of -1 SEI per Soldier) the normal economic operations of any Force to which they are assigned 
that is not a ‘Haven of the Undead’. Undead soldiers also they require food just like normal status soldiers. 

The exact combat details of these troop statuses varies from game to game, and have to be discovered in the 
course of play, unless detailed in the module book. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

70 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 1  This spell is never cast 

71 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 2  This spell is never cast 

72 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  This spell is never cast 

73    Group 4  This spell is never cast 

 
70.  Skeletal Warriors (347) (Part of T1 order) (Level 1) 

Costs: ½ Mana per soldier trained, plus 1 unit of Nightshade (#425) 

Effect: This spell gives the ability to train soldiers with the special status of Skeleton (#347). the caster 
must have this spell in order to train soldiers (see T1 order) with this status. Use the status #347 in 
parameter G of the T1 order. 

 
71.  Zombie Warriors (352) (Part of T1 order) (Level 2) 

Costs: 1 Mana per soldier trained, plus 1 unit of Nightshade (#425). 

Effect: This spell gives the ability to train soldiers with the special status of Zombie (#352). You must 
have this spell in order to train soldiers (see T1 order) with this status. Use the status #352 in 
parameter G of the T1 order. 

 
 72. Ghoul Warriors (357) (Part of T1 order) (Level 3) 

Costs: 1½ Mana per soldier trained, plus 1 unit of Nightshade (#425). 

Effect: This spell gives the ability to train soldiers with the special status of Ghoul (#357). You must 
have this spell in order to train soldiers (see T1 order) with this status. Use the status #357 in 
parameter G of the T1 order. 

 
73. Rites of the Lower Order (Level 4) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability of Spells 70 to 72. Use the appropriate Status #ID for the desired special status. 
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4.5.4.2 Spells Of Repulsion 
Spells of Repulsion deal with turning and protecting a Character from undead Characters and soldiers. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

74 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 1  Self 3 74  

75 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 1  Self 3 75  

76 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 2  Self 5 76  

77 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 3  Self 7 77  

78    Group 4  This spell is never cast 

 
74. Protection Undead (Duel) (Level 1) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: Adds +10 DF to casting Character when fighting undead opponents for duration of battle. 

 
75. Repel Undead I (Battle) (Level 1) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: Opposing slot of enemy undead soldiers has -20% overall modifier (affecting both AF and DF) 
for duration of battle. 

 
76. Repel Undead II (Battle) (Level 2) 

Cost: 5 Mana. 

Effect: Opposing slot of enemy undead soldiers has -40% overall modifier (affecting both AF and DF) 
for duration of battle. 

 
77. Repel Undead III (Battle) (Level 3) 

Cost: 7 Mana. 

Effect: Opposing slot of enemy undead soldiers has -60% overall modifier (affecting both AF and DF) 
for duration of battle. 

 
78. Rite of Conflict (Level 4) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 74 to 77. 
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4.5.4.3 Death Mocking Rituals 
These spells deal with the dispelling of undead, and the transferring of damage received onto the attacker. 

Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

79 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 4  Self 5 79  

80 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 3  Force 2+ 80  

81 Short Fixed Short Strategic 2  Soldiers 3 81  

82 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 3  Character 20+ 82  

83 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 1  Self 5 83  

84    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

 
79. Dispel Undead (Duel) (Level 4) 

Cost: 5 Mana. 

Effect: If enemy is Undead, they will take 20% wounds. 

 
80. Dispel Minor Undead (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target Force, plus 2 Mana per 2 Skeletons or single Zombie or Ghoul. 

Effect: For every 2 Mana over the MAR of the target Force, this spell will kill 2 Skeleton, 1 Zombie or 1 
Ghoul undead soldiers. The actual distribution of losses across the target Force is random, but 
with an emphasis on lowest slot numbers so that these are frequently affected first. 

 
81. Abolish Undead (Battle) (Level 2) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: Inflicts 50 times the arcane level of the caster divided by the MAR of the target soldiers as a 
magical attack on undead troops.  

 
82. Remove Undead Status (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 20 Mana, plus 1 Asarum (#427). 

Effect: Removes the undead status of a Character. There is a chance that the target may be killed by the 
effort, equal to 100% minus 3% to 5% times the base constitution of the target. This spell may not 
be cast on a Character that is Dead, Very Dead, Long Dead, Dead and Buried, or Laid to Rest. 

 
83. Empathic Self-Cure (Duel) (Level 1) 

Cost: 5 Mana. 

Effect: Transfers the wounds of the caster to the target. The damage inflicted is divided by the target’s 
MAR. Note that this transfers an amount of CF, not a percentage. For example, if the caster has a 
gross CF of 40 and 50% wounds and the target a MAR of 2, the spell would cure all the caster’s 
wounds and inflict 10 CF damage (50% of 40 is 20, divided by target’s MAR) to the target. Note 
to cast this spell the wounded Sponsor must be alive during the Magic Attack Phase of combat. 

 
84. Rite of Abolishment (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 79 to 83. 
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4.5.4.4 Greater Necromancy  
The casting of these spells will change the status of a target Character from normal (no status), weaker or equal 
status to that of the indicated undead special status type (see section on statuses for more information). These 
spells must be cast on Characters who are either dead, very dead, long dead, or buried. Characters who are alive 
(including the insane) or stoned or Laid to Rest may not be ‘Rited’ (have these spells cast on them). These spells 
consume of one unit of Nightshade (#425) that must be in the possession of the caster. You may not perform the 
rite on a prisoner of a piece that you do not own. In some modules you may find that characters worshipping 
certain religions may not Rite and/or may not be Rited – check the module for details. If this spell fails to Rite the 
target (due to religious restrictions, for example) then all spell points and ingredients are lost. When cast, the 
target Character will be raised from the dead and have 0% wounds. 

Also the undead minion will come under the control of the position that Rites them providing that the Character 
being Rited is not: 

 A main Character (ID# 1 to 200)  
 A current Force owner (including reserve Forces) 
 A current Guild owner 
 A current Market owner 
 A monster race (Race #281 or greater) 
 Possessed of a base prestige of 21 or greater 

 
If cast on one of your own Characters they will remain under your control regardless of the above conditions.  

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

85 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 5  Character 20+ 85  

86 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 5  Character 25+ 86  

87 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 5  Character 30+ 87  

88 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 5  Character 35+ 88  

89    Group 6  This spell is never cast 

90    Group 6  This spell is never cast 

 

85. Rite of Morghoul (Level 5) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 20 Mana, plus 1 unit of Nightshade (#425). 

Effect: The target Character’s status becomes Morghoul (#362). 

 
86. Rite of Wraith (Level 5) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 25 Mana, plus 1 unit of Nightshade.  

Effect: The target Character’s status becomes Wraith (#367). 

 
87. Rite of Spectre (Level 5) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 30 Mana, plus 1 unit of Nightshade.  

Effect: The target Character’s status becomes Spectre (#363). 

 
88. Rite of Vampyre (Level 5) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 35 Mana, plus 1 unit of Nightshade. 

Effect: The target Character’s status becomes Vampyre (#358). 
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89. Rite of the Higher Order (Level 6) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 85 to 88. 

 
90. Rite of Power (Level 6) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 70 to 89. 

 

4.5.4.5 Call Of The Dead 
These spells enable the Calling of Undead soldiers to a Force designated by the Caster. All soldiers are Human 
(race 201), and equipped with a Mace (#9), Chain Mail (#144) and a Shield (#132). Undead soldiers function just 
like any other soldiers trained from a Population Segment (order T1). The troops will be placed in the first empty 
slot of the target force. Identical Troops will not be combined at time of casting (for example, if there is a slot 
containing the same troops, the new called ones will not be added to this slot), so make sure that there is an empty 
slot for spell cast. The target Force must be owned by the caster's position. During the course of a game it may be 
possible to improve aspects of the troops called through these spells, through either the completion of quests or by 
Conclaves of Necromancers. The Spells 431 to 437 are not included in the Rite of Power Spell (#90). 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

431 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Force 5 431  

432 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Force 8 432  

433 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Force 10 433  

434 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 4  Force 10 434  

435 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 4  Force 13 435  

436 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 4  Force 15 436  

437    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

 
431. Call Skeletons: 5th Level (Level 3) 

Cost: 5 Mana. 

Effect: Summons five 5th level Skeleton (#347) soldiers. 

 
432. Call Zombies: 5th Level (Level 3) 

Cost: 8 Mana. 

Effect: Summons five 5th level Zombie (#352) soldiers. 

 
433. Call Ghouls: 5th Level (Level 3) 

Cost: 10 Mana. 

Effect: Summons five 5th level Ghoul (#357) soldiers. 

 
434. Call Skeletons: 10th Level (Level 4) 

Cost: 10 Mana. 

Effect: Summons ten 10th level Skeleton (#347) soldiers. 

 

435. Call Zombies: 10th Level (Level 4) 
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Cost: 13 Mana. 

Effect: Summons ten 10th level Zombie (#352) soldiers. 

 
436. Call Ghouls: 10th Level (Level 4) 

Cost: 15 Mana. 

Effect: Summons ten 10th level Ghoul (#357) soldiers. 

 
437. Call of the Dead (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 431 to 436. 

 

4.5.4.6 Death Fists 
These combat spells generate a special attack for the caster in combat. These spells are not included in the Group 
Spell Rite of Power (#90). 

Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

438 Short Fixed Short Duel 3  Self 9 438  

439 Short Fixed Short Battle 3  Self 12 439  

440    Group 4  This spell is never cast 

 
438. Hand of Death (Duel) (Level 3) 

Cost: 9 Mana. 

Effect: Gives the caster a Special Attack of 150. 

 
439. Wave of Death (Battle) (Level 3) 

Cost: 12 Mana. 

Effect: Gives the caster a Special Attack of 600. 

 
440. Death Fist (Level 4) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 438 and 439. 
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4.5.5 Discipline Of The Summoner 
Notes On Summoned Beings In General 

Summoned Beings (other than Familiars, which are part of a Character; and the Summoned Servant labourers and 
foragers, who only remain for the duration of the spell and so do not in effect have an ‘existence’ as a game piece) 
have the following things in common: 

 They are summoned only for the period of the current month, and are dispelled automatically at the next 
production. 

 They may not issue influence orders, transfer Marks, or Drop Skills. 

 If they are killed or wounded in the course of a month's service, they will be reconstituted and come back 
fully functional without wounds if summoned again the next month. 

 Prisoners in their possession when they are recalled at production will be dropped and freed into the Force 
they were in at the time of their recall. 

 They are generally in the range of Characters ID # 1201 to 1250. 

 They may learn new skills and increase their actions just like any other Character. 

 At various times a Summoners Conclave make take place in order to alter various aspects of the 
Summoned beings. 

The Summoned Beings’ starting skills and levels vary from game to game. 

 If a Summoned Being becomes the owner of a Force then it may gift that Force away on order of its 
master. If a Summoned Being is the overall commander of a Force and then conquers a 
Force, the ownership will default to the owner of the conquering Force. 

 When summoned, they are summoned to the Force from which the Summoner cast the spell. If the caster 
is within a Party that is within a location, the summoned being is summoned to the Party. 
If the Summoner is in a Guild then the Summoned being is summoned into the Guild. 

 If the spell fails at the time of casting, the ingredients are lost, together with all Mana spent in casting the 
spell after free Mana available to the casting from items, discipline match, etc. Regardless 
of the amount of free mana used, a minimum of one mana will always be lost. 

 Each Being that may be summoned is unique. Once summoned in a month, therefore, a Being will stay 
with their master, so that all other attempts at summoning them in that month by other 
Characters, including through item activations, will fail. 

 All Summoned Beings (not counting familiars or Summoned Servants: labourers and gatherers) count 
towards your position’s Character limit of 40 Characters. 

 Mana recovery for Summoned Beings includes bonuses from equipped items & the province that the 
Summoned Being was in at the end of the month. 

 When a summoned being is unsummoned, whether by spell or due to production, if they are carrying 
more than twice their carrying capacity they will attempt to transfer items into their 
current force. Mounts in possessions will be transferred before carrying capacity is 
calculated.  Items will be transferred into the force until the being is no longer 
overburdened, starting with the first on the list and working down.  Trade-goods can be 
transferred, but items in the range of 601-3000 will never be transferred, even if that 
means the summoned being remains over encumbered. 

 Remaining items in their possessions will be taken with them when they are recalled at production, and, 
when the Being is summoned again, will still be with them. 
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4.5.5.1 Summoning Servants 
These spells revolve around the summoning of servants who act as labourers and gatherers. Each Mana point will 
summon up ten servants. For purposes of gathering, the province's fertility level or resource deposit value will be 
taken into account. The caster must be inside the Force that is the target of the spell, and to which the resources 
gathered will be added. The Magic Attack Resistance of the Force they are directly in will need to be overcome by 
the spell before any materials are gathered. If the target is a Party inside a Force and the caster is inside that Party, 
then it is the Magic Attack Resistance of the Party that needs to be overcome. And if the caster is directly inside a 
location then he must over come the Magic Attack Resistance of that Force. The servants do not remain with the 
force, but leave after a single gathering effort. Gathering will be limited to a maximum of the amount of the 
resource in the province. With each casting of these spells there is a 20% chance of the province resources being 
reduced by 20 – 33%, and a much smaller chance of the caster suffering wounds, curses, loss of possessions, and 
other similar effects. 

Labourers who are summoned to build things may only provide the labour. This means that the caster must also 
be an Admin/Engineer of the level required to fashion whatever is being built, and the Force that the caster is in 
must contain the resources to make the building. Only Places (Locations, Underground Cities, Cloud Castles, and 
Ruins) may have fortifications built in them. 

Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

91 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 1  Force >0 91  

92 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 1  Force >0 92  

93 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 1  Force >0 93  

94 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 1  Force >0 94  

95 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 1  Force >0 95  

96 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Force >0 96 resource # 

97 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Force >0 97  

98 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Force >0 98  

99 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Force >0 99  

100 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Force >0 100  

101 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Force >0 101  

102 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Force >0 102  

103 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Force >0 103  

104 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Force >0 104  

105    Group 4  This spell is never cast 

 
91. Gather Food (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target Force, plus amount of Mana for desired effect (see effect). 

Effect: 10 times the fertility rating of the province in Food (#410) gathered for each point of Mana above 
MAR of target force. 

 
92. Gather Soft Materials (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target Force, plus amount of Mana for desired effect (see effect). 

Effect: 10 times the fertility rating of the province in Soft Materials (#411) gathered for each point of 
Mana above MAR of target force. 
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93. Gather By Products (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target Force, plus amount of Mana for desired effect (see effect). 

Effect: 10 times the fertility rating of the province in By Products (#412) gathered for each point of Mana 
above MAR of target force.  

 
94. Gather Lumber (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target Force, plus 1 Mana per 10 units of lumber gathered. 

Effect: 10 units of lumber (#413) gathered for each point of Mana above the MAR of target force. 

 
95.  Gather Stone (Level 1)   

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target Force, plus 1 Mana per 10 units of stone gathered. 

Effect: 10 units of stone (#414) gathered for each point of Mana above the MAR of target force. This 
may be used in an offensive manner, by sneaking into an enemy field Force and gathering stone 
so as to cause a burden on the Force. Tends to really make someone unhappy with you. 

 
96. Gather Special Resource (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target Force, plus 1 Mana per 10 units of special resource gathered. 

Effect: 10 units of a special resource specified in the spell's qualifier (#ID as detailed below) gathered for 
each point of Mana above the MAR of target force. Only the following Special Resources may be 
gathered with this spell. 

 Iron (#416)  Precious Stone (#420) 
 Gems (#417)  Yew (#421) 
 Gold (#418)  Mithril (#422).  
 Silver (#419)  

 
 
97. Increase Underground City (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target force, plus 1 Mana per 10 point increase to target Force. 

Effect: Increases the Underground City by 10 for each Mana above the MAR of target force. 

 
98. Build Walls (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to  MAR of target Place-type Force, plus 1 Mana per 10 labourers. 

Effect: Each point of Mana over the MAR of target summons 10 labourers to work on building 1 unit of 
walls. 

 
99. Build Tower (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to  MAR of target Place-type Force, plus 1 Mana per 10 labourers. 

Effect: Each point of Mana over the MAR of target summons 10 labourers to work on building 1 unit of 
towers. 

 
100. Build Moat (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to  MAR of target Place-type Force, plus 1 Mana per 10 labourers. 

Effect: Each point of Mana over the MAR of target summons 10 labourers to work on building 1 unit of 
moat. 
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101. Build Ditch (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target Place-type Force, plus 1 Mana per 10 labourers. 

Effect: Each point of Mana over the MAR of target summons 10 labourers to work on building 1 unit of 
Ditch. 

 
102. Build Gatehouse (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target Place-type Force, plus 1 Mana per 10 labourers. 

Effect: Each point of Mana over the MAR of target summons 10 labourers to work on building 1 unit of 
Gatehouse. 

 
103. Build Keep (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target Place-type Force, plus 1 Mana per 10 labourers. 

Effect: Each point of Mana over the MAR of target summons 10 labourers to work on building 1 unit of 
Main Keep. 

 
104. Build Road (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target Place-type Force, plus 1 Mana per 10 labourers, plus Crowns cost 
for road building. 

Effect: Each point of Mana over the MAR of target summons 10 labourers to work on building roads. 
The qualifier is the direction of the road to be built. The Crowns cost for road building comes 
from the Force of the caster. This is an excellent way in which to build roads since it can be done 
from a moving Force, by casting the spell in the first Character order phase before movement, and 
again in the second phase after movement. Further multiple castings will therefore allow long 
road networks to be built quickly.  

 
105. Summon Unseen Servants (Level 4) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 91 to 104. 
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4.5.5.2 Summoning Elementals 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

106 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 10 106  

107 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 10 107  

108 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 10 108  

109 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 10 109  

110    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

 
106. Summon Fire Elemental  (Level 3) 

Cost: 10 Mana, plus 1 unit of Silverleaf (#426), plus 1 unit of Mandrake (#423). 

Effect: Summons the Fire Elemental (Character ID# 1201). 

 
107. Summon Earth Elemental (Level 3) 

Cost: 10 Mana, plus 1 unit of Silverleaf (#426), plus 1 unit of Mandrake (#423). 

Effect: Summons the Earth Elemental (Character ID# 1202). 

 
108. Summon Air Elemental (Level 3) 

Cost: 10 Mana, plus 1 unit of Silverleaf (#426), plus 1 unit of Mandrake (#423). 

Effect: Summons the Air Elemental (Character ID# 1203). 

 
109. Summon Water Elemental (Level 3) 

Cost: 10 Mana, plus 1 unit of Silverleaf (#426), plus 1 unit of Mandrake (#423). 

Effect: Summons the Water Elemental (Character ID# 1204). 

 
110. Elemental Summoning (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 106 to 109. 
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4.5.5.3 Daemon Summoning And Netherworld Hauntings 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

111 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 2  Self 1 111  

112 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 2  Self 5 112  

113 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 2  Self 5 113  

114 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 2  Self 5 114  

115 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 2  Self 5 115  

116 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 2  Self 5 116  

117 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 10 117  

118 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 10 118  

119 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 10 119  

120 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 10 120  

121 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 4  not cast    

122 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 4  Character 3+ 122  

123 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 4  Self 20 123  

124 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 4  Self 20 124  

125 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 4  Self 20 125  

126    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

 
111. Summon Familiar (Level 2) 

Cost: 1 Mana plus, 1 unit of Silverleaf (#426). 

Effect: Summons a random creature that serves the summoner forever. A Character can only have one 
familiar, and if they drop their arcane skill then they will lose the familiar. Each Familiar has 
different strengths and weaknesses. Some Familiars know spells, some give their owner skills and 
attributes, whilst others give bonuses that will need to be discovered during the course of play. 
Once this spell is cast, it is forgotten by the caster. Familiars will Morph into greater and more 
powerful aspects of their starting selves, whilst some modules may have story lines in which there 
is a possibility that the Familiar will become a separate Character over time. Unlike other 
summoned beings, familiars do not go away at production. They are jealous of their spell 
knowledge, so that whilst they will cast spells for their master, they will not teach spells to others 
(including their master). 

 
112. to 116. Summon Imp (Level 2) 

Cost: 5 Mana, plus 1 unit of Silverleaf (#426). 

Effect: Summons a specific Imp. Imps are small winged creatures that are quite petty and mean. They 
have a variety of skills and abilities that must be discovered during the play of the game. They are 
not overly powerful in a fight, having a random starting PC of between 1 to 10. Each spell 112 to 
116 summons a different Imp: 

Spell 112  Imias (Character ID# 1205) 

Spell 113  Myomyr (Character ID# 1206) 

Spell 114  Lyopus (Character ID# 1207) 

Spell 115  Tinrater (Character ID# 1208) 

Spell 116  Qinkulc (Character ID# 1209) 
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117. to 118. Summon Efreet (Level 3) 

Cost: 10 Mana, plus 1 unit of Silverleaf (#426). 

Effect: Summons one of the two Efreets. The two Efreets are demi-elemental beings associated with fire. 
They are enemies of the Djinn, and hate them with a passion. Efreets are powerful beings that do 
not generally wish to be disturbed, and if the caster has an arcane skill of less than 20 there is a 
chance that they will turn on the caster when summoned and cause them significant wounds. The 
Efreets summoned are as follows: 

 Spell 117: Javnga (Character ID# 1210)  Spell 118: Malacous (Character ID# 1211) 

 
119. to 120. Summon Djinn (Level 3) 

Cost: 10 Mana, plus 1 unit of Silverleaf (#426). 

Effect: Summons one of the two Djinn. The two Djinn are demi-elemental beings associated with air. 
They are as powerful as Efreets, and return the Efreets' animosity. Djinn are not as volatile as 
Efreets, however, and will not attack their summoner. The Djinns summoned are as followed: 

 Spell 119: Haraba (Character ID# 1212)  Spell 120: Borabar (Character ID# 1213) 

 

121. Create Netherworld Soldier (part of T1 order) (Level 3) 

Cost: 1 Mana per soldier trained, plus 1 unit of Silverleaf (#426) per Training Order (T1 order). 

Effect: When the caster trains troops (T1 order), they are able to give the troops the status of Netherworld 
Possessed (#373). Use the status #373 in parameter G of the T1 order. Note that one unit of 
Silverleaf (#426) is used per order not per soldier. 

 
122. Character Netherworld Possession (Level 4) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target Character, plus 3 Mana, plus 1 unit of Silverleaf (#426). 

Effect: Gives the Character the Status Netherworld (#373). Note that if a Character already has a status 
the new status must outrank the existing one in order for the spell to succeed (see section on 
statuses – 3.5.1). 

 
123. to 125. Summon Daemon (Level 4) 

Cost: 20 Mana, plus 1 unit of Silverleaf (#426) 

Effect: Summons one of three specific Daemons. The three Daemons are powerful common creatures of 
the Netherworld, and only the most powerful arcanist can hope to succeed in bending them to his 
will. Should the caster not have an arcanist skill rating of at least 30, the Daemon will cause them 
very significant wounds, and may kill them. The daemons summoned are as followed: 

Spell 123  Relzablab (Character ID# 1214) 

Spell 124  Zenobar (Character ID# 1215) 

Spell 125  Garcontha (Character ID# 1216) 

 
126. Netherworld Summonings (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 111 to 125. 
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4.5.5.4 Dire Summonings 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

127 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 2  Self 5 127  

128 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 2  Self 3 128  

129 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 3  Location 10+ 129  

130 Immediate Resistance Short Strategic 4  Province 10+ 130  

131    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

 
127. Summon Fog (Battle) (Level 2) 

Cost: 5 Mana. 

Effect: In the charge round of combat, this spell gives the soldier slot a +100% modifier. Remember that 
this is a straight add, so that a slot that has a 220% modifier for charge will become a 320% 
modifier not a 440%. The maximum soldier charge bonus is +500%. 

 
128. Summon Winterblast (Battle) (Level 2) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: This spell inflicts a magical attack equal to 40 times the arcane skill rating of the caster divided 
by the MAR of the soldiers, on an enemy slot directly across from the caster. 

 
129. Summon Earthforce (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to the target’s MAR, plus 10 mana, plus required mana for the desired effect, plus 1 
unit of Cinderoak (#428). 

Effect: Destroys constructions at a location, at a rate based on spell strength and type of target. The spell 
also reduces the target’s SEI. Note that being inside the target does not negate the target’s MAR. 
The more spell points above the MAR of the target (plus 10), the greater the damage inflicted: 

 
 Reduction in target’s SEI = 2 times effective spell points 

 Loss of Underground City Size = 2 times effective spell points 

 % of Earth walls destroyed =  2 times effective spell points 

 % of Wooden Walls destroyed =  1.5 times effective spell points 

 % of Stone Walls destroyed =  1 times effective spell points 

 % of Improved Stone destroyed =  0.75 times effective spell points 

 % of Superior Stone Walls destroyed =  0.3 times effective spell points 

 % of Legendary Walls destroyed =  0.25 times effective spell points 

 % of Tower, Gatehouse & Keep STR lost =  0.2 times effective spell points 

 Ditch and Moat STR. lost =  0.2 times effective spell points 
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130. Summon Winternight (Level 4) 

Cost: Mana equal to province’s MAR, plus 10 Mana, plus 1 unit of Nightshade (#425), plus 2 Mana for 
each l point of effect 

Effect: Summons a cold and ever-present field of darkness that is said to be part of the Netherworld. It 
makes sighting difficult and many dark creatures fight with increased abilities. Winternight 
hampers normal production, reducing it by 50%. Any battles fought in the province will be 
affected by Winternight modifiers. The province's Winternight strength is not known, making 
dispelling it that much more difficult. 

 
131. Darkforce Summoning (Level 5) 

Group spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 127 to 130. 

 

4.5.5.5 Spells Of Banishment 
Spells of Banishment deal with the returning of summoned beings and their effects to their places of origin, or 
banishing them until they are summoned again. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

132 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 3  Character 10+ 132  

133 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 3  Province 1+ 133  

134    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

135    Group 6  This spell is never cast 

 
132. Dispel Summoned Monster (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to summoned being’s MAR, plus 10 Mana. 

Effect: Banishes the summoned being immediately, removing it from the world and from control of its 
master until it is summoned again. May only be cast on Characters in the Character ID range of 
1201 to 1250, and may not be used to dispel a Familiar. 

 
133. Dispel Winternight (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to target province’s MAR, plus 1 Mana, plus 1 Mana for each point of Winternight 
Mana strength removed. 

Effect: Removes the Mana supporting Winternight on a one for one basis. If the Winternight Mana is 
reduced to 0 then Winternight is cancelled. The strength of the Winternight in a province is never 
known. The effect of Winternight in a province is not affected by its Mana strength, rather, the 
stronger the Winternight, the harder it is to dispel. Multiple castings of Dispel Winternight will 
reduce the Winternight’s strength, and eventually remove it.  

 
134. Word of Closing (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 132 and 133. 

 
135. Word of Summoning (Level 6) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 91 to 133. 
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4.5.5.6 Warrior Summoning 
These spells allow the summoning of netherworld soldiers. The target Force must have an empty slot for each 
spell cast. The target Force must be owned by the position of the caster. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

441 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Force 8 441  

442 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Force 12 442  

443 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Force 10 443  

444    Group 6  This spell is never cast 

 
441. Summon Man Warriors (Level 3) 

Cost: 8 Mana. 

Effect: Summons 8 Human soldiers (race #201) with Netherworld status (#373), training level 8, 
equipped with mace (#9), shield (#132), and laminated armour (#147). These soldiers may be 
summoned regardless of the racial hatreds of the caster. 

 
442. Summon Elf Warriors (Level 3) 

Cost: 12 Mana. 

Effect: Summons 12 Elf soldiers (race #203) with Netherworld status (#373) training level 12, equipped 
with an Elven Bow (#18), and Elven Light Chain Mail (#153). May only be cast by arcanists of 
the Elf (#203) race. 

 
443. Summon Orcish Warriors (Level 3) 

Cost: 10 Mana. 

Effect: Summons 10 Orcish soldiers (race #222) with Netherworld status (#373), training level 10 
equipped with mace (9), shield (#131), and laminated Armour (#146). May only be cast by 
arcanists of the Orc (#222) race. 

 
444. Master Warrior Call (Level 6) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 441 to 443. 
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4.5.5.7 Summon Master Builders 
These spells allow the summoning of labourers with the knowledge necessary to build fortifications. As such 
these spells are a distinct improvement over spells #98 to #103, which just summon the labourers and leave the 
caster to provide the knowledge needed for them to build things. Note that the items required must be in the 
possession of the caster. The target does not have to be owned by the caster's position. 
 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

445 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Location 5 445  

446 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Location 10 446  

447 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 4  Location 10 447  

448 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 5  Location 20 448  

449    Group 6  This spell is never cast 

 
445. Create Tower (Level 3) 

Cost: 5 Mana, plus 20 Stone (#414), plus 10 Iron (#416). 

Effect: Builds one tower in the target Location. More towers can be created through the use of this spell 
than is otherwise allowed (the usual restriction is half the number of the location’s walls). 

 
446. Create Gatehouse (Level 3) 

Cost: 10 Mana, plus 20 Stone (#414), plus and 10 Iron (#416). 

Effect: Increases the Gatehouse strength of the target Location by 1. 

 
447. Create Keep (Level 4) 

Cost: 10 Mana, plus 20 Stone (#414), plus 10 Iron (#416). 

Effect: Increases the Keep strength of the target Location by 1. 

 
448. Increase Tower-Gatehouse-Keep (Level 5) 

Cost: 20 Mana, plus 60 Stone (#414), plus 30 Iron (#416). 

Effect: Increases the Tower, Gatehouse and Keep strength of the target Location by 1 each. 

 
449. Master Builder (Level 6) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 445 to 448. 
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4.5.6 Discipline Of The Seer 

4.5.6.1 Spells Of Detection 
These spells will scan the Force the caster is in, but will not scan any Guilds that are present in the Force. 

Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

136 Immediate Fixed Short Strategic 1  Character 1 136  

137 Immediate Fixed Short Strategic 1  Force 1 137  

138 Immediate Fixed Short Strategic 1  Guild 1 138  

139 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 1  Self 1+ 139  

140 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Self 1+ 140 Skill 

141    Group 4  This spell is never cast 

 
136. Detect Magic on Character (Level 1)  

Cost: 1 Mana. 

Effect: Reveals spells in effect on the target Character, as well as revealing target Character’s Magic 
Attack Resistance. Typically these magic spell effects are those such as Charm, Mind Blank, 
Strength modifiers, etc. Magic effects from items are not reported, only effects caused by spells, 
potions and activations. If the target Character is invisible the spell will fail. If the target 
Character has stealth turned on the spell will fail unless the caster has stealth greater than that of 
the target, in which case the spell will not only succeed but also reveal whether the target is in the 
same immediate Force as the caster. 

 
137. Detect Magic on Force (Level 1) 

Cost: 1 Mana. 

Effect: Will reveal active spells in effect on the target Force, as well as the Force’s Magic Attack 
Resistance. Typical spells that might be in effect on a Force include Charm of Movement, 
Blendings, and Charm of Morale. SEI increases from spells are not indicated. 

 
138. Detect Magic on Guild (Level 1) 

Cost: 1 Mana. 

Effect: Will reveal the amount of Magic Attack Resistance a Guild has. 

 
139. Detect Religion (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of caster, plus 1 Mana, plus additional Mana required for effect. 

Effect: Will reveal the religion of some of the Characters in the same immediate Force or Guild as the 
caster (note target is Self). The total amount of spell points used to cast the spell will be compared 
to the Magic Attack Resistance of each Character that is in the same Guild/Force as the casting 
Character. Should the amount of spell points exceed the MAR of the Character, you will be told 
the religion of the Character. Invisibility and stealth will not block this spell. Up to 20 Characters 
will be reported on; if there are more than 20 Characters in the location with MAR low enough 
for the spell to report on, then 20 will be reported at random. Prisoners will not be reviewed. 
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140. Detect Skill Type (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to the MAR of the caster, plus 1 Mana, plus additional Mana required for effect. 

Effect: Reveals Characters in the same immediate Force as the caster with skill specified. When giving 
the order for this spell, state the skill number to be searched for as the qualifier (as listed in the 
General Rules). This spell is listed as being cast upon the caster, but it actually affects Characters 
in the same Force as the caster of the spell. The total amount of spell points used to cast the spell 
will be compared to the Magic Attack Resistance of each Character that is in the same location, 
Guild or Legion as the casting Character. Should the amount of spell points exceed the MAR of 
the Character, if the Character has the skill listed, you will be informed of this. Invisibility and 
stealth will not block this spell. Up to 20 Characters will be reported on; if there are more than 20 
Characters in the location with MAR low enough for the spell to report on and with the relevant 
skill, then 20 will be reported at random. This is a good way of identifying thieves, assassins and 
stealthy Characters, since invisibility and stealth will not block this spell.  

 
141. Eye of Patterns (Level 4) 

Group spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 136 to 140. 

 

4.5.6.2 Spells Of Prophecy 
 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

142 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Character 1+ 142  

143 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 1  Character 1+ 143  

144 Immediate Fixed Short Strategic 2  Character 1 144  

145 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 3  Character 2+ 145  

146    Group 4  This spell is never cast 

 
142. Perceive Mana (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 1 Mana. 

Effect: Will reveal the amount of base Mana that the target Character has. 

 
143. Read Character (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 1 Mana. 

Effect: This spell will reveal the prestige, loyalty, skills, and Characteristics ratings of target Character. 

 
144. Read Events (Level 2) 

Cost: 1 Mana. 

Effect: This spell will reveal any special events that have happened to target Character since the last 
production or since the last time their player’s turn was processed, whichever occurred the most 
recently. 
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145. Read Spells (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 2 Mana. 

Effect: Will reveal a list of every spell (name and number) known by the target Character. Note that 
when a target Character has used an Ancient Arcana spell or a non-standard spell that does not 
come directly from an item, this is perhaps the only way to find out the number of the spell so as 
to allow the caster to eventually try to research it themselves. 

 
146. Eye of Judgment (Level 4) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 142 to 145. 

 

4.5.6.3 Farsight 
Farsight deals with the locating and probing of a given Force or Character. These spells are useful as they have no 
extra cost for range.  

Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

147 Immediate Strength Infinite Strategic 2  Force 2+ 147  

148 Immediate Strength Infinite Strategic 2  Character 2+ 148  

149 Immediate Strength Infinite Strategic 2  Guild 2+ 149  

150    Group 4  This spell is never cast 

 
147. Probe Force Same Plane (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR (optional), plus 2 Mana. 

Effect: Always gives the MAR of the target Force even if the spell is unsuccessful at overcoming the 
MAR. If the full cost is met (Mana equal to Target’s MAR plus two), then the spell also gives the 
province location of the Force if it is in the same Astral Plane as the caster. 

 
148. Probe Character/Prisoner Same Plane (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR (optional), plus 2 Mana. 

Effect: Always gives the MAR of the target Force even if the spell is unsuccessful at overcoming the 
MAR. If the full cost is met (Mana equal to Target’s MAR plus two), then the spell also gives the 
province location of the Character if they are in the same Astral Plane as the caster, If the target is 
a prisoner it will identify which piece (Force #, Character # or Guild #) is holding him hostage. 

 
149. Probe Guild Same Plane (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR (optional), plus 2 Mana. 

Effect: Always gives the MAR of the target Force even if the spell is unsuccessful at overcoming the 
MAR. If the full cost is met (Mana equal to Target’s MAR plus two), then the spell also gives the 
province location of the Guild, if it is in the same Astral Plane as the caster. 

 
150. Eye of Searching (Level 4) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 147 to 149. 
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4.5.6.4 Farscrying 
These spells form the core of the Seer's information-gathering spells.  

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

151 Immediate Strength Infinite Strategic 2  Force 2+ 151  

152 Immediate Strength Infinite Strategic 2  Character 2+ 152  

153 Immediate Strength Infinite Strategic 2  Guild 2+ 153  

154    Group 4  This spell is never cast 

 
151. Scry Force (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 2 Mana. 

Effect: Gives the location of a Force, plus an overview of its possessions, Characters, soldiers, and 
various military and encounter orders. The spell will reveal Characters in the target Force with 
stealth on, but not invisible Characters. If a Party with Characters is inside the target Force it will 
also indicate the Characters there in the same manner, but such a secondary scry is weaker, giving 
less detailed information. Characters in a Guild will not be shown. This is the single most-used 
spell in the Legends world, useful both for the Lair basher as well as the General for finding out 
information about potential targets. Remember that most major module locations have a Magic 
Attack Resistance of 100 or more. 

 
152. Scry Character (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 2 Mana. 

Effect: Gives the equivalent information of a View Character order, except that it does not reveal the 
Character’s location, or give exact ratings for Characteristics and attributes (only a description of 
a possible range for them). 

 
153. Scry Guild (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 2 Mana. 

Effect: Gives a view of the Guild's possessions, soldiers, and visible non-stealthy Characters, as well as 
the message boards and other assorted information that one would normally get from viewing a 
Guild from the inside. 

 
154. Eye of Scrying (Level 4) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 151 to 153. 
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4.5.6.5 Secrets Of Augury 
Deals with miscellaneous spells, and spells that provide knowledge obtained via omen-ous means. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

155 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 3  Item 10 155  

156 Immediate Fixed Short Strategic 2  Self 9 156  

157 Immediate Fixed Short Strategic 2  Province 3 157  

158    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

159    Group 6  This spell is never cast 

 
155. Create Seers Crystal (Level 3) 

Cost: 10 Mana, plus 1 unit of Cinderoak (#428), plus 1 unit of Gems (#417). 

Effect: Creates an item called the Seers Crystal (#124). When a Seers Crystal (#124) is equipped by a 
Seer, the Seer will have 2 free magic Mana points towards any Arcane spell they cast. If two of 
these are equipped on a Seer (one in each of the 2 ‘In Use’ slots) then the Seer will get 4 free 
Mana. Non-Seers will not gain any benefit from the Seers Crystal (#124). 

 
156. Dream (Level 2) 

Cost: 9 Mana.  

Effect: Will give one of the many stories (dreams/legends/songs) that are available in the game. It is not 
possible to request a specific dream, and there is no guarantee that multiple castings will not 
result in the same dream being received more than once. The story received is chosen at random, 
but not all those in the game are available through the spell, and in addition, some only become 
available later in a game. 

 
157. Sperry's Knowledge (Level 2) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: Will reveal the magic Mana recovery of the province the caster is in at the time of casting. 

 
158. Eye of Knowledge (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 155 to 157. 

 
159. Eye of the Seer (Level 6) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 136 to 157. 
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4.5.6.6 War Eyes 
These are the combat spells of the Seer. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

451 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 1  Self 3 451  

452 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 1  Self 3 452  

453 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 1  Self 3 453  

454 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 2  Self 3 454  

455 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 3  Self 9 455  

456    Group 4  This spell is never cast 

 
451. Battle Vision (Battle) (Level 1) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: Caster's slot gets +1 Special Attack Resistance, and +15% added to the Attack Factor (AF). 

 
452. Duel Vision (Duel) (Level 1) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: Caster's Special Attack Resistance (SAR) is increased by 2, and +15% added to the Attack Factor 
(AF). 

 
453. Truth See (Battle) (Level 1) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: Adds +3 to the DF and +25% to the AF of the caster's slot of soldiers. 

 
454. War Eyes (Battle) (Level 2) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: Adds +6 DF, +1 SAR, and +25% AF to the caster's slot of soldiers. 

 
455. Duel ESP (Duel) (Level 3) 

Cost: 9 Mana. 

Effect: Caster gains a +10 DF, +2 Magic Attack Resistance (MAR), +3 Special Attack Resistance (SAR), 
and a base Invulnerability (INV) of 5. 

 
456. Combat Vision (Level 4) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 451 to 455. 
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4.5.7 Discipline Of The Warlock 

4.5.7.1 Warlock Charms 
These spells temporarily affect a Character’s characteristics, attributes or stealth. Charms increase ratings, whilst 
Tasks reduce them.  The cost of these spells is directly related to their rating: each spell requires the expenditure 
of the spell's rating in spell points above the target's Magic Attack Resistance to successfully raise or lower the 
statistic or Characteristic by 1 point. For example, if casting Charm of Influence, a level 3 spell which increases a 
target’s influence, on at target with 2 MAR, it would cost 5 spell points to increase their influence rating by 1 
point, 8 spell points to increase their influence by 2, etc.  

These spells are additive in effect so multiple castings will increase the effect. However, no rating can be 
increased or decreased by an amount greater than the target Character’s base rating through the use of Charms or 
Tasks, unless otherwise specified in the particular spell. 

The effects of all these spells are lost at the time of the next Production. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

160 Phase Strength Short Strategic 3  Character 3+ 160  

161 Phase Strength Short Strategic 3  Character 3+ 161  

162 Phase Strength Short Strategic 2  Character 2+ 162  

163 Phase Strength Short Strategic 2  Character 2+ 163  

164 Phase Strength Short Strategic 1  Character 1+ 164  

165 Phase Strength Short Strategic 1  Character 1+ 165  

166 Phase Strength Short Strategic 1  Character 1+ 166  

167 Phase Strength Short Strategic 1  Character 1+ 167  

168 Phase Strength Short Strategic 1  Character 1+ 168  

169 Phase Strength Short Strategic 1  Character 1+ 169  

170 Phase Strength Short Strategic 1  Character 1+ 170  

171 Phase Strength Short Strategic 1  Character 1+ 171  

172 Phase Strength Short Strategic 3  Character 3+ 172  

173 Phase Strength Short Strategic 3  Character 3+ 173  

174    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

 
160. Charm of Influence (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 3 Mana for each 1 point of increase in influence. 

Effect: Increases influence rating of target by 1 for every 3 Mana spent above the MAR of the target. The 
effect lasts until next production. Note that the influence rating cannot be increased by an amount 
greater than its base rating by this spell, even by multiple castings of this spell. 

 
161. Task of Influence (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 3 Mana for each 1 point of decrease in influence. 

Effect: Decreases influence rating of target by 1 for every 3 Mana spent above the MAR of the target . 
The effects lasts until next production. Note that the influence rating cannot be reduced to below 
1 through this spell, even by multiple castings of this spell. 
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162. Charm of Battle (PC) (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 2 Mana for each 1 point of increase in personal combat. 

Effect: Increases Personal Combat (PC) rating of target by 1 for every 2 Mana spent above the MAR of 
the target. The effect lasts until next production. Note that the PC rating cannot be increased by an 
amount greater than its base rating by this spell, even by multiple castings of this spell. Also, for 
purposes of training troops, only the first 20 points of increase is counted, and the training level 
caps (typically 12) also remain in effect. 

 
163. Task of Battle (PC) (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 2 Mana for each 1 point of decrease in personal combat. 

Effect: Decreases Personal Combat (PC) rating of target by 1 for every 2 Mana spent above the MAR of 
the target. The effect lasts until next production. Note that the PC rating cannot be decreased 
below 1 by this spell, even by multiple castings of this spell. 

 
164. Charm of Stealth (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana for each 1 point of increase in stealth skill rating. 

Effect: Increases Stealth skill rating of target by 1 for every 1 mana spent above the MAR of the target. 
The effect lasts until next production. The target must have a stealth skill rating, but unlike most 
Charms, there is no upper limit to the amount by which the rating can be increased through this 
spell. 

 
165. Task of Stealth (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana for each 1 point of decrease  in stealth skill rating. 

Effect: Decreases Stealth skill rating of target by 1 for every 1 mana spent above the MAR of the target. 
The effect lasts until next production. The target must have a stealth skill rating, and this cannot 
be reduced to below 1 through this spell, even by multiple castings of this spell. 

 
166. Charm of Strength (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana for each 1 point of increase in strength. 

Effect: Increases strength rating of target by 1 for every 1 Mana spent above the MAR of the target . The 
effects lasts until next production. Note that the strength rating cannot be increased by an amount 
greater than its base rating by this spell, even by multiple castings of this spell. 

 
167. Task of Strength (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana for each 1 point of decrease in strength. 

Effect: Decreases strength rating of target by 1 for every 1 Mana spent above the MAR of the target . The 
effects lasts until next production. Note that the strength rating cannot be reduced to below 1 
through this spell, even by multiple castings of this spell. 
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168. Charm of Dexterity (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana for each 1 point of increase in dexterity. 

Effect: Increases dexterity rating of target by 1 for every 1 Mana spent above the MAR of the target . The 
effects lasts until next production. Note that the dexterity rating cannot be increased by an amount 
greater than its base rating by this spell, even by multiple castings of this spell. 

 
169. Task of Dexterity (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana for each 1 point of decrease in dexterity. 

Effect: Decreases dexterity rating of target by 1 for every 1 Mana spent above the MAR of the target . 
The effects lasts until next production. Note that the dexterity rating cannot be reduced to below 1 
through this spell, even by multiple castings of this spell. 

 
170. Charm of Beauty (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana for each 1 point of increase in beauty. 

Effect: Increases beauty rating of target by 1 for every 1 Mana spent above the MAR of the target . The 
effects lasts until next production. Note that the beauty rating cannot be increased by an amount 
greater than its base rating by this spell, even by multiple castings of this spell. 

 
171. Task of Beauty (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 1 Mana for each 1 point of decrease in beauty. 

Effect: Decreases beauty rating of target by 1 for every 1 Mana spent above the MAR of the target . The 
effects lasts until next production. Note that the beauty rating cannot be reduced to below 1 
through this spell, even by multiple castings of this spell. 

 
172. Charm of Tactics (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 3 Mana for each 1 point of increase in tactics. 

Effect: Increases tactics rating of target by 1 for every 3 Mana spent above the MAR of the target . The 
effects lasts until next production. For purposes of training troops, the increase from Charm of 
Tactics allows for an increase in the quantity of troops trained. The increase from this spell is a 
straight add to the sum of effects for Base, Status and Blessing modifiers. The effects of the spell 
are not affected by the functions of a Bless or Curse.  The tactics rating cannot be increased by an 
amount greater than its base rating by this spell, even by multiple castings of this spell.  

 
173. Task of Tactics (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of target, plus 3 Mana for each 1 point of decrease in tactics. 

Effect: Decreases tactics rating of target by 1 for every 3 Mana spent above the MAR of the target . The 
effects lasts until next production. Note that the tactics rating cannot be decreased below 0 
through this spell, even by multiple castings of this spell. 

 
174. Sign of Change (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 160 to 173. 
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4.5.7.2 Warlock Wards 
These are defensive spells for Duels. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

175 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 2  Self 1 175  

176 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 2  Self 1 176  

177    Group 4  This spell is never cast 

 
175. Warlock Armour (Duel) (Level 2) 

Cost: 1 Mana. 

Effect: Adds +5 Defence Factor (DF), +1 Magic Attack Resistance (MAR), and +1 Special Attack 
Resistance (SAR) to the caster for the duration of the Duel. 

 
176. Warding (Duel) (Level 2) 

Cost: 1 Mana. 

Effect: Increases caster’s Magic Attack Resistance (MAR) and Special Attack Resistance (SAR) by +3 
each for the duration of the Duel. 

 
177. Sign of Protection (Level 4) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 175 to 176. 

 

4.5.7.3 Warlock Duels 
These are offensive spells for Duels. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

178 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 2  Self 1 178  

179 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 2  Self 3 179  

180 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 2  Self 2 180  

181 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 2  Self 2 181  

182    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

183    Group 6  This spell is never cast 

 
178. Energy Projection (Duel) (Level 2) 

Cost: 1 Mana. 

Effect: Inflicts a magic attack equal to 5 times the arcane rating of the caster, divided by the target’s 
MAR.  
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179. Enfeeblement (Duel) (Level 2) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: The enemy slot suffers an overall modifier equal to -1% times the level of the casting Character’s 
arcane rating. This means a reduction in both the DF and AF rating of the enemy for the duration 
of the combat. The Magic Attack Resistance of the target does not reduce the effect of this spell, 
but there is a lower limit of -80% for negative modifiers to DF. 

 
180. Attack Focus (Duel) (Level 2) 

Cost: 2 Mana. 

Effect: The caster's Attack Factor and Missile Factor (if they have one) gain a +50% modifier. 

 
181. Attack Dispersement (Duel) (Level 2) 

Cost: 2 Mana. 

Effect: Enemy Character will suffer a reduction of -30% to Defence Factor and  -30% to Attack Factor. 

 
182. Sign of Combat  (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 178 to 181. 

 
183. Warlock's Sign (Level 6) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 160 to 181. 

 

4.5.7.4 Warlocks War College 
These are the Battle spells of the Warlock. Remember that Battle Spells, like Duel Spells, only go off during 
combat, and the effect lasts only for that the one combat. These spells are not included in the group spell Warlock 
Sign: #183. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

461 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 1  Self 2 461  

462 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 2  Self 4 462  

463 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 3  Self 6 463  

464 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 4  Self 9 464  

465 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 5  Self 12 465  

466 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 5  Self 15 466  

467 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 5  Self 12 467  

468 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 5  Self 12 468  

469    Group 7  This spell is never cast 

 
461.  War Shout (Battle) (Level 1) 

Cost:  2 Mana. 

Effect:  Caster’s soldier slot gains +20% Charge Bonus and +20% Overall Modifier, and +1 Special 
Attack per soldier. 
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462.  War Cry (Battle) (Level 2) 

Cost: 4 Mana. 

Effect:  Caster’s soldiers slot gains +35% Charge Bonus and +30% Overall Modifier, and +1 Special 
Attack per soldier. 

 
463.  War Scream (Battle) (Level 3) 

Cost:  6 Mana. 

Effect:  Caster’s soldiers slot gains +50% Charge Bonus and +40% Overall Modifier, and +2 Special 
Attack per soldier. 

 
464.  Warlock Charge (Battle) (Level 4) 

Cost:  9 Mana. 

Effect: Caster’s soldier slot gains +65% Charge Bonus and +45% Overall Modifier, and +3 Special 
Attack per soldier. 

 
465.  Warlock Battle (Battle) (Level 5)   

Cost: 12 Mana. 

Effect:  Caster’s soldier slot gains +75% Charge Bonus, + 50% Overall Modifier and +3 Defence Factors 
(DF),  and +3 Special Attack per soldier. 

 
466. Warlock Blast (Battle) (Level 5) 

Cost: 15 Mana. 

Effect: Caster's soldier slot gains +6 Special Attack per soldier. 

 
467. Warlock Terror (Battle) (Level 5) 

Cost: 12 Mana. 

Effect: Caster's soldier slot gains +50% Charge Bonus; the enemy slot suffers -20 morale, and -20% to 
both Defence Factors (DF) and Attack Factors (AF). 

 
468. Warlock Command (Battle) (Level 5) 

Cost: 12 Mana. 

Effect: Caster's soldier slot gains +50% Charge Bonus, +25% missile attack (even if no missile weapons 
are equipped), +5 Defence Factors (DF), +2 Special Attack Resistance (SAR), and +2 Magic 
Attack Resistance (MAR). 

 
469. War College (Level 7) 

Group spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 461 to 468. 
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4.5.8 Discipline Of The Enchanter 

4.5.8.1 Enchanted Warrior Rituals 
These spells deal with enhancing the statuses of Characters and Soldiers through enchantment. 

Spell Overview: Order Info: 

 
ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

184 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 2  This spell is never cast 

185 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 3  Character 5+ 185  

186 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 4  Character 5+ 186  

187    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

 
184. Enchant Soldiers (Part of T1 order) (Level 2) 

Cost: 1 Mana per soldier, plus 1 unit of Silverleaf (#426). 

Effect: This spell is used as part of the T1 Training Order, and allows the Character to train soldiers with 
the Enchanted status (#371). The Character using the spell must also be the Character training the 
soldiers, and able to meet all training requirements of the troops as well as have sufficient Mana 
and Silverleaf. This spell may not be cast on soldiers who are already trained. 

 
185. Remove Enchanted Status (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to target’s MAR, plus 5 Mana. 

Effect: If the target has the basic Enchanted Status (#371), then that status is removed. Note that if the 
status was once the basic Enchanted Status but has since morphed, then the spell will have no 
effect. 

 
186. Enchant Character (Level 4) 

Cost: Mana equal to target’s MAR, plus 5 Mana, plus 1 unit of Silverleaf (#426). 

Effect: Gives the target the status of Enchanted (#371). Note that if the target already has an existing 
status, then the spell will fail unless the existing status is of a lower ranking. 

 
187. Living Enchantment (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 184 to 186. 
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4.5.8.2 Enchanted Staves 
The magic Staff (or Stave) is the classic Arcanist weapon, it can be used on foot or mounted, though not with a 
shield.  

Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

188 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 1  Item 4 188  

189 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 1  Item 8 189  

190 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 2  Item 12 190  

191 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 3  Item 16 191  

192 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 4  Item 20 192  

193 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 5  Item 24 193  

194    Group 6  This spell is never cast 

 
188. Create Power 1 Staff (Level 1) 

Cost: 4 Mana, plus 1 unit of Cinderoak (#428). 

Effect: Makes one Power 1 Staff (#116).  

A Power 1 Staff has a base Attack Factor of 50, a damage rating of 2, a Special Attack of 10, and 
gives 1 free Mana towards any Arcanist spell-casting, and +1 mana recovery.  

If equipped by an Arcanist a Power 1 Staff will provide an additional Attack Factor of 50. 

 
189. Create Power 2 Staff (Level 1) 

Cost: 8 Mana, plus 1 unit of Cinderoak (#428). 

Effect: Makes one Power 2 Staff (#117). 

 A Power 2 Staff has a base Attack Factor of 75, a damage rating of 3, a Special Attack of 40, and 
gives 1 free Mana towards any Arcanist spell-casting, and +1 mana recovery.  

If equipped by an Arcanist a Power 2 Staff will provide an additional Attack Factor of 75. 

 
190. Create Power 3 Staff (Level 2) 

Cost: 12 Mana, plus 1 unit of Cinderoak (#428). 

Effect: Makes one Power 3 Staff (#118). 

 A Power 3 Staff has a base Attack Factor of 125, a damage rating of 4, a Special Attack of 90, 
and gives 1 free Mana towards any Arcanist spell-casting, and +1 mana recovery. 

 If equipped by an Arcanist a Power 3 Staff will provide an additional Attack Factor of 125. 

 
191. Create Power 4 Staff (Level 3) 

Cost: 16 Mana, plus 1 unit of Cinderoak (#428). 

Effect: Makes one Power 4 Staff (#119).  

A Power 4 Staff has a base Attack Factor of 175, a damage rating of 5, a Special Attack of 100, 
and gives 1 free Mana towards any Arcanist spell-casting, and +2 mana recovery. 

If equipped by an Arcanist a Power 4 Staff will provide an additional Attack Factor of 175. 
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192. Create Power 5 Staff (Level 4) 

Cost: 20 Mana, plus 1 unit of Cinderoak (#428). 

Effect: Makes one Power 5 Staff (#120). 

A Power 5 Staff has a base Attack Factor of 225, a damage rating of 6, a Special Attack of 250, 
and gives 2 free Mana towards any Arcanist spell-casting, and +2 mana recovery.  

If equipped by an Arcanist a Power 5 Staff will provide an additional Attack Factor of 225. 

 

193. Create Power 6 Staff (Level 5) 

Cost: 24 Mana, plus 1 unit of Cinderoak (#428). 

Effect: Makes one Power 6 Staff (#121). 

A Power 6 Staff has a base Attack Factor of 275, a damage rating of 7, a Special Attack of 260, 
and gives 3 free Mana towards any Arcanist spell-casting, and +3 mana recovery. 

If equipped by an Arcanist a Power 6 Staff will provide an additional Attack Factor of 275. 

 
194. Magic Enchantment (Level 6) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 188 to 193. 

 

4.5.8.3 Enchanted Weapons 
These spells deal with the enchantment of weapons. The items to be enchanted must be in the possession of the 
caster at the time of casting. When giving the order for these spells, the target is the ID# of Silver (#419), and the 
qualifier is the ID# of the weapon being enchanted. With the exception of the Enchant Magic Weapon spell 195 
(with which many weapons can be enchanted with one casting), only one item may be enchanted per casting. 

Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

195 Infinite Strength Possession Strategic 1  Item 2+ 195 Weapon # 

196 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 1  Item 5 196 Weapon # 

197 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 2  Item 10 197 Weapon # 

198 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 3  Item 15 198 Weapon # 

199 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 4  Item 20 199 Weapon # 

200    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

 
195. Enchant Magic Weapon (Glimmer) (Level 1) 

Cost: 2 Mana per weapon to be enchanted, plus 1 unit of silver (#419). 

Effect: Enchants a number of weapons of the same type. Enchanting a weapon will add +25% to the 
Attack Factor, and give the item +1 Damage Rating. The caster must have the weapons and silver 
in their possessions at the time of casting. Only one type of weapon can be enchanted per casting, 
but multiple weapons of that type may be enchanted. So a single casting could enchant 5 swords, 
but not 3 swords and 2 axes. Only weapons with ID# 1 to 23 may be enchanted with this spell. 
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196. Enchant Power 1 Weapon (Level 1) 

Cost: 5 Mana points, plus 1 unit of Silver (#419). 

Effect: Enchants a single weapon as a power 1 weapon, giving it a +50% Attack Factor. Only standard 
weapons  ID# 18 – 22, which are made with Mithril (#422) or Meldorian (#429), may be 
enchanted. DAM is increased by 2 

 
197. Enchant Power 2 Weapon (Level 2) 

Cost: 10 Mana points, plus 1 unit of Silver (#419). 

Effect: Enchants a single weapon as a power 2 weapon, giving it a +100% Attack Factor. Only standard 
weapons  ID# 18 – 22, which are made with Mithril (#422) or Meldorian (#429), may be 
enchanted. DAM is increased by 3 

 
198. Enchant Power 3 Weapon (Level 3) 

Cost: 15 Mana points, plus 1 unit of Silver (#419). 

Effect: Enchants a single weapon as a power 3 weapon, giving it a +200% Attack Factor. Only standard 
weapons  ID# 18 – 22, which are made with Mithril (#422) or Meldorian (#429), may be 
enchanted. DAM is increased by 4 

 
199. Enchant Power 4 Weapon (Level 4) 

Cost: 20 Mana points, plus 1 unit of Silver (#419). 

Effect: Enchants a single weapon as a power 4 weapon, giving it a +300% Attack Factor. Only standard 
weapons  ID# 18 – 22, which are made with Mithril (#422) or Meldorian (#429), may be 
enchanted. DAM is increased by 5 

 
200. Weapon Enchantment (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 195 to 199. 

 

4.5.8.4 Armour Enchantments 
These spells deal with the enchantment of armour. Each spell requires 1 unit of Silver (#419. The items to be 
enchanted must be in the possession of the caster at the time of casting. Only standard armour in the ID range of 
131 to 157 may be enchanted using spell #201, and only armour made with Mithril (#422) may be enchanted 
using spells #202 and #203: so either Elf Chain (#152 to #154) or Dwarven Plate (#155 to #157). With the 
exception of the Enchant Magic Armour spell 201 (with which many items can be enchanted with one casting), 
only one item may be enchanted per casting. When giving the order for these spells, the target is the ID# of Silver 
(#419), and the qualifier is the ID# of the item being enchanted. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

201 Infinite Strength Possession Strategic 1  Item 2+ 201 Armour # 

202 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 2  Item 8 202 Armour # 

203 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 3  Item 16 203 Armour # 

204    Group 5  This spell is never cast 
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Cost: 2 Mana per item to be enchanted, plus 1 unit of Silver (#419). 

Effect: Enchants a number of items of armour or shields of the same type as magical. Enchanting an item 
will add +2 Defence Factor, +1 INV, +1 Magic Attack Resistance, and +1 Special Attack 
Resistance. The caster must have the items and silver in their possessions at the time of casting. 
Only one type of item can be enchanted per casting, but multiple items of that type may be 
enchanted. 

 
202. Enchant Power 1 Armour (Level 2) 

Cost: 8 Mana, plus 1 unit of Silver (#419).  

Effect: Enchants a single suit of armour as Power 1 Armour, giving it a 50% DF increase and a variable 
increase in INV, MAR and SAR. Only Elf Chain (#152 to #154) or Dwarven Plate (#155 to #157) 
can be enchanted. 

 
203. Enchant Power 2 Armour (Level 3) 

Cost: 16 Mana, plus 1 unit of Silver (#419). 

Effect: Enchants a single suit of armour as Power 2 Armour, giving it a 100% DF increase and a variable 
increase in INV, MAR and SAR. Only Elf Chain (#152 to #154) or Dwarven Plate (#155 to #157) 
can be enchanted. 

 
204. Enchant Armour (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 201 to 203. 

 

4.5.8.5 Runic Enchantments 
These spells are those most commonly used by the enchanter, containing the most effective information-gathering 
spells for items, as well as the spell allowing a Character to become a Runemaster, who can copy or make many 
items. The information spells cannot be used on the following: Ships, Familiars, Races, Statuses, or Troop Types. 

Bear in mind that whilst these spells discover much about an item, some information can only be gathered during 
the course of play through other means. For example, certain information is only revealed through Ancient Arcana 
research, some items such as books have a read message that needs to be ‘Read’ by the read item order to learn 
about them (see order S21). 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

205 Immediate Fixed Possession Strategic 1  Item 1 205  

206 Immediate Fixed Possession Strategic 1  Item 2 206  

207 Immediate Fixed Possession Strategic 1  Item 3 207  

208 Immediate Fixed Possession Strategic 2  Item 6 208  

209 Immediate Fixed Possession Strategic 3  Item 9 209  

210 Immediate Fixed Short Strategic 5  Self 5 210  

211    Group 6  This spell is rarely cast – see spell for details 

212    Group 7  This spell is never cast 
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205. Runeknowledge (Level 1) 

Cost: 1 Mana. 

Effect: Reveals information about an item in caster’s possessions. Information given depends on the item 
type: 

Weapon Type Base AF 
Minimum Strength to Use Missile AF 
Minimum Dexterity to Use Charge Bonus 
If Usable when Mounted Rout AF Bonus 
If Usable with a Shield If Poisoned 
If Generally Magical Terrain Bonus 

On Weapons 

If any message is present  
Base DF Weight 
Special Attack Resistance Hiding Value 
Size Restrictions Charge Modifier 
Message Rout AF Bonus 

On Shields and Armour 

Terrain Bonus If Generally Magical 
Spells Learned on Activation Teleports Activator to Where 

If it Turns Activator Invisible 
Skill & Level Learned on 
Activation 

If Summons Character If Heals or Causes Wounds 

On Special Items (Books, 
Rings, Mandolins, 
Toothbrushes, etc.): 

If Cures Poison on activation Race to Gain DF Bonus 
Size Terrain Bonus 
Movement Values Weight If it is a Mount 
Carry Capacity  

 
206.  Runeform (Level 1) 

Cost: 2 Mana. 

Effect: Reveals information about an item in caster’s possessions. Information given depends on the item 
type: 

Restrictions on Use Damage Rating 
Target Restrictions Target AF Bonus  On Weapons 
AF Bonus for Meeting Restrictions  
DF Modifier Special Attack Resistance 
Target DF Bonus Magic Attack Resistance On Shields and Armour 
Invulnerability Restrictions on Use 
Restrictions on Use Bless/Curse 
PC/Tactics/Influence Adds Str/Dex/Con/Bty Adds 
Skill to Enhance & Bonus Stealth Add 

On Special Items 
(Brooches, Figurines, 
Harps, etc.) 

Auto Cast of Combat Spells  
Combat Factor Attack Factor If it is a Mount 
Special Attack Growth Rate 
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207. Runemind (Level 1) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: Reveals information about an item in caster’s possessions. Information given depends on the item 
type: 

 Special Attack  Mana Modifiers 
 Magic Attack Resistance  Mana Recovery Modifier 
 Spells Allowed to be Cast  Winternight Bonus 

On Weapons 

 Combat Morph Info  
 Special Attack  Mana Modifiers 
 Magic Attack Resistance  Mana Recovery Modifier 
 Spells Allowed to be Cast  Winternight Bonus 

On Shields and Armour 

 Combat Morph Info  
 Spells to be Cast  Mana Modifiers 
 Mana Recovery Modifier  1 Use Only Item 
 Cause/Cure Insanity  Mana Towards Spells Cast 
 Change Gender   Make Activator Invisible 
 Magic Attack Resistance  Change Religion 
 Teach Troop Type  Special Attack Resistance 
 Change Status  Give Mark 
 Causes Poison on Activation  Change Race 

On Special Items (Wands, 
Orbs, Potions, etc.) 

 Give Wounds on Activation  
 Charge Bonus  Morale Bonus 
 Natural Missile Attack  Rout Bonus If it is a Mount 
 Hiding Value  Special Attack Resistance 

 
208. Runesong (Level 2) 

Cost: 6 Mana. 

Effect: Reveals all the information given by spells 205 and 206 about an item in caster’s possessions.  

 
209. Runepower (Level 3) 

Cost: 9 Mana. 

Effect: Reveals all the information given by spells 205, 206 and 207 about an item in caster’s 
possessions.  

 
210. Rite of the Runemaster (Level 5)  

NOTE:   This spell may only be cast by an Enchanter. 
Cost: 5 Mana.  

Effect: This spell has a chance of making the caster a Runemaster. The casting of this spell represents a 
Rite of Passage from the status of a mere enchanter to that of a Runemaster, one who is able to 
determine exactly what the nature of their enchantment upon the item will be. To perform the 
Rite, a Character must know spells 205 through to 210, then cast spell #210. This will give the 
Character a chance of success equal to 1% to 2% times Arcane Arts skill rating. The casting cost 
of 5 mana is used whether or not the spell is successful. Successful casting will wipe spells 205 to 
210 from the caster's memory and replace them with the group spell 211, Runecraft. 
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211. Runecraft  (Level 6)  

This spell may only be cast by an Enchanter who is a Runemaster. 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 205 to 209. 

Effect: In addition to being a group spell, this spell allows a Runemaster to attempt to duplicate an item. 
But this must be done through the use of a Special Action. The chance of success is a percentage 
equal to the Enchanter level of the caster, plus 1% for each 2 Mana spent above the basic 20 mana 
cost, plus either +1% for every 10 strength points of a magic Guild or +50% if the caster is in an 
Enchanted Smithy. The total chance of success cannot exceed 80%. If the duplication fails, all 
ingredients required for the making of the item are lost, the Runemaster may take between 1 – 
99% wounds, and the Guild they are in lose up to 5 points of Guild strength. Use of an Enchanted 
Smithy will cut damage to both Guild and Character in half. In addition, other side effects may 
manifest at the time of failure. Not all items can be duplicated through the use of this spell: the 
use of an Examine Item order (see order S20) by a Runemaster is the only way to indicate 
whether an item can be duplicated, and the ingredients required.  

This spell may not be taught to or learned from a Character or a Guild: it must be researched (via spell 210) 

 
212. Runemaster  (Level 7) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 184 to 209. 

 

4.5.8.6 Enchanter's Grasp 
These spells allow the construction and alteration of items, and also include an Enchanter Duel spell. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

471 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 1  Item 422 8 471  

472 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 2  Item 422 12 472  

473 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 3  Item 422 16 473  

474 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 4  Item 422 20 474  

475 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 5  Item 422 20 475  

476 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 5  Item 422 20 476  

477 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 5  Item 422 20 477  

478 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 5  Item 422 20 478  

479 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 2  Self 3 479  

480    Group 7  This spell is never cast 

 
471. Enchanted Tools (Level 1) 

Cost: 8 Mana, plus 1 unit of Mithril (#422), plus 10 units of Lumber (#413). 

Effect: Makes 1 set of Magic Tools (#1270), which give an Enchanter +2 free Mana and +3 magic 
recovery if equipped. The weight of the item is 10. 

 
472. Enchanted Anvil (Level 2) 

Cost: 12 Mana, plus 2 units of Mithril (#422), plus 10 units of Stone (#414). 

Effect: Makes one Enchanted Anvil (#1271), that gives an Enchanter +3 free magic Mana and +6 magic 
Mana recovery if equipped. The weight of the item is 50. 
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473. Enchanted Hearth (Level 3) 

Cost: 16 Mana, plus 3 units of Mithril (#422), plus 10 units of Meldorian (#429). 

Effect: Makes one Enchanted Hearth (#1272), that gives an Enchanter +3 free Magic Mana and +9 
Magic Mana recovery if equipped. The weight of the item is 99. 

 
474. Enchanted Bracelet (Level 4) 

Cost: 20 Mana, plus 4 units of Mithril (#422), plus 10 Units of Precious Gems (#417). 

Effect: Makes a magic bracelet (#1273), that gives an Enchanter +3 free Magic Mana and +12 Magic 
Mana recovery if equipped. The weight of the item is 1. 

 
475. Mass Magic Swords (Level 5) 

Cost: 20 Mana, plus 100 Broadswords (#1), plus 20 units of Mithril (#422). 

Effect: Changes the Broadswords into Magic Swords (#24). 

 
476. Mass Magic Shields (small) (Level 5) 

Cost: 20 Mana, plus 100 Shields (#131), plus 20 units of Mithril (#422). 

Effect: Changes the small Shields to Magic Shields (#158). 

 
477. Mass Magic Shields (medium) (Level 5) 

Cost: 20 Mana, plus 100 Shields (#132), plus 20 units of Mithril (#422). 

Effect: Changes the medium Shields to Magic Shields (#159). 

 
478. Mass Magic Shields (large) (Level 5) 

Cost: 20 Mana, plus 100 Shields (#133), plus 20 units of Mithril (#422). 

Effect: Changes the large Shields to Magic Shields (#160). 

 
479. Enchanter's Defence (Duel) (Level 2) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: Increases casters DF by +3, Special Attack Resistance by +3, and Magic Attack Resistance by +3 
for the duration of a duel. 

 
480. Enchanter's Grasp (Level 7) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 471 to 479. 
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4.5.9 Discipline Of The Druid 

4.5.9.1 Druid Rituals 
These spells deal with enhancement of the spirit. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

213 Long Strength Short Strategic 2  Self 1+ 213  

214 Long Strength Short Strategic 2  Character 1+ 214  

215 Long Strength Short Strategic 3  Character 1+ 215  

216    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

 
213. Cure Self (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 1 Mana for each 3% of wounds cured. 

Effect: This spell cures 3% wounds for each mana above the MAR of caster. In addition, the spell has a 
10% chance of curing Insanity, Poison I and II, Pox, and Black Death. 

 
214. Bless Character (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 1 Mana for each level (5%) of blessing bestowed. 

Effect: This spell bestows a blessing of 5% for each point of effective Mana (mana above the Target’s 
MAR), up to a maximum effect of 100% of the Base plus Status plus item bless values of those 
Characteristics affected. Bless will increase the effectiveness of Personal Combat, Tactics and 
Influence, but has no effect on chances of achieving covert actions, random chances, or chances 
based on strength, dexterity, etc. Bless spells are not additive.  

See section 3.7.9 for further details of how bless and curse work. 
 
215. Curse Others (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 1 Mana for each level (5%) of curse inflicted. 

Effect: This spell is the opposite of Bless Character, and will inflict a curse of a negative 5% adjustment 
per point of effective Mana (mana above the Target’s MAR), up to a maximum effect of - 85% of 
the Base plus Status plus item curse values of those Characteristics affected. Curse will decrease 
the effectiveness of Personal Combat, Tactics and Influence, but has no effect on chances of 
achieving covert actions, random chances, or chances based on strength, dexterity, etc. Curse 
spells are not additive.  

See section 3.7.9 for further details of how bless and curse work. 
 
216. Essence of Self (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 214 and 215. 
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4.5.9.2 Magical Movement 
These spells deal with the movement of Forces, and may only be cast on a Legion, Party, Fleet or Nomad Camp. 
They may not be cast on any Place type Force: Location, Underground City, Cloud Castle, Ruin or Lair. 

Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

217 Phase Strength Short Strategic 2  Force 1+ 217  

218 Phase Strength Short Strategic 2  Force 1+ 218  

219 Phase Strength Short Strategic 2  Force 1+ 219  

220 Phase Strength Short Strategic 2  Force 1+ 220  

221    Group 4  This spell is never cast 
 
217. Charm of Movement (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 1 Mana point of increase in Movement Value. 

Effect: Each effective Mana point (mana above the Target’s MAR) increases the Movement Value of the 
target Force by +1. This is applied before any effect from the mode of movement.  For example, a 
30 point Charm of Movement will allow a force given a force march order to add 30 to its 
movement before applying the +30% for force marching, so effectively adding 39 points to its 
move. A Force must have some move value on its own in order to benefit from the spell. Charm 
of Movements are not additive. When cast on a Force that already has a Charm of Movement, the 
spell that gives the greatest increase in movement value will take effect. Note that in such a 
situation, if the Force has gained MAR between the first and second Charm of Movement being 
cast, the second Charm will have to both overcome the higher MAR and also have more effective 
Mana for it to be of use. This spell remains in effect on a Force until the next production. Soldiers 
that are trained into or transferred into the Force do not affect the spell. Soldiers leaving the Force 
do not take the effect of the spell with them. Note this spell has no effect on Cloud Castles. 

 
218. Task of Movement (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 1 Mana per point of decrease in Movement Value. 

Effect: This spell is the opposite of Charm of Movement, and reduces a Force's Movement Value by 1 
per point of effective Mana (mana above the Target’s MAR). A Force’s net movement rate may 
be reduced below 0 by this spell, meaning that it cannot move. Note no effect on Cloud Castles. 

 
219. Charm of Silence (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 1 Mana per 100 point decrease in hiding value. 

Effect: This spell decreases the Target’s hiding value by 100 points per effective Mana (mana above the 
Target’s MAR), successive castings are cumulative but to a maximum negative of approximately 
90%. This is effective for gaining surprise in combat, or for avoiding encounter orders. 

 
220. Task of Silence (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 1 Mana per 100 point increase in hiding value. 

Effect: This spell increases the Target’s hiding value of target by 100 points per effective Mana (mana 
above the Target’s MAR). This spell can be cast on a target with any hiding value, including of 0 
or less. 

 
221. Essence of Movement (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 217 to 220. 
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4.5.9.3 Animal Enchantments 
Spells dealing with herd animals, either in field herds or as part of possessions. 

Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

222 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Force 8+ 222 Animal # 

223 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 2  Force 3+ 223 Animal # 

224 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 3  Herd 1+ 224  

225    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

 
222. Bless Animals (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to Force’s MAR, plus 8 Mana points. 

Effect: Increases the number of animals in a force’s possession by an amount equal to 10% of the 
original number of animals, or 200 divided by the Combat Factor of the animal, whichever is less. 
Fractions are rounded down. For example, Drakes have a combat factor of 80, so the increase 
gained will be 2. The target of this spell is the Force that the caster is in which has a herd in its 
possessions, with the qualifier being the herd ID#. The spell may not be used on trained 
Warmounts. 

 
223. Curse Animals (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to Force’s MAR, plus 3 Mana points. 

Effect: Decreases the number of animals in a force’s possession by an amount equal to 10% of the 
original number of animals, or 200 divided by the Combat Factor of the animal, whichever is less. 
Fractions are rounded down. The target of this spell is the Force that the caster is in which has a 
herd in its possessions, with the qualifier being the herd ID#. The spell may not be used on 
trained Warmounts. 

 
224. Charm Herd (Level 3) 

Cost: 1 Mana per animal gained. 

Effect: Removes animals from the target herd and adds them to the possessions of the ultimate Force the 
Caster is in. One animal per mana spent, up to a maximum equal to the original number of 
animals in the herd. 

 

225. Essence of Animals (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 222 to 224. 
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4.5.9.4 Earth Magics 
Earth Magics deal with alteration of nature. These spells can only effect the province the caster is in at the time of 
casting.  If the target is left blank then the default province is wherever the Character is – in other words the spell 
will take effect when cast. However, if a specific province is given as the target, the spell will only go off if the 
caster is in that province. The format for a province is the letter p followed by the province: for example p23/34 
for province 23/34.  

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

226 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 1  Province 1+ 226  

227 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 2  Province 1+ 227  

228 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 2  Province 1+ 228  

229 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 2  Province 1+ 229  

230 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 1  Province 1+ 230  

231 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 1  Province 1+ 231  

232 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 1  Province 1+ 232  

233 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 1  Province 1+ 233  

234 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 2  Province 2+ 234 resource # 

235 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 2  Province 2+ 235 resource # 

236 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 2  Province 2+ 236 flora # 

237 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 2  Province 2+ 237 flora # 

238 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 3  Province 5+ 238  

239 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 3  Province 5+ 239  

240 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 2  Province 2 240  

241    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

 
226. Increase Movement Cost (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Magic Recovery value of the province, plus mana required for effect. 

Effect: For each point of effective mana (mana above the Target’s MAR), the movement value of a 
province is increased by: 

   0.5 for movement North, East, South or West 

   0.7 for movement Northeast, Northwest, Southeast or Southwest 

 
227. Decrease Movement Cost (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Magic Recovery value of the province, plus mana required for effect. 

Effect: For each point of effective mana (mana above the Target’s MAR), the movement value of a 
province is decreased by: 

   1.0 for movement North, East, South or West 

   1.4 for movement Northeast, Northwest, Southeast or Southwest 

The maximum movement value a province can be decreased by is 4.5. 
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228. Increase Fertility Value (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Magic Recovery value of the province, plus 1 Mana for every 0.05 increase in 
fertility value. 

Effect: Will increase the fertility value of a province by 0.05 for every point of effective Mana (mana 
above the Target’s MAR) placed into the spell. The maximum fertility value a province may have 
is 5. 

 
229. Decrease Fertility Value (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Magic Recovery value of the province, plus 1 Mana for every 0.05 decrease in 
fertility value. 

Effect: Will decrease the fertility value of a province by 0.05 for every point of effective Mana (mana 
above the Target’s MAR) placed into the spell. The minimum fertility value a province may have 
is 0. 

 
230. Increase Stone Extraction (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Magic Recovery value of the province, plus 1 Mana for every 2 points of 
increase in stone rating. 

Effect: Will increase the Stone extraction rating of a province by 2 per point of effective Mana (mana 
above the Target’s MAR) placed into the spell. The province must have an existing Stone rating 
in order to increase the value. 

 
231. Decrease Stone Extraction (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Magic Recovery value of the province, plus 1 Mana for every 2 points of 
decrease in stone rating. 

Effect: Will decrease the Stone extraction rating of a province by 2 per point of effective Mana (mana 
above the Target’s MAR) placed into the spell. The Stone rating cannot be reduced below 1. 

 
232. Increase Lumber Extraction (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Magic Recovery value of the province, plus 1 Mana for every 2 points of 
increase in lumber rating. 

Effect: Will increase the Lumber extraction rating of a province by 2 per point of effective Mana (mana 
above the Target’s MAR) placed into the spell. The province must have an existing Lumber 
rating in order to increase the value. 

 
233. Decrease Lumber Extraction (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Magic Recovery value of the province, plus 1 Mana for every 2 points of 
decrease in lumber rating. 

Effect: Will decrease the Lumber extraction rating of a province by 2 per point of effective Mana (mana 
above the Target’s MAR) placed into the spell. The Lumber rating cannot be reduced below 1. 
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Cost: Mana equal to the Magic Recovery value of the province, plus 2 Mana for every point of increase 
in specified special resource rating. 

Effect: Will increase the amount of a single special resource in the province by 1 for every two points of 
effective Mana (Mana above the Target’s MAR). The special resource whose rating is to be 
increased is specified by placing its ID# in the qualifier. The special resources which may be 
increased are as follows: 

 
ID# Special Resource ID# Special Resource 

416 Iron 420 Precious Stone 
417 Gems 421 Yew 
418 Gold 422 Mithril 

419 Silver   
 

The resource must be present in the province in order to increase its value. 
 
235. Decrease Special Resource Rating (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Magic Recovery value of the province, plus 2 Mana for every point of decrease 
in specified special resource rating.. 

Effect: Will decrease the amount of a single special resource in the province by 1 for every two points of 
effective Mana (Mana above the Target’s MAR). The special resource whose rating is to be 
decreased is specified by placing its ID# in the qualifier. The special resources which may be 
decreased are the same as those given for spell 234 (above). The resource must be present in the 
province in order to decrease its value, and the value may never be reduced to less than 1. 

 
236. Increase Flora Rating (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Magic Recovery value of the province, plus 2 Mana for every point of increase 
in specified flora rating. 

Effect: Will increase the amount of a single flora resource in the province by 1 for every two points of 
effective Mana (Mana above the Target’s MAR). The flora resource whose rating is to be 
increased is specified by placing its ID# in the qualifier. The flora which may be increased are as 
follows: 

 

ID# Special Resource ID# Special Resource 

423 Mandrake 427 Asarum 
424 Ginger Root 428 Cinderoak 
425 Nightshade 429 Meldorian 

426 Silverleaf   
 

The flora must be present in the province in order to increase its value. 
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237. Decrease Flora Rating (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Magic Recovery value of the province, plus 2 Mana for every point of decrease 
in specified flora rating. 

Effect: Will decrease the amount of a single flora resource in the province by 1 for every two points of 
effective Mana (Mana above the Target’s MAR). The flora resource whose rating is to be 
decreased is specified by placing its ID# in the qualifier. The flora which may be decreased are 
the same as those given for spell 236 (above). The flora must be present in the province in order 
to decrease its value, and the value may never be reduced to less than 1. 

 
238. Increase Province Recovery (Powerpoint) (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Magic Recovery value of the province, plus 5 Mana. 

Effect: Increases the magic Mana recovery value of a Powerpoint province by +1. This spell has no effect 
on a non-Powerpoint province. 

 
239. Decrease Province Recovery  (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Magic Recovery value of the province, plus 5 Mana 

Effect: Reduces the Mana recovery of the province by 1. This spell can be used on any province, and is 
not limited to Powerpoint provinces. 

 
240. Nature Awareness (Level 2) 

Cost: 2 Mana. 

Effect: Will inform the caster of all Forces in the province that they occupy at the time the spell is cast. 
This is an effective way to find Forces in dense terrain such as forest, mountain or jungle. 

 
241. Essence of Nature (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 226 to 240. 
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4.5.9.5 Provincial Movement 
These spells deal with movement and its prevention. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

242 Immediate Fixed Short Strategic 1  Province 1 242  

243 Immediate Fixed Infinite Strategic 3  Force 5 243  

244 Immediate Fixed Short Strategic 1  Province 1 244  

245 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 2  Province 5+ 245 direction 

246 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 3  Province 12+ 246 direction 

247 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 4  Province 5+ 247 direction 

248    Group 5  This spell is never cast 
 
242. Study Province (Level 1) 

Cost: 1 Mana. 

Effect: Movement modifiers of the province are revealed, together with any magically added sighting 
modifiers that may have been added to the province to make sighting in the province harder or 
easier. Note that Province sighting modifiers are very, very rare, and are generally indicated as 
being present by a legend. 

 
243. Powerpoint Teleportation (Level 3) 

Cost: 5 Mana. 

Effect: Enables the caster to teleport from a Force in a Powerpoint province to a target Force in another 
Powerpoint province. Items in the Character’s possession are also teleported. A Character cannot 
teleport when overburdened to an extent that they have 0 ground movement. Mounts in 
possessions will be counted as weight, but the mount a Character rides will be enveloped by the 
spell and carried at no weight cost. Characters with prisoners cannot teleport. There is no range 
cost or limit on this spell. Entrance restrictions are not checked when teleporting, nor does the 
Magic Attack Resistance of a Force have any effect, making this spell an excellent way to move 
into an enemy Force. The target of the spell is the ID# of the Force the Character is teleporting 
into.  

 
244. Detect Powerpoint (1 province) (Level 1) 

Cost: 1 Mana. 

Effect: Will inform the caster if the province they are in at the time of the spell being cast is a Powerpoint 
province. 
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245. Barrier of Nature I (Level 2) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Magic Recovery value of the province, plus 5 Mana. 

Effect: This spell will prohibit all Forces from entering the target province from the specified indicated 
direction (1 to 8, with 1 always being due north – see section 6.1.2 Movement Directions for 
more information). This spell will only affect movement from one of the eight possible directions 
of entry into the province. The qualifier of the spell is the direction from which movement into 
the province is to be blocked. Bear in mind that Barriers of Nature work on all Forces, including 
that of the caster, but only one way. For example, after casting a barrier to the west (7), the 
caster's Force could still move west out of the province, but could not then move back east into 
the province (thus attempting to enter it from the west). Barriers will also block flying and sea 
movement. 

 
246. Barrier of Nature II (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Magic Recovery value of the province, plus 12 Mana. 

Effect: This spell works in the same manner as Barrier of Nature I, but can prevent entry into a province 
from two directions. The qualifier of the spell consists of the directions from which movement 
into the province is to be blocked, with the directions separated by a comma. For example, 7,3 
would block movement into the province from directions 7 and 3. 

 
247. Dispel Barrier of Nature (Level 4) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Magic Recovery value of the province, plus 5 Mana. 

Effect: Dispels a Barrier of Nature from blocking movement in a single direction. This spell must be cast 
in the province from which movement is blocked, not the province into which movement is 
blocked. For example, a Barrier of Nature has been cast in province 10/30 in direction 1, thus 
preventing movement into it from the north: from province 10/29 to province 10/30. So to dispel 
the barrier, the spell caster must be in province 10/29 and cast the spell in direction 5 (south). The 
qualifier in this spell is a direction (1 to 8). If this spell is used to dispel the blocking of one of 
two directions blocked by a Barrier of Nature II, its barrier blocking the second direction remains. 

 
248. Essence of Ways (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 243 to 247. 

 

4.5.9.6 Spells Of Transformation 
Spells of Transformation deal with protection against Lycanthropes, and the creation of Druid Staffs of Power. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

249 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 3  Self 2 249  

250 Immediate Fixed Short Duel 2  Self 2 250  

251 Immediate Fixed Short Battle 3  Self 3 251  

252 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 4  Character 20+ 252  

253 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 3  Item 8 253  

254 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 4  Item 16 254  

255    Group 5  This spell is never cast 

256    Group 6  This spell is never cast 
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249. Repel Lycanthrope (Duel) (Level 3) 

Cost: 2 Mana. 

Effect: If the enemy target slot is held by a Lycanthrope status Character, the Character will take 20% 
wounds. 

 
250. Protection Lycanthrope (Duel) (Level 2) 

Cost: 2 Mana. 

Effect: Gives the caster +10 Defence Factor when duelling a Lycanthrope opponent. 

 
251. Wereban (Battle) (Level 3) 

Cost: 3 Mana. 

Effect: Inflicts a magical attack equal to 50 times the Arcane rating of the caster divided by the Target's 
MAR upon enemy soldiers with Lycanthrope status. 

 
252. Remove Lycanthrope Status (Level 4) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Target’s MAR, plus 20 Mana. 

Effect: Changes the current status of the target Character from that of Lycanthrope Character to normal. 

 
253. Create Druid's Staff Power 1 (Level 3) 

Cost: 8 Mana, plus 1 unit of Meldorian (#429). 

Effect: Creates a Druid Staff Power 1 (#122). When equipped as a weapon by a Druid, the staff will 
reduce the cost of all spells cast by 2. In combat it functions as a Power 1 Staff (#116). 

 
254. Create Druid's Staff Power 2 (Level 4) 

Cost: 16 Mana, plus 1 unit of Meldorian (#429). 

Effect: Creates a Druid Staff Power 2 (#123). When equipped as a weapon by a Druid, the staff will 
decrease the cost of all spells cast by 3, and increase their Mana recovery by 2. In combat it 
functions as a Power 2 Staff (#117). 

 
255. Essence of Change (Level 5) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 249 to 254. 

 
256. Druid's Essence (Level 6) 

Group spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 213 to 254. 
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4.5.9.7 Hand Of Nature 
These spells enable the creation of specified flora or resources in a province. Which is to say they can raise the 
resource level from 0 to 1. Note that only certain resources can be created in this manner: iron, gold, gems, 
precious stone, yew, and mithril may not be created by them. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

481 Immediate Fixed Possession Strategic 2  Item 413 5 481  

482 Immediate Fixed Possession Strategic 2  Item 414 5 482  

483 Immediate Fixed Possession Strategic 2  Item 423 5 483  

484 Immediate Fixed Possession Strategic 2  Item 424 5 484  

485 Immediate Fixed Possession Strategic 2  Item 425 5 485  

486 Immediate Fixed Possession Strategic 2  Item 426 5 486  

487 Immediate Fixed Possession Strategic 2  Item 427 5 487  

488 Immediate Fixed Possession Strategic 2  Item 428 5 488  

489 Immediate Fixed Possession Strategic 2  Item 429 5 489  

490    Group 4  This spell is never cast 

 
Spell Number Spell Name Spell Target 

481 Plant Trees (Lumber) Item # 413 

482 Make Stone Quarry Item # 414 

483 Plant Mandrake Item # 423 

484 Plant Ginger Root Item # 424 

485 Plant Nightshade Item # 425 

486 Plant Silverleaf Item # 426 

487 Plant Asarum Item # 427 

488 Plant Cinderoak Item # 428 

489 Plant Meldorian Item # 429 

 
481-489 Plant Resource (Level 2) 

Cost: 5 Mana, plus 5 units of the target resource to be made available in the province. 

Effect: The province the caster is in at the time of casting gains a resource level of 1 in the target 
resource. 

 
490. Hand of Nature (Level 4) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 481 to 489. 
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4.5.9.8 Call Of The Wild 
These spells enable the creation of Were creatures. 

Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

491 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 4  Self 5+ 491  

492 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 5  Character 10+ 492  

493 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 4  Force      12 493  

494 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 5  Self 8+ 494  

495 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 6  Character 12+ 495  

496    Group 7  This spell is never cast 

 
491. Werewolf - Self (Level 4) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Target’s MAR, plus 5 Mana. 

Effect: Gives the caster the status of Werewolf (#346). If they already have a status, the ranking of the 
Werewolf status must be greater than their current status or the spell will fail (see section 3.5.1). 

 
492. Werewolf - Other  (Level 5) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Target’s MAR, plus 10 Mana. 

Effect: Gives a targeted Character (who is not the caster) the status of Werewolf (#346). If the target 
already has a status, the ranking of the Werewolf status must be greater than the current status or 
the spell will fail (see section 3.5.1). 

 
493. Cry of the Wolf (Level 4) 

Cost: 12 Mana. 

Effect: Will summon to the caster's Force 5 Werewolf (#346) status human soldiers (#201), with maces 
(#9), laminated Armour (#147) and a training level of 8. Target Force must be owned by the 
caster, and be in the same province as the caster. 

 
494. Werebear - Self (Level 5) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Target’s MAR, plus 8 Mana. 

Effect: Will give the caster the status of Werebear (#356). If they already have a status, the ranking of the 
Werebear status must be greater than their current status or the spell will fail (see section 3.5.1). 

 
495. Werebear - Other (Level 6) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Target’s MAR, plus 12 Mana. 

Effect: Will give the target Character the status of Werebear (#356). If the target already has a status, the 
ranking of the Werebear status must be greater than the current status or the spell will fail (see 
section 3.5.1). 

 
496. Call of the Wild (Level 7) 

Group Spell: Gives the ability to cast Spells 491 to 495. 
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4.5.10 Priest Spells 

4.5.10.1 Holy Spells 
 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

257 Infinite Fixed Possession Strategic 2  Item 419 5 257  

258 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 1  This spell is never cast 

 

257. Create Holy Symbol (Level 2) 

Cost: 5 Mana, plus 1 unit of Silver (#419). 

Effect: Makes a holy symbol of the caster’s religion. Holy Symbols for religions 1 to 10 correspond to 
items #581 to #590. The Target of the spell is Silver (#419). Holy Symbols aid the priest in the 
casting of miracles. Only priests of the appropriate religion may use them. Depending on the 
module, it may be possible for Holy Symbols to be altered by the High Priests of their religion. 

 
258. Bless Soldiers (Part of the T1 order) (Level 1) 

Cost: 1 Mana per soldier trained order. 

Effect: Gives the caster the ability to train troops that are Blessed of the religion of the trainer, if that 
troop status is available. This spell is not cast in the Character action phase, but is incorporated in 
the training order. The standard Blessed statuses for religions 1 to 10 are: 

Religion Status  Religion Status 

Religion 1 #349  Religion 6 #350 

Religion 2 #354  Religion 7 #355 

Religion 3 #359  Religion 8 #360 

Religion 4 #364  Religion 9 #365 

Religion 5 #369  Religion 10 #370 

This spell is cast as part of the T1 order (see T1 for more details) 

In addition to these standard statuses, there may be more statuses – and religions – to be 
discovered in the course of play.  
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4.5.10.2 Summoning Religious Lesser Divinity 
These spells deal with the summoning of a Divine Being, in the form of a Character. These Characters will only 
remain until the next production, at which point they return to the heavens. These beings function in the same 
manner as those conjured through the Summoner group of spells (see section 4.2.5.1 Summoning Servants). The 
spells all cost 15 Mana, which is lost even if the casting is unsuccessful. A Character can only summon a Divine 
Being of their own religion. The target for all these spells is the caster. The first 12 religions may have access to 
the following spells if listed in the module (other religions will not have access to them): 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

259 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 15 259  

260 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 15 260  

261 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 15 261  

262 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 15 262  

263 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 15 263  

264 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 15 264  

265 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 15 265  

266 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 15 266  

267 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 15 267  

268 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 15 268  

269 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 15 269  

270 Phase Fixed Short Strategic 3  Self 15 270  

 
 

Spell # Religion Character # 
Summoned 

 Spell # Religion Character # 
Summoned 

259 1 1217  265 7 1223 

260 2 1218  266 8 1224 

261 3 1219  267 9 1225 

262 4 1220  268 10 1226 

263 5 1221  269 11 1227 

264 6 1222  270 12 1228 
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4.5.10.3 Create Religious Sanctuary 
These spells will make a Place (a Location, Underground City, Cloud Castle, Lair or Ruin) a Sanctuary. 
Sanctuaries may not be made in Nomad Camps. Sanctuaries differ from Havens in that Havens are focused on 
special status types, while Sanctuaries are specific to a religion. A Sanctuary can only be of one religion. 

A Sanctuary increases the Holy Mana recovery of Priest Characters of the Sanctuary’s religion by +4 to +5 Mana 
at production when they are inside the Sanctuary's Church Guild. In combat, the Sanctuary allows the defenders 
of the Place to receive a combat bonus if they are Blessed of the sanctuary’s religion. The exact nature of this 
bonus depends on the Sanctuary’s religion, and can be discovered either in the game module or through viewing 
the religious status. 

To make a Place a Sanctuary, the target must have a Church Guild of the caster's religion with a Guild strength of 
20+, and there can be no other church Guild in the Place – including one of the same religion – with 50% or more 
strength. Once created, a Sanctuary remains even if the conditions for creating it are no longer met, until either 
another Sanctuary Spell is cast or it is removed through a Special Action allowed in the module. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

271 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Location 20 271  

272 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Location 20 272  

273 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Location 20 273  

274 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Location 20 274  

275 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Location 20 275  

276 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Location 20 276  

277 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Location 20 277  

278 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Location 20 278  

279 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Location 20 279  

280 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Location 20 280  

281 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Location 20 281  

282 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Location 20 282  

 
 

Spell # Religion  Spell # Religion 

271 1  277 7 

272 2  278 8 

273 3  279 9 

274 4  280 10 

275 5  281 11 

276 6  282 12 
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4.5.10.4 Religious Ritual Spells 
These spells of deal with the exercise of ritualistic power. 

 
Spell Overview: Order Info: 

ID# Duration Method Range Type Level  Target Spell pts Spell # Qualifier 

283 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 3  Character 3+ 283  

284 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 3  Character 5+ 284  

285 Phase Strength Short Strategic 3  Character 3+ 285  

286 Immediate Fixed Short Strategic 1  Location 1 286  

287 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 3  Force 15+ 287  

288 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Force 25 288  

289 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 3  Force 10+ 289  

290 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 3  Force 15 290  

291 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 4  Character 25 291  

292 Immediate Strength Short Strategic 6  Location 40+ 292  

293 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 4  Province 40+ 293  

294 Infinite Fixed Short Strategic 1  Character 1 294  

295 Infinite Strength Variable Strategic 1  Character 1+ 295  

296 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 4  Character 5+ 296  

297 Long Strength Short Strategic 3  Character 1+ 297  

298 Long Strength Short Strategic 3  Character 1+ 298  

299 Infinite Strength Short Strategic 4  Character 5+ 299  

 
283. Bestow Divine Status Blessing (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 3 Mana. 

Effect: Will give the target the ‘Blessed’ status of the religion. The spell may target any living Character 
that does not have a status and is of the same religion as the caster. 

 
Religion Status ID#  Religion Status ID# 

1 349  6 350 

2 354  7 355 

3 359  8 360 

4 364  9 365 

5 369  10 370 

 
284. Excommunicate Character (Level 3) 

Cost: If target is not a priest: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 5 Mana.  

If target is a priest: Mana equal to Target’s Priest Level (not MAR), plus 10 Mana. 

Effect: Will change the religion of the target to 0 (none). If the target is a priest, then their priest skill will 
be lost. The spell may target any living Character who is of the same religion as the caster. 
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285. Geas (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 3 Mana. 

Effect: Target will act like a charmed Character (spell 48). The target will get one extra action at time of 
casting, but will not get additional actions until the original owner processes a new turn. The 
Geased Character will not gift. The controller (caster) does not get the Character action report for 
the Geased Character. The spell may target any living Character whose race is in the range of 201 
to 280 and who does not have an Undead or a Lycanthrope status. The target must be of the same 
religion as the caster. 

 
286. Knowledge of Religion (Place) (Level 1) 

Cost: 1 Mana. 

Effect: Will give the caster a report of the strength of all church Guilds in target Place, and the names and 
numbers of the positions who own them directly. 

 
287. Cause Black Death (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target force’s MAR, plus 15 Mana. 

Effect: Has a chance of causing the Black Death plague to break out in the target Force. Initially the 
plague only affects Population, but at production it can spread to Characters as well. The chance 
of the Black Death breaking out and spreading is determined by comparing a random disease 
strength between 1 – 30 to the constitution of the piece in the target Force. If the disease strength 
is higher than the target piece’s constitution, then that piece gets diseased. For Population, the 
base Racial Constitution is used; for characters, their base Constitution plus Status and Item adds 
is used. Empty pop segs cannot be diseased. 

Black Death plague will cause the following at production: 

 25% wounds to infected Characters 

 30% curse to infected Characters 

 25% loss in SEI 

 5% to 15% loss of each kind of Population in infected Pop Segs 

 5% to 15% loss of soldiers in each slot 

 Loss of Troop Morale equal to half soldiers lost 

 
288. Cure Black Death (Level 3) 

Cost: 25 Mana. 

Effect: Has a chance of curing everyone inside target Force (including in guilds and parties inside) of the 
Black Death. Population is automatically cured. The chance of curing Characters is determined by 
comparing a random number a random cure rating between 1 – 20 to the Character’s effective 
Constitution. if the cure rating is equal to or lower than the Character’s constitution, then they are 
cured. If the Character is of the same religion as the caster then the Base constitution of the 
Character is doubled for purposes of the comparison. 
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289. Cause Pox (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to the Target Force’s MAR, plus 10 Mana. 

Effect: Has a chance of spreading Pox to the Characters and Population of a Force in the same manner as 
the Cause Black Death spell (#287). This chance is determined in the same manner as for the 
Cause Black Death spell (#287). Pox in a force will cause the following at production: 

 5% wounds to Characters with Pox 
 20% curse to Characters with Pox 
 25% reduction in SEI  
 1% to 10% loss of each Population type if Pop Segment is infected 
 1% to 10% loss of soldiers in each slot 
 Loss of Troop Morale equal to half soldiers lost 

 
290. Cure Pox (Level 3) 

Cost: 15 Mana. 

Effect: Will cure all Population of the Pox, and has a chance of curing all Characters of the Pox. This 
chance is determined in the same manner as for the Cure Black Death spell (#288). 

 
291. Wrath of God (Level 4) 

Cost: 25 Mana. 

Effect: Inflicts a magical attack that reduces the combat values of the target by 12 times the caster’s 
priest rating divided by the target’s MAR. This may only be cast on a target of the same religion 
as the caster, who is the in same province as at the time of casting. 

 
292. Purge Place (Level 6) 

Cost: Mana equal to MAR of Target Place, plus 40 Mana.  

Effect: Kills from 5% to 20% of all Population, herd animals and soldiers in target Place. The SEI of the 
Population Segment will be reduced by an amount equal to twice the number of population lost. 
Soldier morale will drop by an amount equal to twice the number of soldiers lost. This spell may 
not be cast on a Field Force. 

 
293. Curse Province (Level 4) 

Cost: Mana equal to Mana Recovery Value of prince, plus 40 Mana. 

Effect: Reduces all resource, flora and fertility values in the province by 50%. 

 
294. Convert Character (Level 1) 

Cost: 1 Mana. 

Effect: Has a chance of changing the religion of the target to that of the caster. This spell may not be cast 
on a priest. The target must be alive. The chance of conversion is equal to 5% times the base 
priest level of the caster, plus or minus a random modifier between –15% to +15%, modified by 
the loyalty rating of the target. If the target is owned by the same position as the caster then the 
loyalty rating of the target is applied as a positive modifier. If the target is owned by another 
player position then the loyalty rating of the target is applied as a negative modifier. If the target 
is un-owned then the chance of conversion is unaffected by loyalty. The maximum chance of 
success is 95%. 
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295. Heal Character (Level 1) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 1 mana for each province distance target, plus 1 Mana per 
10% wounds healed and 5% chance of poison and disease being cured. 

Effect: Cures 10% of the target’s wounds for every point of Mana above the MAR of the target, and 
gives a 5% for every point of Mana above the MAR of the target that all disease and poison will 
be cured. This spell can only be cast on a Character of the same religion as the caster. 

 
296. Resurrect Character (Level 4) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 5 Mana, plus 5 Mana if the target has 2 Effective Prestige or 
plus 10 Mana if the target has 3 or more Effective prestige.  

Effect: Has a chance of resurrecting a Character who is Dead, Very Dead, Long Dead or Buried, and 
make him Alive. 50% of all wounds will be removed in the process. If cast with sufficient mana 
on a Character who is Long Dead, their base constitution is permenantly reduced by 50%. Then 
the chance of resurrection for a Character is determined by comparing a random number between 
1 and 15 to the effective constitution of the target (ignoring constitution effects from familiars). If 
the random number is equal to or lower than the Character’s effective constitution, then they are 
resurrected.  

The target must be of the same religion as the caster. The spell may only be cast on a prisoner if 
the prisoner is being held by a piece that is in the same position as the caster. Resurrection will 
not free a prisoner. If the target is a non-prisoner, then the target will be placed in the same 
ultimate Force as the caster if successfully resurrected. If the target is a prisoner, the target will 
remain captured. Characters who are ‘Laid to Rest’ may not be resurrected. In some modules, 
Characters with the status ‘Undead’ may not be resurrected. Resurrection does not result in any 
change in loyalty or position of the Character. The spell cost incurred regardless of the Character 
is resurrected or not. 

 
297. Greater Blessing (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 1 Mana for each two levels (10%) of Bless bestowed. 

Effect: For each point of effective Mana (Mana above the Target’s MAR), the Target receives a +10% 
blessing, up to a maximum bless of 100%. This spell may only be cast on a Character of the same 
religion as the caster. This spell works in the same manner as Bless Character (#214), so for more 
details, please refer to this spell and the notes in section 3.7.9. 

 
298. Greater Curse (Level 3) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 1 Mana for each two levels (10%) of Curse inflicted. 

Effect: For each point of effective Mana (Mana above the Target’s MAR), a curse of a negative 10% 
adjustment is inflicted upon the Target, up to a maximum curse of –85%. This spell may only be 
cast on a Character (with a religion) that is a different religion to the caster. This spell works in 
the same manner as Curse Character (#215), so for more details, please refer to this spell and the 
notes in section 3.7.9. 

 
299. Lay the Dead to Rest (Level 4) 

Cost: Mana equal to Target’s MAR, plus 5 Mana. 

Effect: Once cast on a Dead, Very Dead or Long Dead Character of the same religion as the caster, the 
target may never be resurrected, or reanimated by the Undead Rituals of the Necromancer. 
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PART V: FORCES 
> PARTIES, LEGIONS, LAIRS & MORE… < 

5 FORCES 
Individual Forces may have many of the following aspects, all of which will be explained later in this chapter:  

 Identification Number  Possessions 
 Owner  Population Segments 
 Force type  Characters present 
 Masked or Unmasked Coat of Arms  Soldiers 
 The Province it is located at  Tactical Reserve Options 
 Military Orders  Movement 
 Encounter Orders and Allies   Externals 
 Combat Retreat %  Ships Assigned to slots (If a Fleet) 
 Searching Value / Hiding Value  Coastal or Sea capability (If a Fleet)  
 Entry conditions  Carry Capacity (If a field Force) 
 Magic shell  Flight Capacity (If a field Force, but not 
 Fortifications (If not a field Force)  Sanctuary  
 Guilds present (If not a field Force)  Haven  
 Marketplaces (If not a field Force)  Administrator (if a Location or Nomad 
 Commanders assigned to combat slots  Support & Efficiency Index (SEI) 
 Name (optional for Forces other than  Public Works 

5.1 FORCE TYPES 
There are several different specific types of Force, which type a force is can determined by its constituant parts. If 
a Force meets the criteria of a different type of Force, depending on the situation they are either automatically 
converted to the new type of Force, or may be converted from one type to the other using the L3 Force 
Conversion order. The types of Force are as follows: 

5.1.1 Field Forces 

5.1.1.1 The Party 
A Party is the default force type, a force will remain a party (unless converted using the L3 order) if it only 
contains Characters, Possessions and Prisoners. Adding Soldiers or Population to a Party will convert it into a 
Legion. The Party is the only type of Force that can enter a place type force (Location, Underground City, Ruin, 
Lair or Cloud Castle). If a target party is inside a ruin (or other place type force), it can only be attacked by 
entering that place type force, and then issuing attack orders. If a party is inside a place type force it must first 
leave that force if it wishes to engage in combat against forces outside that place type force. When attacking Lairs, 
however, the Lair should not be entered, as a Lair monster cannot actually be fought when the Party is inside the 
Lair. See the Combat Orders section and Movement section for more details.  
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5.1.1.2 The Legion 
A Legion is a Party that has Soldiers or Population added to it (removing all Soldiers and Population from a 
Legion will convert it back into a Party). The Legion is the basic military field Force (army). If it has a Nomad 
Race Population Segment in it, the Legion will be automatically converted to a Nomad Camp at Production. 
Legions cannot enter locations, they will act to protect any location owned by the same position in the same 
province that is under attack by hostile Forces, and will seek to intercept and attack invaders (based on encounter 
orders) provided they are sighted. 

5.1.1.3 The Nomad Camp 
A Nomad Camp is identical to a Legion, except that it must contain Nomadic Population (Races 241 to 260). 
Nomadic Race Population will farm land, and gather resources and produce, when they are in either a Legion or a 
Nomad Camp. Non-Nomadic race population will not produce even if they are mixed in a Nomad Camp: Non-
Nomads can only produce in a Place type Force. 

5.1.1.4 The Fleet 
A Fleet is a movable Force that is prepared to set sail over seas or through coastal waterways. As such a Fleet has 
a designation of being Coastal and/or Sea-going. Coastal Fleets may move up and down inland river provinces in 
the direction of the river, and along the coast, while Sea Fleets can move on sea and coastal provinces but not 
inland river provinces. 

The distinction between a Fleet and a Legion is that a Fleet may place ships in its combat slots. Ships may be in 
the possessions of a Force, and may be dragged overland by them, but that does not make that force a Fleet. 
Forces that are Legions, Parties and Nomad Camps can be converted to Fleets (see L3 order), and then have ships 
assigned from the Force’s possessions to the Fleet’s combat slots (see L4 order) to enable them to move. 

5.1.2 Place type Forces 

5.1.2.1 Locations 
Locations form the majority of Forces in the Legends world. These are places where Population has laid down 
roots. There are several different designations of Location Forces named according to the size of Population and 
level of fortifications. These types are: village, castle, town, fortified town, city and fortified city. The exact 
specifications of each of these designations must be learned through experience. In addition to these designations, 
there are a number of special Locations: 

5.1.2.1.1 Underground Cities 
All locations underground, regardless of size, are called Underground Cities. Underground Cities may have 
fortifications. Underground Cities are difficult to spot, and will often only be found if a Force stumbles over one 
by chance, or by a very good ranger. The Underground City has an underground size which cannot be greater than 
32,767. It is possible to assign more Population than the limit, in which case they spill out onto the surface, 
making the City easier to spot. In addition if the Population exceeds the city size, their growth rates will be 
reduced to zero. All combats against an Underground City are fought in confined terrain, and Underground Cities 
gain a 10 to 20% wall bonus during battle. All duels between Parties inside an Underground City are fought in 
confined terrain. In both instances, the combat terrain modifiers for the province the City is located are ignored: 
only the Confined modifiers are used. 
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5.1.2.1.2 Cloud Castles 
Cloud Castles are the exception to many rules governing Forces. They are very rare, and there are often less than 
six of these in the entire world. A Cloud Castle can have fortifications like a Location, and it can contain 
Population that will produce wherever it is just like a Location. But it can move also like a Legion, using flight 
movement rates at a fixed move rate of 25. Therefore it can move over land and sea. After its movement it settles 
down on the surface again, and so may be subject to attack by ground Forces, be they Legions, Nomad Camps, 
Parties or Fleets. When the Forces of a Cloud Castle are used in an offensive role the castle will hover in the 
province where the attack is to be made, and its army will sally forth. If this army is intercepted then the soldiers 
will be caught in the field and not have the benefit of the defensive fortifications of the Cloud Castle. When a 
Cloud Castle is in a province where a Location owned by the same position is under attack, the Cloud Castle 
soldiers will not venture out to intercept the attackers. 

5.1.2.2 Lairs 
A Lair is generally the home of a single monster. Lairs can impede travel through a province, as they will often 
have encounter orders set to raid small groups of passers-by. Lairs can be conquered using Military Order 1 
‘Conquer’. When conquered, and there are no Characters remaining inside, the possessions of the Lair will be 
transferred to the victor’s Force, and the Lair Force will be automatically disbanded. Lairs may only be attacked 
by Parties – no mundane soldier would take on a monster willingly. However, if attacked by a monster as a result 
of a Lair’s encounter orders, soldiers will nevertheless defend themselves. Generally, once a province has been 
cleared of Lairs, they will not reappear. However, at times during the course of play there may be an infestation of 
monsters in certain areas, and these will be announced by the GM – but be warned, monsters spawned in this 
manner (like lairs found on your starting map) often have a nearby character as their declared blood enemy when 
created. 

5.1.2.3 Ruins 
Ruins are ancient abandoned locations, some of which may have had fortifications, which have become the home 
to Parties of monsters (instead of a single monster as is found in a Lair). Ruins will contain a greater amount of 
treasure than Lairs, but are harder to clear out of monsters. Only Parties may enter Ruins and then enter into 
combat with the monsters inside.  

When a party defeats the last monster party in a ruin (which is to say the monsters have been captured, killed or 
defeated with grievous wounds) and there are no guilds in the ruin or soldiers defending the ruin, all player parties 
present in the ruins will be moved out into the province, the items in the ruin will be transferred to the possessions 
of the conquering party, the ruin will be deactivated, and the force ID of the ruin added to reserve force list of the 
owner of the conquering party (unless the player already has the maximum of 30 forces).  If there are PC 
Characters in the ruins that are not in a Party, the possessions will still be transferred to the conquering party and 
ownership of the force be given to the owner of the conquering party, but the ruin will not be removed and the PC 
Characters remain there, although they can still be captured at a later date if the ruin is attacked at a later point.  

 
In the event that the last monster is removed via charm or dies during production because of poison, the ruin will 
remain, but all player parties will be moved out into the province to prevent them from being captured when the 
now empty ruin is attacked. 

If a party defeats the last monster party in a ruin (which is to say the monsters have been captured, killed or 
defeated with grievous wounds), and there are still guilds in the ruin or soldiers defending the ruin, the Ruins will 
convert to a standard location, and so be subject to military conquest in the usual manner. There may also be 
additional guardians of the Ruins such as ghost guards protecting the Ruins from covert actions, but these are 
generally not a major concern for military conquest. 
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5.2 FORCE INFORMATION 

5.2.1 Force Identification Numbers and Ownership 
Each Force has an ID# between 1 and 5000. A player is given 15 random Force numbers at the start of a game, 
and may never have more than 30 Forces under their direct ownership. If you are approaching 30 forces, consider 
getting rid of forces (see B11, L11 and L12 orders), as you will be unable to take ownership of new forces in 
excess of this limit (despite, otherwise successful, conquest or influence attempts). 

Some Force ID#s are reserved for special locations, most of which are listed in the module book. These Module 
specific Forces may be conquered (and owned/influenced/gifted by players), but they may not be deactivated (see 
order L2) and generally cannot be converted to a different force type (see order L3). 

5.2.2 Names 
All locations, and some other forces, will have a name, occasionally with an additional message description 
following it. Players may not alter the names of the locations they conquer, but they may attach additional 
messages. 

5.2.3 Entry conditions 
These conditions are set using the T14 order and effect the movement of characters, that don’t belong to your 
position, into your forces. These are often circumvented by invisibility, high stealth or teleportation. 

5.2.4 Support & Efficiency Index (SEI) 
A Force’s SEI is a critical modifier which affects the production capacity of population in the Force. SEI is 
reduced when a Force is involved in combat, and may be reduced by an amount between 80 and 200 if it is 
conquered. The SEI of a Force can be increased by an Admin/Engineer, through spells, and through the presence 
of Guilds (if the Force is a Location, Underground City or Cloud Castle). See the Production chapter for details. 

5.2.4.1 Public Works 
A Force may be the beneficiary of public works, that will increase its SEI. The quantity of public works allowed 
to be carried out between productions is fixed per game, typically at 6. The greater the gross number of Population 
present in a Force when the public work order issued, the greater the cost (see the order S28 Public Works). The 
estimated cost of public works is given in the Force overview, but changes in Population will alter the cost. 

5.2.4.2 Assigned Administrator 
This character will, if present in the force at production, increase the force’s SEI by their Admin/Engineer skill 
times two. 

5.2.5 Military Orders 
A Force may have a single military order processed during a turn. It may have multiple orders issued, normally 
the first is processed, but in certain situations (where Military orders are given to attack targets that cannot be 
found) these will be converted to ‘null’ orders.  A Force that is moving and is defeated will have its military 
orders cancelled and replaced with an Exploration order. For more information about Military Orders, see the 
Combat and Orders Chapters. 
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5.2.6 Encounter Orders 
A Force may have a single encounter order issued to it. An encounter order dictates the reaction of the Force to 
other Forces, and is checked when another player moves into the province it is in, or when the Force moves into 
another province. Encounter orders are fully detailed in the Combat and Orders Chapters of the rules. 

5.2.6.1 Allies 
A Force may have two specific allied positions assigned at any one time. An ally who is not masked will not 
trigger a Force’s encounter orders, though they can still be attacked by direct military orders. 

5.2.6.2 Masked/Unmasked 
Forces may show the coat of arms of their owning position, or they may be choose to be masked. Forces will 
always recognise other masked Forces of their own position, but Forces belonging to allies will not. NPC forces 
will be masked. 

5.3 LOCATION INFORMATION 

5.3.1 Guilds 
The owner of a Force can always see which Guilds are present in that Force. In general, only Locations, 
Underground Cities and Cloud Castles can have Guilds in them, though on rare occasions special major Ruins 
may be discovered which also have a Guild in them. There are no limits to the number of Guilds in location. See 
the chapter on Guilds for more details. 

5.3.2 Marketplaces  
Locations, Underground Cities and Cloud Castles can have Marketplaces. There may be any number of 
Marketplaces present in a Force. See the Chapter on Marketplaces for more details. 

5.3.3 Fortifications 
Locations, Underground Cities and Cloud Castles may have fortifications. Fortifications massively increase the 
Defence values of the soldiers behind them. The value of the total DF bonus for the fortifications is also added to 
the TAC rating of the Overall Command of the force (slot 9), if a character assigned to slot 9 is also in another 
battle slot, that slot only gets that character’s normal TAC rating (with no bonus from the fortifications). 
 

The amount of soldiers that can be comfortably make use of the fortification is equal to the total capacity of each 
of its components (walls, gatehouse, towers, keep – detailed below), and is summarized on the Force Overview. If 
there are more soldiers present than the fortification capacity, then the Defence modifications of the fortification 
are reduced by the percentage of the difference, so that a Location with fortification capacity of 200 and 400 
soldiers will have no benefit from fortifications. 

Overlord and Mercenary positions start with a location that has a basic set of fortifications. To add to Defences, a 
Character with Admin/Engineer skill, labourers and materials are required. With the exception of Ditches and 
Moats, an Admin/Engineer may supervise a number of labourers no more than 30 times his base Admin/Engineer 
rating. The materials required to build the Defences must be in the same force as the population segment whose 
labourers are building the fortifications. Fortifications have the following components:  Ditches, Moats, Walls, 
Towers, Gatehouse and Main Keep. 
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5.3.3.1 Ditches 
To build a Ditch, an Admin/Engineer must have an Admin/Engineer skill rating equal to the level of the ditch. 
Ditches are made one level at a time. Each level ditch gives the defender bonuses as follows: 

Level DF+TAC AF 
1 +0 +1 
2 +0 +4 
3 +1 +9 
4 +1 +16 

5.3.3.2 Moats 
To build a Moat, an Admin/Engineer must have an Admin/Engineer skill rating equal to twice the level of the 
Moat. Moats are made one level at a time. Each level of moat gives the defenders greater time to meet an attack, 
and gives them the following bonuses: 

Level DF+TAC AF 
1 +0 +1 
2 +1 +4 
3 +1 +9 
4 +1 +16 

5.3.3.3 Walls 
There are six levels of Wall types. An Admin/Engineer can build wall levels equal to one third of his 
Admin/Engineer rating. For example, it would take an 18th level Admin/Engineer to make a level 6 type of wall. 
There may be only one type of wall in a location. The different Wall types are made of a variety of materials. The 
type of Wall gives the fortification a basic Defence factor, whilst the quantity of that Wall type then increases the 
capacity of the walls to hold soldiers (Walls hold an amount of soldiers equal to 10 times the quantity). The 
combat effects of the various wall types are as follows: 

Wall Type DF+TAC AF Morale 
Earth Mound +2 +0 +1 
Wooden Walls +4 +0 +3 
Stone Walls +8 +0 +5 
Improved Stone +16 +0 +10 
Superior Stone +32 +5 +15 
Legendary Stone +64 +10 +25 

 
Wall types may only be changed by the tearing down of all the existing walls and then rebuilding them from 
scratch. When walls are torn down, the other components of the fortifications (towers, gatehouses, etc.) do not 
need to be torn down. 

5.3.3.4 Towers 
An Admin/engineer of at least 10th level is required to add towers to fortifications. The number of towers built in a 
location cannot exceed 50% of the quantity of the walls present. Each Tower allows 10 more soldiers to defend a 
location. Each tower gives the following increases::  

 DF(+TAC) = square root of the quantity of towers 
 AF = 2 times the quantity of towers  
 Morale = square root of (3.14 times quantity) 
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5.3.3.5 Gatehouse 
An Admin/engineer of at least 10th level is required to add gatehouse strength to fortifications. Each Gatehouse 
level increases the capacity of the fortifications to hold troops by 10. A Gatehouse gives the following increases: 

 DF (+TAC)= up to a maximum of 2.5 for a Gatehouse level of 8 or more 
 Morale = square root of the Gatehouse level 

5.3.3.6 Main Keep 
An Admin/engineer of at least 10th level is required to add a keep to fortifications. A Keep adds 20 to the capacity 
of the fortifications and gives the following increases: 

 DF (+TAC)= square root of (3 plus the keep level) 
 AF = 2 times the keep level 
 Morale = square root of (2 times keep level) 

FORTIFICATION CHART 

Level/Item Lab Lumber 
#413 

ByP 
#412 

SoM 
#411 

Stone 
#414 

Iron 
#416 

Mit 
#422 

Pst 
#420 

1-Ditch 100 - - - - - - - 
2-Ditch 100 - - - - - - - 
3-Ditch 100 - - - - - - - 
4-Ditch 100 50 20 - - - - - 
1-Moat 100 - - - - - - - 
2-Moat 100 - - - - - - - 
3-Moat 100 - - - - - - - 
4-Moat 100 50 20 - - - - - 
1-Earth 
Mound 10 2 - 5 - - - - 

2-Wooden 
Walls 10 20 - 15 - - - - 

3-Stone Walls 10 15 - 15 25 - - - 
4-Improve 
Stone 10 25 - 25 25 10 - - 

5-Super Stone 10 20 - 25 25 25 - - 
6-Legendary 
Stone 10 25 - 25 25 25 5 20 

1-Tower 30 50 - 25 50 15 - - 
1-Gatehouse 30 70 - 25 50 10 - - 
1-Main Keep 40 80 - 25 75 15 - - 

 
KEY 

Lab = Labourers needed,  Iron = Units of Iron needed 
Lumber = Units of Lumber needed Mit = Units of Mithril needed 
ByP = Units of By Products needed Pst = Units of Precious Stone needed 
SoM = Units of Soft Materials needed Stone = Units of Stone needed 
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5.4 COMBAT INFORMATION 

5.4.1 Soldiers Present 
A Force has 9 slots, 8 combat slots that soldiers can be assigned to and the 9th slot is for the force’s overall 
commander. All soldiers must be in a slot. Slots 1 to 5 are considered the front ranks while 6, 7 and 8 are the 
reserves. Each slot may only hold one kind of soldier (soldiers of identical race, troop type, status and equipment), 
and can contain a maximum of 32767 soldiers. For further information see the Combat Chapter.  

5.4.2 Combat Retreat Threshold Percentage 
 This is the value used to define how much damage the Force is willing to take before retreating from combat. 
(See L7 order.) 

5.4.3 Commanders Assigned to Combat Slots & Overall commanders 
The owner of a Force may only assign Characters that are player-owned, or under a Charm Character/Monster or 
Geas spell to slots. Non-Player Characters will not accept assignment to new slots. The overall commander of the 
Force is assigned to slot 9, a slot which does not fight (and may not have soldiers assigned to it). The overall 
commander does not have to be the owner of the Force or even be owned by the position that owns the Force. 

Each combat slot may have one Character assigned to it. This slot indicates where a character will be expected 
show up if present in the force when a combat occurs, characters may be assigned to multiple slots but can only 
appear in one combat slot (and slot 9). A Character may be assigned as a combat commander of slots in multiple 
Forces, and if they are present when that Force is attacked they will report to their slot. However, a commander 
will not report to a slot in another player’s Force if that Force is in is under attack by a Force belonging to their 
own position. 

5.4.4 Characters Present 
Each owned Force will give an overview with a general report of any Characters that can be seen in the Force. 
Characters from other positions in a Force who are unmasked will show their coats of arms. If a Character is 
diseased or poisoned this fact will also be shown. If there are Characters in a Force with stealth on or who are 
invisible, then they will not be included in the overview.Viewing these characters may require more complex 
techniques. Characters who are present in a Force but not assigned to a combat slot will not take part in any 
combat involving that force, such characters still run the risk of capture if the force they are in is attacked. 
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5.5 MISCELLANEOUS 

5.5.1  Possessions 
A Force can have any quantity of possessions. 

5.5.2  Population Segments 
All Population is placed in Population Segments, which are assigned to Forces. While a Force can have any 
number of Population Segments (Pop Segs) assigned to it, the greater the number of Pop Segs, the greater the risk 
of them catching a disease: when there is a chance of catching Pox or Black Death, an additional check is made 
per Pop Seg above four. 

5.5.2.1  SEI 
Each Pop Seg has its own private SEI. This may not normally be directly affected by a player, but Military 
actions, and disruptions in the form of Population transfers, starvation, civil unrest, and disease will cause the Pop 
Seg SEI to drop.  
See the Production chapter for details. 

5.5.2.2  Growth 
Each Pop Seg has its own growth rate, which may not exceed the racial maximum of the Pop Seg’s race. When 
production occurs the population in a Pop Seg consumes food, and the amount of growth of a Pop Seg is based on 
their growth rate and availability of food at the time of production.  

5.5.2.3 Composition 
Each Pop Seg can only contain population of one race, but there may be multiple Pop Segs of the same race in the 
Force. Nor can Slaves (which may be assigned multiple race numbers) of different races be combined in a single 
Pop Seg. Within a Population Segment, the Population is broken down into the following components: 

 Unskilled:  May be trained as soldiers (if non slaves) or or one of the types below. 
 Labourers:  Clear land, make wagons, assemble ships, train mounts into warmounts, increase 

    underground location sizes, build guilds and fortifications. 
 Farmers:  Make Food, Soft Materials and By Products. 
 Miners/Gatherers: Gather resources or make Crowns. 
 Craftsmen:  Make Crowns or Tradegoods, convert resources into Crowns. 
 Shipbuilders:  Make Ship Units or Crowns. 
 Weapon makers: Make Weapons or Crowns. 
 Armour makers: Make Armour, Shields or Crowns  

Unskilled population can be trained as tradesmen (see order T10). The training costs are as follows:  

Unskilled population who are not slaves can also be trained as troops, at which point they are removed from the 
Pop Seg. Troop training costs are covered in the Combat Section.  

5.5.3 Province Location 
Every active Force is located in a province, and given a grid coordinate. If the Force is not in the main world but 
has someone found itself on another Plane, then the name of that Plane and the coordinate of the province in that 
plane is given. 
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5.5.4 Ships Assigned to a Slot 
Only Fleets can assign ships to combat slots. This is done through the Assign Ship order (order L4). A slot may 
only have one type of ship assigned to it. The ships in a slot allow solders in that slot to move. The weight of 
soldiers a ship can carry is determined by the design of the ship, the weight includes the solders’ race and 
equipment. If soldiers overburden the ships’ mancarry capacity in any slot, then the Force will not move as a fleet. 

5.5.5  River/Coastal/Sea Designation  
Depending on the type of ships assigned to its slots, a Fleet can sail in different water provinces (River, Coastal, 
Sea, or all). See the section on ship types for more details. Fleets can only travel along rivers, not portage the 
boats and move across a province with a river. In other words, if a river is crossing a province from north to south, 
a fleet could not travel west, even if there was another river in the province to the west. 

5.5.6  Carry Capacity 
If a Force can move it will have a Carry Capacity in weight, which represents the total weight of items that can be 
carried. The Carry Capacity is derived from the presence of wagons, pack animals, Population, soldiers and 
Characters. The actual weight of everything the Force is carrying is also given. If this weight exceed the Carry 
Capacity, the Force is overburdened and cannot move at full speed. If it is overburdened by 100% or more, the 
Force cannot move. 

Note: Population will carry half their racial strength. 

Fleets will have a detailed carry capacity for ‘at sea’, as well as ‘on land’ (if you have to carry the boats). All 
Characters in a Fleet are carried as cargo weight. 

5.5.7  Flight Capacity 
The Flight Capacity of a Force is the weight of items that the Force can carry aloft. In order to fly, a Force has to 
have a greater Flight Capacity than weight of items to be carried: a Force cannot fly at all if overburdened. If an 
item with carrying capacity (such as a pack animal) cannot fly, then their weight (not their carrying capacity) is 
added to the weight needed to be carried.  

5.5.8  Sanctuary 
A Sanctuary is a place that has special significance for one particular religion. Only one religion may claim a 
place as a Sanctuary at any one time. Troops with the religion’s status and soldiers of the religion gain extra 
combat values when defending a Sanctuary of their religion. Priests get extra Mana when they pray in a 
Sanctuary. 

5.5.9 Havens 
Havens are places where certain statuses or status groups are favoured or common. Most common are the ‘Havens 
of the Undead’, where the Population has become so used to the Undead that they suffer none of the SEI negatives 
usually incurred through association with them, or from Winternight reductions in production. Other Haven types 
and effects  must be discovered during the course of play. 
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PART VI: MOVEMENT & SIGHTING  
> HOW DO I GET THERE & WHAT WILL I SEE? < 

6 MOVEMENT & SIGHTING 

6.1 MOVEMENT 
Characters may teleport from one Force to another or gate from place to place, through the use of magic spells, 
and travel across the world through item activation or adventure. However, these forms of movement aside, the 
normal non-magical movement is calculated by use of Movement Points to move a Force from one province to 
another. 

6.1.1 Movement Points 
The amount of movement points that a Force has is based on the slowest mover in the Force, as all have to move 
at the slowest mover’s pace. Not even spare (unequipped) warmounts will carry their slower moving fellows, they 
only share their burdens (Note: that in flying movement all Non-flyers are treated as burden so are carried by 
flyers at the slowest flyer move rate). Characters and soldiers that are overburdened may cause the Force to slow 
down if the net carry capacity of the Force is unable to take the weight of the burden. As long as a Force has some 
movement capacity, then spells that add to the movement points of the Force will add to the movement ability of 
the Force. However, if a Force has zero movement then spells will not increase its movement rate. 
Characters (not soldiers) of Nomadic races (ID#s 241 to 260) gain a movement bonus of 15% when mounted. 
 

6.1.2 Movement Directions 
Provinces in Legends are square (see Provinces Chapter for more details), and there are eight directions of 
movement, each corresponding to movement into one of the eight provinces adjacent to a province. Each direction 
is assigned a number direction as follows: 

 
When giving an order to move, a string of direction numbers are given, which describe the intended movement of 
the force (see the Movement Orders for more details). In addition, if a force wishes to ‘move’ within its starting 
province (in order to explore the province or activate encounter order checks), then movement in the direction is 
zero (0) should be given at the start of this string. This will cause the terrain cost of the starting province to be 
taken into account. 
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6.1.3 Movement Costs 
Moving from province to province costs movement points based on the type of movement mode the Force is 
using, and on the terrain it is moving into. As long as a Force has movement points, it can always move at least 
one province, even if the movement cost of that terrain is higher than the Force’s movement points. Movement 
costs are increased if a Force is moving diagonally (Northeast, Southeast, Southwest, Northwest) as opposed to 
any orthogonally (North, East, South, West). 

6.1.3.1 Ground & Sea Movement Cost  
Type Horizontal/ 

Vertical 
Diagonal 

Grassland 5.0 7.0 
Forest 6.5 9.1 
Heavy Forest 9.0 12.6 
Forest Hills 10.0 14.0 
Forest Mountains 16.0 22.4 
Barren Hills 6.0 8.4 
Barren Mountains 14.0 19.6 
Moors 6.5 9.1 
Swamp 9.0 12.6 
Desert 6.5 9.1 
Sea 3.0 4.2 
River in Province +2.0 +2.8 
Coastal Province +1.0 +1.4 

 
The movement cost for a River and/or Coastal province is in addition to the normal cost of the province. So a 
Coastal Swamp province with a River in it would cost 16.8 to move diagonally into, or 12.0 to move orthogonally 
into. 
In certain modules large rifts (usually caused by angry gods) can prevent ground travel between certain provinces. 

6.1.3.2 Flight Movement Cost 
Forces that are Flying ignore all terrain costs, and instead ALL provinces costs 3.5 to move diagonally into, and 
2.5 to move orthogonally into. 

6.1.3.3 Magical Adjustments 
There are magic spells (#226 and #227) that can increase or decrease the base movement cost of a province. 

Also Barriers of Nature (see spells 245,246 and 247) can completely block travel in one or more directions from a 
specific province. 

6.1.3.4 Roads 
Roads will decrease the cost of land-based movement into a province by 50%. The Force must start in a province 
with a road and then move into a province into which the same road goes in order to benefit. Roads are built using 
Military Order 24 or created by magic. 
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6.1.4 Movement Mode 
A Force may move in one of four different modes. The movement mode of a Force affects the amount of 
movement points that the Force is allowed, its morale, and its ability to sight. 

Flying forces will avoid many enemy’s encounter orders by simply flying over them (see encounter combats). 

Mode Type Effects 

#1 Normal No special effects. 
#2 Stealth Base Movement points reduced by 50%.  

Hiding Value reduced by 150. 
#3 Forced March Base Movement Points increased by 30%.  

Increase in chance of being sighted.  
-30% overall combat modifier and -10 morale for combats 
engaged in during movement and second military phase. 

#4 Fly Hiding value increase by +100.  

6.1.5 Battle Movement Costs 
When a Force is moving and at some point during it’s movement it is engaged in a Combat that is more than a 
Skirmish (where one Force simply overwhelms another Force that contains only soldiers), then the moving Force 
will be charged 15 movement points to account for the time spent in combat. Skirmish Combats do not affect 
movement. 

6.1.6 Overburdening Effects On Movement 
When a movable ground Force is overburdened its base movement rate is reduced as follows: 

Overburdening Movement reduction 

1% to 50% 20% 
51% to 75% 40% 
76% to 90% 60% 
91% to 99% 80% 
100+% No Movement allowed

 
Flying Forces, (except for Cloud Castles which have no limit to how much they can carry) which are 
overburdened may not fly, and default to ground movement. 

6.1.7 Sea Movement 
Only Fleets or Forces that can fly can move in Sea provinces. Flying Forces ending movement in a sea province 
do not sink. However, when not moving (flying), they are considered grounded at sea, and may be attacked by 
Fleets. 

6.1.8 Cloud Castles 
Cloud Castles always move in flight mode, and always have 25 movement points regardless of overburdening or 
other factors. (note: Charm of Movement has no effect on Cloud Castles) 
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6.2 SIGHTING 
The ability of a Force to sight another Force is based on the Searching Value (also known as the Searching Sight 
Value) of the Force attempting to sight, compared to the Hiding Value (also known as the Hiding Sight Value) of 
the Force being sought. This determines whether a Force involved in combat is surprised by or surprises its 
opponent. No matter the sighting and hiding values involved, there is always a chance (5%) that a Force will not 
be spotted during movement. 

Completely invisible parties cannot be sighted. For a party to be considered completely invisible, there must be no 
fortifications, soldiers, population, fleets, force possessions, visible characters, or visible prisoners in the party. 

Sighting is also very significant for individual Characters, as a Character has to be sighted in order to be a target 
for hostile covert actions. Spells and Diplomatic orders, on the other hand, ignore hiding values. If a Character is 
invisible, they cannot be targeted by covert actions at all. 

6.2.1 SV: Searching Value 
The higher a Searching Value, the easier it is to sight another Force. Various factors are involved in calculating 
the Searching Value of a Force, the most important being the number of soldiers (and characters) in the Force. 
Only the first 200 soldiers increase searching value, which is to say having more than 200 will not further increase 
searching value. 

In addition, the ability to sight another Force is affected by the terrain of the province: 
 

Terrain Searching Modifier 

Grassland 0 
Forest -150 
Heavy Forest -250 
Forest Hills -200 
Forest Mountains -250 
Barren Hills -100 
Swamps -100 
Moors -150 
River -50 
Sea 0 

6.2.2  HV: Hiding Value 
The lower a Hiding Value, the harder it is for a Force to be sighted. An invisible Force has a Hiding Value of 0. 

Hiding Value is derived from race, equipment, possessions carried, and status (a status of ‘Demigod of Fire’, for 
example, might well make a Character easier to spot!). In general, items and size of the Force (the sum of the 
items’ and soldiers’ weight) are added to a Force’s hiding value, and the Tactics, Stealth and Ranger skill of the 
Overall Commander times 10 are subtracted from the hiding value, which is then further affected by the Force’s 
Movement mode (as described above). There are also various spells which effect hiding values. 
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6.2.3 Province Details 
Any moving Force automatically reports the basic statistics of any province it moves through, detailing terrain 
type, movement cost, fertility, the presence of Winternight, roads and rivers, cleared land and lumber ratings, any 
herds present, and messages attached to the province. If a Force ends its turn in a province, it may receive further 
details, including other Forces present that the Force has successfully sighted, resources to mine, and flora. A 
Province’s mana recovery, and whether or not it is a Powerpoint, will not be reported.  
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PART VII: COMBAT  
> ‘WALK SOFTLY & CARRY A BIG STICK’ < 

7 COMBAT 

7.1 TYPES OF COMBAT 

7.1.1 Overview Of Warfare 
There are several different forms of warfare and combat: 

 Duels 
 Battles 
 Skirmish Combats 
 Character Action Combat Events 
 Clashes  

These combats will be the result of one of the following occurrences: 

 Encounter Order Combats 
 Interception Combat 
 Military Order Combat 
 Character Actions 
 Clash Challenges 

The method of calculating combat results is complex, and dealt with in detail in section 7.5: Combat Calculations. 

Aspects to take into account include the following: 

General things to consider in all combats Calculations 
 The Layout of a Combat Force (and where to position your 

characters and/or troops) 
 Combat Factor (CF) 

 The Sequence of events in a Combat  Defence Factor (DF) 
 Equipment such as Weapons, Armour, Shield and Mounts 

(for troops and characters) 
 Attack Factor (AF) 

 Battle and/or Duel spells  Charge Bonus (CB) 
 Retreat percentages  Missile Factor (MF) 
 Tactical Reserve Orders  Special Attack (SA) 
 Terrain modifiers  

 
If your force has soldiers also consider the following If you are in a fleet don’t forget 

 Tactics ability of overall and slot commanders  Ship Types affect on AF and DF 
 Troop Training Types  
 Army and Troop Morale  

 
Various races may have specific modifiers to their combat abilities these details can be found in the module. 
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7.1.2 Duels 
Duels can occur between two Party type Forces, normally as a result of a Military Order or an Encounter. 
(Remember a Party is a Force that is composed only of Characters, and does not have soldiers or Population.) 
Only Duel combat spells can be cast during a Duel: if a Character has equipped an item that would automatically 
cast an additional combat spell of a ‘Battle’ classification, then the spell will have no effect. Duels can last up to 
15 rounds. The time a Duel takes to fight is reflected in a cost of 15 movement points to the Force owned by the 
player running a turn at the time combat occurred. 

7.1.3 Battles 
Battles occur when at least one Force involved in the conflict has soldiers in it. If both Forces have soldiers in 
them, then only Battle spells can be used. If a Party is fighting a Force with soldiers, the Party can cast Battle 
spells (but not Duel spells) at the Force with soldiers, whilst any Characters with the soldiers can cast Duel spells 
(but not Battle spells) at the Party. Battles can last up to 15 combat rounds. The time a Battle takes to fight is 
reflected in a cost of 15 movement points to the Force owned by the player running a turn at the time combat 
occurred.  

7.1.4 Skirmish Combats 
A Skirmish Combat is an event that occurs when a Force composed only of soldiers meets a hostile Force of 
overwhelming strength. The weaker Force is destroyed, and unless there is a Character in the losing Force, no 
detailed combat report will be received. No spells are cast, Mana used or movement costs incurred.  

The details of what constitutes overwhelming strength must be discovered through the course of play.  

7.1.5 Character Action Event Combats  
Combat may also occur when a Character initiates a Character action directed against another Character. These 
actions include: 

 Assassinations (Order C5) 
 Failed Escape attempts (Order C10) 
 Failed Rescue attempts (Order C9) 
 Blood Enemy spontaneous combats 
 Summoned Beings Control revolt  
 Berserker influence failures resulting in a riot/brawl (D2 order) 
 Guild combat challenges 

 

These combats are based on similar rules to a short duel. The specific rules of these fights are not detailed and 
must be discovered in the course of play, they are unique to each order. These combats are summarized either in 
the Character Turn Results or Character Events, rather than a full Combat Report being received. When a victor is 
required to determine the result of the action, the Character with the least amount of wounds after the Combat is 
considered the victor.  

7.1.6 Clashes 
Clashes are a formalised tournament system organised and announced by the GM, as detailed in the module or 
specific game rules. Each Clash has its own set of conditions, which are detailed when the Clash is announced. 
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7.2 THE CAUSES OF COMBAT 
Combat can be the result of a variety of occurrences, which can take place at various times during the processing 
of a turn. Multiple distinct combats with the same combatants are possible. The sequence of events relating to 
combats that can occur within one turn are as follows: 

 Character Action Phase I Character combats are resolved. 
 First Phase Military Orders executed, and any Interceptions caused by them are resolved. 
 Movement started province by province. 
 Encounter Combats with the moving Force attacking are resolved. 
 Encounter Combats with the non-moving Force attacking are resolved. 
 Movement costs for combat incurred. 
 Second Phase Military Orders executed, and any Interceptions caused by them are resolved. 
 Character Action Phase II Character combats are resolved. 

 
In addition, combat can occur between turns, for example as a result of attempted Character escapes, clashes, and 
Blood Enemy combats – or indeed as a result of any of the above initiated by another player’s turn. 

7.2.1 Encounter Combats 
Encounter Combats occur when moving Forces encounter hostile enemy Forces, and the Encounter Orders of a 
Force are triggered. Encounters occur during the movement phase, before the resolution of the Second Phase 
Military Orders. 

Forces can never be captured as the result of an Encounter. Characters and Population in a Population Segment 
can never be captured as a result of an Encounter Combat. Items in a Force may be captured or lost in a Raid 
Encounter. Encounter Combats cost the moving Force 15 movement points for each such Combat it is involved in. 
When a moving Force suffers a defeat in an Encounter Combat, the Force's military orders are changed to 
Explore, and all further movement is halted. Only forces capable of flight (including Flying monsters in lairs) can 
try to encounter flying forces. Flyers can still trigger their encounter orders as they pass over ground based targets. 

7.2.2 Interception Encounter 
When a player has a Legion or a Nomad Camp in the same province as a Location, Underground City, or Cloud 
Castle that they also own, and an enemy attacks that Location, the Legion(s) and/or Nomad Camp(s) will move to 
intercept the enemy. The intercepting Force will be the Attacker, and the invading enemy Force will be the 
Defender. 

If the invading Force is defeated, then the invader's military orders will be changed to Explore, they will halt 
movement, and await further orders. If there is more than one Force which can intercept, all these Forces will 
intercept the invading force in sequence according to how long they have been in the province, with the Force 
which has been in the province longest intercepting first.  

Garrisons of Locations will not automatically move to intercept attackers of other places in the province. 

Parties (Forces consisting of only Characters) will not move to intercept to defend a location.  

Cloud Castles that are moving to conquer a Location and are intercepted will be considered the Defender, but the 
battle will take place in the terrain of the province and not within the Cloud Castle, therefore the Soldiers will not 
gain the benefit of the Cloud Castle’s fortifications. 
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7.2.3 Military Order Combat 
Military Order battles are combats that take place between opposing Forces as a result of a Military Order Action 
being given against an enemy Force. Unlike Encounters, all military order battles are planned and initiated by at 
least one of the Forces involved. It is only during these battles are Locations attacked, and control of them can 
pass from one position to another. 

Legions, Fleets, Parties and City/Locations can be given a range of military orders which will dictate the overall 
specific intent of a Force during a single game turn. Details of these orders can be found in the Orders Chapter. 

MILITARY ORDERS 
Code Order  Code Order  Code Order 
0 Stand to  12 Raid Legion  24 Build Road 
1 Conquer  13 Attack Guild  25 Destroy Road 
2 Conquer and Enslave   14 Attack Market  26 Salt Land 
3 Pillage and Enslave  15 Patrol and Move  27 Tear Down Defences 
4 Pillage and Kill  16 Patrol and Protect Province  28 Guild Coup 
5 Plunder and Enslave  17 Patrol and Explore  29 Guild vs Market 
6 Plunder and Kill  18 Blockade  30 Explore and Map 
7 Harass Location  19 Break Blockade  31 Arrest Character 
8 Terrorize Location  20 Capture Herd  32 Siege Assault 
9 Harass and Enslave  21 Exterminate Herd  33 Purge Location 
10 Attack Force  22 Training   34 Martial Law 
11 Attack Party  23 Forage  35 Guild Arrest Character 

7.2.4 Guild Combat 
Guild combat occurs when a Guild seeks to overthrow the location in which it resides (a Guild Coup), when a 
city/location owner attempts to close down a Guild by force, or when a Guild owner attempts to ruin the trade and 
profitability of Marketplaces sharing the same City/Location.  Guild combats are initiated using a military order. 

Guild combat is different from normal Force battles. No slot tactical choices are involved in the battle on the 
Guild side: when a location is attacking a Guild, or vice versa, the Guild soldiers will always occupy the centre 
slot on their side of the tactical matrix. 

Guild soldiers cannot attack anything save for the city/location and its Marketplaces, but they will defend the 
Guild if it is attacked. The soldiers may also help defend their city against attacking Forces if assigned to do so by 
the Guild's owner. 
Guild Coups against a city that has no defenders on the walls may still be intercepted by Legions and Nomad 
Camps in the province owned by the same position as the location owner (see Interception Encounters for details). 

7.2.5 Character Actions Caused Combat 
For details of combat caused by Character actions, see the section on Character Actions in the Orders Chapter. 

7.2.6 Clash Combats 
These are organized and announced by the GM. 
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7.3 COMBAT CONFIGURATIONS 

7.3.1 Layout Of Force In Combat 
All Forces have 8 combat slots, each of which can contain a Character, soldiers, and/or ships that are to be directly 
involved in combat. Not every combat slot has to be filled. Each slot represents a different position in the Force as 
it is organised for battle. There is also a ninth slot, in which is placed the Character in overall command of the 
Force. The first five slots are those in the front rank for combat, whilst slots 6, 7 and 8 are reserve slots. The 
position in the Force that each slot occupies is as follows:  

 Slot 1 = left flank 
 Slot 2 = left centre 
 Slot 3 = centre 
 Slot 4 = right centre 
 Slot 5 = right flank 
 Slot 6 = left reserve 
 Slot 7 = centre reserve 
 Slot 8 = right reserve 

 
When lining up on the battlefield, the reserve slots are behind slots 1, 3 and 5, so that a Force looks something like 
this: 

Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 

Slot 6  Slot 7  Slot 8 

 

As all Forces are organized in the same way, the enemy would line up on the opposite side so that your left flank 
(slot 1) would face off against the enemy's right flank (slot 5). Each slot can have only one Character in it, and any 
number of soldiers of the same type. 

Magic Attacks and Special Attacks from a slot are directed against a single appropriate enemy slot that is 
occupied by a Character or soldiers at the time of the attack. Missile, Charge and Melee combat attacks are 
divided between two enemy slots, with the prime target receiving 80% of the attack, and the secondary target 
20%. 

An opposing enemy slot may be empty of both soldiers and Characters. In which case, the attacking slot will look 
for occupied enemy slots, first in the slot to the left of the opposing slot, then to the right, and then to the reserve 
slots. 

The use of Tactical Reserve options (see section below) may bring the reserve ranks into a forward position 
between the regular positions of the front slots, and thus be considered the target of a primary attack. For example, 
a reserve option that has the slots 7 and 8 Charging to the centre would result in these slots moving to what might 
be seen as positions 2.5 and 3.5. They are then subject to attacks by the enemy front line from the Charge round 
onwards.  

Offensive magic attacks may affect an enemy slot for the duration of a battle, such as by decreasing the enemy 
slot's morale. If that enemy slot is then destroyed/routed then the spell has no further effect.  
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7.3.2 Reserve Options And Location Combats 
When combat involves a location (with or without fortifications), the reserve options of Flank Left or Flank Right 
are not applicable, and if issued will default to Tactical Reserve instead. 

7.3.3 Reserve Options 
Whilst the front ranks simply move directly forward into battle, the Reserve Forces have a little more flexibility in 
what they can do. This takes the form of Reserve Options, which must be detailed in advance for each Force. The 
default is Tactical Reserve (option 8). 

Reserve Options only deal with the movement of the Reserve slots during the Charge round and melee combat. 
This then has no effect on combat during the earlier Magical Attack, Special Attack and Missile Rounds. 

Due to the positioning of the Reserve slots, there are some options that are simply not possible, such as the left 
reserve slot making a flanking march to the right, or vice versa. The options available are as follows: 

 
Reserve combat slot options 

Option #6 Slot #7 Slot #8 Slot Tactical Manoeuvres 

1 Yes No No Left Flank† 

2 No No Yes Right Flank† 

3 Yes No No Supporting Missile Fire: Left flank 

4 Yes Yes No Supporting Missile Fire: Left Centre 

5 Yes Yes Yes Supporting Missile Fire: Centre 

6 Yes Yes Yes Supporting Missile Fire: Right Centre 

7 No Yes Yes Supporting Missile Fire: Right flank 

8 Yes Yes Yes Tactical Reserve 

9 Yes Yes No Charge Left 

10 Yes Yes Yes Charge Centre 

11 No Yes Yes Charge Right 

12 Yes Yes Yes Counter charge 

13 Yes Yes Yes Opportunity Charge 
 
† = Not applicable in combats against locations. 
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7.3.3.1 Left Flank 
A successful flank manoeuvre will result in the reserve combat slot attacking the enemy with a +50% attack factor 
bonus in addition to their charge bonus. The main attack will fall on the enemy's corresponding rear rank, and the 
secondary attack will fall on the corner front slot. A failed Flank attack will result in the slot not participating in 
the charge round, or attacking the enemy unless they become the target of an enemy slot's main melee attack. 

The chance of executing a successful Flank is based on speed. The base chance of success is 50%, plus 5% for 
each point of speed of the Flanking Force greater than the speed of the enemy’s corner front slot, or minus 5% for 
each point of speed of enemy’s corner slot greater than the speed of the Flanking Force. Speed is calculated taking 
into account overburdening equipment, race, status, troop training and mounts. The maximum chance of success 
is 80%. If both slots can fly then the flying speed is used. If one slot can fly and the other slot cannot then the 
flight movement value is doubled for comparison purposes. For example: A slot of Elves on War-Pegasi has a 
flight speed of 30, and attempts to flank a slot of Orcs on War-Wolves with a ground speed of 34. For the purpose 
of flanking the Elves have a speed value of 60, compared to the Orc’s speed value of 34, giving a difference of 26. 
26 x 5% = 130%, though the chance of success is capped at the maximum of 80%. 

7.3.3.2 Right Flank 
This is identical to the Left Flank manoeuvre, but on the right side. So slot 8 will try to move around the enemy 
slot 1. 

7.3.3.3 Supporting Missile Fire: Left Flank 
If soldiers in the Left Reserve are armed with missile weapons, then they will offer supporting fire. This is added 
to the attack factor of slot 1 during the combat rounds after the charge round. It continues as long as the slot to be 
supported has good morale and as long as the Reserve slot does not become the target of an enemy slot's main 
melee attack.  The total attack factors for supporting missile troops are halved and added to the front slot’s AF.  
For example, a Reserve slot consisting of 10 soldiers with a missile AF of 151 each would provide supporting fire 
of (10 times 151 divided by 2 = 755) which is added to the front slot’s AF.  Supporting Missile Fire does not 
affect the supported slot's DAM. 

Soldiers with missile weapons always get an attack in the missile round. The support fire only applies after the 
charge round in a combat. If soldiers with this order are not equipped with missile weapons, have no racial missile 
attack, or spells which provide a missile attack, then the order is wasted and the troops wait to be attacked. 

7.3.3.4 Supporting Missile Fire: Left Centre 
This above order works the same way as the Support Missile Fire: Left Flank, except that the slot to be supported 
is slot 2. 

7.3.3.5 Supporting Missile Fire: Centre 
This above order works the same way as the Support Missile Fire: Left Flank, except that the slot to be supported 
is slot 3. 

7.3.3.6 Supporting Missile Fire: Right Centre 
This above order works the same way as the Support Missile Fire: Left Flank, except that the slot to be supported 
is slot 4. 

7.3.3.7 Supporting Missile Fire: Right Flank 
This above order works the same way as the Support Missile Fire: Left Flank except, that the slot to be supported 
is slot 5. 
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7.3.3.8 Tactical Reserve 
This option instructs a Force’s reserves move forwards to take the place of front line soldier slots if the front line 
slots fail their morale check. They will only move forward if the front slot actually fails a morale check, so if the 
battle starts with no soldiers in the slot in front of them then the Reserve slot will not move forward. Troops in 
Tactical Reserve who do not move to the front will not charge forward to attack the enemy, or engage them in 
melee rounds after the charge unless they themselves become the subject of an enemy main attack. This is the 
default option given to Reserve slots with no other stated options. 

7.3.3.9 Charge Left 
This option has a reserve slot Charge Left, taking up a frontal position between the Force’s Left Flank and Left 
Centre. It will strike enemy slots 5 or 4. 

7.3.3.10 Charge Centre 
This above order works the same way as Charge Left, except that the charge is to the Centre, and will engage 
enemy slots 2, 3, or 4 depending on which enemy slot is encountered first. 

7.3.3.11 Charge Right 
This above order works the same way as Charge Left, except that the charge is in the right, and will engage enemy 
slots 1 or 2. 

7.3.3.12 Counter charge 
This option orders a reserve slot to attempt to intercept any Charge Right/Centre/Left initiated by an enemy's 
reserves. Your reserve slot will attempt to take the majority of the damage from the charging enemy. The further 
away a slot is from the charging enemy slot (Left vs. Right), the less the chance of successfully intercepting. 

7.3.3.13 Opportunity Charge 
This instructs a reserve unit hold back and wait for a break in the enemy line caused by a failing slot. The reserve 
unit will then charge into the nearest available slot and put increased pressure on the enemy’s weak point. This is 
a very difficult option to use effectively, and is typically used when the reserve slot is very weak compared to the 
front slots, and the enemy is operating on a low retreat threshold. 

7.3.3.14 Strategic Reserve 
This reserve slot option is not working: do not use it. 
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7.4 Terrain Modifiers 
While equipped weapons, armours, warmounts may give modifiers regarding how effective they are in certain 
terrains. Troop type, Race and Status also provide Terrain modifiers. 

In general Terrain modifiers can be seen as overall modifiers - i.e. they influence both DF and AF in combat. 
However this is true ONLY for soldiers. Characters only have their AF value affected by their Terrain modifiers. 

Details of specific terrain modifiers can be found in the following sections:  7.7.2 for standard weapons,  7.7.3 for 
standard armours, 7.7.4 for standard warmounts, and 15.8.3 for Troop types. 

Racial and Status related Terrain modifiers will be module specific and can be found in your LPE. 

7.4.1 Which Terrain Modifiers are used 
Party vs party inside a ruin, location, or cloud castle uses city terrain modifiers. 

Party vs party inside an underground city uses confined terrain modifiers. 

Party vs lair has a random roll to use either the province's terrain or confined modifiers. If confined terrain is used 
then all characters will be forced to fight dismounted. 

Any force vs party in a province but not inside anything, will use the province's terrain. 

Any force vs location or cloud castle will use the province's terrain. If the location or cloud castle has walls then 
the attacker's will get the attack wall, and the defender's get defend wall, terrain modifiers in addition to the 
province's terrain modifiers. 

Any force vs underground city will use confined terrain. If the location has walls then the attacker's will get the 
attack wall, and the defender's get defend wall, terrain modifiers in addition to the confined terrain modifiers. 
 
Any force vs legion, fleet or nomad camp get the province's terrain modifiers. 

The air terrain modifiers are not currently used. 
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7.5 SEQUENCE OF COMBAT RESOLUTION 
I. MATCH UP CHECK: 

 Determine attacker and defender. 
 Check for Characters in combat slot: 
 Wounded Characters over 50% may choose (a random chance) not fight in combat slots 1 to 8. 
 Characters belonging to the attacker will not fight in defence, even if also assigned to a slot in the 

defender's Force. 
 Characters in a Party inside a place type Force under attack will not report to a combat slot assigned by 

the location. 
 Check for Skirmish Combat conditions. 
 Determine fortification effects. 

 
II. DETERMINE IF ATTACKER HAS SURPRISE: 

 If Attacker spots defender but defender does not spot attacker: 

 Targets ascertained as determined by slot line-up. 
 The attacker receives a free missile attack round due to surprise, and a + 50% bonus to Attack Factor and 

Defence Factor.  
 If Attacker does not spot defender without defender spotting attacker: 

 Nothing happens. 
 

III. BATTLEFIELD MAGIC PHASE: 
 Magic spells cast simultaneously on own Forces. 
 Magic spells being cast on enemy slots are computed on a slot-by-slot basis. If initial target slot is empty 

then attack moves focus to an occupied slot. Multiple spells which target the same slot as a result are 
additive: any caps on morale-effecting spells are applied after net affect has been calculated. 

 Characters who are wounded over 50% check morale. 
 

IV. SPECIAL ATTACK PHASE: 
 Target ascertained as determined by slot line-up. 
 Sum of all Special Attacks applied to each target slot. 100% of the Special Attack from each slot will fall 

on one enemy slot. 
 Note:  When a SA is used by a soldier it is generally worth only 20% of the value of a of a SA used by a 

Character in identical conditions. This is one way in which the game system helps to emphasize the 
importance of Characters. This reduction applies to SA gained from statuses, but not to SA gained from 
troop training type, which is applied at full strength. 

 Characters who are wounded over 50% check morale. 
 

V. REGULAR MISSILE ROUND: 
 Targets ascertained as determined by slot line-up. 
 Both sides fire. 80% of a Missile attack (like all melee attacks) falls on a primary target slot, and 20% on 

a secondary target slot. If there is only one enemy occupied slot then 100% of the Missile attack will fall 
on this one target slot. 

 Determine flanking success. 
 Characters who are wounded over 50% check morale. 
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 Charge bonuses applied. 
 Targets ascertained as determined by slot line-up. 
 Both sides charge. 
 Both sides take losses. 
 Both sides check slot morale for each slot in turn (attacker is always first). 

If soldiers are present, first Attacker then Defender checks Army morale. One separate check is made for each 
friendly slot that failed its slot morale check. If attacker fails Army morale then no check is made by the defender, 
who is then declared the victor. If either side fails their army morale check then the opponents gain a free attack 
with a large rout bonus. However, if after morale checks a force has taken casualties equal to their retreat 
percentage they perform an organised retreat and do not suffer their opponent's free attack.  

For purposes of ascertaining whether the retreat rate has been reached, losses are calculated based on overall 
army Combat Factors, comparing the starting amount to the remaining amount after taking into account 
soldiers/Characters killed or routed. The retreat rate also applies to Characters wounds. 
 

VII. REGULAR MELEE ROUND: 
 Targets ascertained as determined by slot line-up. 
 Supportive missile fire is added to the appropriate slots. 
 Check tactical reserve. 
 If second round: determine charge/counter charge. 
 Both sides take losses. 
 Resolution of duels between Characters. 
 Both sides check slot morale for each slot in turn (attacker is always first) 
 If soldiers are present, first Attacker then Defender checks Army morale. One separate check is made for 

each friendly slot that failed its slot morale check. If attacker fails Army morale then no check is made by 
the defender, who is then declared the victor If either side fails their army morale check then the 
opponents gain a free attack with a large rout bonus. However, if after morale checks a force has taken 
casualties equal to their retreat percentage they perform an organised retreat and do not suffer their 
opponent's free attack. 

 Should both sides make their Army morale checks, combat continues until one side fails their army 
morale check, retreats or 15 rounds of combat elapse. 

 
VIII. VICTORY:  

 For Battles: Occurs when one army fails their Army morale check, even if this occurs on the last 
(fifteenth) round of combat. If neither side fails, then the Defender is the winner. 

Note:  Forcing the defence to rout on the 14th or 15th round isn't good enough to conquer a location.If that 
retreat round is the last in the battle the defender will (usually) retain ownership. 

 For Duels (typically involving Lairs): Occurs if the defending monster is driven from the field of battle, 
so that their lair can be captured. Monsters forced to retreat, will retreat for one round: if that retreat round 
is the last round of battle then the creature will retain its lair.  

 
IX. POST-COMBAT PHASE: 

 Determine Character capture if it was a military battle. 
 Determine post-combat possessions transfers and losses. 
 Determine troops transfers to location if a location was conquered. 
 Run any attacks on Guilds & Marketplaces if any are available to be attacked. Troops transferred into a 

location will not participate in attacks on Guilds & Marketplaces, due to the sequence of events. 
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The combat calculations are so complex that Mages have been known to go insane considering them. However, 
they can be summarised as follows: 

Each Character or soldier has a net combat factor (CF), attack factor (AF) and defence factor (DF). In each round 
of combat, each side inflicts damage in the form of combat factor loss equal to:  

Damage done = ((Net Attacker AF Bonus+100) divided by 100) times Net Attacker CF divided by Net 
Defender DF 

For Characters, the loss is reflected as a % of wounds, for soldiers in whole numbers of soldiers lost. 

There now follows a more detailed description of the combat calculations. You are strongly advised to skip this 
section, but if you are compelled by some internal Geas to do so then read on, and may the gods have mercy on 
your soul. 

 
To calculate Net Combat Factor for Characters 
in combat add the following together: 

 To calculate the Net Combat Factor for a soldier 
in combat add the following together: 

 Race CF   Race CF 
 Add 5 times final blessed/cursed PC   Training Level times 3 
 Familiar CF add   Mount CF 
 Mount CF   Status CF bonus 
 Factor in wounds   Troop training type bonus 
 Bonus from Marks   

 
To calculate Net Attack Factor for Characters 
in combat add the following together: 

 To calculate the Net Attack Factor for a Soldier 
in combat add the following together: 

 Racial base AF   Racial base AF 
 Weapons AF   Weapons AF 
 Status AF   Status AF 
 Mount AF   Mount AF 
 Fortification effects   Fortification effects 
 Racial Hatred bonus   Racial Hatred bonus 
 Spells in effect   Spells in effect 
 Sanctuary effects   Sanctuary effects 
 AF gained from skills known   Troop Training Type AF 
 Random Factor +/-15%   Ship effects if a Fleet Force 
 Blood Enemy Bonus   Random Factor +/-15% 
 Effects of Marks   Terrain Modifiers from: 
 +5% for each Strength above racial base   Race 
 +5% for each Dexterity above racial base   Weapons 
 Terrain Modifiers from:   Shield 
 Race   Armour 
 Weapons   Status 
 Shield   Mount 
 Armour   Troop type 
 Status   Tactics bonus 
 Mount     (5% per difference between Overall commanders) 
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To calculate the Net Defence Factor of a 
Character in combat use the following: 

 To calculate the Net Defence Factor of a Soldier 
in combat use the: 

 Race base DF   Race base DF 
 Final blessed/cursed PC times 0.3   Training Level times 0.25 
 Shield DF   Shield DF 
 Armour DF   Armour DF 
 Mount DF   Mount DF 
 Status DF   Status DF 
 DF modifiers from skills known   Troop Training Type DF bonus 
 Familiar DF   Tactics Bonus from Overall Commander 
 Spell effects   Spell effects 
 Fortification effects   Fortification effects 
 Random Factor +/-15%   Random Factor +/-15% 
 Invulnerability in excess of Damage 

rating of enemy. For each INV advantage 
the Character receives a +50% NET DF 
on all above 

  Invulnerability in excess of Damage rating 
of enemy. For each INV advantage the 
soldiers receive a +50% NET DF on all 
above 

Terrain Modifiers from:   Ship effects if a Fleet Force in a valid Fleet 
action 

 Race  Terrain Modifiers from: 
 Weapons   Race 
 Shield   Weapons 
 Armour   Shield 
 Status   Armour 
 Mount   Status 

   Mount 
   Troop type 

7.6.1 Caps on Combat Calculations 
Caps on combat modifiers are applied to emphasise the importance of Characters, and to prevent battles from 
getting out of hand. 

For Characters: 

(Note ~ monsters are also considered Characters and may have skills, attributes, MAR shells, statuses and 
equipment etc improving their combat abilities beyond the levels of the base racial data provided in LPE) 

 No upper limit on positive modifiers for AF/DF/Missile/Charge 
 Lower limit of -80% for negative modifiers for DF 
 Lower limit of 0 modifier for AF/Missile  

For Soldiers: 

 +400% upper limit on positive modifiers for AF/DF/Missile 
 +500% upper limit on positive modifiers for Charge 
 -80% lower limit on negative modifiers for DF 
 Lower limit of 0 as a final modifier for AF/Missile 
 Upper limit for army morale of 150 
 Lower limit for army morale 50 
 Upper limit for slot morale of 150 
 Lower limit for slot morale 50 
 Maximum INV rating of 3  
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7.6.2 Fleets and combat 
Any ships in a Fleet-type Force will only give bonuses in combat providing that the combat is taking place in a 
province that the slot’s ships can move into, and if the individual slot is not overburdened. Fleets may attack 
anything in the provinces that they may move to, and may be attacked by any Force which has moved into the 
province that they are in. In other words, there is no distinction made between a Force being ‘at sea’ or ‘on land’. 

However it should be noted that combat bonuses from Ships assigned to slots should only affect battles where the 
defender is a Fleet. If the defender is a Fleet then the attacker will also get their ship bonuses (if any). Soldiers 
assigned to slots do not gain Ship combat bonuses when a Fleet attacks a location (or other non-Fleet force). 
 

7.6.3 Soldier Slot Morale 
Morale of a soldier is derived from their: 

 Racial Base   
 Status  
 Troop Training Type 

And can be affected by: 

 Experience   
 Slot Leader  
 Fortifications 
 Combat Spells   
 Force March  
 Covert Actions 
 Damage Sustained 

The slot leader will have an effect on soldiers equal to his tactics rating minus any negative effects from racial 
mismatch. The racial mismatch is always a negative, and based on the influence modifier of one race on another. 
It is capped at -20. 

In combat, the morale of a slot will be modified by the amount of losses the slot takes at a rate of 1% per loss 
(Character losses are ignored), to a minimum effective morale of 50. For example, a slot with 35% losses in 
soldiers will have a morale modifier of -35. 

On Force Overviews, the morale of the troops given is based on Status, troop Training Type and troop Training 
Level only: since other factors may be altered at the time of a battle, they are not reflected on the static force 
overview. 

Slot morale is capped at 150 when going into a combat. During the course of conflict, modifiers may then be 
applied to reduce it. Any excess morale above 150 at the start of combat is therefore ‘lost’ for purposes of the 
combat. 

Each slot’s morale is checked in each Melee round of combat. 

Troop training level is affected by surviving combats, participating in training camps, starvation and covert 
actions. 

Combat experience can increase morale. When a Force wins a battle and it's combat slots increase their level of 
training, they will also increase their morale value by +3.  If a Combat slot's morale value was less than 0 and the 
Combat slot received a training level increase from combat experience, the slots morale value would be re-set to 
0. When a Legion, Fleet or City Location loses a battle, morale is reduced by 10.  
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7.6.4 Army Morale 
An Army’s morale is equal to 100 + the tactics of the commander as modified by fortifications and spells. In the 
course of combat, the morale of the army is be reduced by a percentage equal to the number of soldiers killed 
and/or routed. Army morale is only checked when a slot fails morale. Army morale may not start in excess of 150, 
and if it falls below 50 checks will be made as if it is at 50. 

7.6.5 Routing and an Organised Retreat 
When an army reaches its acceptable loss percentage, from the Charge round onwards it will begin an organised 
retreat. Slots involved in an organised retreat do not suffer a free attack from the enemy due to army morale 
failure. This is the major difference between a retreat and a rout. 

7.7 SOLDIERS, THEIR MOUNTS AND THEIR EQUIPMENT 

7.7.1 Soldiers 

7.7.1.1 Training Soldiers 
Only Characters can Sponsor the training of soldiers (Basic order T1). The number of soldiers that they may train 
is based on the training level of the Character, which is composed of his Base Tactics value, the value from any 
status he may have, plus increases from Charm of Tactics spells. General bless spells and items that may increase 
the final tactics of the Character will not increase the number of Soldiers that a Character can train.  

When training soldiers, the following must be taken into account: 

 If the race of the soldiers is identical to or compatible with the race of the Sponsor, then the Sponsor may 
train up to the number of soldiers equal to 3 times his Tactics rating (plus any charm of leadership bonus). 

 If the race of the soldiers is not compatible with the race of the Sponsor then the Sponsor may only train 
up to the number of soldiers equal to his tactics rating (plus any charm of leadership bonus). 

 If the race of the soldiers is either hated by the Sponsor, or the soldiers’ race hates the race of the Sponsor, 
then no soldiers can be trained. 

 The level of the troops at the time of training can be increased up to a value of up to 1/2 the Personal 
Combat of the Sponsor Character rounded down. For purposes of this calculation, the Character’s PC is 
composed of Base rating, Status and item adds, plus not more than 20 points from Charm of Battle Spells. 

 There is a cap on the initial training level of 12, unless otherwise detailed in the module. 
 The cost of training troops is 10 Crowns per level, plus the cost for any special Troop Training Type 

(such as Knights) per soldier. You may not train troops at level 0 or less. 
 The only manner in which the training level of soldiers can be increased after they have been created is 

through Training Orders (Military order 22) and combat experience. 
 See basic order T1 for more details. 

 

7.7.1.2 Troop Training Types: Soldier Skills 
Characters can train soldiers to perform special military roles with added abilities. Soldiers may only have one 
Troop Training type. The Troop Training type increases the cost of the soldiers at the time of initial training (see 
order T1: Troop Training). Troop Training types can also be added to existing soldier slots at the cost of the 
Training type (see order T15). 

To provide soldiers with a training type, the Character sponsoring the training must possess a rating in the relevant 
skill or skills (see table below), and have a Personal Combat rating equal to twice the level of the troops’ current 
training level. For example, for soldiers with a current training level 8, the Character Sponsoring training must 
have a personal combat rating of 16 or greater. 
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TROOP TRAINING TYPES & NOTES 

ID# Training Type Skill(s) Required Description 

377 Fanatics Priest Cheap and have good morale and magic resistance 
378 Berserkers Berserker Good attackers, and have special attack resistance 
379 Knights Knight Good all round soldiers. They have 4 guard rating 
380 Rangers Ranger Movement bonus and MAR and SAR bonuses 
381 Bandits Stealth Good attackers  though more restrained than berserkers, 
382 Mages Sorcerer Cheap troops with a good SA (Ego Attack) for eliminating 

scouts. 
383 Guards None Slow moving but with a guard rating of 25 to protect a 

location and commanders against coverts. They also have an 
overall modifier of +15 for defending walls. This is another 
common NPC troop type. 

384 Scouts None Cheap and fast. They have no terrain modifiers except  –20 
attacking and defending walls. 

454 Myrmidon Swordmaster Skilled with shortbow and sword, or sword alone 
455 Light Cavalry Knight Specializing with Cavalry Sabres (a mounted only weapon) 
456 Archers Bowmaster 50% missile bonus if they surprise the enemy with missile 

weapons 
457 Foresters Ranger, Axemaster Good in wooded terrain 
458 Highlanders Swordmaster, 

Berserker 
Good in hills and mountains 

459 Swamp Dwellers None Good in marshes  
460 Cave Crawlers Axemaster 

(pickaxe) 
Good with axes in confined spaces  

461 Mageknights Warlock, Knight This popular type gains the largest standard special attack 
bonuses plus high MAR and SAR bonuses. 

462 Warrior Monks Priest, Berserker Dedication and fervour combined to form a solid unit 
463 Longbowmen Bowmaster Bonuses with Longbows and a 50% missile bonus if they 

surprise the enemy with missile weapons 
464 Heavy Cavalry Knight Specializing with the Lance (a mounted only weapon) 
465 Shadow Rangers Illusionist, Ranger Hard to spot and 90% missile bonus if they surprise the 

enemy with missile weapons 
466 Caravan Guards None Guards who are trained for moving field forces. Often 

formed up into pike walls against the enemy charge. 
467 Elite Guards Spy This Guard type gains added attack factor bonuses when 

using swords in combat. 
468 Knight Templar Priest, Knight Very expensive but resilient and dangerous. 
469 Swashbucklers Swordmaster Added attack factor bonuses at sea make them popular with 

NPC Sea Pirates. Slow on land. 
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ID# Troop Type Cost* CF DF AF CB MB Rout Miss Guard For CC MM Hide SAR MAR Spec 

377 Fanatics 50 4 0 30 10 20 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 A 

378 Berserkers 50 6 -1 50 70 20 30 0 1 1 0 4 0.5 1 -1  

379 Knights 50 5 3 40 20 15 0 0 4 1 2 0 0.3 1 1  

380 Rangers 50 5 1 40 0 10 20 0 2 4 0 8 -0.5 1 1  

381 Bandits 100 5 -1 70 50 -5 0 0 3 1 -2 4 -1.5 0 0  

382 Mages 50 3 -3 -10 0 0 0 0 2 1 -4 0 -0.5 1 1 B 

383 Guards 50 3 0 20 0 0 0 0 25 1 0 -6 0 0 0 C 

384 Scouts 10 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 -3 10 -2 0 0  

454 Myrmidon 35 3 0 10 0 5 0 10 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 D 

455 Light Cavalry 200 3 1 0 40 10 80 0 2 1 -4 12 0.3 1 1 E 

456 Archers 50 4 -2 0 0 0 30 80 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 F 

457 Foresters 200 5 -1 30 20 10 30 0 2 4 0 8 -0.5 1 1  

458 Highlanders 200 8 -1 30 60 20 30 0 2 4 0 8 0.6 2 1 G 

459 Swamp Dwellers 200 5 -1 25 0 10 0 75 2 4 0 8 -0.5 1 1 H 

460 Cave Crawlers 200 6 0 30 10 10 0 0 2 0 0 -4 -0.5 1 0 I 

461 Mageknights 300 10 4 100 40 20 30 0 5 1 2 0 0.5 2 5 J 

462 Warrior Monks 300 10 2 80 80 50 40 0 3 2 -2 3 0.4 2 1  

463 Longbowmen 200 10 -2 0 0 15 40 100 2 2 -2 2 0.3 1 1 K 

464 Heavy Cavalry 300 6 6 0 60 20 20 0 2 1 0 -8 0.4 2 2 L 

465 Shadow Rangers 150 3 -1 0 50 -5 30 90 2 3 -2 6 -2 1 1 M 

466 Caravan Guards 200 4 3 0 70 20 0 0 30 1 2 4 0.5 1 1 N 

467 Elite Guards 300 5 0 40 0 15 0 0 40 1 0 0 0.5 1 1 O 

468 Knight Templar 1200 18 8 120 40 25 30 0 5 1 4 4 0.8 3 2  

469 Swashbucklers 200 6 -1 30 0 5 10 0 2 1 -4 -4 0.2 0 0 P 

 
Cost = addition to the base cost for the troop training level CF = Combat Factor DF = Defence Factor 

AF = Attack Factor % CB = Charge Bonus % MB = Morale Bonus% 

Rout = Enemy Routing AF bonus % Miss = Missile Attack Factor % 

Guard = Guard Rating For = Foraging CC = Carry Capacity MM = Movement Modifier 

KEY 

Hide = Hiding Value MAR = Magic Attack Resistance SAR = Special Attack Resistance 

Troop Special Abilities 

A  Mace adds 20% AF I  Any axe weapon adds 50% AF and Dwarven axes add a further 20% AF 

B  Special attack value of 15 J  Special attack value of 10 

C  Spear or and sword weapon adds 30% AF K  Longbow adds 20% AF and 50% suprise missile attack bonus 

D  Plus 40% AF with sword-type weapons, plus 40% AF 
with bow and sword  (weapon 17) L  Lance adds 120%AF 

E  Cavalry Sabre adds 80%AF M  90% surprise missile attack bonus 

F  50% surprise missile attack bonus N  Pikes add 50% AF 

G  Any Sword weapon adds 30% AF and Claymores add a 
further 30% AF O  Spear or any sword weapon adds 40% AF  

H  25% AF with Javelin P Any Sword weapon adds 30% AF 
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7.7.2 The Standard Weapons 
There are 23 standard weapon types available to arm soldiers with. Each weapon type has restrictions: the 
minimum Strength and Dexterity that is required by the wielder to use. Some weapons may be used with a shield, 
some only on foot, or only mounted. The cost of making weapons is found in the Production Chapter (11.10.1: 
Weapon Production Costs). Individual modules may contain changes to weapon restrictions, effects and costs. 

WEAPON OVERVIEW CHART 

ID# Weapon AF% CB% Weight STR DEX Missile 
AF Shield Mounted Type

1 Broadsword 70 10 1.2 6 6 No Yes Yes 1 
2 Claymore 80 20 2.0 10 6 No No No 1 
3 Battle Axe 70 10 1.6 8 6 No Yes Yes 2 
4 Great Axe 85 30 2.0 10 6 No No No 2 
5 Halberd 55 45 2.0 10 6 No No No 4 
6 Pike 25 140 1.6 8 6 No No No 4 
7 Spear 10 100 1.2 6 6 No Yes No 4 
8 Javelin 25 15 0.6 3 6 1 Yes Yes 4 
9 Mace 60 0 0.6 8 6 No Yes Yes 4 
10 Cavalry Sabre 70 20 0.4 10 8 No Yes Yes† 1 
11 Ballista 15 0 50 6 6 75 No No 3 
12 Lance 25 150 1.6 8 6 No Yes Yes† 4 
13 Bow 5 0 0.8 4 8 50 No No 3 
14 Longbow 5 0 2.0 10 10 125 No No 3 
15 Horsebow* 5 0 1.2 6 10 45 No Yes 3 
16 Crossbow 10 0 1.2 6 6 75 No No 3 
17 Bow & Sword 45 10 0.8 4 6 40 No No 3 
18 Elven Bow 5 0 1.2 6 12 150 No Yes 3 
19 Dwarven Axe 100 40 2.4 12 6 No Yes Yes 2 
20 Troll Hammer 125 50 4.0 20 6 No No No 4 
21 Mithril Sword 90 20 1.2 6 6 No Yes Yes 1 
22 Mithril Axe 90 20 1.6 8 6 No Yes Yes 2 
23 Dart & Sword 50 10 1.6 6 10 25 No Yes 1 

* = Despite the name this is also usable on foot  † = Weapon only usable while mounted 
 

Weapons are of 4 types: The following weapons provide a bonus if 
used against mounted enemies: 

 

 1 = Sword weapon  Claymore, Great Axe, Javelin, Lance:   +25% AF 
 2 = Axe weapon   Cavalry Sabre, Long Bow: +50% AF 
 3 = Bow weapon   Spear: +100% AF 
 4 = Other  Halberd: +150% AF 

Note: Not all missile weapons are bow 
weapons. For example: Javelin, Dart.) 

 Pike: +200% AF 

 
Elven Bows, Dwarven Axes and Troll Hammers give an additional +25 AF when used by the corresponding race: 
Elf (203), Dwarf (204) or Troll (208). 

The following weapons give DAM 1: Ballista, Elven Bow, Dwarven Axe, Troll Hammer, Mithril Sword,    
Mithril Axe 
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STANDARD WEAPON TERRAIN MODIFIERS 
The standard weapons have the following terrain modifiers: 

ID # Name +25% +15% -25% 

1 Broadsword Defend Walls Attack Walls Forest Mountain  
2 Claymore Grassland Defend Walls Attack Walls 
3 Battle Axe Barren Hills Forest Swamp 
4 Great Axe Grassland Barren Hills Attack Walls 
5 Halberd Grassland Barren Hills Confined 
6 Pike Grassland Desert Any Forested 
7 Spear Defend Walls Grassland Swamp 
8 Javelin Grassland Desert Any Forested 
9  Mace Defend Walls Barren Hills Any Forested 
10 Cavalry Sabre Grassland Desert Any Forested 
11 Ballista Sea Grassland Any Forested 
12 Lance Grassland Desert All Others 
13 Bow Defend Walls Grassland Any Forested 
14 Long Bow Grassland Attack Walls Any Forested 
15 Horsebow Grassland Desert Any Forested 
16 Crossbow Defend Walls Attack Walls Any Forested 
17 Bow & Sword Desert Grassland Any Forested 
18 Elven Bow Any Forested Grassland Swamp 
19 Dwarven Axe Any Mountain Confined Swamp 
20 Troll Hammer Barren Mountain Barren Hills Heavy Forest 
21 Mithril Sword Defend Walls Attack Walls Forest Mountain 
22 Mithril Axe Barren Hills Forest Swamp 
23 Dart & Sword City Confined Attack Walls 

 

Factors affecting attacking or defending walls are in addition to true terrain type modifiers, and modifiers added 
together. For example, a Claymore used by a soldier defending walls in a grassland province would get a 40% 
modifier (25% grassland modifier  + 15% defending wall modifiers). 
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7.7.3 The Standard Armours 
There are 10 different types of standard Armour available, including shields. A race must have the appropriately 
sized armour in order to wear it (small, medium or large). Certain weapons cannot be used with  Shields.  

ARMOUR AND SHIELD OVERVIEW CHART 

ID# Armour DF CB% SM Weight (S) Weight (M) Weight (L) 

131-133 Shield 2 -10 0.1 1.8 2.3 5.1 
134-136 Soft Leather 3 0 -1.0 1.5 2 3 
137-139 Studded Leather 4 0 0.0 2 2.8 4.6 
140-142 Scale 6 -15 0.3 3 4.5 6 
143-145 Chain 8 -25 0.5 5.5 7 11 
146-148 Laminated 10 -5 1.0 7 10 16 
149-151 Plate 12 -10 1.0 7.5 11 18 
152-154 Elf Light Chain 12 -10 0.5 4.2 5.6 8.4 
155-157 Dwarven Plate 14 -25 0.5 5.5 7.3 11.0 
197-199 Dragon Armour 18 -35 0.5 5.5 7.3 11.0 

 
KEY: DF = Defence Factor, CB% = Charge Bonus, SM = Sighting Modifier,  
Weight = Weight for the 3 sizes: Small, Medium, and Large 

In addition to its basic Defence Factor, the following standard Armours also give additional benefits: 
 Elf Light Chain: +1 MAR and SAR, Invulnerability of 1, +4 DF if an Elf (race #203). 
 Dwarven Plate:  + 1 MAR and SAR, Invulnerability of 1, +4 DF if a Dwarf (race #204). 
 Dragon Armour: + 2 MAR and SAR, Invulnerability of 3. 

 

ARMOUR TERRAIN MODIFIERS  
The standard armours have the following terrain modifiers: 

ID# Armour For Hvy 
For 

For 
Hills 

For 
Mnts 

Bar 
Hills 

Bar 
Mnts Moor Swp Des Sea Air 

131-133 Shield -6 -10 -10 -15 -6 -10 -4 -15 -10 -10 -- 
134-136 Soft Leather -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
137-139 Studded Leather -3 -5 -5 -5 -3 -5 -2 -5 -5 -5 -5 
140-142 Scale -6 -10 -10 -15 -6 -10 -4 -15 -10 -10 -10 
143-145 Chain -9 -15 -15 -25 -9 -15 -6 -25 -15 -15 -15 
146-148 Laminated -12 -20 -20 -35 -12 -20 -8 -35 -20 -20 -20 
149-151 Plate -15 -25 -25 -40 -15 -25 -10 -40 -25 -25 -25 
152-154 Elf Light Chain -6 -10 -10 -15 -6 -10 -4 -15 -10 -10 -10 
155-157 Dwarven Plate -9 -15 -15 -25 -9 -15 -6 -25 -15 -15 -15 
197-199 Dragon Armour -9 -15 -15 -25 -9 -15 -6 -25 -15 -15 -15 

 
KEY:     For = Forest, Bar = Barren, Hvy = Heavy, Swp = Swamp, Mnts = Mountains, Des = Desert 

There are no armour terrain modifiers for the above armours in the following terrains:  
Grasslands, Defending Walls, Attacking Walls, City or Confined. 
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7.7.4 The Standard (War)Mounts 
Mounts (usually captured from wild herds) must first be trained as Warmounts (see B20 order), before they can be 
ridden by characters or soldiers. When ridden Warmounts add to the combat values of soldiers/characters. The 
carrying capacity of a warmount must be sufficient to allow it to be ridden by soldiers: a giant riding a wolf would 
render both ineffective during combat. Both mounts, and Warmounts require food during production or they will 
starve. In addition to the bonuses detailed below, Warmounts also have various charge bonuses, and other 
modifiers not detailed in the rules. 

(WAR)MOUNT OVERVIEW CHART 

Mount 
ID#  Mount Warmount 

ID# Warmount CF SA CC WT MV/ 
FLY Sizes 

291 Horse 430 WarHorse 15 0 55 280 34 M-L 
292 Great Wolf 431 WarWolf 10 0 40 120 30 S-M 
293 Unicorn 432 WarUnicorn 18 10 40 210 38 S-M 
294 Galloper 433 WarGalloper 15 0 85 350 40 S-M 
295 Griffon 434 WarGriffon 60 15 45 420 20/25 S-M 
296 Sahar 435 WarSahar 30 0 45 200 32 S-M 
297 Greathawk 436 WarGreathawk 35 0 55 500 20/25 S-M 
298 Drake 437 WarDrake 80 35 150 3800 30/35 S-M-L 
299 Greathorse 438 WarGreathorse 25 0 75 360 44 M-L 
300 Mammoth 439 WarMammoth 70 0 300 2800 30 M-L 
301 Pegasus 440 WarPegasus 25 0 50 250 30/30 S-M 
302 Hippogriff 441 WarHippogriff 40 0 45 300 20/20 S-M 
303 Land Dragon 442 WarLandDragon 100 40 200 3800 30 S-M-L 

KEY:    CF = Combat Factor, MV/FLY = Movement rate on the ground and while flying, SA = Special Attack 
CC = Carry Capacity, WT = Weight if carried, Sizes = the sizes of race allowed to equip the warmount: 

 S = Small Races, M = Medium Races, L = Large Races.  
 

WARMOUNT TERRAIN MODIFIERS  

ID# Name +25% -25% -50% -80% 
430 WarHorse Grassland Forest Mountain Walls 
431 WarGreatWolf Forest Swamp Sea Walls 
432 WarUnicorn Forest Swamp Desert Walls 
433 WarGalloper Grassland Forest Sea Walls 
434 WarGriffon Mountain A-Walls D-Walls Swamp 
435 WarSahar Forest Swamp Walls Sea 
436 WarGreatHawk Any Hills A-Walls D-Walls Swamp 
437 WarDrake Mountain A-Walls D-Walls Swamp 
438 WarGreatHorse Grassland Forest Mountain Walls 
439 WarMammoth Grassland Forest A-Walls D-Walls 
440 WarPegasus Any Hills A-Walls D-Walls Confined 
441 WarHippogriff Any Hills A-Walls D-Walls Confined 
442 WarLandDragon Grassland A-Walls D-Walls Sea 

KEY:  A-Walls = Attacking Walls, D-Walls = Defending Walls, Walls = either attacking or defending walls. 
Fighting mounted in confined terrain will incur large negative modifiers, which are applied to mount and 
rider. All ground-based warmounts have very high overall terrain negatives for attacking or defending 
walls. Flying warmounts incur some negatives, but are generally better at attacking  fortifications.  
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PART VIII: PROVINCES  
> THE WORLD AT LARGE < 

 

8 PROVINCES 

8.1 THE MAP 
The basic map of the Legends world is a grid of 130 squares East to West by 80 squares North to South. These 
squares are called provinces, and each is approximately 15 miles by 15 miles in size. The ‘X’ axis runs from West 
to East, and the ‘Y’ axis runs North to South. Unlike many maps, province 1,1 is located in the top left of the map.  

In addition to the main map, depending on the module, there may also be Astral Planes and other worlds which 
can vary in size from a single province to another world the size of the main map.   

8.2 FEATURES 
A province will have some and may have all of the following features: 

 Terrain Type  Barriers of Nature 
 Rivers  Graveyards 
 Roads  Herds 
 Coastal connections to seas  Astral Gate 
 Fertility Rating  Cleared Land 
 Magic Rating  Powerpoint 
 Winternight  Resources – Stone, Lumber 
 Special Resources – Yew, Iron, Silver, Gold, Precious Stone, Gems, Mithril 
 Flora – Mandrake, Ginger Root, Nightshade, Asarum, Silverleaf, Cinderoak, Meldorian 

8.2.1 Terrain Type 
The terrain type of a province affects the limitations for cleared land, fertility, the possible mix of starting 
resources in the terrain, and the basic movement cost for travel. It may also have substantial effects on combat 
depending upon who is fighting and where (see section 7.4).  The Terrain Types are as follows: 

 Grassland  Heavy Forest 
 Forest Mountains  Barren Mountains 
 Swamp  Forest Hills 
 Sea  Moors 
 Forest  Desert 
 Barren Hills  
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8.2.2 Coastal 
A province that borders on a Sea province is a Coastal province. Coastal is not a terrain type, but rather any terrain 
type can theoretically be a Coastal province. The movement costs for a Coastal Province are increased for both 
ground and sea movement. All Fleets can sail on coastal provinces, but Fleets who have a slot of ships with 
coastal-only abilities may not move from a coastal province to a sea province, and Fleets who have a slot of ships 
with Sea-only abilities may not move from a coastal province to an inland river province. A Coastal Province may 
be entered along the coast by both ground Forces and sea-going Fleets. However, it is not possible to move 
diagonally from one coastal province to another by land. The two examples below illustrate the incorrect and 
correct ways in which to travel on land from one coastal province to another. 

 

  Incorrect Movement    Correct Movement 

  

8.2.3  Rivers 
Rivers flow through the middle of provinces, not along their edges. Rivers do not prevent movement through a 
province entirely, but the cost of movement in that province is increased (see Chapter VI – Movement and 
Sighting, Section 6.1.3.1 – Ground and Sea movement Costs). Fleets that have coastal ability may go through 
river provinces along the river. However, if a Fleet has ships with sea-only abilities then the Fleet may not travel 
along rivers that are inland, but must stay on coastal provinces. 

8.2.4  Roads 
Roads go into a province from one of the 8 possible directions. Roads reduce movement costs by 50% only when 
a Force is travelling into the province from the same direction as the road. 

8.2.5  Barriers 
A Barrier of Nature is a magical spell that blocks entry into a province from a specific direction. The magical 
barrier will block all movement into the province from that direction no matter the manner of movement, be it by 
air, land or sea. It is cast by a spell caster in the province to be protected. It can be removed magically by a spell 
caster in the province from which movement into the protected province is being blocked. (See Druid spells 245 
to 247 for more details.) 

8.2.6  Herds 
There are between 10 and 15 basic herd type animals, that may appear in a province as a Herd. A Herd does not 
move around the map, but always stays in the same province. Animals in herds do not increase their number. Herd 
animals that are captured and placed in Forces will use up food at a rate of 1 unit of food (item #410) per animal 
during production, and can increase in number. Forces with a sufficient number of soldiers may capture herd 
animals by issuing the Capture Herd military order (Military order code 20). They may also be captured through 
the use of spells. Herd animals, when captured, may be trained into warmounts. An untrained herd animal cannot 
be ridden, but can be used as a pack animal. Herd animals vary from module to module. 
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8.2.7 Graveyard 
Each province has a single graveyard, containing everyone buried in the province. Anyone viewing the province 
will get a report of all the graveyard’s occupants. 

8.2.8 Fertility Rating 
A province’s fertility rating may range from 0.00 (poor) to 5.00 (excellent). This fertility rating is used as a 
multiplier in calculating how much Food, Soft Materials, and By-Products farmers can produce. The other factors 
are the amount of cleared land in the province and number of farmers used – see section on production for more 
details.  

8.2.9 Cleared Land 
Cleared Land is the amount of land that is available for farmers to work on in order to generate Food, Soft 
Materials, and/or By-Products. Each point of cleared land allows one farmer to work to produce one of these three 
things. If the amount of cleared land is less than the number of farmers available who have been instructed to 
generate resources, then the farmers will first work to create Food, then Soft Materials, and finally By-Products. 

The maximum amount cleared land depends on the province terrain, and whether it is a Coastal or Non-Coastal 
province. Coastal provinces have higher values due to the possibility of fishing. 

Seas may have ‘cleared land’, which represents the potential productivity for either people who live under the sea, 
or nomadic boat people, which exist in some modules. It is not possible for anyone else to make use of this 
cleared land.  

At the start of a game, some provinces may have an amount of cleared land higher than these limits. However, 
once brought down below the natural limits they may never be raised above them again.  

   MAXIMUM CLEARED LAND VALUES: 

Terrain Coastal Non-Coastal

Grassland 6500 5000 
Forest 4000 2500 
Heavy Forest 2500 1000 
Forested Mountain 2500 1000 
Forested Hills 3500 2000 
Barren Hills 2500 1000 
Barren Mountains 2000 500 
Moors 2500 1000 
Swamp 2000 500 
Desert 1700 200 
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8.2.10 Resources 
There are two types of Standard Resources: Common Resources and Special Resources. These resources are 
gathered in a variety of different ways, and generally during production. See Production chapter for more details.  

Lumber, Stone and Special Resources may be gathered by Miners/Gatherers. 

Food, Soft Materials and By-Products may be produced by farmers. 

Non-standard resources, such as unicorn horn, for example, are generally used either in Adventures or by 
Runemasters. They may be found and gathered in a variety of places and ways. 

COMMON RESOURCES:   SPECIAL RESOURCES: 

ID# Resource Weight  ID# Resource Weight 

410 Food 1.0  416 Iron 4.0 
411 Soft Materials 2.0  417 Precious Gems 0.05 
412 By-Products 0.5  418 Gold 0.20 
413 Lumber 6.0  419 Silver 0.20 
414 Stone 50.0  420 Precious Stone 50.0 

    421 Yew 5.00 
    422 Mithril 2.00 

 
Not all resources will be available in every province: do not expect to find gold everywhere.  

8.2.11 Flora 
Flora are special plants that may be found in a province. Unlike resources, special flora can only be picked by a 
Character with the Ranger, Druid or Bard skill, and quantity available is reduced as flora is picked, to a minimum 
of one: if there is only one point remaining in a province and a Character picks it, then one will magically remain. 

 

ID # Flora Weight 
423 Mandrake 0.05 
424 Ginger root 0.05 
425 Nightshade 0.05 
426 Silverleaf 0.05 
427 Asarum 0.05 
428 Cinderoak 1.00 
429 Meldorian 2.00 
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8.2.12 Magic Rating 
The magic rating of a province serves doubly as the amount of Mana that Arcanists (Skills 1 –  9) will recover at 
production if in the province, and as the Magic Attack Resistance (MAR) of the province, used when spells are 
cast at the province. The Magic Rating of a province can be ascertained through deduction, or learned from the 
Seer’s spell 157: Sperry’s Knowledge. 

8.2.13 Powerpoints 
Some provinces are Powerpoints. A Powerpoint Province allows a Character who knows the spell Powerpoint 
Teleportation (#243) to magically teleport from a Force in that province to any Force in another Powerpoint 
province. Only Characters, not Forces, may teleport in this fashion. About 2% to 3% of the provinces are 
Powerpoint provinces. Whether or not a province is Powerpoint province can be learned through the casting of the 
appropriate detection spell. 

8.2.14 Astral Gates 
An Astral Gate is a very rare occurrence, and are not found in all modules. A Gate may be detected by special 
spells, or deduced by studies of legends. An Astral Gate will link two provinces, either on the same world or on 
different planes. Astral Gates may be manipulated by special Gate Spells that need to be discovered during the 
course of the game. The Gate Spells enable gates to be opened or closed, and may enable the transport of 
Characters, Parties, Legions, Nomad Camps and Cloud Castles through the Gate. Typically, Gate Spells are linked 
to titles or items. 

8.2.15 Winternight 
The condition of Winternight originates from a Summoner’s spell (#130) which has been cast upon a province. 
This spell blots out the sun, and causes a general malaise on the land. Production is cut by 50%, and all combat 
will take place in ‘Winternight’ conditions, that are generally favourable to Undead and evil Forces. Havens of the 
Undead do not incur Winternight Production negatives. 

8.2.16 Messages/Descriptions 
A province may have a message attached to it. This message can be anything from the basic description of the 
province, to a reference to an event which took place in the province, to an adventure which can be responded to. 
Players may not attach messages to a province, but can add them to Forces, Guilds, Characters, and Markets. 
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PART IX: GUILDS 
> CENTRES OF LEARNING AND EXCELLENCE < 

 

9 GUILDS 
 

9.1 GUILD INFORMATION 
Guilds may be built inside Locations, Underground Cities and Cloud Castles, and they provide a focus for a 
particular skill or group of skills. It is also possible to find rare Guilds in Ruins, though as a player you cannot 
build a Guild in a Ruins. Guilds are owned by a specific Character. A player position may have up to 15 Guilds 
under its control at any given time, which amount includes both active Guilds and any Guild numbers reserved for 
planned future Guild construction. A Character whose position has 15 Guilds will fail if they attempt to influence 
a Character that owns a Guild. 

The Guild Overview on a turn has the following information: 

 Name  Coat of Arms 
 Transfer Restrictions  Message Boards 
 Owner  Magic Shell 
 Entrance Restrictions/Cost  Facilities 
 Type of Guild  Strength: Basic/Effective 
 Defensive posture towards the Force it is in  Characters 
 Force Located in  Tax Rate 
 Soldiers  Prisoners 
 Masked/Unmasked  Production Toggle 

9.1.1 Guild Name 
Guild names are given at the time of construction, and cannot be more than 20 characters long. 

9.1.2 Owner 
A Guild owner must be able to meet the Sponsorship requirements at time of construction. Subsequently, if the 
Character no longer meets the Sponsorship requirement there is a chance that they will lose control of the Guild 
(see section 9.4). 

9.1.3 Force Located in 
The Place type force the Guild is inside. 
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9.1.4 Guild Types and Sponsorship Requirements 
There are 21 different types of Guilds, each with different sponsorship requirements (requirements to be met in 
order to build or own a Guild). The Type ID# is used only when issuing the order to construct them. There is a 
separate church Guild ID# for each religion 1 – 10: Guild Type 11 = Church of religion 1, 12 = Church of  
religion 2, etc.  Religions 11+ do not have their own church Guilds. 

ID# Type Skill Required Minimum Skill Level  

1 Magic Guild Any Arcane 1 to 9  Level 20 
2 Assassins Guild Assassin Level 15 
3 Thieves Guild Thief Level 15 
4 Merchants Guild Merchant Level 10 
5 Ranger Order Ranger Level 1 and a PC of 10 
6 Knight Order Knight Level 1 and a PC of 15 
7 Bards College Bard  Level 10 
8 Alchemist Any Arcane  Level 20 
9 Inn Merchant  Level 5 
10 Fair / Tourney Admin/Engineer  Level 5 
11 – 20 Churches Priest of Appropriate Religion 1 to 10 Level 10 
21 Residence No Skill Requirement No Skill Requirement 

9.1.5 Magic Shell 
A Guild has its own magic shell, that adds to the Magic Attack Resistance of Characters inside the Guild when 
they are attacked by Strategic Spells from outside the Guild. In addition, if attacked by strategic spells from 
outside the Force and the Force has a shell of protection, then that plus  the strength of the Guild's shell is used to 
protect the  Characters within. This has no effect against combat spells. 

9.1.6 Strength 
A Guild has a basic strength and an effective strength remaining (available for use before the next production). 
The effective strength is the amount of strength points that the Guild can use for activities such as building 
potions, affecting SEI, and combating other Guilds. 

9.1.7 Tax Rate 
The location owner sets a tax rate on the Guild between 0% and 100%. This determines the Crowns demanded by 
the location owner. (A Guild produces 0.001 Crowns times the Population of the Force per point of Guild strength 
each month, which amount is then taxed.) 

9.1.8 Transfer Restrictions 
The Guild may be set to accept or refuse external transfers from other positions. 
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9.1.9 Entrance Restrictions 
A Guild may have entrance conditions place on it to allow only particular Characters or groups of Characters 
entrance. If there are any restrictions it usually means that all masked Characters will be turned away. The 
entrance conditions will not prevent Characters of the position which owns the Guild from entering. Even if they 
otherwise fulfil the entry restrictions Characters of a monster race will not be allowed into a Guild unless it is 
owned by their position. 

9.1.10 Defensive Posture Towards Host Location 
The Guild, if it has soldiers, may or may not be willing to respond to a request by the location host and lend its 
soldiers to defend the walls of the location from hostile attack. 

9.1.11 Soldiers 
A Guild has only one slot for soldiers, and thus can only have one type at any one time. These soldiers will 
require food during production, which must be in the possessions of the Guild, not the Force that the Guild is in. 

9.1.12 Possessions 
A Guild may have any number of possessions. 

9.1.13 Message Board 
Some Guilds have message boards that will allow either the owner or visitors to the Guild to place messages on 
them. A message cannot be longer than 2 lines of 75 Characters. 

9.1.14 Characters 
A Guild can have any number of Characters in it. 

9.1.15 Prisoners 
A Guild can hold any number of prisoners. 

9.1.16 Facilities 
A Guild may have a facility attached to it, such as a Dungeon or a Library. Guild Facilites will provide additional 
benefits as described in Section 9.5 

9.1.17 Guild Production Toggle 
The guild production toggle determines the endeavours of the guild at production (see the G3 order) 
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9.2 GUILD COMPETITION/MULTIPLE GUILDS 
Guilds of the same type in the same location may compete with each other. Competition between Guilds is a bad 
thing. When Guilds compete the smaller Guild loses half its effective strength, and the stronger Guild loses either 
half of its effective Guild strength or strength equal to the base Guild strength of the weaker Guild, whichever is 
better for the larger Guild. Whether or not a Guild competes depends on the type of Guild: 

 

Competing Guilds  Non Competing Guilds 

Assassins  Magic 
Thieves  Rangers 
Merchants  Knights 
Alchemists  Bards 
Inns  Residences 
Churches of same religion   Churches of different religions 

Fairs   
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9.3 GUILD OWNERSHIP CHALLENGES 

9.3.1 Guild Ownership Challenges Against Living Owners 
All Guilds except for Residences, Merchants, Inns and Fairs may be challenged by a Character, with the aim of 
taking control from the current owner. In order to challenge the current owner, the challenger must be in the same 
province as the current Guild owner. They do not need to be in the same province as the Guild. The challenger 
must have an enhanced prestige rating equal or greater than that of the defending Character, and be able to meet 
the Guild Sponsorship requirements. In addition, if challenging for control of Magic, Alchemist or Assassin 
Guild, the challenger must have a skill rating at least 5 levels higher than the Sponsorship minimum. Depending 
on the Guild type, the resolution of the challenge will be either through the comparison of the Characters’ skill 
levels, or a duel. The specific rules of such a duel are not detailed and must be discovered in the course of play. 
They are unique to this situation, with the winner being the Character with the lowest final amount of wounds.  

Guilds whose Challenge is by Comparison  Guilds whose Challenge is by Duel 

Magic  Knights 
Bards  Rangers 
Alchemist  Assassin 
Church  Thieves 

 

9.3.2 Guild challenges against dead owners  
If a Guild owner is dead or stoned, but not long dead, buried or laid to rest, then the Guild remains in that 
Character’s control, and the Character cannot be challenged. 

9.3.3 Guild Challenges Against Un-owned Guilds 
If a Guild owner is long dead, buried or laid to rest, at the start of production then the Character loses control of 
the Guild, and it becomes un-owned. A Character that can meet the Guild Sponsorship requirements and has a 
base prestige of at least half the Guild’s base strength may claim control of the Guild by going inside the Guild 
and making a challenge. This challenge is always successful. 

9.3.4 Guild Challenges Against Ineligible Live Owners  
If a Guild is owned by a Character who is no longer eligible to own the Guild (either as a result of dropping a skill 
or an heir declaration), then the Guild may be claimed by a challenge in the same manner as if the Guild was un-
owned. 
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9.4 GUILD CONSTRUCTION AND COST 
To order the building of a Guild, you must have the following: 

 A Character which meets the guild ownership requirements 
 A Force that is in the same province as the Character and the Force that the Guild is to be built in, and 

which contains both a Population Segment with sufficient available labourers to construct the Guild and 
all the necessary materials  

The Character, the Force that is to construct the Guild, and the Force in which the Guild is to be constructed must 
all be in the same province, but the Character does not have to be in either Force. The Force that the Guild is to be 
built in can be the same as the Force constructing the Guild. The Force that the Guild is to be built in can be 
owned by another player. 

Type 
ID# Type Labour Crowns Lumber Stone Soft 

Material
By 

Products
Precious 

Stone 
Precious 

Gems 
Meldo-

rian Mithril

1 Magic 100 1000 100 50 50   10 5 2 
2 Assassin 100 500 50 30 20      
3 Thieves 100 500 50 30 20      
4 Merchant 100 1000 100 30 100      
5 Ranger 100 500 100 50 20 10     
6 Knight 100 500 100 50 20 10     
7 Bard 100 800 100 50 100      
8 Alchemist 100 2000 100 20 200 50     
9 Inn 50 300 50 10 20      

10 Fair/ 
Tournament 50 500 50 0 100      

11-20 Church† 100 1000 100 50 50  20    
21 Residence 0 300 0 0 0      

 
†:  11 = Church of religion 1, 12 = Church of religion 2, etc. 

9.5 GUILD FACILITIES 
Some Guilds may have facilities built into them. These facilities are not available in all modules or games. The 
Facility can only be built by the position who owns the Guild directly. The possible facilities are as follows: 

Facility Guild Type Construction Materials Effects 
Dungeon Residence 50 Iron, 50 Stone -50 to Escape 
Shrine Church 25 Holy Symbols +3 Pray, +6 Holy Recovery 
Palace Residence 250 P. Stone, 250 Lumber +5 Prestige, +5 Inf. (Main Character in) 
Crown Vault All 25 Iron, 25 Stone -50 to steal Crowns 
Library Bard’s College 25 stone, 250 Soft +25 to study Any skill or attribute 
Joust Field Knight 100 Lumber +25 to study Knight 
Arboretum Ranger 100 Lumber +25 to study Ranger 
Stable Ranger 25 Mithril, 25 Mana +10% herd growth (bonus may vary) 
Enchanted Smithy Magic 100 Mithril, 35 Mana +50% Runemaster value to make items 

 
The materials required to construct a Facility must be in the Guild where the facility is to be built, with the 
exception of mana, which the Character giving the order must have available. 
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9.6 GUILD BENEFITS 
Guilds help Characters in their studies, in the learning of skills, and in the sale of items. Guilds can provide 
locations with increased wealth, either indirectly or through direct support for the location’s SEI (with the 
exception of Residences, which cannot do this). Soldiers can also be placed in Guilds, which can help defend the 
location.  

9.6.1 Aid in Location Defence 
Guilds may defend the location in which the Guild is in., by taking over an empty combat slot in the location. 
Guild soldiers are not usually detected by scouts, or through the spying or scrying of a location. This makes Guild 
soldiers assigned to defend empty location combat slots quite effective in surprising an attacker. 

9.6.2  Benefit to Location’s Economy 
The greater the combined strength of all of the Guilds in a location, the greater the economic vitality of that 
location. Guild strengths assist craftsmen in making more Crowns per craftsmen, and so help them reach their 
maximum cap of 8 Crowns each. Each non-resident Guild strength is worth roughly +0.01 crown production, 
while Merchant Guild strength is worth double that. Residences have no economic impact value.  

Guilds may actively direct their Guild strength towards the increase or decrease of the host location’s SEI, on a 1 
for 1 basis. Thieves, Merchants and Church Guilds have double this effect, while Residences have no effect. (See 
order G1 for more details.) 

Locations can also place a tax on Guilds in the location of a percentage of the Guild’s earning power. The Guild’s 
direct earning power is 1 crown per 1000 population per point of Guild. 

9.6.3  Learning Skills Inside Guilds 
Once inside a Guild, a Character may purchase the skills or spells that the Guild offer. All skills learned at a Guild 
are learned at level 1. 

Guild Type Skills available to be learned 
Magic Guild Any of the arcane skills, plus 3 different Spells placed in Guild by the owner’s position 
Assassin Assassin, Stealth 
Thieves Thief, Stealth, Spy 
Merchant Merchant 
Ranger Ranger, Stealth, Personal Combat, Tactics 
Knight Any Weaponmaster, Knight, Berserker, Personal Combat, Tactics 
Bard Bard, Admin/Engineer 
Inn Rumourmonger  
Church Priest (if Character is of the same religion as the church) 

9.6.4  Studying Inside Guilds 
Characters that study inside a Guild which teaches the skill being studied, or aid in the practice of tactics/personal 
combat, gain an increase in the chance of success equal to the strength of the Guild. When a Character is inside 
any Guild they can spend money equal to 10 times the Guild strength to help him in his studies, to increase their 
chance of the success by a multiplier equal to the Crowns spent divided by the current skill level of the Character.  
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9.6.5 Researching Spells Inside Magic/Alchemist Guilds 
Arcanists who research spells inside a Magic Guild gain an increase to their chance of success of a percentage 
equal to twice the Magic Guild strength rating, and an increase equal to Guild strength rating if in an Alchemist 
Guild.. When inside Magic or Alchemist Guilds, an Arcanist can spend up to 4 times the cost of the spell’s 
research cost to achieve a 10 – 40% increase to their chance of success. Non-standard arcane spells (other than #1 
to #300 and #401 to #499) can only be researched inside Magic Guilds that have an Ancient Arcana Added 
Research rating. A Guild can gain this rating from having items in its possessions that give the Guild the Added 
Research ability. Such Items are additive in strength, but not level of research (see order S11 for more details). 

9.6.6  Guilds That Make Potions & Elixirs 

9.6.6.1 Ranger Guilds 
Ranger Guilds can make Healing Potions I and II (Items #402 & #403) at a rate of 1 potion for each effective 
point of Guild strength used. In addition, Healing Potion I (10% healing) requires one Ginger Root (#424), and 
Healing Potion II (20% healing) requires one Asarum (#427) for each potion made.  

9.6.6.2 Alchemist Guilds 
Alchemist Guilds can make a wide range of items, using one point of effective strength for each item made. 
Potions that affect skills or Characteristics wear off at production. With the exception of Healing Potions, only the 
first two potions taken of the same type in a single month will have an effect, and taking more than two potions in 
the same month may result in an ill effect. In addition, some potions that can found in the course of play that also 
affect Characteristics may have no effect on a Character’s Characteristics if they have already drunk generic 
potions. 

9.6.6.3 Assassin Guilds 
Assassin Guilds can make Poisons and Antidotes using the G4 order. Each costs 1 Guild strength point. 

Item Item # Cost Effect
Poison I (3 doses) 400 1 Mandrake (#423 Gives Mandra poisoning, which prevents healing at 

Production.  
Poison II 401 1 Nightshade (#425)  Gives Belladon poisoning, which prevents healing at 

Production.  

Healing Potion I 402 1 Ginger Root (#424) Heals 10% wounds
Antidote I (3 doses) 404 Silverleaf (#426) Cures Poison I when activated 
Antidote II 405 1 Asarum (#427 Cures Poison II when activated 
Silversheen Elixir 406 Mandrake (#423) Increases Dexterity by 5
Invisibility Potion 407 Nightshade (#425) Makes Character invisible
Diplomat’s Elixir 445 1 Mandrake (#423 Increases Influence by 1
Redmist Potion 446 1 Silverleaf (#426) Increases Personal Combat (PC) by 1 
Greydust Salve 447 1 Cinderoak (#428) Increases Stealth by 10
Almonquava Wine 448 1 Silverleaf (#426)  Bestows +2 Strength, +10% bless, +5% chance to be 

cured of all poison. 

Fairy Dust 449 1 Meldorian (#429) Increases Magic Attack Resistance by 8 
Elixir of Strength 450 1 Mandrake (#423 Increases Strength by 5
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9.6.7 The Inn 
The Inn provides four benefits: 

 Healing: A Character that is inside an Inn during production will be healed by a percentage equal to the 
Inn’s Guild Strength. 

 Bard Songs: Bards may sing a legend they know inside an Inn, and if they are the first person to do so 
they will gain extra money for the effort. The amount of money is dependent on the Guild strength and 
the Population in the location, equal to approximately 300 Crowns for a major Inn in a major module city. 
(See order D10.) 

 Gambling: Inns allow gambling in the form of the game ‘Sixes’. A Character can gamble up to the Inn’s 
limit on a number from 1 to 6, and if it comes up then they win 5 times the gambled amount. (See order 
A1.) 

 Rumours: Rumourmongers can learn their craft at Inns, and get bonuses when studying this skill in an 
Inn. 

9.6.8  Church Guilds 
Characters with Priest skill who pray inside Church Guilds of their religion gain additional Mana equal to 20% of 
the Guild’s base strength (in addition to bonuses gained if the Church has a shrine). If a Character of level 20 
Priest rating or higher prays, there is a chance of their also increasing the Church Guild Strength  (see order S29).  

9.6.9  Fair/Tourney 
Tournaments may be held at a Fair/Tourney Guild by the Guild owner, who declares a contest of base skill 
comparison for non-military skills (skills 1 – 18) or Personal Combat values for military skills (19 – 24). The 
owner sets a reward for the winner, and a time period for the participants to compete. 

9.6.10  Residence Guilds 
A Residence is a place where a Character can reside. It has no direct impact on the location. Its function is to 
provide a home for a Character. In some modules, residences will be allowed to have Palaces added, which effect 
on prestige and influence. Residences do not contribute towards a Character’s Prestige or a Force’s SEI. 
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PART X: MARKETPLACES 
> ‘CHEAP AT HALF THE PRICE’ < 

10 MARKETPLACES 

10.1 MARKETPLACE INFORMATION 
Marketplaces can be built by Characters with Merchant skill. Each Marketplace has the following aspects (the 
majority of which are similar to guilds): 

 Number  Working Capital 
 Name  Investment % 
 Owner  12 Commerce Slots 
 Force located in  Soldiers 
 Masked/Unmasked  Possessions 
 Coat of Arms  

 

When a Market is built it is given no Working Capital (though it receives 2,000 Crowns into it’s possessions). 
Crowns from possessions may be transferred into Working Capital (Order M8). The owner may assign an 
Investment percentage, which is the amount of Crowns (from the Market’s Working Capital) that the Market will 
spend on a single purchase. A market has 12 Commerce slots, which are assigned to either purchase or sell items, 
at the decision of the owner. If there are unassigned commerce slots then these will be used to allow anyone to sell 
tradegoods to the Market, without them having to be specifically designated a purchase item by the Market. If a 
Market is left with no Crowns in its Possessions and with no Working Capital during production it will deactivate. 

Soldiers in a market’s combat slot cannot be assigned to defend the location in combat.  

10.2 TRADEGOODS AND MARKETS 
Tradegoods are made by craftsmen and merchant guilds at production – special resources may also be converted 
into tradegoods. Tradegoods are sold either directly to popsegs or (occasionally) to markets) – and their value 
increases the further they are from the province they were produced. 

Tradegood IDs are defined by the area in which they were made. A tradegood’s value is:  

value = X times (3 + Y/152) 

Where X = distance Tradegoods have travelled  (using diagonal distance) and Y = a random number from 0 to the 
distance travelled in provinces. The maximum possible distance that can be travelled is 152 provinces. 

A Market with an open commerce slot may not refuse to buy a tradegood offered, as long as the investment 
percentage and capital requirements can be met, and will generate purchase money. 

Tradegoods sold to the Market are automatically placed in the Market for sale, thus taking up a commerce slot. 
Multiple sales of identical tradegoods are sometimes combined in a single sale slot.  

It is worth noting that the M9 order allows a Marketplace to function in the same way as a merchant in selling 
tradegoods to a Population Segment (though a merchant gets bonus crowns when he sells tradegoods with order 
S24, where a market does not) but does not take a Character or use a Character action to do so. The money for the 
transaction comes from the ‘unrecorded funds’ of the Population, and is not taken from any Crowns held in 
possessions, so this is one way to make Crowns.  
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> ‘YOU WANT IT BY WHEN?’ < 

11 PRODUCTION 
Production occurs once a month, on a day specified at the start of the game. When production is to be run on a 
processing day (one in which turns may be processed), production always takes place first, after which any turns 
due to be processed are run. If production falls on a non-processing day (such as Saturday, Sunday or a Holiday) 
then it is run on the next processing day, again, before any turns are run. 

As part of a normal turn, orders may be submitted to change the settings (see section 13.10) which determine what 
a population segment will attempt to produce during the next production. These orders are termed production 
orders. 

Alternatively, a ‘Production Only’ turn may be submitted containing only standing orders (see section 13.11) and 
production orders, thus changing the settings which determine what your assets will attempt during the next 
production. As this type of turn changes nothing besides the settings for your position at production it does not 
affect when your next turn may be processed.  

These Production Only turns need to be ‘Saved As’ the date of any processing day before production in LPE (see 
section 1.4). They are run at the same time as other turns dated for that day normally run. Therefore such 
Production Only turns will only have an effect if they are both appropriately dated and received before turns run 
on the last processing day before production. No turnfile is generated as a result of Production Only turns, so 
players must wait until their next ‘normal’ turn runs to see the changes to their asset’s production settings. 

Production is based on the assets and modifiers of a position as they exist at the time production is run (your 
assets may have been affected by other players between your last turn and production). 
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11.1 THE PRODUCTION SEQUENCE 
More occurs during production than just the production of goods. Events take place in the following order: 

 Spells that expire at production (example invisibility, potions effects, etc.) are removed 
 Summoned Characters are removed from play 
 Characters that are not Poisoned Heal 
 Assigned Administrator increases SEI by 2 times his Admin/Engineer rating 
 Effect of undead soldiers on SEI applied 
 Effect of Winternight applied 

The next 8 lines are done in this order on a popseg by popseg basis – for instance 
iron mined by a later popseg will not be available for an earlier popseg to make into armour 

 Land is cleared by labourers  
 Farmers produce Food/Soft Materials/By Products 
 Miner/Gatherers collect resources or make Crowns 
 Craftsmen make Tradegoods or Crowns 
 Labourers build wagons or increase Underground City size 
 Shipbuilders build ship units or make Crowns 
 Weaponmakers make weapons or Crowns 
 Armourmakers make weapons or Crowns 

 
 SEI halved 
 Soldiers consume food (at a rate determined by their by size, plus 1 extra if mounted) 
 Population consumes food 
 Animals in any possessions consume food (1 each) 
 Starvation affects are applied 
 Pox/Plague effects are applied 
 Chance of Pox/Plague spreading checked 
 Holy Mana Recovery gained 
 Magic Mana Recovery gained 
 Morphing chances checked for Status, Familiars, Marks, etc. 
 Effects of Marks are checked 
 Dead Characters are checked for change to Very Dead or Long Dead 
 Rioters checked for food starvation, and the chance of food riots 
 Standing Orders are carried out in order given on turn. 
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11.2 MULTIPLE WORKERS IN THE SAME PROVINCE 
When multiple Forces occupy the same province, the orders given to their Population Segments are carried out in 
order, based on the duration of time their Force has been in the province, with the Force which has been in the 
province for the longest amount of time having priority, and all its Population Segments carrying out their orders 
first. If you are uncertain as to the order in which Forces arrived in a province, viewing the province will show the 
Forces in the order of arrival from oldest (shown first) to most recent. 

Within a Force, the Population Segments will carry out their orders in the order they are listed in the turn, with the 
Population Segment that is listed first carrying out its orders first.  

Note that these sequences have nothing to do with the numeric value of the Force or the Pop Segment number, 
only who was in a province or Force first.  

It is advisable to place the largest amount of land-clearing Labourers, Farmers and miners in your first population 
segment in a force (which will carry out its orders first), so that the results of their efforts are available to the next 
population segments, which in the case of Shipbuilders, Weaponmakers and Armourmakers can then make use of 
those results. This is less important for workers fixed locations than it is for Nomads or those in Cloud Castles, 
where the possibility of unknown factors of the province that they have moved into may need to be countered by 
planning. 

11.3 NOMADIC RACE POPULATION 
Nomadic Races (241 to 260) are the only races that may produce wherever they are. Non-nomadic races may only 
produce in a Place-type Force. If a Nomad Camp has a Population Segment with non-nomadic peoples, then those 
non-nomads will consume food but will not produce. 

11.4 SEI: SUPPORT & EFFICIENCY INDEX 
SEI is very important for all population-type positions, and for tasks such as armour and weapon production it is 
even more significant than it might at first appear, since with a high SEI not only do miners, for example, gather 
more iron, but weapon makers make more swords from a given amount of iron.  

The SEI of the Force plus the SEI of the Population Segment, divided by 2, is applied as a percentage modifier to 
the production of the population segment. See below for details of how this affects the various population types. 

11.5 USED POPULATION PRIOR TO PRODUCTION 
In the course of normal turns, labourers can be used to build ships, fortifications, train mounts and build Guilds, 
whilst craftsmen can be used to convert resources to Crowns or tradegoods. If they have been used in such a 
manner since the last production, they are not then available to work during production. 

11.6 LABOURERS 
Labourers can do any of the following: 

 Labourers can clear land at a base rate of 1 new point of cleared land per 5 labourers.  
 Labourers can make wagons at the base rate of 1 wagon (#408) for every 2 Labourers, at the cost of 1 

lumber (#413) and 1 by-product (#412) per wagon.  
 They can also increase the underground location size of a city at the base rate of 1 point per 5 Labourers.  

SEI will affect all the functions of labourers during production.Any unallocated Labourers will increase cleared 
land to the limit of the terrain.  Note that Land is cleared before Food production, which allow Farmers to make 
use of the newly cleared land in the same production. 
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Monthly modifiers are applied thus affecting the amounts of produce from Farmers, Miners and Gatherers: 

Month (in-game) Season Seasonal 
Modifier 

January Mid Winter -50% 
February Late Winter -50% 
March Early Spring -25% 
April Mid Spring -25% 
May Late Spring - 
June Early Summer - 
July Mid Summer - 
August Late Summer +25% 
September Early Fall +100% 
October Mid Fall +100% 
November Late Fall -25% 
December Early Winter -50% 

11.8 FARMERS 
Farmers will produce resources according the following priority: Food (#410), Soft Materials (#411), and then 
By-Products (#412). Each Farmer requires one unit of cleared land to work, therefore excess farmers above the 
amount of cleared land available will produce nothing. The amount that one farmer can produce using one unit of 
cleared land is modified by the fertility of the province, then by the seasonal modifier, then by the SEI of the 
Force and the Population Segment, meaning that a single farmer in a province produces: 

 Fertility    x    (1 + Seasonal Modifier )     x     (1 + ( Pop Seg SEI + force SEI ) ) 
                                                                  100                                                       200 

For example, with a fertility of 4.00, a farmer in a Force with a Force SEI of 200, a Pop Seg SEI of 0, and a 
seasonal modifier of –50 would produce: 

4 x (1 + (-50/100)) x (1 + (0 +200)/200)   =   (4 x 0.5) x (1 + 1)   =    4 

It is important to note that excess or unassigned Farmers will produce Food as a default, and that Food production 
takes priority over Soft Material and By-Product production. This means that care must be taken not to have such 
Farmers using land to produce Food and preventing other Farmers from making Soft Materials or By-Products, 
especially as Armour and Weapon Makers may be relying on the production of By-Products to carry out their 
orders. To avoid such a situation, it is often advisable to allocate large numbers of Farmers to make By-Products, 
so that if there are any excess Farmers (due to lack of cleared land or to more farmers in a pop seg than 
anticipated), they will not disrupt production by making Food. 

If, for example, there are 300 Farmers and 200 units of cleared land, you might allocate the production as: 

 100 Farmers making Food (#410) 
 50 Farmers making Soft Material (#411) 
 500 Farmers making By-Products (#412) 

This way not only would you be sure that you produced a balance of Food, Soft Materials and By-Products, but 
by purposely over allocating Farmers to the creation of By-Products, you would preserve the production of Soft 
Materials and By-Products should the amount of cleared land or Farmers decrease, and also enable extra 
Farmers to be put straight to work should their number or the amount of cleared land increase.  
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11.9 MINER/GATHERS 
For each point of a resource in a province a Miner/Gatherer may extract or produce one unit of that resource. 
Resources are never used up in this manner. Miners/Gatherers may also choose to produce Crowns (1 each) 
instead of gathering a resource. The Miner/Gatherers in each individual Population Segment may be allocated 
work in their production orders. In the event of a shortfall of Miner/Gatherers for the work allocated to them, they 
will gather resources according to the following priority: 

Priority Resource ID# 

#1 Crowns 409 
#2 Stone 414 
#3 Lumber 413 
#4 Yew 421 
#5 Iron 416 
#6 Silver 419 
#7 Gold 418 
#8 Precious Stone 420 
#9 Precious Gems 417 

#10 Mithril 422 
 

The amount of resource collected is modified first by seasonal adjustments and then SEI. 

Extraction by spells (See Summoner spells 91 to 96) does not affect the allocation of Miners/Gatherers although 
casting these (and other) spells may effect the province’s resources available for extraction. 
 
Unassigned Miner/Gatherers will make Crowns as a default, but excess Miner/Gatherers assigned to extract 
more of a resource from a province than is available will not default to making Crowns.  
Early on in the game, the most critical special resource is Iron (#416), and so you should be careful to allocate 
miners accordingly, bearing in mind that if there is a drop in Miner/Gatherer numbers they will work according 
to the above priority. 

11.10 CRAFTSMEN 
Craftsmen may produce either Crowns for immediate use, or Tradegoods for later sale. The default and the 
priority is for them to produce Crowns. Craftsmen production will be modified positively by SEI, Guilds, 
Marketplaces, and knowledge of making special weapons and armour, but is not affected by Seasonal Modifiers. 
A Craftsman can produce a maximum of 8 Crowns during production. 
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11.11 SHIPBUILDERS 
Shipbuilders may produce either Crowns or Ship Units. The default and priority is to produce Crowns (5 each). 
To make one Ship unit requires 5 lumber, 3 Soft Materials, and 8 By-Products. 

In addition, during regular turns, labourers may use ship units to build ships.  

SHIP OVERVIEW 

ID# Name Move AF% 
Bonus 

DF 
Bonus 

Missile 
Bonus 

Land 
Weight 

Cargo 
Capacity 

Men 
Carry 

Ship 
Units 

Class 

388 War Galley † 35 100 1 75 21600 1875 3000 135 Both 
389 Runner 70 -25 0 -25 50 100 225 10 Both 
390 Light Raider 60 0 0 0 4000 500 1000 50 Both 
391 Light Warship 50 75 2 50 7200 1250 2000 90 Both 
392 Heavy Warship 40 150 5 125 14400 2500 4000 180 Both 
393 Dreadnought 30 250 10 250 28000 3500 8000 350 Both 
394 Small Merchant 40 -50 0 0 10000 16000 325 125 Both 
395 Merchant 40 -25 0 0 20000 30000 500 500 Both 
396 Dragon Ship † 20 500 0 500 32000 7000 16000 700 Sea 
397 Troop Carrier † 25 -50 0 -50 15000 1000 12000 250 Coastal
398 Raft † 50 0 0 0 250 250 0 10 Coastal
399 Heavy Raider † 50 50 1 25 6000 750 1500 75 Both 

KEY 
Move =   Movement Points 
AF% and DF Bonuses are bonuses per soldier or Character in combat 
Land Weight =  the weight if a Force carries it  
Cargo Capacity =  Capacity in weight units of possessions and Characters 
Men Carry =  Weight of soldiers that can be carried  
Ship Units =  Ship Units needed to construct it 
Class:  Coastal =  only allowed to move in Coastal or River provinces 

Sea =   only allowed to move in Coastal or Sea Provinces 
Both =   Allowed to move in River/Coastal or Sea/Coastal provinces 

† = Ship types not available in all games. 
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11.12 WEAPON MAKERS 

11.12.1 Weapon Production Costs 
Weapon makers may make Crowns (5 each) and up to two different weapons at the same time per Population 
Segment. If you want to produce more than two types of weapon, then you must have more than one Population 
Segment with Weapon-makers, and assign different weapon-making duties to each. If there are not enough 
materials or weapon-makers, making of the first type of weapon listed is given priority over the second type of 
weapon.  

Unassigned weapon makers will default to crown production. 

Weapon makers assigned to produce Crowns will take priority over the manufacture of the first weapon, so be 
careful in allocating your Weapon makers to make sure that the crown production is not preventing weapon 
production. 

There is only one size of weapon: the complexity of different sizes has been reserved for Armour. However, 
whilst weapon use is not restricted by size, weapons do have Strength or Dexterity restrictions. 

The production of weapons is subject to SEI effects, so that the base quantity produced by weapon makers can be 
greatly affected by the SEI of a Force.  

Weapon costs may vary between modules, but the default details are as follows: 

WEAPON CONSTRUCTION SUMMARY CHART 
ID# Weapon Lumber Iron By Products Other Amount Made
1 Broadsword - 1 - - 3 
2 Claymore - 1 - - 2 
3 Battle Axe 0.5 0.5 - - 3 
4 Great Axe 0.5 0.5 - - 2 
5 Halberd 0.5 0.5 - - 2.5 
6 Pike 0.5 0.5 - - 2.5 
7 Spear 0.5 0.5 - - 2.5 
8 Javelin 0.5 0.5 - - 4 
9 Mace 0.5 0.5 - - 4 
10 Cavalry Sabre - 1 - - 2.5 
11 Ballista 10 1 1 1.0 Stone (#414) 1 
12 Lance 0.5 0.5 - - 2.5 
13 Bow 0.5 - 1.5 - 2 
14 Longbow 0.5 - 1 0.5 Yew (#421) 2 
15 Horsebow 0.5 - 1.5 - 2 
16 Crossbow 0.5 0.5 0.5 - 1 
17 S. Bow/S. Sword 0.5 1.5 0.5 - 1 
18 Elven Bow† 0.5 - 1 0.5 Meldorian (#429) 2 
19 Dwarven Axe† 0.5 0.5 - 0.5 Mithril (#422) 2 
20 Troll Hammer† 0.5 0.5 - 0.5 Mithril (#422) 2 
21 Mithril Sword† - 0.5 - 0.5 Mithril (#422) 2 
22 Mithril Axe† 0.5 0.5 - 0.5 Mithril (#422) 2 
23 Dart/Short Sword 0.5 0.5 0.5 - 3 

† = Not a commonly known weapon. Population Segments must have the production secret of the same name to 
be able to produce the item. 
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The making of Elven Bows, Dwarven Axes, Troll Hammers, Mithril Swords, Mithril Axes, Dwarven Plate and 
Elven Light Chain are secret production techniques. Secret production techniques may be discovered by 
Characters, who can then teach them to a Population Segment in order for them to create the items (see order 
S15). 

A Population Segment that knows a secret production technique that is divided into smaller Population Segments, 
or combined with another Population Segment that does not know the technique, may result in loss of that 
knowledge.  

11.13 ARMOUR PRODUCTION AND ARMOUR MAKERS 
Armour makers work in the same manner as Weapon makers, except that they are the last in the line to use 
resources, and produce armour rather than weapons. 

Armour makers can produce Crowns (5 each), and Shields or Armour. Unassigned armour makers will default to 
crown production. Crown production is given priority in the event of a shortfall of materials or Armour makers. 
The production of armour is subject to SEI effects, so that the base quantity produced by armour makers can be 
greatly affected by the SEI of a Force.  Unlike weapons, there are different sizes of armour, each with a different 
cost and quantity produced per amount of materials used.  

 
SHIELDS 

Shields have a base cost of 1 Iron, 0.5 Soft Materials and 0.5 By-Products, with the quantities produced depending 
on the size of shields created. 

ID#* Shield Small Medium Large 

131 to 133 (+2 DF) 5 4 3 
* from small to large size 

ARMOURS 
All Standard Armour has a base cost of 1 iron, 2 Soft Materials, 2 By-Products with the quantities produced 
depending on the size of armour created. 

Armour and amounts produced per size may vary between modules, but the default is as follows: 

ID#* Armour Small Medium Large 

134 to 136 Soft Leather (+3 DF) 7 6 5 
137 to 139 Studded Leather (+4 DF) 6 5 4 
140 to 142 Scale (+6 DF) 4 3 2 
143 to 145 Chainmail (+8 DF) 3 2 1.5 
146 to 148 Laminated (+ 10 DF) 2 1.5 1 
149 to 151 Plate (+ 12 DF) 1.5 1 0.6 

* from small to large size 
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SPECIAL ARMOUR 
Elven Chain and Dwarven Plate have a base cost of 1 iron, 2 Soft Materials, 2 By-Products and 1 Mithril with the 
quantities produced depending on the size of armour created. 

Dragon Armour has a base cost of 1 iron, 2 Soft Materials, 2 By-Products and 0.3 Dragon Scales (#451) with the 
quantities produced depending on the size of armour created. 

 
ID#* Armour Small Medium Large 

152 to 154 Elven Chain (+ 12 DF)  0.8 0.6 0.4 
155 to 157 Dwarven Plate (+ 14 DF) 0.5 0.4 0.3 
197 to 199 Dragon Armour (+18 DF) 0.4 0.3 0.2 

* from small to large size 

RARE SIZE ARMOUR 
Not all modules have Armour for Very Large and Huge Characters.  

When they exist the details are as follows: 

ID# Armour Iron By-Products Soft Materials Amount Made 

491 Plate (VL) 5 5 5 2 
492  Plate (Huge) 10 10 10 2 
493 Elf Chain (VL)† 5 5 5 2 
494 Dwarf Plate (Huge) † 10 10 10 2 

† = Require 10 Mithril (422) 

11.14 FOOD CONSUMPTION, GROWTH  & STARVATION 
Food is required on the basis of ½ food per head for small races, 1 food per head for medium races and all 
mounts, and 1 ½ food per head for all large races. 

In order to grow, a Pop Seg consumes extra food equal to 10% times the growth rate (see order T13 – Set growth 
rate). For example, a 5% growth rate would require 50% more food. In addition, Pop Segs incur an ‘urbanization’ 
penalty in growth rate equal to 1% per 5000 gross Population (-0.0002% per 1 person). This penalty is reduced by 
good administration, equal to 0.01% of the SEI rating (of the Pop Seg plus the Force). 

If there is a shortage of food at the time of food consumption, no matter how little the shortage, then the food 
consumers as a group will starve.  

Starvation will cause a 10% drop in numbers, and loss of morale or SEI of between 1 – 20 points. Starving 
Population will not grow.  

Characters and the Character’s equipped mount cannot starve.  

Soldiers in Guilds do not consume food and thus cannot starve. 

Small numbers of soldiers (up to 4 troops in a slot) who starve will not desert.  

Small numbers of animals in possessions may starve entirely, causing all of them to be lost.  

Warmounts and Mounts in the possessions of Characters may starve, but will not drop below a minimum of 1 
remaining as a result.  
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PART XII: RACIAL REVOLTS 
> RIOTS, PROTESTS & REBELLIONS, AND HOW TO STOP THEM < 

12 RACIAL REVOLTS 
Population Racial Revolts may take three forms: Riots, Protests and Rebellions. Conditions for riots, protests and 
rebellions are checked periodically, at which point Riots may occur. If a Riot does occur, then if there are any 
population remaining, Protests and Rebellions may then follow. Characters may also Revolt and leave, if they hate 
or are hated by their main character, or for religious differences, such dissent is initially seen by a loyalty drop. 

12.1 TOLERANCE & HATRED 
Races may Hate, Tolerate, Not Tolerate, or be Compatible with, other races. Each race may Hate between 1 to 12 
races, be Compatible with or Tolerate between 1 – 3 races, and are considered to Not Tolerate all other races. 
Races are also considered to be tolerant or compatible with themselves, unless they are otherwise listed as hating 
themselves (a rare occurrence).  

12.2 RIOTS 
Riots take place between Population Segment containing Population within a force. Every Pop Seg will be 
checked against every other Pop Seg for racial hatreds, and if a Pop Seg Population hates the Population of 
another Pop Seg, there will be a riot. 

The Pop Segs will fight in random order, with each doing damage sequentially. The casualties inflicted are equal 
to the Racial CF of the Pop Seg times the quantity of the Population, divided by target Pop Seg’s  racial DF, 
divided by target Pop Set’s racial CF. 

Riot casualties are inflicted on Population types in the following order: 

 Unskilled 
 Labourers 
 Craftsmen 
 Shipbuilders 
 Weaponmakers 
 Armourmakers 
 Miners 
 Farmers 

 
In addition, each Pop Seg will lose SEI equal to 10 plus the percentage of casualties, and the Force will lose 1 – 
25 SEI. 

12.3 PROTESTS AGAINST ADMINISTRATOR 
After a Riot, Pop Segs with Population remaining may Protest against their Administrator.  

This will only occur if the Pop Seg either Hates or does Not Tolerate their administrator.  

If the Pop Seg Hates their administrator, the Force will lose between 1 to 15 SEI. If the Pop Seg do Not Tolerate 
their administrator, the Force will lose between 1 – 5 SEI. 
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12.4 REBELLIONS 
Finally, a Rebellion may take place. In order for there to be a chance of rebellion, the Pop Seg must either Hate or 
be Not Tolerant of the owner. Owners need not be present (or even alive) for revolts to occur. Pop Seg rebellions 
are checked one Pop Seg at a time. Whether or not there is a rebellion depends on the amount of soldiers in the 
Force. In order for the garrison to quell a potential rebellion, there must be an amount of soldiers equal to the 
following percentage of the total population: 

 Base of 1 – 5% 
 If the overall commander of the Force is present, alive, not imprisoned, and Hated, an additional 3% 

soldiers are required. 
 If the overall commander of the Force is present, alive, not imprisoned and Not Tolerated, an additional 

1% soldiers are required. 
 If the assigned administrator of the Force is present, alive, not imprisoned, and Hated, an additional 3% 

soldiers are required. 
 If the assigned administrator of the Force is present, alive, not imprisoned and Not Tolerated, an 

additional 1% soldiers are required. 
 If the owner of the Force is Hated, the percentage of soldiers required is tripled, to a maximum percentage 

of 15% 
 
If the garrison is sufficiently strong to quell the potential rebellion, nothing happens. If there are not sufficient 
soldiers, and the Pop Seg hates the owner, there will be a rebellion. If there are not sufficient soldiers and the Pop 
Set is intolerant of the owner, there is a 50% chance of a rebellion. If the potential for a rebellion existed but none 
occurred, the Force owner will receive a conservative estimate of the required garrison to keep potential revolts 
from occurring in future. 

If there is a rebellion, the Pop Seg and the garrison will fight. Damage inflicted by the Pop Seg on the soldiers is 
based on racial CF quantity. Damage inflicted by soldiers on the Pop Seg are calculated in the same manner as is 
used in battles, with the following exceptions:  

 INV and DAM are not used 
 Fortification bonuses are ignored 
 Tactics are not used.   
 Missile Attacks, Special Attacks, and Charge Bonuses are not used in revolt warfare. 

 
The garrison will attempt to put down the rebellion causing as few casualties as possible, with the result that the 
soldiers’ AF will be 20% of their normal AF, unless they Hate the Pop Seg, in which case they will attempt to 
massacre them (the full soldiers’ AF is used). 

The Pop Seg attacks a random slot, and then continues attacking further slots until either they have no more 
damage to apportion, or the garrison is wiped out. Soldier attacks are calculated individually for each slot, and 
casualties inflicted on population types in the same order as described for Riots. All attacks occur simultaneously. 

If the garrison is wiped out and any Pop survive, the rebellion is considered successful.  

The consequences of a successful rebellion depend on the Force type. For locations, Underground Cities, and 
Cloud Castles, a new NPC Character will be generated as the successful Pop Seg elects a leader. This NPC will 
become the owner of the Force, and a small garrison equal to 10% of the Pop Seg's surviving Population, of the 
race of the successful rebelling Pop Seg, will be conscripted to serve as the rebel army. Entry conditions and 
encounter orders hostile to the race of the previous owner will be generated, and the new rebel leader will declare 
the previous owner as a Blood Enemy. For Legions, Nomad Camps, and Fleets, a successful revolt results in the 
Pop Seg fleeing in its entirety.  

No matter the result, all rebellions will cause each Pop Seg to lose SEI equal to 10 plus the percentage of 
casualties, and the Force between 1 – 25 SEI. 
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PART XIII: ORDERS  
> YOU WANT ME TO DO WHAT? < 

13 GAME ORDERS 

13.1 BACKGROUND 
When Legends began, players had to write out their orders in a semi-code form. These orders were posted to the 
GM, who input them into a computer so that the turn could be processed. With the creation of LPE, orders can 
now be written on computer, and sent as a file to the GM. LPE uses a point-and-click style of order writing, which 
means that it is not necessary to learn the order codes. However, these order codes, and the format used to create 
orders, still form the basis of order-writing, it is just that LPE can now create them for you, and so this chapter 
will take the traditional approach and describe each order, together with its code and details of how it works. 

13.2  KING’S PEACE 
Most games start with a period of King’s Peace during which player vs player activities are artificially curtailed. 

It is defined as follows:  

During King's peace you may not take actions which are intended to directly detriment another player. 

If you feel that someone has broken the spirit of this rule, contact the GM, who will look at the situation, talk with 
both players, and then make a judgement. The GM's ruling will be based on 'spirit' and 'intent'. 
 

13.3  SPECIAL ACTIONS 
Special Actions (SAs) are designed to cover new possibilities for orders that have not yet been coded. As such 
they cannot be issued in the normal manner, but instead take the form of descriptions of what is being attempted, 
which are sent (normally by email) to the GM. There are two kinds of special actions: standard and non-standard - 
standard special actions are almost (GM discretion) always successful.  

13.3.1 Standard Special Actions. 
1. Equip summoned creature - You may equip a target summoned character (ID 1200-1250). The item must  be in 
the same province as the target. The GM may on occasion turn down this SA. Any item displaced due to this 
equipping action is lost. 

2. Unbury character - A thief in the same province as a target buried character may capture the target.  The target's 
condition changes from buried to long dead. 

3. Remove MAR - Within one month of gaining permanent control of a previously unowned character, you may 
request to have any MAR shell removed from that character. 

There are sometimes other Standard special actions that are detailed in the module book.  

13.3.2 Non-Standard special actions  
These are designed to cover any eventuality arising in the game that does not seem to be covered by any other 
actions. Non-Standard special actions cannot be issued until a game has been running for six months, and even 
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If you are in any doubt about how or when to use a Special Action, please contact the GM. 

13.4 ORDER INFORMATION 

13.4.1 Sequence of Orders 
The orders given in a turn are processed in a specific sequence of categories, also known as phases. Orders can be 
issued for some or all phases, but only orders of the appropriate kind can be issued in any given phase. Which is 
to say that only Basic Orders can be issued in the Basic Orders phase. Within each phase, orders will be processed 
in the sequence they are given in the turn.  

Phases occurs in the following order: 
 Special Actions 
 Basic Orders 
 Character Orders (Pre Movement) 
 Encounter Orders 
 Military Orders (Pre Movement) 
 Movement Orders 
 Military Orders (Post Movement) 
 Character Orders (Post Movement) 

 

In addition, Production and Standing Orders can be issued. Production orders will change the Popseg’s production 
settings. Standing Orders will be processed immediately after production. Turns which consist only of Production 
and Standing orders are free and do not effect when you would normally be able to process turns. 

 Production Orders 
 Standing Orders 

 
Character, Fleet and Military Orders have two phases each, so that these orders may be issued at two different 
points in the turn. Certain Military orders may only be issued in the Pre Movement or Post Movement Military 
Order phase, others incur movement penalties and restrictions if issued in the Pre Movement Military Order 
phase, whilst Character Orders have no such restrictions. Only one Military order can be issued to each Force a 
turn. 

13.4.2 Chances of success 
Orders may have a chance of success, which is given as a description rather than a fixed percentage. Each 
description covers a range of percentage chance of success: 

 

Description Chance of Success 

One chance in seven hells 2% or less 
Only a prayer 3-14% 
One slim chance 15-24% 
Poor 25-34% 
Below average 35-44% 
So-so 45-54% 
Above average 55-64% 
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Good 65-74% 
Very good 75-84% 
Every advantage 85-94% 
No problems whatsoever 95% or better 

13.4.3 Sponsors 
The Sponsor of an order is the piece which is to carry out the order. Unless otherwise specified, the Sponsor must 
be owned by the position issuing the orders. If the Sponsor is a Character, then the Character can not be Stoned, 
Dead, Very Dead, Long Dead, Laid to Rest or a Prisoner, unless otherwise specified. Insane Characters have a 
70% chance that they will not attempt any order given to them.  

13.4.4 Piece-Type Clarifications 
Sequence of numbers are used more than once to describe the various types of pieces in Legends. For example, 
there may be both a Force 123 and a Character 123 in a game. For certain orders, then, letters are used in 
conjunction with numbers to distinguish between different pieces. When an order calls for such a Piece-Type 
identifier, it will should always be placed before the  piece number, with no space between them. For example, 
C123 would indicate Character 123. The common abbreviations for Piece-Type identifiers are: 

C Character 
F Force 
G Guild 
I Item 
M Market 
P Province 
PS Population Segment 
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13.4.5 Parameters 
Orders may have some or all of the following basic parameters: sponsor, target, item # and amount. If a parameter 
is not specified in the order, it should be left blank. 

In addition, some orders have optional parameters, which may or may not be required depending on what is being 
attempted.. If an order has optional parameters they will be specified here as parameters ‘A’, ‘B’, etc., but in the 
LPE you will be asked for the specific piece of information by name. For example, an optional parameter for the 
order A3: Adventure Completion is a force slot. In the description this is called parameter A, but in LPE it will be 
called the Force Slot parameter.  

Movement and Production Orders have different parameters, which are detailed in the appropriate sections. 

13.5 BASIC ORDERS 
Basic Orders deal with the manipulation of a position’s assets, and are divided into the following categories: 

A Adventure Orders 
B Basic Miscellaneous Orders 
E Engineer and Construction 
G Guild Orders 
L Legion/Force Manipulation Orders 
M Market Orders 
P Prisoner Orders 
O Overall Positional Policies 
Q Equip Characters 
T Transfer/Training/Pop Segments 
U Use and Disuse of items 
V View Orders 

 
Some Basic Orders use up a Character Action. However, these still occur in the Basic Order phase, not one of the 
Character Action phases. An order that uses a Character Action uses that action whether or not the order is 
successful. 
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13.5.1 Adventure Orders 

A1 ADVENTURE: INN GAMBLING 
A Character inside an Inn Guild that has a betting limit may try his luck with the game of ‘Sixes’. The Sponsor 
picks a number from 1 to 6, and if a random roll taken matches that number, he is paid 5 times his betting amount, 
up to the betting limit of the Inn. This order does not use a Character action. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Target: The Guild # to gamble in 

Amount: Amount of crowns to gamble 

‘A’: # (from 1-6) to gamble on 

A2 ADVENTURE REVIEW 
A Character who has obtained an Adventure number can view the Adventure. If the Character meets the 
Adventure’s information restrictions, they will receive a summary of the adventure, including what is required to 
complete it, and some or all of its rewards. This action uses a Character action regardless of whether or not it is 
successful.  

Sponsor: Character # 

Target: Adventure # to be reviewed 

A3 ADVENTURE COMPLETION 
Only a Character may complete an Adventure and claim its reward. There are many restrictions on Adventures 
and limits on the number of times a given Adventure can be done, specific to the particular Adventure. This action 
uses a Character action regardless of whether or not it is successful. Most Adventures have rewards affecting the 
Sponsor Character only, but others can affect the Sponsor Character and a target Character, Force, Guild or 
Marketplace. If an adventure gives a bonus to multiple different skills - then the character will gain the bonus to 
all the skills mentioned that the character has at the point he/she completes the adventure but any gains to other 
skills are lost. 

When an Adventure calls for the use of Items, Crowns or Prisoners, they must be either in the Sponsor Character’s 
immediate possessions or equipped by the Sponsor Character. Note however having an item required by an 
adventure equipped may cause the adventure completion to fail. When an Adventure has requirements base 
statistics (not enchanced by equipment/statuses/blesses etc) must be used when determining eligibility for 
Adventure completion. When an adventure requires you to be inside a Force then you must be directly in the 
Force, not within a Guild or party within the Force. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character who meets the conditions for completion of the Adventure 

Target: If the reward involves a Force, Guild, Market or another Character, it is indicated here with the 
appropriate Piece-Type Identifier 

Item #: Adventure # 

‘A’: If the reward is to affect the soldiers in a Force, then the slot number is indicated here 
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13.5.2 Basic Miscellaneous Orders 
Except for the Rest order (B10), none of these orders will use a Character action. 

B1 MASK OPTION 
This order controls whether the Sponsor piece is to show its Coat Of Arms, or if it is to be masked. 

Sponsor: Piece # plus Piece-type identifier 

‘A’: 0 = unmasked, 1 = masked 

B2 CHANGE MESSAGE 
Each position can have up to 10 messages written by the player and attached to pieces in the game that they own. 
This message will be seen by other players when they sight or view the piece Each message number can be up to 
two lines long, with each line containing up to 75 characters. When using LPE, the program will prompt you for 
the message text. This order is only used to write the message, not attach it: this is done by a separate order (B3). 
The most common message is one to give your contact information, enabling communication with other players. 

Sponsor: Message # to be changed 

B3 PLACE MESSAGE POINTER 
This order attaches an existing message to a Character, Force, Guild, Market, or to another message number 
controlled by the position. Attaching a message to another message enables longer messages to be created. The 
same message may be attached to multiple pieces. 

Sponsor: Message # to attach 

Target: # and Piece-Type Identifier of piece the message is to be attached to 

B4 REMOVE MESSAGE POINTER 
This order removes all messages from a specific piece. 

Sponsor: # and Piece-Type Identifier of Piece to remove messages from 

B5 PLACE MESSAGE IN GUILD MESSAGE BOARD 
Many Guilds have a message board. Any Character may place an existing message of their position on the board 
if they are inside the Guild. The Guild owner may change or place messages even if not present in the Guild. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Target: Guild # to post message in 

‘A’: Message # to post 

B6 CLEAR GUILD MESSAGE BOARD 
This order can only be issued by the Guild owner’s position. It clears messages in specific slots of the Guild’s 
message board. Parameters ‘A’ through ‘F’ are used to specify which slots will be cleared: ‘A’ corresponds to slot 
#1, ‘B’ to slot #2, etc. A value of ‘0’ indicates that you do not want the message in that slot changed. A value of 
‘1’ will clear the slot of messages. 

Sponsor: Guild # 
‘A – F’:  0 = keep message, 1 = clear message 
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B7 CHARACTER STEALTH ON/OFF 
This order enables a Character with Stealth skill to turn it off (0) or on (1). A Character with Stealth on (1) is 
trying to avoid being seen. A Character with Stealth on who has not already been assigned to a combat slot in 
another player's Force will refuse to accept a new assignment, but will respond if already assigned. 

Sponsor: Character # 

‘A’: 0 = stealth off, 1 = stealth on 

B8 CHARACTER COMBAT SLOT ASSIGNMENTS 
This order assigns Characters to command slots in a Force. Non-Player Characters who are not geased or charmed 
cannot be assigned to a slot. A Character who belongs to another player position can only be assigned to a combat 
if the Character does not have stealth on at the time the order is given. Only one Character may be assigned to 
command a given combat slot. Characters do not have to be assigned to combat slots in order to be in a Force, but 
will only participate in combat when assigned to a command slot. The overall commander of a force should be 
assigned to Slot 9. The overall commander may also be a slot commander. The Sponsor is the Force in which 
combat slots are to be assigned to characters, and up to 3 different Characters may be assigned to slots per order. 
To remove a Character from a slot, assign Character 0 to that slot. Note that Characters in a Party inside a place 
type Force under attack will not report to a combat slot assigned by the location. 

Sponsor: Force # 

‘A – F’: Character #/Slot # 

B9 ASSIGN FORCE ADMINISTRATOR 
A Location, Underground City, Cloud Castle or Nomad Camp can have an administrator assigned to them. An 
assigned administrator must have the Admin/Engineer skill, and at production will boost the SEI of the location 
by 2 times his Admin/Engineer skill rating before the extraction of resources and manufacture of items. The 
Administrator must be present inside the Location, either directly or inside a Guild or Party in the Force, and must 
be alive. To be assigned successfully, the Character and the target must be owned by the same position. However, 
once assigned the administrator will continue to serve even if the Force changes hands. Neither the assignment 
nor the generation of the SEI bonus at production uses a Character action. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Target: Force # to administrate 

B10 REST CHARACTER 
This order allows a Character to rest, and uses a Character action. The effect of resting is to reduce wounds, at a 
rate based on the constitution of the Character and his situation. Wounds are reduced by the following, up to a 
maximum of 33% wounds: 

 25% of constitution if in a Legion, Party, Nomad Camp, or Fleet 

 50% of constitution if in a Guild, Location, Underground City, Cloud Castle, Lair, or Ruin 

 50% of constitution plus Inn Strength if in an Inn 

Sponsor: Character # 
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B11 GIFT FORCE 
This order transfers a Force (either inactive or in play) from one Character to another. You may not gift Forces if 
it would leave your position with less than 15 Forces. Whenever there is a gift of a Force, there is a possibility that 
the Character involved does not agree with the transfer. The chance of this happening is calculated by comparing 
a random number between 1 – 50 to the loyalty rating of the Character. If the random number is greater than the 
loyalty rating, the order fails and the Character leaves the position and becomes an NPC, taking the Force, and 
sometimes any soldiers in it, with them. 

 Characters who are Charmed or Geased may not be ordered to gift Forces. 

 Summoned Characters may be ordered to gift Forces. 

 Characters do not lose or gain prestige when gifting Forces. 

 When gifting to another position, that player must have his positional acceptance of Gifts turned on to 
‘accept’ 

 Forces may not be gifted to an NPC 

Sponsor: Force # to be gifted 

Target: Character # to receive gift 

B12 GIFT SOLDIERS 
This order transfers the ownership of a slot of soldiers from your position to the position of another player. If the 
slot is empty and the Force owner subsequently transfers some of his own troops into this slot with a Transfer 
(T2) or an Extract (L5) order, then the slot ownership will revert back to the Force owner. Once a slot is owned by 
another player, only that owner may train troops (T1), re-equip (T16), retrain (T15) or disband the soldiers (T4). 
The Force owner may issue a switch of slots (T5) or a transfer of the soldiers out of his Force with a troop transfer 
(T2). The Force owner will not be able to extract troops he does not own from his Force with an Extract Order 
(L5). If you extract soldiers gifted to you from a Force that has moved, or which have been issued Military orders 
that are movement restricted, in the same turn as the gift order was issued, these troops will note be able to be 
given move orders in this turn. A Guild or a Marketplace has only one slot of soldiers, so if gifting Guild or 
Marketplace soldiers there is no need to designate a slot in Parameter ‘A’. 

Sponsor: Force # giving the gift 

Target: Character # to receive the gift 

‘A’: Slot # of Soldiers to be gifted 

B13 DROP CHARACTER 
A position may only control a maximum of 40 Characters, included starting, influenced and summoned 
Characters. This order is used to drop a Character, which becomes an NPC in the province they were dropped. 
You may not drop a main Character, or a Character who is geased or charmed. 

Sponsor: Character # to drop 
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B14 DECLARE BLOOD ENEMY 
This order allows a Character to declare a blood oath of hatred against another Character. A Character can have 
only one Blood Enemy, but may be the Blood Enemy of many other Characters. The Blood Enemy condition can 
be removed either through the use of magic (spell #40), or if the Character is the last character to inflict combat 
damage on the Blood Enemy in a combat where the Enemy dies.The death of the Character sworn as a Blood 
Enemy by another character, through long distance attacks such as Ego attacks, covert operations such as 
assassinations, and execution of a Character who is a prisoner, do not remove the Oath. In some modules, certain 
religions may be prohibited from having Blood Enemy oaths. 

The declaration of Blood Enemy gives a Character the following advantages in combat situations: 

 +50% of tactics (base plus status), if Character is overall commander, and Blood Enemy is overall 
commander of opposing Force. 

 +25% of tactics (base plus status), if Character’s Blood Enemy is on the opposite side of the combat but 
not the overall commander. 

 Damage directly inflicted by a Character against their Blood Enemy is doubled. 

 Declarations of Blood Enemies by main Characters with Marks may have additional effects on their 
targets 

Blood Enemies who are in the same province as one another have a chance of going berserk and initiating a one-
strike duel with their enemy. This Blood Duel is respected by all, and no interference is made by guards, etc. This 
may occur even if both Blood Enemies are owned by the same position. The chance of this happening is not 
known, and must be discovered in the course of play. In addition to voluntary declaration of a Blood Enemy, any 
Character who is not a Main or starting Secondary Character who has prestige, does not already have a blood 
enemy, who is alive, and has an ID number greater than 1000, will automatically declare the overall commander 
of any enemy Force that conquers his owned location as a Blood Enemy.  

Sponsor: Character # declaring blood enemy 

Target: Character # being declared a blood enemy 

B15 DECLARE FACTION 
If a Character has been sponsored into a faction by a Faction Leader (Order B22), then a Main Character may 
issue this order to join the faction. Only Main Characters may make this declaration. Different factions have 
public or private membership, different membership requirements, and different ways of maintaining 
membership, depending on the specific module.  

Sponsor: Position # joining faction 

Target: Faction being joined 

B16 DECLARE ALLY 
This order allows a Force to specify that it is allied to another position, for the purposes of avoiding an Encounter 
engagement triggered by its own encounter orders. It will not stop a military order attack, or an encounter order 
combat against a masked Force of an ally, or a Legion or a Nomad Camp from intercepting the Forces of an ally 
who has ordered his troops to attack a Force of the Legion or Nomad Camp’s position in the same province. 

A Force may have only two Allies declared in this manner.  

Sponsor: Force # declaring ally 

Target: Position # to be allied with 
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B17 DROP ALLY 
This removes a position from a Force’s list of allies. 

Sponsor: Force # dropping ally 

Target: Position # of ally to be dropped 

B18 DROP/RESIGN TITLE  
This order allows a Character to resign from/drop a title, if it may be dropped. Typically, titles which may be 
dropped that are earned through adventures, and are of a positive nature. The purpose of dropping titles is 
generally to avoid negatives when its requirements are checked and the Character is found lacking. Penalties for 
dropping a title depend on the specific title, and typically include loss of influence, base prestige or 
Characteristics. Some of these are described in the modules, others can be found through the use of the View Title 
order, but some can only be discovered through dropping the title. 

Sponsor: Character # dropping title 

Target: Title # being dropped 

B19 BURY CHARACTER 
This order allows a Force, Guild or another Character to bury a target Character. The target Character must be in 
some state of death, and in the same province as the Sponsor, though not necessarily in the same Force. 

If the sponsor is a force or guild, they must contain soldiers or live Characters. If the target Character is not a 
prisoner, any position may bury them. If the target Character is a prisoner, only the position of the Character’s 
captor may bury him. A Character who is a prisoner and alive can be buried by their captor’s position through the 
use of the P3 order.  

Burials are publicly recorded. Anyone viewing a province will get a report of all people buried in that province. 
The position which owns a Character who is buried will receive a report giving the date of burial, and the 
province in which they have been buried. A buried Character with a disease will not spread this disease, unless 
someone attempts to rob their grave (see order C14). 

Sponsor: # and Piece-Type Identifier of Character/Force/Guild performing burial 

Target: Character # being buried 

B20 TRAIN MOUNT TO WARMOUNT 
This order allows the Labourers in a Population Segment to train a mount and place it into the possessions of 
either a Character, Guild, Market or Force that is owned by the same position. Each mount requires one Labourer 
to train it, and this labourer cannot be used for anything else until after the next production. The cost of training a 
mount is equal to 1 crown for each combat factor of the Warmount to be created. The Crowns  and untrained 
mounts must be available in the Force where the Pop Segment is located. The target of the order is the location the 
Warmount(s) are to be placed in, and the Item # is the current item number of the mount to be trained. When they 
have been trained, the corresponding Warmount number will be given to the target. 

Sponsor: Pop Segment # doing training 

Target: # and Piece-Type Identifier of Character/Force/Guild/Market receiving the warmounts 

Amount: # of mounts to be trained 

Item #: # of the mount to be trained (not the Warmount race # to be trained) 
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B21 FORGET SPELL 
This order is used by Arcanists to drop a spell from their list of known spells. Priests and Familiars may not use 
this order. The order does not cost a Character action. Learning group spells will automatically cause spells 
covered by the group to be forgotten. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Item #: Spell # to be forgotten 

B22 DROP EMPTY POP SEG 
This order allows a Force to drop empty Population Segments. The Pop Seg ID number will disappear, and be 
added to list of available Pop Segs. Up to 7 Pop Segs can be dropped per order, by listing second and subsequent 
Pop Segs to be dropped in the parameters. (See order T8 for details on how to create a new Pop Seg.) 

Sponsor: Force # to drop Pop Seg 

Target: Pop Seg # to be dropped 

‘A – F’: Additional Pop Seg #s to be dropped 

B23 DROP POP SEG AND DISPERSE POPULATION 
This order allows a Force to drop Population Segments that are not empty. The Pop Seg ID number will 
disappear, and be added to list of available Pop Segs. The Population will disappear from the game. Up to 7 Pop 
Segs can be dropped per order, by listing second and subsequent Pop Segs to be dropped in the parameters. (See 
order T8 for details on how to create a new Pop Seg.) 

Sponsor: Force # to drop Pop Seg 

Target: Pop Seg # to be dropped and its Population dispersed 

‘A – F’: Additional Pop Seg #s to be dropped and their Population dispersed 

B24 SPONSOR INTO FACTION 
Factions have leaders who have achieved their leadership through the completion of adventures. Leaders may then 
invite (sponsor) other player positions to join the faction that they lead. The proposed member must meet the 
membership requirements at the time of invitation. Check carefully, as modules have differing methods of 
maintaining faction membership. Once a Character has been invited, they may then issue a Declare Faction order 
(B15) to join.  

Note: This order may require GM assistance - if you intend to issue this order please contact us after becoming a 
faction leader to make sure that the order runs smoothly. 

Sponsor: Character # sponsoring 

Target: Character # being sponsored 

‘A’: Faction # 
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13.5.3 Engineering & Construction Orders 

E1 ENGINEER AND CONSTRUCT A SHIP 
This order is used to assemble ship units into a ship. 1 labourer is required for every 5 ship units to be assembled. 
The Pop Segment that Sponsors the order must supply all the labourers. It is not possible to build part of a ship 
with this order in the hope of completing it next turn – if you have insufficient ship units to produce the amount of 
ships requested the entire order will fail. Ship units required to build the ships must be in the possessions of the 
Force containing the Sponsor Pop Segment. The ships will be built and placed in the possessions of that Force. 
Ships may be built in any type of Force. 

Sponsor: Pop Segment # supplying labourers 

Amount: # of ships to be constructed 

Item #: Ship ID # (type) being constructed 

E2 ENGINEER AND BUILD FORTIFICATIONS 
This order is used to build fortifications in Places – typically locations, Underground Cities, and Cloud Castles. 
You may not build fortifications in Legions, Fleets, Nomad Camps or Parties, and you should not consider 
building them in lairs and Ruins. 

The Sponsoring Pop Segment may be in any type of Force. Materials required to build the fortifications must be 
in the possessions of the Force containing the Sponsor Pop Segment. The Character with Engineer skill who will 
oversee the construction must be in the same province as the Sponsoring Pop Segment. The engineer Character 
must expend a Character action to oversee the labourers, who will work at the rate of 30 times the character’s base 
Admin/engineer skill rating. 

Sponsor: The Population Segment # supplying labourers. 

Target: The place where the fortifications are to be built. 

‘A’: The Character who is the engineer for the project 

‘B’: The type of fortification being built: 

1 Walls   
2 Ditches   
3 Moats   
4 Tower strength 
5 Gatehouse strength 
6 Main Keep strength 
 

‘C’: If Ditches or Moats are being built, then the new quantity. Or, if Walls are being built, then the 
type of wall (if adding to an existing wall, the current type must be given): 

1 Earth   
2 Wood   
3 Stone 
4 Imp. Stone  
5 Superior  
6 Legendary 
 

 ‘D’: If Walls, Gatehouse, Tower or Keep are being built, then how many additional strength points are 
to be added. 
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13.5.4 Guild Orders 
None of these orders will use a Character action. 

G1 GUILD TO INFLUENCE SEI 
A Guild may use its effective strength to increase or decrease the SEI of its host location. The amount the SEI can 
be altered by is based on the Guild’s type and the strength used. Church, Thieves and Merchant Guilds have an 
effect equal to double their strength. Residence Guilds can not affect SEI. All others have an effect equal to their 
strength. Guild strength used in this manner is not ‘lost’: it is merely not available for any other use that month. 

Sponsor: Guild # 

Amount: Amount of strength being used to change SEI 

‘A’: 1 = Increase SEI, -1 = Decrease SEI 

G2 GUILD WAR 
The order allows a Guild to attack another Guild. The losing Guild suffers a loss of 1 point of strength or 10% of 
its Guild strength, whichever is the greater. The chance of success is equal to the number of Guild strength points 
used, as a ratio of the total strength points in the target. For example, if a Guild uses 4 strength points to attack a 
Guild with strength 16, they will have a 25% chance of success. The attacking Guild does not have to use all its 
strength points in the action, and you can choose to attack the same Guild more than once in the same turn by 
issuing more than one Guild War order. There is a chance that the Guild war will spill out into the Guild’s 
location, resulting in a loss of SEI for the location. The chance of such a disturbance is equal to 1% for each point 
of Guild strength used in the attack. If there is a disturbance then both Guilds may also lose base strength points, 
in which case the location will lose further SEI equal to twice the amount of strength used in the attack. 

Sponsor: Guild # declaring war 

Target: Guild # being declared upon 

Amount: Strength being used by sponsoring guild 

G3 SET GUILD PRODUCTION TOGGLES 
Non-Merchant Guilds have five basic Guild production settings, or ‘toggles’, whilst Merchant Guilds have eight 
options. These determine how the Guild will spend it’s effective strength during production, and are set in 
Parameter ‘A’. This order is also used to set the cost of buying skill knowledge, items and spells from the Guild; 
these are set using the remaining Parameters. 

Sponsor: Guild # 

‘A’: Production Toggle 

Standard Guild Production Toggles  Merchant Guild Production Toggles 
Toggle Income Strength  Toggle Income Strength Tradegoods
1 100% 0%  1 100% 0% 0% 
2 80% 20%  2 50% 25% 25% 
3 50% 50%  3 20% 40% 40% 
4 20% 80%  4 50% 50% 0% 
5 0% 100%  5 50% 0% 50% 
    6 0% 100% 0% 
    7 0% 0% 100% 
    8 0% 50% 50% 
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Parameters ‘B’ – ‘E’  

 

Magic Guild:  ‘B’ Price to learn any of the nine Arcane skills 

  ‘C’ Price to learn spell #1 posted in the Guild 

  ‘D’ Price to learn spell #2 posted in the Guild 

  ‘E’ Price to learn spell #3 posted in the Guild 

  (To remove a spell from a slot, enter a price of -1 for the slot to be removed.) 

 

Assassins' Guild: ‘B’ Price to learn Assassin skill (#12) 

  ‘C’ Price to learn Stealth skill (#14) 

 

Thieves' Guild:  ‘B’ Price to learn skill of Thief (#15) 

  ‘C’ Price to learn skill of Spy (#13) 

  ‘D’ Price to learn skill of Stealth (#14) 

 

Merchants' Guild: ‘B’ Price to learn skill of Merchant (#16) 

 

Ranger Order:  ‘B’ Price to learn skill of Ranger (#24) 

  ‘C’ Price to learn skill of Stealth (#14) 

 

Knighthood Order:‘B’ Price to learn skill of Berserker (#19) 

  ‘C’ Price to learn skill of Knight (#20) 

  ‘D’ Price to learn skill of Swordmaster (#21) 

  ‘E’ Price to learn skill of Axemaster (#22) 

  ‘F’ Price to learn skill of Bowmaster (#23) 

 

Bard College:  ‘B’ Price to learn skill of Bard (#11) 

  ‘C’ Price to learn skill of Admin/Engineer (#18) 

 

Inns:  ‘B’ Betting limit 

  ‘C’ Price to learn skill of Rumourmonger (#17) 

 

Fairs/Tourneys:  ‘B’ Skill to be used for comparisons 

  ‘C’ Used to set prize amount in Crowns 

 

Church Guilds:  ‘B’ Price to learn skill of Priest (#10)  

  (only if the character has the same religion as that of the church) 
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G4 CREATE POTIONS AND ELIXIRS 
Assassin, Ranger and Alchemists Guilds can create certain standard potions. The order causes the Guild to make 
the potions. The ingredients must be available in the possessions of the Guild. Guild Strength points equal to the 
quantity of potions made will be used. Non-standard potions (ID #451+) cannot be made by a Guild. 

ID# Potion Guild Type Ingredients 
400 Poison 1 Assassin 1 Mandrake #423 
401 Poison 2 Assassin 1 Nightshade #425 
402 Healing 1 Alchemist, Ranger 1 Ginger Root #424 
403 Healing 2 Ranger 1 Asarum #427 
404 Antidote 1 Alchemist, Assassin 1 Silverleaf #426 
405 Antidote 2 Assassin 1 Asarum #427 
406 Silversheen Alchemist 1 Mandrake #423 
407 Invisibility Alchemist 1 Nightshade #425 
445 Diplomat's Alchemist 1 Mandrake #423 
446 Redmist Alchemist 1 Silverleaf #426 
447 Greydust Alchemist 1 Cinderoak #428 
448 Almonquava Alchemist 1 Silverleaf #426 
449 Fairy Dust Alchemist 1 Meldorian #429 
450 Strength Alchemist 1 Mandrake #423 

 
Sponsor: Guild # 

Amount: # of Potions to be made 

Item #: Potion ID # to be made 

G5 GUILD ENTRY CONDITIONS AND COSTS 
This order sets the Guild entry conditions for Characters who use the T11 order and do not want to try to sneak in. 
The Guild owner sets the general entrance fee in Crowns (the Amount parameter). He may further detail a 
discriminating clientele by using parameters ‘A’ and ‘B’ accordingly. 

Sponsor: Guild # 

Amount: Entrance Fee 

 ‘A’  ‘B’  Description 
0    No entrance conditions 
1  Character # Prevents Character # from entering 
2    Prevents masked Characters from entering 
3    Prevents Unmasked Characters from entering (very odd) 
4 Position #  Prevents anyone in this position # (same as main) from entering OR anyone 

masked 
5  Race #  Prevents anyone of this race from entering OR anyone masked 
6  Race #  Allows only people of this race to enter who are unmasked 
7  Position # Allows only this position to enter, who are unmasked 
8  Faction # Allows only this faction to enter, who are unmasked 
9  Faction # Prevents this faction from entering OR anyone masked 
10  Skill #  Allow only Characters with this skill to enter, who are unmasked 
11  Skill #  Prevents Characters with this skill from entering OR anyone masked 
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G6 SET GUILD TAX RATE AND SOLDIER AMOUNT 
This order is used by the host Place to set conditions on the Guild inside it. The Amount parameter is used to set 
taxes at a rate between 0 and 100 with decimals to one place allowed. The ‘A’ parameter is used to set the soldier 
limit on the Guild. This may not be negative or over 32,767. Taxes are based on the Population of the Place. A tax 
rate of 100% means that 100% of the possible earnings of the Guild, if the Guild was set at a toggle for 100% 
revenue would be taxed and taken. You may not raise taxes above 100%. If the Guild does not have the money at 
the time of the production taxation then there will be a loss of Guild strength from of 1 to 2 points. The soldier 
limit is how many soldiers may be placed in the Guild by the owner. If this number is changed to a number less 
than those present then the effect is only applied when the Guild owner changes the number of soldiers physically 
in the Guild. 

Sponsor: Force # (where Guild resides) 

Target: Guild # 

Amount: Tax Rate 

‘A’:  Maximum # of soldiers allowed in the Guild 

G7 GUILD ASSIGNED TO COMBAT SLOT 
This order allows a Force with a Guild in to request that soldiers from the Guild be made ready to aid in the 
Force’s defence. A combat slot (1 to 8) of the host Force is assigned for the soldiers of the Guild to report to. The 
soldiers will only report if there are no soldiers in the combat slot at the time of combat, even if the soldiers in the 
slot are identical to those of the Guild: the slot must be empty of soldiers. If more than one Guild has soldiers 
assigned to report to the same slot then the oldest Guild will have priority (the order Guilds are listed in the Force 
Overview is also the order they were built): multiple Guilds with soldiers assigned to the same slot will not have 
their soldiers combined to defend the Place.. If this order has been given to a Guild but at the time of combat the 
Guild has no soldiers to contribute, and there is another Guild present with soldiers assigned to report to the slot, 
then they will do so. Guild soldiers assigned to defend a location are not seen when the province is scouted or 
scryed, so Guild soldiers can be used as a surprise element by the defender. 

Sponsor: Force # requesting aid 

Target: Guild # providing aid 

 ‘A’:  Slot # for Guild soldiers to be placed in, or 0 to un-assign Guild soldiers 

G8 GUILD DEFENCE OPTION ACCEPTANCE 
Just because place wants a Guild to defend it does not mean that the Guild owner wants to commit his soldiers! 
This order allows the Guild to specify whether its troops will defend a location. 

Sponsor: Guild # 

‘A’:  0 = Will not defend the Force it is in, 1 = Will defend the Force it is in 
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G9 GUILD TO BUILD FACILITY  
Guilds may build facilities if one of your Characters owns the guild (this is not restricted to only Main Character). 
The materials for the building must be in the possession of the Guild, the Character must have the necessary 
(base) mana, and the Force the Guild is in cannot be under siege. The Sponsor is the Guild, and the target is the 
type of facility to be built. A Guild can only have one facility of any given type. Any Mana requirement is taken 
from the Guild owner (who need not be present). 

Type # Facility Guild Type Materials Effects 

1 Dungeon Residence 50 Iron, 50 Stone -50 to Escape 
2 Shrine Church 25 Holy Symbols +3 Pray, +6 Holy Recovery
3 Palace Residence 250 P.Stone, 250 Lumber +5 Prestige, +5 Inf. (main Character inside guild)
4 Crown Vault All 25 Iron, 25 Stone -50 to steal Crowns 
5 Library Bard’s College 25 stone, 250 Soft +25 to study any skill or attribute
6 Joust Field Knight 100 Lumber +25 to study Knight 
7 Arboretum Ranger 100 Lumber +25 to study Ranger 
8 Stable Ranger 25 Mithril, 25 Mana +10% herd growth (bonus may vary)
9 Enchanted Magic 100 Mithril, 35 Mana +50% Runemaster value to make items
 

Sponsor: Guild # 

Target: Facility to be built 

G10 DROP GUILD  
A Guild may be dropped from a position. If the Guild number is one of the inactive reserve Guild numbers, then 
there is no negative effect. If the Guild is active and directly owned by the Main Character (#1 to #200), then the 
Main Character’s base prestige is reduced by 1 plus the square root of the Guild strength. Base prestige may go 
negative as a result. If the Guild is owned by a Character other than a main Character (#201+), then before the 
Guild is dropped the Guild owners’ loyalty is reduced by 1 –  70% by the current Guild owner. Then a loyalty 
check is made by comparing a random number between  1 – 50  to the new loyalty of the owner. If the random 
number is greater than the owners’ loyalty, the Character refuses to drop the Guild, and instead both the Character 
and the Guild become NPCs.  

All active Guilds which are dropped will lose between 0 and 10 base Guild strength, and have their production 
toggle set to ‘3’. Prices for existing services and entrance fees may also be randomly adjusted by between 1 –   
250 Crowns. Entry conditions will be set to neutral. Soldiers inside the Guild may either vanish, or revert to a 
neutral ownership.  

This order cannot be given if the owner of the Guild is under Geas or Charm. 

Sponsor: Guild # being dropped 
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13.5.5 Legion & Force Manipulation Orders 
None of these orders will use a Character action. 

L1 ACTIVATE FORCE  
This order takes an inactive Force that your position owns (as listed on your position’s reserve list of Forces), 
activates it, and places it in the province designated. Forces may not be activated in the Astral Planes with this 
order, only on the main world map. A Force will then generally be automatically designated as either a Party, 
Legion or Nomad Camp, depending on what is placed into it after activation. An activated Force is always placed 
‘outside’ in the field of a province, even when there is a Place-type Force in the province. When a Force is 
activated it is set up with the following defaults: 

 Masked,  

 No Military Orders 

 No slot commanders assigned 

 No Encounter Orders 

 Owned by Main Character 

 Reserve Options will be Tactical Reserve 

 Will not Accept Externals 

 No Magic Shells 

 Retreat is set at 33% losses  

 No allies 

 No Messages Attached,  

 
Sponsor: Force # being activated 

Target: Province # to be placed in 

L2 DEACTIVATE FIELD FORCE: PARTY/LEGION/NOMAD CAMP/FLEET 
Field Forces that are to be deactivated must be empty of all items, people in Population Segments, Characters and 
soldiers. This includes Characters belonging to other positions in your Force that you may not be aware of. When 
a Force is deactivated all its settings are lost, including effects of spells which had been cast on it, allies, 
commanders, retreat setting, etc. However, the owner of the Force does not change, and Population Segments that 
are empty will remain with the Force, so that if it is reactivated they will remain. Places (Locations, Underground 
Cities, Cloud Castles, Lairs and Ruins) may not be deactivated using this order: if you wish to deactivate a Place it 
must first be converted to a Legion (see order L3). Major Module Forces – typically those listed in the module 
book within the number range of 3001 to 3100 – may not be deactivated. 

Sponsor: Force # being deactivated 
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L3 FORCE CONVERSION 
The order is used to change the classification of a Force from one sub-type to another. The Force must be directly 
in a province, which is to say it cannot be inside another Force. Most spells in effect on the Force, all existing 
internal allocations of command structures, and reserve slot tactics, will remain. Major Module Forces – typically 
those listed in the module book within the number range of 3001 to 3100 – may not be converted. Forces 
converting to locations, or underground cities, lose any remaining effects from the Charm of Silence spell. The 
following conversions are allowed: 

1. Legion, Nomad Camp, Party to Fleet 

Once changed to a Fleet, the Force can then be assigned ships and prepare to sail. 

2. Fleet to Legion, Nomad Camp or Party 

Ships will be placed in the possessions of the Force. Depending on the presence of Characters, soldiers and nomad 
Populations, the computer will determine whether the Force converts to a Legion, Nomad Camp or a Party. 

3. Fleet, Legion, Nomad Camp or Party to a Location 

This option changes the field-type Force to a Location-type Force, so that you can build walls, set non nomadic 
Population to work, etc. Can only be done in a non-sea, non-ocean province (coastal provinces are acceptable). 

4. Fleet, Legion or Nomad Camp to an Underground City 

Identical to #3 above, except that Parties cannot do this. The new Force category is an Underground City, and the 
initial size set to 10. 

5. Location, Underground City to a Party 

For this conversion to work the location cannot have any fortifications (moats, ditches, walls, keep, gatehouse or 
towers), Guilds, Markets, possessions, soldiers, Characters, or Population in Pop Segments. The Party can then be 
deactivated using order L2. The Location’s SEI will be lost. 

Field Forces that receive Nomad Pop may be changed automatically from a Party/Legion to a Nomad Camp. 
 

Sponsor: Force # being converted 

‘A’: Conversion # 

L4 FLEET ASSIGNMENTS 
This order is used to assign ships that are in the possession of a Fleet to its combat slots. You may only have one 
type of ship in a slot. You may allocate ships to 2 different slots at a time by using the two groupings of 
parameters A-B-C, and E-F-G. To remove ships from a specified slot and place them back in the Sponsor Force’s 
possessions, specify 0 for the amount of ships in a slot. 

Note: To change the amount of ships assigned to an existing slot requires two orders: one to remove all ships, and 
then a second to reassign them. 
 

 Sponsor: Fleet # 

‘A & E’: # of Ships 

‘B & F’: Ship ID # (see table below) 

‘C & G’: Combat Slot # 
 
 
 
 

† = not available in every module 

ID# Name ID# Name 
388 War Galley † 394 Small Merchant
389 Runner 395 Merchant 
390 Light Raider 396 Dragon Ship †
391 Light Warship 397 Troop Carrier †
392 Heavy Warship 398 Raft † 
393 Dreadnought 399 Heavy Raider †
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L5 EXTRACT SOLDIERS AND CHARACTERS FROM A FORCE 
This order takes all of your Characters and soldiers from the Sponsor Force and puts them into a target Force that 
you own. You may use an inactive Force as the target, which will automatically cause the Force to be activated in 
the same province as the Sponsor Force. (When extracting into an inactive Force, remember that the Force will be 
activated with all the default settings of an L1 order). The Sponsor need not be a Force that you own, but you 
must own the Characters and Soldiers, so that this order allows you to extract your soldiers and Characters from 
someone else’s force. The extraction will only take your soldiers and Characters that are directly in the Sponsor 
Force: it will not affect Characters and soldiers in a Guild or Party within the Sponsor Force, nor will it affect 
prisoners of the Sponsoring Force.  

When extracting soldiers from a Force not owned by you, they may not then move if the Sponsor's Force had 
movement or military orders changed in the period since your last turn. This prevents soldiers moving via the 
technique known as ‘Rolling Thunder’, in which Player 1 moves a Force with Player 2’s soldiers in it, then Player 
2 extracts the troops and continues to move them, in effect allowing a group of soldiers to move more than once in 
a turn.   

Because of this, it is important to take care when you and your allies are swapping troops between your positions: 
Every Force has a ‘flag’ which indicates whether they have moved or changed military orders in a turn, and is not 
cleared until the start of their next turn. If you extract troops, they take the ‘moved’ flag of the force they are 
leaving with them to the new Force. (This is what prevents them from moving again later in the turn, or being 
extracted by a second player and moved again until the next turn.). If, then, you issue a sequence of extractions 
the ‘moved’ flag is transferred to all the Forces involved, and this may result in a Force not being able to move 
even if the soldiers in it haven’t moved yet in a turn.  

It is possible to use the Rolling Thunder technique for Characters, if a Character first moves with another player's 
force, and you then extract them with this order before moving that force (and thus the character again). This is 
often combined with having the character teleport into a third force. 

When extracting troops, the soldiers will be moved one slot at time, starting with slot 1 of the Sponsor Force. The 
soldiers will be placed in the first slot of identical troops (the same race, equipment, status and training-type) in 
the target Force, or if there is no such slot, in the first empty slot. This could result in troops being merged that 
have different training levels and morale, with an appropriate rounding down of the weighted average. If you have 
gifted a slot of soldiers in your target Force to another player and there are no soldiers there, then the extraction 
order will negate the slot designation, and use that slot as an empty slot. If there is a slot of soldiers in the target 
Force that you do not own then identical troops will not be moved from the Sponsor force and merged with this 
slot. If there is no room in the target Force, then the slot will not be moved.  

Sponsor: Force # being extracted from 

Target: Force # to receive soldiers and/or Characters 
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L6 SET FORCE RESERVE OPTIONS 
The back 3 slots of a Force (6, 7 and 8) are the Reserve Slots. These slots may be given any one of 13 different 
tactical orders, which they will follow in the event of combat (see Combat section for details of these options). 
The reserve options are ordered using parameters. A summary of the options allowed for slots are: 

Slot #6 Slot #7 Slot #8 Options 

Yes No No 1: Flank Left 
No No Yes 2: Flank Right 
Yes No No 3: Support Missile: Left 
Yes Yes No 4: Support Missile: Left Centre 
Yes Yes Yes 5: Support Missile: Centre 
No Yes Yes 6: Support Missile: Right Centre 
No No Yes 7: Support Missile: Right 
Yes Yes Yes 8: Tactical Reserve 
Yes Yes No 9: Charge Left 
Yes Yes Yes 10: Charge Centre 
No Yes Yes 11: Charge Right 
Yes Yes Yes 12: Counter Charge 
Yes Yes Yes 13: Opportunity Charge 

 

Sponsor: Force # 

‘A’:  Slot 6 (Left Reserve) Option 

‘B’:  Slot 7 (Centre Reserve) Option 

‘C’:  Slot 8 (Right Reserve) Option 

L7 SET LOSS PERCENTAGE 
The losses that a Force with soldiers in will accept before trying to retreat can be set from 0% to 100%. An 
acceptable loss of 0% means that the Force will automatically attempt to retreat at the first possible moment. A 
setting of 100% means that they will never attempt to retreat. In the case of Places (Locations, Underground 
Cities, Cloud Castles, Ruins and Lairs) there is rarely any point in having less than a 100% retreat rate, since if the 
Force is conquered the surviving soldiers are disbanded as unskilled (unless they have a status) and are then lost 
anyway. This retreat rate applies to the attempt to retreat in an orderly manner, and troops who fail morale checks 
may flee before this level is reached. For purposes of ascertaining whether the retreat rate has been reached, losses 
are calculated based on overall army Combat Factors, comparing the starting amount to the remaining amount 
after taking into account soldiers/Characters killed or routed. The retreat rate also applies to Characters. The 
default value for a newly activated force is always 33%. 

Sponsor: Force # 

Amount: Retreat % 
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L9 BUILD GUILD 
Guilds may only be built by a Sponsor Force which is in the same province as the Target Force that is to contain 
the new Guild. Target and the Sponsor may be the same Force. The Character that is to own the new guild must 
be Alive, have the necessary Base skill and attribute ranks to own the guild, and be owned by the sponsor’s 
position. 

Sponsor: Force # with the labour and the materials required to build the Guild 

Target: Place (Force #) where the Guild is to be built 

Amount: Guild # from your reserve Guild list that is to be used 

Item #: Guild Type # (see below) 

‘A’:  Character # (must be in same province and able to head the Guild) 

‘B’:  Pop Segment # in Sponsor Force that will perform the actual labour of making the Guild 

‘C – G’: Name of Guild, not to exceed 20 Characters 

The Guild types are: # - Type # - Type 
 1 - Magic 7 - Bard  

2 - Assassin 8 - Alchemist  
3 - Thieves 9 - Inn  

 4 - Merchant 10 - Fair/ Tournament 
 11-20 - Church† 5 - Ranger 
 

6 - Knight 21 - Residence  
†: 11 = Church of religion 1, 12 = Church of religion 2, etc. 

L10 CREATE MARKETPLACE 
This order creates a Marketplace in a target Force. The Sponsor must have 3,000 Crowns to spend on the venture 
(2000 of which are moved into the market’s possessions and some crowns should be added to it’s working capital 
lest the market disappear at production), and the Sponsor position must have a Character with the skill of 
Merchant in the same province who can be the owner of the Market. One of the advantages of a Marketplace is 
that it allows the owner to sell tradegoods directly to the Population, without having to have a Merchant present to 
do so (see order M9). It does not require any labour to create a Marketplace. 

Sponsor: Force # that has the crowns to spend on the Marketplace 

Target: Force # that is to host the Marketplace 

 ‘A’:  Merchant (Character #) that will own the Marketplace 

‘B’:  Marketplace # from your reserve Marketplace list that is to be used 

‘C – G’: Name of Marketplace, not to exceed 20 Characters. 

L11 DROP INACTIVE FORCE 
This order is used to drop an Inactive Force (one that is not currently on the game map). You may not drop a 
Force if it would leave you with less than 15 Forces. As a position can only own 30 Forces, this is often necessary 
to enable the conquest of new Forces. 

Sponsor: Force # to be dropped 
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L12 ABANDON ACTIVE FORCE  
This order is used to drop an active Force (one that is on the game map). This will remove the Force from your 
control, and leave the Force on the map as an NPC Force. Population in the Force will become NPCs, whilst 
soldiers will remain yours. If the Force is owned by a Character other than a Main Character, that Character may 
lose loyalty, and if sufficient loyalty is lost they (together with any owned guilds/Forces) may become NPCs. Be 
very careful when issuing this order, as it can result in more assets being lost than you were intending. Forces 
owned by Geased or charmed Characters cannot issue this order. 

Sponsor: Force # to be abandoned 

13.5.6 Marketing Orders 
None of these orders will use a Character action. 

M1 CHANGE MARKETPLACE PRICES ON EXISTING ITEMS 
This order allows Marketplaces that already have assigned items to be marketed to change their prices and 
purchase/sell relations. An item may not be priced over 3,276.7 Crowns. Prices can be given to up to one decimal 
place; for example, 15.6 Crowns. 

Sponsor: Marketplace # you own 

Amount: Price (per item) 

Item #: Item # that is already being marketed 

‘A’:  1 = Sell, 2 = Buy 

M2 OPEN MARKET SLOT TO SELL ITEM 
Each Marketplace has 18 transaction ‘slots’, or stalls which can buy or sell an item. To open a Market slot that is 
unused, you must indicate what is to be sold, how much of that item is available for sale, and how much to sell it 
for. The first available transaction slot will be used. The items must be in the possessions of the Marketplace. 
These items will then be moved from the possessions to the ‘sell’ slots of the Market, where they cannot be stolen. 
This order is to assign new items for sale – to change what is available in an existing slot, use the M1 order. 

Sponsor: Marketplace # 

Amount: # of items available for sale 

Item #: Item # for sale 

‘A’:  Price to (per item) 
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M3 OPEN MARKET SLOT TO BUY ITEM 
The opposite of the M2 order, this order is used to open a slot and have a Marketplace attempt to buy something 
new. The first available transaction slot will be used. The Crowns for the purchase must be available in the 
possessions of the Market, and are then placed into its Working Capital. Note that the Investment percentage (see 
order M10) controls the amount of the Working Capital that may actually be spent on a single purchase. Once a 
slot is open to buy, other players may sell the appropriate items to the Marketplace. NPCs will generally not be 
involved in Marketplace transactions. 

Sponsor: Marketplace # 

Amount: # of items to purchase 

Item #: Item # that is to be purchased 

‘A’:  Maximum Price to pay per item 

M4 CLOSE MARKET TRANSACTION SLOT 
This orders closes an existing Market transaction slot that is open. If the slot had a sell order then the items are 
returned to the possessions of the Market. If the slot had a buy order then the Crowns are taken from the Market's 
Working Capital and placed back in its possessions (note first changing the price for a buy slot appropriately will 
allow you to empty the Working Capital and thus close a Market). Some NPC Marketplaces may not have started 
with much Working Capital, and so if these have buy slots closed you will not be given funds beyond their actual 
Working Capital. 

Parameter ‘A’ is used to indicate which transaction slot is to be closed. 

‘A’:  Slot # to be closed 

M5 SELL TRADEGOODS TO MARKETPLACE 
This order allows tradegoods to be sold to a marketplace, and may be given by a Sponsor Character (without 
requiring the use of an action), Guild, Force or another Marketplace, as long as the Sponsor is in the same 
province as the target Marketplace, and that Marketplace is not in a Force that is under siege. The tradegoods to 
be sold must be in the direct possession of the Sponsor. The tradegoods are valued based on their distance from 
the province of manufacture to the province that the Marketplace is in at the time of sale. The funds for the 
purchase come out of the Marketplace’s general Working Capital, and the amount that will be spent is limited by 
both the investment percentage (order M10) and the amount in the Working Capital. Unlike specific item order 
purchases, all Markets have automatic buy orders for tradegoods regardless of origin, as long as there is an empty 
Market transaction slot. The tradegoods purchased will automatically be placed back for sale at the base price paid 
(before bonuses, if bought from a Character with Merchant Skill), plus a mark up of 1% to 20%. 

Sponsor: Character/Guild/Force/Marketplace # selling items and Piece-Type Identifier 

Target: Marketplace # 

Amount: # of items to be sold 

Item #: Tradegoods Item # 
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M6 SELL ITEMS TO MARKETPLACE 
This order allows items to be sold to a marketplace, and can be given by a Sponsor Character (without requiring 
the use of an action), Guild, Force or another Marketplace, as long as the Sponsor is in the same province as the 
target Marketplace, and that Marketplace is not in a Force that is under siege. The items must be in the direct 
possession of the Sponsor. The seller designates the item # and the amount of that item to be sold, and, in 
Parameter ‘A’, the minimum price that will be accepted. This protects the seller from a sudden drop in the Market 
price. Note this order may fail if a Market has insufficient Working Capital or a low investment percentage. 

Sponsor: Character/Guild/Force/Marketplace # selling items and Piece-Type Identifier 

Target: Marketplace # to purchase items 

Amount: # of items to sell 

Item #: Item # that is to be sold 

‘A’:  Minimum price per item to sell for 

M7 BUY ITEMS FROM MARKETPLACE 
This order allows items to be purchased from a marketplace, and can be given by a Sponsor Character (without 
requiring the use of an action), Guild, Force or another Marketplace, as long as the Sponsor is in the same 
province as the target Marketplace, and that marketplace is not in a Force that is under siege. The crowns required 
to purchase the items must be in the direct possession of the Sponsor. The Sponsor designates the item # and the 
amount of that item to purchase, and, in Parameter ‘A’, the maximum price that will be offered. The item 
purchased is placed in the direct possessions of the Sponsor. 

Sponsor: Character/Guild/Force/Marketplace # buying items and Piece-Type Identifier 

Target: Marketplace # to purchase items from 

Amount: # of items to buy 

Item #: Item # that is to be purchased 

‘A’:  Maximum price to pay for each item 

M8 MARKETPLACE INTERNAL TRANSFER 
This order allows a Marketplace to restock the quantities of goods already offered for sale, and put more money 
into its Working Capital (specify a number of item 409 if you want to add crowns from possession into working 
capital). The order does not require the transaction slot of the Marketplace, since a Market cannot have duplicate 
item numbers for sale. Up to 4 different quantities and items can be updated – these items move from the 
possessions of the Market into it’s sell slots. You cannot have more than 32,767 of an item for sale. 

Sponsor: Marketplace # 

Amount: # of items or amount of crowns (for item detailed in Item #) 

Item #: Item # 

‘A’:  # of items or amount of crowns (for item detailed in ‘B’) 

‘B’:  Item # 

‘C’:  # of items or amount of crowns (for item detailed in ‘D’) 

‘D’:  Item # 

‘E’:  # of items or amount of crowns (for item detailed in ‘F’) 

‘F’:  Item # 
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M9 MARKET BAZAAR 
This order allows a Marketplace sell tradegoods in its possessions (not in a transaction slot) directly to a 
Population Segment that is in the same province as the Marketplace, providing that the Force the Marketplace is 
in is not under siege. The amount that may be sold to a Population Segment in any given production month from 
all sources cannot be greater than 10% of the Population quantity. If a greater amount is attempted to be sold, the 
amount purchased by the Population Segment will be reduced accordingly. This action allows a Marketplace to 
function in the same way as a merchant in selling tradegoods to a Population Segment (see order S24), but does 
not take a Character or use a Character action to do so. The money from the transaction comes from the 
‘unrecorded funds’ of the Population, and is therefore effectively ‘free’ (you are gaining the money, not having it 
transferred from the Pop Seg’s Force!). 

Sponsor: Marketplace # hosting the bazaar 

Target: Pop Segment # purchasing tradegoods 

Amount: # of items to sell 

Item #: Item # that is to be sold 

M10 SET MARKETPLACE INVESTMENT PERCENTAGE 
This order changes the investment capital percentage of the Marketplace. This percentage is the amount of the 
working capital that the marketplace is willing to spend on any single transaction. The maximum percentage is 
50%, and the percentage cannot contain decimals. 

Sponsor: Marketplace # 

Amount: Investment % 

M11 SELL/UNLOAD GENERIC ITEM (#1 to #450) TO POPULATION SEGMENT 
This order may be issued by any Character (without requiring the use of an action), Guild, Force or Marketplace, 
to sell a generic item in the ID range of 1 to 450 to a Population Segment. When selling this way, the amount of 
Crowns generated is generally very small, typically 1 or 2 Crowns per item. Prices can vary both from game-to-
game and within a game, and so you are advised to check the prices at the time of sale. The main advantage is that 
it does not take away from a craftsmen's assigned production for the month to do so. Selling items in this manner 
does not affect a craftsmen’s assigned production, but is affected by the 10% of Population limit on purchases by 
a Pop Segment in a given production month. Up to 4 different items may be sold. The percentage of transferred 
pop that have been sold Tradegoods is tracked, so that Population cannot be transferred to another force and have 
further items sold to them. 

Sponsor: Character/Guild/Force/Marketplace # offering the item for sale and Piece-Type Identifier 

Target: Population Segment 

Amount: # of items to be sold (detailed in Item #) 

Item #: Item # to be sold 

‘A’:  # of items to be sold (detailed in ‘B’) 

‘B’:  Item # to be sold 

‘C’:  # of items to be sold (detailed in ‘D’) 

‘D’:  Item # to be sold 

‘E’:  # of items to be sold (detailed in ‘F’) 

‘F’:  Item # to be sold 
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13.5.7  Overall Positional Policies  
The Sponsor for all of these orders is your position’s main Character. None of the orders use a Character action. 

O1 GIFTS 
Since there is a limit on the number of Forces that a position can hold, the sudden arrival of an unexpected ‘gift’ 
Force can cause a problem. Likewise, the gifting of soldiers can be awkward. As such, the default for both these 
positional policies is to Not Accept. In some modules, factions may not be able to alter this. Parameter ‘A’ is used 
to open the position to receive gifts of Forces (see order B11), and parameter ‘B’ is used to open the position to 
receive gifts of soldiers (see order B12). Note that the receiving of gifted soldiers is very different from the 
acceptance of troops owned by another position into your Forces (order T3). The default for NPC Forces is not to 
accept gifts of Forces or soldiers. 

Sponsor: Main Character # 

‘A’:  Force Gift Acceptance: 0 = Not Accept, 1 = Accept 

‘B’:  Soldier Gift Acceptance: 0 = Not Accept, 1 = Accept 

O2 ESCAPE, ESCAPE 
The duty of a prisoner of war is to escape. A Character will attempt to escape if he is a prisoner of anyone, with 
each attempt using a Character action, and will do so as many times as he is able each turn. These attempts will 
only take place at the start of the turn, before Basic orders are processed. However, escape attempts can 
sometimes harm the Character, and so this order allows you to set a wounds limit that will prevent Characters 
with wounds equal to or greater than that limit from attempting to escape. The default setting is 100, which means 
that everyone will try to escape. To set it so that no one will try to escape, change the setting to 0. This policy does 
not affect an individual Character who has been issued an escape order (C10). Characters who escape will do so 
into the ultimate Force the character is in. So if a prisoner of a Guild or a Party inside a Force escapes, they will 
be placed into the Place-type Force the Guild or Party is in. If you wish to specify a Force to escape into, then the 
C10 order must be used. 

Sponsor: Main Character # 

‘A’:  % Wounds Limit (Characters will attempt to escape if their wounds are less than this %) 

13.5.8  Prisoner Orders 
None of these orders will use a Character action. 

P1 FREE PRISONER 
This order allows you to free a specific prisoner who is held somewhere in your position, or free all prisoners 
from a Force. A freed Character will be released into the ultimate Force that he is in. So if a prisoner of a Guild or 
a Party inside a Force is freed, they will be placed into the Place-type Force the Guild or Party is in. If a prisoner 
is released from a Field Force, they will remain in that Force. If the prisoner is not able to keep up with the Force 
and his load cannot be carried by the Force, this will result in negative effects on movement.  

Sponsor: Character # to free, or Force # (to free all prisoners), and Piece-Type Identifier 

 

P2 NOT IN USE  
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P3 EXECUTE PRISONER 
This order executes a prisoner. The body can either be kept as a trophy, or buried in the province where they are 
executed to avoid risk of spreading disease. In both cases the owner of the prisoner is told of their Character’s 
fate, and, if they have been buried, the location of the province. A dead prisoner can be executed a second time in 
order to bury them. If the Sponsor is a Force then all prisoners of the Force are executed. 

Sponsor: Character # to execute or Force # whose prisoners are all to be executed and Piece-Type Identifier 

 ‘A’:  0 = keep body, 1 = bury body 

P4 NOT IN USE  

P5 TRANSFER PRISONER 
This order allows the Sponsor to transfer a prisoner in their control to a target in the same province. To transfer all 
prisoners from one piece to another, use the letter ‘a’ in the parameter ‘A’. If the target is not owned by you, the 
target must accept external transfers (see T7 order). Pieces that are under siege may not participate in the transfer 
of prisoners, and the target may not themselves be a prisoner. 

Sponsor: Force # that prisoner is in 

Target: Character # receiving prisoner 

‘A’:  Character # of prisoner being transferred, or a = all prisoners to be transferred 

P6 STRIP PRISONER 
This order strips a prisoner of some or all of their items. The Sponsor is the Character to be stripped, and they do 
not have to be owned by the position issuing the order, but to issue the order your position must be holding the 
Character prisoner. The prisoner’s items are placed into the possessions of the target Force, Character, Guild or 
Marketplace, which must be owned by the position that holds the prisoner, and in the same province as the 
prisoner. The prisoner can be relieved of specific items, or have all their items taken from them. This order does 
not use a Character action of the prisoner, and the prisoner does not have to be alive. 

Sponsor: Character # being stripped 

Target: Force/Character/Guild/Marketplace # receiving items and Piece-Type Identifier  

Amount: Item # to be removed from prisoner, or a = all items removed 
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P7 INTERROGATE PRISONER  
This order has not been coded, so should be issued as a special action. 

This order allows a Prisoner who is a main or secondary Character (#1 to #1000) and held directly by a Guild with 
a Dungeon type facility to be ‘interrogated’ in the hope of obtaining information about their position. The Sponsor 
is the Character to be interrogated, and they do not have to be owned by the position issuing the order, but to issue 
the order your position must be holding the Character prisoner. 

The chance of success of the interrogation is calculated as follows: 

 Guild strength times 5,  
 minus constitution of the Character times 5, 
 minus strength of the Character,  
 minus 50 if the Character has a Mark of Destiny, 
 minus 50 if the Character has a Mark of Power, 
 minus 10 for each additional Mark the Character possesses, 
 plus or minus a random factor of up to 15. 

There may be additional unspecified affects for certain Marks possessed by the Character. 

The maximum chance of success is 85%. 

The type of information revealed may include, though not necessarily be limited to, some or all of the following: 

 Force number(s) owned by the position: none, some or most may be revealed 
 Character names (numbers) owned by the position: none, some or most may be revealed 
 Guilds named and strength owned by the position: none, some or most may be revealed 
 Positional assets: a few items held in high esteem and in use by Characters in the position 
 Factional information if the prisoner is a main Character: who else may be in the faction, their coat of 

arms, name and # number 
 

Not all prisoners survive the interrogation, which can also result in other side affects such as the loss of 
constitution or declaration of a blood enemy. The chance of survival is a percentage equal to 5 times the 
constitution of the Character, plus or minus a random modifier of 0 to plus or minus 15, to a maximum chance of 
survival of 85%. Death as a result of interrogation will result in a loss of base constitution of 1. 

A prisoner may only be interrogated once a production month. Prisoners from inactive positions may not reveal 
any information, and are more likely to die. 
News of interrogations are often reported by the Palantir Network News. 
 

Sponsor: Character # being interrogated 
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13.5.9 Equip Character 
 This order does not use a Character action. 

Q1 EQUIP CHARACTER 
This order allows you to change the items a Character has equipped. All the items to be equipped must either be in 
the possessions of the Character, or already equipped by the Character. In order to successfully equip an item, the 
Character must meet its strength, dexterity and size restrictions (if any). If these restrictions are not met, the item 
will remain in the Character’s possessions.  

If the new piece of equipment causes a conflict with other pieces of equipment attempted to be equipped, such as 
a weapon that cannot be used with a shield equipped together with a shield, or a weapon that cannot be used when 
mounted equipped together with a mount, weapons take priority over shields and mounts, and the conflicting item 
remains in the Character’s possessions.  

As well as a single weapon, shield, armour and a warmount, a Character may have two items equipped. These are 
typically items such as magic rings, books, medallions etc. These additional items in use may not be weapons, 
shields, armour or warmounts. A wand is a special item and is not a weapon. Item restrictions do not affect the 
ability to equip an item as one of these additional ‘in use’ slots, but many items may not work unless the 
Character meets the items’ specific restrictions. Which is to say that an item may be equipped, but not work if the 
Character does not meet its restrictions. 

When the check of any strength or dexterity requirements of a weapon equipped is made, the effects of any new 
‘in use’ items are taken into account.  

If you wish to un-equip a Character’s item and not replace it with another, place a 0 in the appropriate parameter 
Note that a blank field is also considered to be a 0, so you must also include in the order items already equipped 
that you want the Character to keep equipped: this order works by first removing all items from the Character, and 
then equipping those items specified in the order parameters. 

Sponsor: Character # owned by the position to be re-equipped 

‘A’:  Weapon 

‘B’:  Shield 

‘C’:  Armour 

‘D’:  Warmount 

‘E’:  Item #1 to be used 

‘F’:  Item #2 to be used 
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13.5.10 Transfer/Training/Trans-Configuration Orders 

T1 TRAIN SOLDIERS 
This order allows unskilled population to be trained as soldiers and placed either into an empty Force slot, or a 
slot containing identical soldiers to those being trained. It is one of the most commonly-used T orders, as well one 
in which it is easy to make costly mistakes. As such, it is worth reading through the following details carefully. 
Information pertinent to each parameter has been given after the appropriate parameter.  

This order will use a Character action. However, if it fails, it will not use an action. 
If the order is given in a regular turn (not as a standing order), and the target slot is empty, the order may not fail 
entirely if one aspect of it is incorrect. Errors will be altered in the following order: 

 If there are not enough unskilled population to train then, the amount to be trained will be reduced. 
 If a greater amount of soldiers are specified to be trained than the Character can train, then the amount to 

be trained will be reduced. 
 If there are not enough Crowns to cover the troops training cost, the amount to be trained will be reduced. 
 If there is not enough of an item of equipment to equip all the soldiers, then they will be trained without 

that component. 
 If there is a conflict between a weapon and either a shield or Warmount that soldiers are to be equipped 

with, then the weapon will have priority. 
 
Bear in mind that these changes could result in failure of later orders. For example, if three sets of identical 
orders are given to train soldiers into a slot, and the first is altered due to lack of equipment, the second two 
orders will then fail.  
 

Sponsor: Character # of Character training the new soldiers. The Character must be in the same province as 
the Target and in the same province as the Force containing the Population Segment with the 
population to be trained. The Character cannot be Insane, Stoned, Dead, Very Dead, Long Dead, 
or Laid to Rest. 

Target: Force # and slot # that the troops trained are going to be placed into. The Force # and slot # must 
be separated by a dash (-). For example, slot 6 of Force 123 would be written as 123-6. 

This may be a Force belonging to another player, as long as either the slot has been opened to receive troops from 
the position of the Sponsor (see order T3), or the soldiers in the slot are already owned by the Sponsor's position.  

The Target Force may not be a Guild or a Marketplace. 

The target slot may be empty or contain troops owned by the Sponsor's position. If there are troops then the 
existing troops must be identical in the following aspects or the order will fail: 

 Race 
 Weapon  
 Shield 
 Armour 
 Warmount 
 Troop training type (such as Guards, Mageknight)  
 Status 

Training level of the troops does not have to match. When training new troops into a slot containing existing 
soldiers, the new training level will be a weighted average of the two training levels, with any decimal below 0.9 
rounded down. Decimals between 0.90 and 0.99+ will be rounded up 50% of the time, and down 50% of the time 

When training new troops into a slot containing existing soldiers, morale is calculated as a weighted average in 
the same manner. The new troops have a –10 morale base before the effect of training types. 

 No combat slot can contain more than 32,767 soldiers. 
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Amount: # of soldiers that are to be trained.  
The maximum number that can be trained depends on the effective tactics rating of the Sponsor 
Character, and the compatibility of the race of the population segment containing the population 
to be trained and the Sponsor Character. The effective rating consists of the Base rating, plus 
effects of Status, Spells and Items. It does not include effects of Blesses. This number is given on 
the Character overview. 
If the races are compatible (the races that your Secondary Characters could be at set-up), the 
maximum amount of soldiers that can be trained is 3 times the effective tactics rating of the 
Sponsor Character.  

 If either race hates the other, no soldiers can be trained 
For all other relationships, the maximum amount of soldiers that can be trained is equal to the 
effective tactics rating of the Sponsor Character. 

 
Item #: Population Segment containing the unskilled Population to be trained.  

The Population Segment must be in a Force that is owned by the same position as the Sponsor 
Character.  
All the equipment and the Crowns required for the training are to come out of the Force that 
contains the Population Segment, and must be available in it.  
The Population Segment must be in the same province as the Sponsor and the target. 

 
‘A’:  Training Level of the troops to be trained.  

 In most games this level must be between 1 and 12.  
The maximum training level of troops that a Character can train is equal to half their enhanced 
Personal Combat (PC) rating. This consists of the Base rating plus effects of status, items and the 
first 20 points of spells and activated potions that increase PC. It does not include the effects of 
Blesses. This number is given on the Character overview.  
The cost of the training level is 10 Crowns per training level for each soldier trained, and is in 
addition to any other cost for the troop training type (parameter ‘F’). If you set too high a TL it 
will be reduced to the level which the character is able to train. 

 
‘B’:  ID# of weapon to be used by soldiers.  

Dexterity or strength requirements of the weapon must be met by the soldiers' race as enhanced 
by their status, if any. Carry Capacity modifiers for a troop type do not increase the strength of a 
soldier for purposes of using a weapon.  
Weapons that cannot be used with Warmounts cannot be equipped if the soldiers are to be given 
Warmounts (parameter ‘E’). 

‘C’:  ID# of Shield to be used by soldiers.  
The size of shield must match the race of the Population being trained. 

 
‘D’:  ID# of Armour to be used by soldiers.  

The size of armour must match the race of the Population being trained. 
 
‘E’:  ID# of Warmount to be used by soldiers.  

Take care that you give the ID# of the warmount, not its corresponding regular herd. For 
example, to equip WarDrakes you must use the WarDrake ID# 437, not the Breeding Drake ID# 
298. 

 The Warmount must be able to be ridden by the size of the Population being trained. 
Orcs and Goblins cannot ride warhorses. 

 
‘F’:  ID# of Troop Training Type Soldiers are to be given, if any.  

Training types are optional. The Troop Training type must either be one available to all positions, 
or known specifically by the Sponsor Character.  
Any restriction on the use of the Troop Training type must be adhered to. For example, only 
Sponsor Characters who have the skills of Knight and Warlock may train troops as the Troop 
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The cost of the Troop Training type is in addition to the cost per level of the soldier. For example, 
to train a Mageknight with a training level of 6 would cost 200 for the Mageknight Troop 
Training type, plus 60 for the training level of 6, making a total cost of 260 Crowns per soldier 
trained.  
If a Troop Training type requires a resource item, the requirement is the requirement per soldier 
trained, and the resources must be available in the Force containing the Population Segment from 
which population is to be trained. 

 
‘G’:  ID# of Status Soldiers are to be given, if any.  

Statuses are optional. When giving a status to soldiers, the Sponsor Character must know the 
appropriate spell to give the Soldiers the status, either directly or through an equipped item, and 
have the appropriate mana. The Mana cost for the spells is given in the spell details (Chapter 4). 
Typically, the cost is one Mana per soldier, though some of the lower level undead troop statuses 
only cost ½ Mana per soldier.  
If an item is required for the spell then only one unit of the item is required for the entire training 
order, not per soldier. This item must be in the Sponsor Character’s possessions, not in the 
possessions of the Force containing the Population to be trained. 

 
If the Sponsor Character has both Priest and Arcanist skills, then they can only make use of the appropriate type 
Free Mana (from items, etc.), either Holy Mana or Magic Mana respectively. In addition, of course, to Mana in 
their Mana pool. Also see section 7.7 Soldiers, their mounts, and their equipment. 

T2 TRANSFER SOLDIERS 
This order transfers soldiers from one slot to another. You must either own the Sponsor slot of soldiers to be 
transferred, or own the Sponsor Force, Guild or Market containing the soldiers. Similarly, you must either own the 
target Force, Market or Guild, or if the target slot is in another player's piece, it must either already contain 
identical soldiers belonging to you, or be empty and have been opened to receive your soldiers (see order T3). In 
no case may soldiers owned by two different positions be combined into one slot. Transferred soldiers who were 
in another player’s Force that had moved or been issued Military orders that are movement restricted in their last 
turn will not be able to move again in the turn of transfer. (See notes under orders L5 and B12 for more details.)  

When giving this order the Sponsor and the Target must be in the same province, and neither may be under siege. 
The soldiers must be identical in terms of race, equipment, troop training type and status. Troops of different 
morale and training level may be combined, and the new values will be a weighted average of the two groups’ 
levels. Fractions greater than 0.9 are rounded down 50% of the time.  

This order allows up to two slots of soldiers to be transferred. 

Sponsor: Force/Guild/Marketplace # and Piece-Type identifier 

Target:  Force/Guild/Marketplace # and Piece-Type identifier 

Amount: Amount of soldiers to be transferred from Slot designated in ‘A’ 

‘A’: The Slot in the Sponsor Force where the soldiers are to come from. If the Sponsor Force is a 
Guild or a Market, this should be left blank 

‘B’: The Slot in the Target where the soldiers from ‘A’ of the Sponsor are to go. If the Target Force is 
a Guild or a Market, then this will always be a 1 

‘C’: Amount of second group of soldiers to be transferred from Slot designated in ‘D’ 

‘D’: The Slot in the Sponsor Force where the second group of soldiers are to come from. If the Force 
is a Guild or a Market, this should be left blank 

‘E’: The Slot in the Target where the second slot of the Sponsor’s troops are to go. If the Force is a 
Guild or a Market, then this will always be a 1 
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T3 ACCEPT SOLDIER TRANSFER 
This order is allows a Force, Guild, or Marketplace with an empty slot to receive troops from another player 
position. It does not actually transfer the soldiers, but rather allows the player owning the soldiers to then make 
the transfer successfully at some point in the future. The Target is the position that you are instructing the slot to 
accept troops from. If at any time you place your own troops into this empty slot then the slot is no longer empty, 
and will no longer be allowed to receive troops from the other position. Parameter ‘A’ is the slot that is to be left 
open for the transfer if the Sponsor is a Force, or in the case of Marketplaces and Guilds should be left blank. 

Sponsor: Force/Guild/Marketplace # and Piece-Type identifier 

Target:  Position # that sponsor will accept troops from 

‘A’:  Empty slot # to receive troops if Sponsor is a Force 

T4 DISBAND SOLDIERS WITHOUT STATUS 
Soldiers who do not have a status may be disbanded into a Population Segment that is either empty or contains an 
population of the same race (having an identical racial number) as the soldiers. The disbanded troops become 
unskilled, and their equipment is placed in the possessions of the Force that contains the Population Segment. The 
cost of training the soldiers is not refunded, and they retain no memory of their skills or training. 

Sponsor: Force # 

Target: Pop Segment # to receive disbanded soldiers 

Amount: # of soldiers to be disbanded 

‘A’:  Slot # to disband soldiers from 

T5 SWITCH SOLDIERS SLOTS 
This order switches all the troops within one slot with those of another slot in the same Force. The order can only 
be given by the owner of the Force regardless of who owns the soldiers within the slots, and can be used to switch 
soldiers that do not belong to the owner of the Force. 

Sponsor: Force # 

‘A’:  Slot # to exchange troops with Slot # indicated in ‘B’ 

‘B’:  Slot # to exchange troops with Slot # indicated in ‘A’ 
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T6 TRANSFER ITEMS 
This is the most commonly-used ‘T’ order, and is used to transfer items (not Characters or prisoners) that are in a 
piece’s possession to another piece that is capable of owning possessions. If you do not own the target, then that 
piece must be set as open to receive external transfers of items (see order T7). You do not need to transfer all 
items, or every one of a single type of item. If you attempt to transfer more of an item than the piece owns, then 
the number to be transferred will be reduced to the amount possessed. If you attempt to transfer an item that the 
piece does not possess, then that part of the order will fail but any other transfers will still be processed. The 
Sponsor and the Target must be in the same province, and neither may be under siege. 

Any amount of up to four types of item may be transferred. 

To transfer all the items in the Sponsor’s possessions, put ‘a’ in the Amount parameter. 

To transfer all the items in the Sponsor’s possessions with exceptions, put ‘b’ in the Amount parameter, leave the 
Item # Parameter blank, then use the ‘A’ + ‘B’, ‘C’ + ‘D’, and ‘E’ + ‘F’ parameters to list those items that are not 
to be transferred. 

Ships in a Force’s possessions may be transferred, but ships assigned to a slot in a Force cannot be transferred. If 
you wish to assign ships to a Fleet's slots then use the L4 Fleet Ship Assignment order. 

Sponsor: Force/Character/Guild/Marketplace # and Piece-Type identifier 

Target: Force/Character/Guild/Marketplace # and Piece-Type identifier 

Amount: # of items detailed in Item # to transfer, or ‘a’ to transfer all, or ‘b’ to transfer all but items 
detailed in parameters ‘A’ to ‘F’ 

Item #: Item # to transfer, or blank if ‘a’ or ‘b’ given in amount 

‘A’: # of items detailed in ‘B’ to transfer 

‘B’: Item # to transfer 

‘C’: # of items detailed in ‘D’ to transfer 

‘D’: Item # to transfer 

‘E’: # of items detailed in ‘F’ to transfer 

‘F’: Item # to transfer 

T7 ACCEPT EXTERNAL TRANSFER OF ITEMS AND PRISONERS 
This order allows you to instruct a Force, Guild, Marketplaces or Character to accept or refuse items and prisoners 
transferred to them by other positions (external transfers). The default setting for external transfers is to not accept 
them. If a piece is set to accept, they will accept all items and prisoners transferred to them by all other pieces, 
until this setting is changed.  

Sponsor: Force/Character/Guild/Marketplace # and Piece-Type identifier 

‘A’:  0 = Will not accept external item transfers, 1 = Will accept external item transfers 

T8 CREATE POPULATION SEGMENT IN FORCE 
This order allows you to creates new Population Segments in a Force. You can create up to 3 new Population 
Segments. The default (if no amount is specified) is to make one. You cannot use the Population Segment in the 
turn that you create it. The default setting on new Population Segments is race 201 (human), and the Population 
Segment then takes on the race of the first actual race transferred in.  

Sponsor: Force # 

Amount: # of Pop Segments to create 
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The order allows Population that is in a Population Segment to be transferred to a different Population Segment of 
an identical race. The Sponsor and the Target must be Population Segments in the same province, and neither may 
be under siege. The Sponsor will suffer an SEI reduction equal to the % of Population moved out to a maximum 
of 25%, and the target will have an SEI negative added equal to the % of new Population added to a maximum of 
25%. If either Population Segment is in possession of a trade secret, this knowledge may be lost. 

The maximum number of any one type of Population is 32,767. To transfer all Population, put ‘a’ in the Amount 
parameter.  

Labourers who have been used to make ships, Guilds or fortifications, and craftsmen who have been used to 
convert resources in the course of the production month, may not be transferred. Population that has bought items 
can be transferred, but the their purchase saturation rate will be transferred with them. 

This order can also be used to transfer Slaves: see below parameter details for more information. 

Sponsor: Pop Segment # containing the Population to be transferred 

Target: Pop Segment # where the Population are to be transferred to 

Amount: Only to be used if you want to transfer all of the pop. In which case put ‘a’, and leave subsequent 
parameters blank. 

Item #: Number of Unskilled Population to be sent to the target 

‘A’: Number of Labourers to be sent to the target 

‘B’: Number of Farmers to be sent to the target 

‘C’: Number of Craftsmen to be sent to the target 

‘D’: Number of Miners to be sent to the target 

‘E’: Number of Shipbuilders to be sent to the target 

‘F’: Number of Weapon makers to be sent to the target 

‘G’: Number of Armour makers to be sent to the target 

 
Transfer of Slaves 

Slave races are those numbered 261 to 280. Unskilled slaves that are in a Population Segment can be transferred 
to the possessions of a Force with this order, or slaves from possessions can be transferred into a Population 
Segment using the following parameters:  

Sponsor: Character/Force/Guild/Marketplace/Pop Segment # from which the slaves are to be transferred, 
and Piece-type identifier 

Target: Force/Pop Segment # into which the slaves are to be transferred, and Piece-type identifier 

Amount: ‘s’ 

Item #: # of slaves 

‘A’: Race of slaves (use slave race number 261 to 280) 
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T10 TRAINING TRADESMEN 
Unskilled Population in a Population Segment may be trained as one of the skilled population types. You can only 
train unskilled population: you cannot train skilled population of one type into skilled population of another. All 
the funds for the cost of the training must be in the possessions of the Force that the Population Segment is in.  

Sponsor: Force # 

Target: Pop Segment # with unskilled population to be trained 

‘A’: Number of Labourers to be trained (at a cost of 1 crown each) 
‘B’:  Number of Farmers to be trained (at a cost of 1 crown each) 
‘C’:  Number of Craftsmen to be trained (at a cost of 20 Crowns each) 
‘D’: Number of Miners to be trained (at a cost of 5 Crowns each) 
‘E’:  Number of Shipbuilders to be trained (at a cost of 25 Crowns each) 
‘F’:  Number of Weapon Makers to be trained (at a cost of  25 Crowns each) 
‘G’: Number of Armour Makers to be trained (at a cost of 25 Crowns each) 

T11 TRANSFER CHARACTERS 
This order allows Characters to be transferred from one Force or Guild piece to another (you may not transfer 
Characters into a Marketplace). The Sponsor and the target must be in the same province. If the Character is a 
monster race (#281+), then the Character may only transfer into Guilds that do not belong to the same position as 
the Character through stealth (see below). If the target is a Force or a Guild in a Force that is under siege and the 
Sponsor is not already inside the Force, then only Characters with stealth turned on may attempt to transfer in.  

This order does not cover Teleporting into a Force, which is achieved by casting a spell using a Character action. 

Transfer of Characters into a piece that you own will always be successful, regardless of any entrance conditions 
or the Masked state of the Character. Transfer of Characters into a piece you do not own is not automatically 
successful, and can be attempted in one of two ways: either openly or through stealth. If a Character attempts to 
enter openly, they must meet any entrance restrictions, and the owner can see that the Character has entered. 
When transferring into a Guild from outside the host Force, the location's entrance restrictions also must be met. If 
a Character attempts to enter by stealth, they can avoid both entrance restrictions and knowledge of their entry 
reaching the piece’s owner, but risk being captured by guards.  

The chance of success of entering by stealth is a percentage calculated as follows: 

 Enhanced Stealth rating of Character (base + familiar + item adds) times 5  
 Plus  Stealth spells 
 Plus  Enhanced Spy rating (base + item adds) times 5  
 Minus  Wounds % 
 Minus Encumbrance %  

If the Character is insane, this value is divided by 2, before the following is applied: 

 Minus  Square Root of the sum of the Guard rating of the troops 
 Minus  50 if the location is under siege 
 Plus or Minus  a Random factor of up to 15 

The maximum chance of success is 95%; the minimum chance of success is 5%. 
If the Character is invisibile, then they will automatically succeed in entering by stealth. However if the Character 
has a prisoner, or 100%+ encumbrance, they will automatically fail to enter by stealth (even if invisible). 

Sponsor: Character # 

Target: Force/Guild # the Character is to be transferred into, and Piece-type identifier 

Amount: # of Crowns you will pay for the entrance fee if the target is a Guild 

‘A’:  1 = attempt to enter by stealth; 0 = attempt to enter openly 
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T12 SPECIAL RESOURCE CONVERSION 
The order allows craftsmen to convert Standard Special Resources (ID 417 to 422) into either Crowns or 
tradegoods. Whether or not a non-standard resources can be converted with this order depends on the resource, 
and can be discovered by examining the item (order S20). If a craftsman is used through this order, they may not 
then be used for making Crowns or tradegoods at the next production, or be subsequently transferred out of their 
Pop Seg until production has run again (see order T9). The quantity of tradegoods and Crowns created varies 
between games. Typical amounts are as follows: 

ID# Item Crowns Tradegoods 

417 Gems 100 20 
418 Gold 150 30 
419 Silver 50 10 
420 Precious Stone 50 10 
421 Yew 15 3 
422 Mithril 200 40 

 
Sponsor: Force # containing Population Segment with Craftsmen to carry out the work 

Target: Population Segment in the Sponsor Force that contains the Craftsmen to carry out the work 

Amount: Quantity of an item in possessions to be converted (this quantity may not exceed 32,767) 

Item#: # of the resource to be converted 

‘A’:  1 = items to be converted to tradegoods; 2 = items to be converted to Crowns 

T13 SET GROWTH RATE OF POP SEGMENT (FOOD CONSUMPTION) 
This order allows you to set the Growth Rate of a Population Segment, thereby also affecting the amount of food 
it consume as production. See the Production chapter for more details. Growth rates may be set to a single decimal 
point, and are limited by the maximum growth rate allowed for the Population Segment’s race, as given in the 
module. If there is not enough food available, then the Population will not grow and may starve. If the Pop Seg is 
in an underground location and there is not enough room for further population then the Population will not grow.  

Sponsor: Pop Segment # 

Amount: Growth Rate 
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T14 SET FORCE ENTRY RESTRICTIONS 
This order allows you to set the entry conditions for Characters seeking to enter a Force. Entry restrictions are 
only checked when a Character that does not belong to your position attempts to enter the Force using a T11 
order, or when a Party attempts to enter a Place type Force (Location, Underground City, Cloud Castle, Ruin or 
Lair). Entry conditions are not checked for your own Characters entering your own Piece using the T11 order. 
There are many possible entry conditions (detailed below), but a Force may only have one set of restrictions at a 
time. When a Character/Party is refused entry, both the Force owner and the owner of the rejected piece receive a 
report on who was rejected, and a reminder as to what the restrictions were. If a Party is trying to enter a Force 
and any single member of the Party does not meet the restrictions, then the whole Party is denied entrance.  

When a Character is masked they are seeking to avoid revealing any information about themselves, and so will be 
refused entry on all restrictions listed below with the exception of option 3, regardless of whether they actually 
fail the restriction. For example, if an Elven Character is masked and attempting to enter a place where only Elves 
can enter (option 6), he will still be denied entrance. 
    

Sponsor: Force # 

‘A’  Restriction # 

‘B’  Parameter if required by Restriction 

 (‘A’)    (‘B’) Description 
0 Leave blank Allows any Character Entrance (no restrictions) 
1 Character # Prevents specific Character from entering Force 
2 Leave blank Prevents masked Characters from entering Force 
3 Leave blank Prevents unmasked Character from entering Force 
4 Position ID# Prevents Characters of specified position from entering 
5 Race ID # Prevents Characters of specified race from entering 
6 Race ID# Allows only Characters of specified race to enter 
7 Position ID# Allows only Characters of specified position to enter 
8 Faction ID# Allows only Characters of specified faction to enter 
9 Faction ID# Prevents Characters of specified faction from entering 
10 Skill # Allows only Characters with specified skill to enter 
11 Skill # Prevents Characters with specified skill from entering 
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T15 ADD TROOP TRAINING TYPE TO SOLDIERS 
This order allows Soldiers to be trained in a troop training type, or, if they already have a troop training type, to be 
retrained as a different troop training type. The Character doing the training must have the appropriate tactics still 
rating and personal combat rating required to train the troops in the combat slot as if he was training them from 
unskilled Population. The cost for the training is the cost of the troop training type, regardless of the training level 
of the soldiers. For example, to  train bandits would require 100 Crowns per soldier. The Crowns must be 
available in the possession of the Force containing the soldiers. Only soldiers who are in Forces owned by the 
same position as the Sponsor may be trained with this order, and Soldiers in Guilds and Marketplaces may not be 
trained. This order only allows the training of a troop training type or the changing of a soldier’s troop training 
type; it cannot change the level of the troops. When retraining, all the cost and benefits of the old troop training 
type are lost. 

To remove the current training type of a soldier and not replace it with another training type, then put 0 in the ‘F’ 
parameter. 

Note: This order requires a Character action. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Target: Force # - Slot # containing the Soldiers to be trained. For example, 93-3 would indicate slot 3 in 
Force 93 

‘F’:  Troop training type  
 

T16 RE-EQUIP SOLDIERS 
This order allows you to change the equipment of soldiers in a single slot of a Force, Guild or Market. Sufficient 
quantities of the new equipment must be available in the possessions of the piece that they are in. If the required 
quantities of the new equipment is not available the order will fail, and the current equipment will not be removed. 
In the event of a conflict between equipment (if, for example, you attempt to equip a new weapon that cannot be 
used with a shield to soldiers with shields), weapons will be given priority. If not all components of the Soldier’s 
equipment is being changed, the existing equipment must be given in the order parameters for components not to 
be changed. For example, if the Soldiers are to keep their current armour, this current armour must be listed in 
parameter ‘D’. 

Sponsor: Force/Guild/Market # and Piece-type Identifier 

Target:  Slot # containing Soldiers to re-equip (if Sponsor is a Guild or Market, must be 1) 

‘B’: Weapon # 

‘C’: Shield # 

‘D’: Armour # 

‘E’: Warmount # 

T17 UNTRAIN LABOURERS AND MINERS  
This order allows Labourer and Miners to be untrained, and added to the unskilled Population of a Pop Seg. This 
order can only be issued to a Pop Seg once a month, and maximum of 20% of the total Labourers and 20% of the 
total Miners can be untrained.  The Population Segment will lose 1 – 20 SEI as a result of the changes. 

Sponsor: Population Segment to un-train from 

‘A’: Amount of Labourers to convert to Unskilled 

‘B’: Amount of Miners to convert to Unskilled 
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13.5.11 Use & Disuse Orders 
These orders do not use a Character action. 

U1 DROP MUNDANE ITEMS (#1 to #600 and all Tradegood ID#s) 
Items in the ID range of 1 to 600 in possessions may be dropped by any piece. Items ‘in use’ may not be dropped. 
Items that are dropped are removed from the game. Up to 32,767 of each of up to 4 types of item can be dropped. 
If you wish to drop all of a piece’s items, including tradegoods, put ‘a’ in the Amount parameter and leave the rest 
of the parameters blank. 

Sponsor: Piece # and Piece-type identifier 

Amount: # of item detailed in Item # to drop, or ‘a’ to drop all items 

Item #: Item # to drop 

 ‘A’:  # of item detailed in ‘B) to drop 

‘B’:  Item # to drop 

‘C’:  # of item detailed in ‘D’ to drop 

‘D’:  Item # to drop 

‘E’:  # of item detailed in ‘F’ to drop 

‘F’:  Item # to drop 

U2 ASSASSIN TO MAKE POISON WEAPON 
This allows a Character with the Assassin skill to take a generic weapon (in the range of 1 to 23) and make it a 
poisoned weapon. The Character must have the weapon equipped, and a poison potion of either type 1 (#400) or 
type 2 (#401) in their possessions. The weapon will then become poisoned. Weapons that are poisoned remain so 
for the duration of the game, and the process cannot be reversed. A poisoned Character does not heal at 
production, but rather their wounds are increased. 

This order does not use a Character action. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Item #: Poison Potion # to apply  

U3 ACTIVATE ITEM 
This order allows a Character to activate a special item that are in their possessions or ‘in use’ slot. Some items, 
such as potions, will be consumed on activation. Special items include potions, rings, books, and animal claws. 
Weapons, Armour, shields, mounts, warmounts, Crowns (#409) and food (#410) are not special items. Any skills 
taught by item activation will change (raise) the level of skills already known or overwrite empty skill slots with 
new skills (except where this would result in more than one spell casting skill), otherwise that effect is lost. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Item #: Item # to activate 
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13.5.12 View Orders 
All of these orders require a Character as a Sponsor. None of these orders will use a Character action. For players 
using LPE, the results of some of these orders are included automatically with each turn (so that there is no need 
to issue these orders). These orders are indicated by (†) appearing after the order name. 

V1 VIEW CHARACTER 
A Character may attempt to view another Character (including prisoners) that is in the same ultimate Force, or 
buried in the same province, as the Sponsor. If the Sponsor is in a guild then they can view Characters in the 
Guild or in the Force the Guild is in. If the target has the skill of stealth and it is turned on, then the Sponsor must 
have a stealth rating equal to or greater than the target's in order to view them. An invisible Character cannot be 
viewed, even by another invisible character. Up to six characters can be viewed with a single order. 

This order will not reveal the Target’s actual statistics, but instead give an approximate description. For example, 
the phrase ‘a sense of hidden power’ might indicate that the Character has a mark. For aspects such as Personal 
Combat, Tactics and Influence, the terms used cover a range of possible ratings: 

 Terrible:  Below 0 Good: 17 to 24 
 Wimpy: 0   Excellent: 25 to 35 
 Poor: 1 to 3   Awesome 36 to 48 
 Below 4 to 9   Godlike 49 + 
 Average: 10 to 6  

 
Sponsor: Character # 

Target: Character # to view 

‘A’:  Character # to view 

‘B’:  Character # to view 

‘C’:  Character # to view 

‘D’:  Character # to view 

‘E’:  Character # to view 

V2 VIEW PROVINCE 
This order allows a Character to view the province they are in, revealing the following: resources and flora in the 
province, the name and ID# of anyone buried there, messages attached to the province, Herds, Forces (ID# if 
masked; owner, commander and coat of arms if unmasked). The viewer may not spot all Forces, and this order 
will not reveal less immediately visible aspects such as Astral Gates or Magic Recovery. 

Sponsor: Character # 

V3 VIEW FORCE 
This order allows a Character to view the Force that they are in. It will give a general report on the Pop Segs, 
Guilds, Market, and Character names, ID#s and coats of arms. If a Character is in a Party in a Force then only the 
Party can be viewed. 

Sponsor: Character # 
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V4 VIEW GUILD 
This order allows a Character to view a Guild they are in. It will view the message boards of the Guild, any  
Characters in the Guild that the Sponsor can see (depending on stealth and/or invisibility ratings), and the cost of 
purchasing or learning from the Guild. Individual Prisoners will not be seen, but the presence of Prisoners may be 
revealed. 

Sponsor: Character # 

V5 VIEW BASIC SELF (†) 
This order allows a Character to see their ‘basic self’: their statistics without the effects of status, items and spells. 
This will reveal racial statistics. 

Sponsor: Character # 

V6 VIEW SPELL (†) 
This order allows a Character to view a spell either known directly, known by their Familiar, or on an item that 
they have equipped, including non-standard spells. If a Character is not a spell caster (Priest or Arcanist) but has 
an item that casts a spell, the Character may still view the spell. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Target: Known Spell # to be viewed 

V7 VIEW STATUS (†) 
This allows a Character to view their status, gaining information on exactly what it does, together with its 
morphing chances and restrictions. 

Sponsor: Character # 

V8 VIEW TROOP TYPE (†) 
This order allows a Character who knows a troop type to view that troop type’s information. If a troop type is in 
the public domain then any Character may view the troop type as long as they know the troop type number. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Target: Troop Type # to be viewed 

V9 VIEW TITLE (†) 
This order allows a Character to view the influence adds of any title, and the names of Characters who hold it. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Target: Title # to be viewed 

V10 VIEW FACTION (†) 
This allows a Character to review all their factional memberships, together with a list of members and their coat 
of arms. 

Sponsor: Character # 
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These are orders that can only be done by Characters in either Character Phase of the turn sequence. Unless 
specified in the order information, all these orders use a Character action.  

These orders and are divided into the following categories: 

 C Covert Orders 
 D Diplomatic orders 
 S Study and Special Orders 

13.6.1  Covert Orders 
Most (though not all) Covert orders require the Sponsor Character to have a covert skill: Assassin, Spy, Stealth or 
Thief. The skill required is specified after the order name. For purposes of all these orders, the skill rating is the 
effective skill rating after the effect of items, spells, and used potions. 

None of these orders may be done if the Sponsor has a prisoner in their direct control. 

If the Target is not sighted, many of the covert orders will fail. See section on sighting for more information. 

C1 SABOTAGE FORTIFICATIONS (Thief, Assassin, Spy)  
This order allows a Character with the Thief, Assassin or Spy skill in the same province as the target Force to 
attempt to sabotage the Force’s fortifications. If successful this will negate the effect of the Gatehouse Strength in 
the Defence Factor (DF) calculation of a place and reduce the new DF by 1/2 until the next production, at which 
point repairs are made to the fortifications and the effects of the order cease. The base chance of success is 20%, 
affected by the following modifiers to a maximum chance of success of 95%: 

 Plus  5 times the sum of the Sponsor’s Thief, Assassin and Spy skill ratings 
(Wounds reduce the value of skills accordingly: for example, 20% wounds means effective skill level is at 80%) 

 Plus  50 if the Sponsor Character is invisible 
 Minus  30 if the Target Force is under Siege 
 Minus  Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in the Target Force times 3) 
 Plus or Minus  a Random Modifier of 0 to 15 

If the attempt fails, there is a chance of the Character being captured equal to 100% minus the chance of success. 

Sponsor: Character # 
Target: Force # to sabotage 
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C2 SABOTAGE MORALE OF TROOPS (Thief, Rumourmonger) 
This order allows a Character with Thief or Rumourmonger skill to attempt to sabotage the morale of all slots in a 
Force. This order does not affect overall Force morale. The morale of any Force can be sabotaged. If successful, 
morale will be lowered until next Production by the sum of the square root of the Character’s Thief skill, the 
square root of the Character’s Rumourmonger skill, plus a random number from 1 – 5, although for purposes of 
combat, morale cannot be reduced to below 50 before the start of combat. The base chance of success is 25%, 
affected by the following modifiers to a maximum chance of success of 95%: 

 Plus  6 times sum of the Sponsor’s Thief and Rumourmonger skill ratings 
(Wounds reduce the value of skills accordingly: for example, 20% wounds means effective skill level is at 80%) 

 Minus  30 if the Target Force is under Siege 
 Minus Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in the Target Force times 3) 

If the attempt fails, there is a chance of the Character being captured equal to 100% minus the chance of success. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Target: Force # to sabotage 

C3 SABOTAGE COMMON ITEM (Thief) 
The order allows a Character with the thief skill to attempt to sabotage a generic standard item (in the range of 1 
to 429 or 445 to 454). The item must be in the possessions of the target: if the target is a Character then the item 
cannot be equipped or in the ‘In Use’ slots. If successful, the order will destroy 80% of the amount of that item, 
with fractions rounded up. A maximum of 500 Crowns can be destroyed in a single order. Sabotaging food just 
before Production can lead to starvation, whilst sabotaging crowns, armour and weapons just after production may 
disrupt training. 

The base chance of success is 20%, affected by the following modifiers to a maximum chance of success of 95%: 

 Plus  7 times the Sponsor’s Thief skill rating  
(Wounds reduce the value of skills accordingly: for example, 20% wounds means effective skill level is at 80%) 

 Minus  30 if the Target is under Siege, or in a Force under Siege  
 Minus  7 times the Target’s Thief skill rating if Target is a Character 
 Minus  3 times the sum of the Target’s Assassin and Spy skill ratings if Target is a Character 

 Minus  Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in the Guild times 3) if the Target 
is a Character in a Guild 

 Minus  Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in the Guild, Force or Market 
times 3) if the Target is a Guild, Force, or Market  

 Plus or Minus a Random Modifier of 0 to 15 

If the attempt fails, there is a chance of the Character being captured equal to 100% minus the chance of success. 

Sponsor: Character # 
Target: Piece # plus Piece-type identifier 
Item #: Item # being sabotaged 
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C4 SPY MISSIONS (Spy) 
Characters with the skill of Spy may attempt to gather information on a Character, Force, Guild or Marketplace 
within 8 provinces of their location. There are several Spy Missions that can be attempted, each with different 
modifiers to success: 

1.  Spy on Force Military Information:  (+25 success modifier) 

Gives explicit information on the number of soldiers and their type, training level, equipment, and allocation to 
slots in a Force, and the slot command structure of the Force. Will reveal fortification details or ships if the target 
is a Fleet. 

2.  Spy on Force Possessions:   (+75 success modifier) 

Will give exact information about items and their quantities in possessions. 

3.  Spy on Force General Information:  (+125 success modifier) 

Lists the names and ID#s of Characters, prisoners, Guilds, Marketplaces, and Population residing in the Force. 
Characters who are invisible will not be reported on. Characters with stealth on may or may not be found, 
depending stealth rating of the Spy and the Target Character. Also gives information about entry conditions, 
encounter orders and military orders, and may secure some information on the Force’s recent turn events. 

4.  Spy on Guild:    (+50 success modifier) 

The target must be a Guild. Will give possessions, strength rating, production toggles and entry conditions of 
Guild. 

5.  Spy on Character:    (+75 success modifier) 

The target must be a Character. Provides a general overview of the Character including race, status, skills, 
attributes, possessions and equipment. 

6.  Marketplace Information:   (+100 success modifier) 

The target must be a Marketplace. Provides a detailed report of possessions, items for trade, soldiers and 
ownership of Marketplace. 

7.  Spy on Position:    (+50 success modifier) 

The spy must be within 8 provinces of the main Character whose position is to be spied upon. The information 
will consist of a random selection of pieces of information that may include one or more of the following: 

Overall position toggles, an active Force that is owned by the position, and where it is located, a Character that is 
owned by the position, their current status, condition, name and ID#, a Guild that is owned by the position and 
where it is located. 

The base chance of success is 0%, affected by the following modifiers to a maximum chance of success of 95%: 

 Plus  10 times the Sponsor’s Spy skill rating 
(Wounds reduce the value of skills accordingly: for example, 20% wounds means effective skill level is at 80%) 

 Plus  50 if the Sponsor is invisible 
 Plus  10 if the Sponsor is in the same physical Force as the target 
 Plus  Mission success modifier 
 Minus  30 if the Target is under siege, or in a Force under siege 
 Minus  Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in the Guild, Force or Market 

times 3) if the Target is a Guild, Force, or Market 

Note that Soldiers will not protect a Character from being spied upon 
If the mission attempted is 5 or 7: 

 Minus  7 times Target’s base Spy skill rating 
 Minus  3 times the sum of the target’s base Assassin and Thief skill ratings 
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Sponsor: Character # 

Target: Character/Force/Guild/Marketplace # and Piece-type identifier 

Qualifier: Spy Mission # 

C5 ASSASSINATE CHARACTER (Assassin) 
The order allows a Character with the Assassin skill to attempt to assassinate a Target Character in the same 
province. The target must not be invisible, dead, a prisoner or of any monster race (race ID #281 or greater). If the 
Assassin succeeds, their attack takes the form of a free melee strike with 15 times their skill rating as an Attack 
Factor modifier. Special Attack, Magic Attack, Missile Attack and Charge bonuses are not used. Duel spells are 
not cast, but all other modifiers for a combat between Characters are used. If the target has a Bodyguard and the 
Bodyguard is present and alive then there is a 50% chance that the Bodyguard will be attacked instead of the 
Target. 

The base chance of success is 15%, affected by the following modifiers: 

 Plus  6 times the Sponsor’s Assassin skill rating 
(Wounds reduce the value of skills accordingly: for example, 20% wounds means effective skill level is at 80%) 

 Plus  50 if Sponsor is Invisible 
 Minus  30 if Target is in a Force under siege 
 Minus  15 if Target is not in the same Force as the Sponsor 
 Minus  2 times PC rating of the Target’s Bodyguard if they have one 
 Minus  Target’s Effective Prestige 
 Minus  Sum of Target’s Weaponmaster skills 
 Minus  2 times (Target’s Knight and Berserker Skills) 
 Minus  3 times Target’s Ranger Skill 
 Minus  7 times Target’s Assassin Skill 
 Minus  3 times (Sum of Target’s Spy, Thief, and Stealth skills) 
 Minus  25 if Target has Undead or Lycanthrope Status 
 Minus Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in the Guild times 3) if Target is 

in a Guild 

 Minus Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in Force times 7) if Target is the 
Overall Commander or Owner of the Force 

 Minus Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in the Force times 3) if Target is 
assigned as a combat slot Commander in the Force 

 Plus or Minus  a Random Modifier of 0 to 15 

If the Assassination attempt fails then there are three possible results: 
 The Assassin escapes 
 There is a character action event combat (see section 7.1.5) between the Assassin and either the Target or 

the Target’s Bodyguard 
 The Assassin is captured 

The chance of each is approximately 1/3, adjusted for the worse depending on how much the chance of success 
was failed by. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Target: Character # to be assassinated 
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C6 KIDNAP CHARACTER (Assassin) 
The order allows a Character with the Assassin skill to attempt to kidnap a Target Character in the same province. 
The target must not be invisible, buried, a prisoner or of any monster race (race ID #281 or greater). If the 
Assassin is successful, then the target will become a prisoner of the Assassin.  

The base chance of success is 15%, affected by the following modifiers: 

 Plus  6 times the Sponsor’s Assassin skill rating 
(Wounds reduce the value of skills accordingly: for example, 20% wounds means effective skill level is at 80%) 

 Plus  50 if Sponsor is Invisible 
 Minus  30 if Target is in a Force under siege 
 Minus  15 if Target is not in the same Force as Sponsor 
 Minus  2 times the PC rating of Target’s Bodyguard if they have one 
 Minus  Target’s Effective Prestige 
 Minus  Sum of Target’s Weaponmaster skills 
 Minus  2 times (Target’s Knight and Berserker Skills) 
 Minus  7 times Target’s Assassin Skill 
 Minus  3 times (Sum of Target’s Spy, Thief, Ranger and Stealth skills) 
 Minus  25 if Target has Undead or Lycanthrope Status 
 Minus Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in the Guild times 3) if Target is 

in a Guild 

 Minus Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in the Force times 7) if Target is 
the Overall Commander or Owner of the Force 

 Minus Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in the Force times 3) if Target is 
assigned as a combat slot Commander in the Force 

 Plus or Minus  a Random Modifier of 0 to 15 
Note: It can be easier to kidnap dead characters than live ones. 

 
If the kidnap attempt fails then there are three possible results: 

 The Assassin escapes 
 There is a character action event combat (see section 7.1.5) between the Assassin and either the Target or 

the Target’s Bodyguard 
 The Assassin is captured 

The chance of each is approximately 1/3, adjusted for the worse depending on how much the chance of success 
was failed by. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Target: Character # to be kidnapped 
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C7 VOLUNTEER TO BE A BODYGUARD (Any Character) 
This order allows a Characters to be assigned as a Bodyguard to another Character, in order to reduce the chance 
of the guarded Character being kidnapped and assassinated. A Character can only have one Bodyguard. The 
Character to be guarded does not have to be owned by the Sponsor position. 

Sponsor: Character # of bodyguard  

Target: Character # of Character to be guarded 

C8 DISMISS BODYGUARD (Any Character) 
This order allows a Character to dismiss their Bodyguard. As a Character can only have one Bodyguard at one 
time, the Sponsor may wish to change Bodyguards, and this is done by first dismissing the old Bodyguard, then 
the new Bodyguard issuing a Volunteer to be a Bodyguard Order (C7). The new Bodyguard must issue this order 
even if they were a Bodyguard to the Character at some point in the past. 

This order does not use a Character action. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character being guarded 

Target: Character # of Bodyguard being dismissed 

C9 RESCUE CHARACTER  (Stealth, Thief or Spy) 
This order allows a Character with any of the skills of Stealth, Thief or Spy to attempt to rescue another Character 
that is being held prisoner (dead or alive) in the same province. If the rescue is successful, the prisoner will either 
become a prisoner of the Rescuer, or be freed into the Rescuer’s own Force, depending on the order parameters 
given.  

The base chance of success is 15%, affected by the following modifiers: 
 Plus  7 times the sum of the Sponsor’s Stealth, Thief and Spy skill ratings 

(Wounds reduce the value of skills accordingly: for example, 20% wounds means effective skill level is at 80%) 
 Plus  50 if Sponsor is Invisible 
 Minus  30 if Target is in a Force under siege 
 Minus 3 times Assassin Skill rating of Character holding Target if Target is held by a Character 

 Minus 7 times (Sum of Spy, Thief, and Stealth skill ratings of Character holding Target) if 
Target is held by a Character 

 Minus Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in Force or Guild times 3) if 
Target is held by a Force or Guild 

 Plus or Minus  a Random Modifier of 0 to 15 

If the Target is held by a dead Character, then the rescue is automatically successful. 
If the Target is held by an invisible Character, then the rescue will automatically fail. 

 
If the rescuer attempt fails then there are three possible results: 

 The rescuer escapes 
 If the prisoner is held by a Character, is a character action event combat (see section 7.1.5) between 

rescuer and Character holding Target 
 The rescuer is captured. 

The chance of each is approximately 1/3, adjusted for the worse depending on how much the chance of success 
was failed by. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character attempting rescue 

Target: Character # of Character being rescued 

Qualifier: 0 = Prisoner will become Prisoner of Sponsor; 1 = Prisoner will be freed into Sponsor’s Force 
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C10 ESCAPE ATTEMPT (Any Character) 
This order allows a Character who is a prisoner to attempt to escape. (In additional to any automatic attempt to 
escape – see order O2.) The Sponsor character must be alive. If the Sponsor is not a prisoner at the time this order 
is attempted then it does not use a Character action. 

If the attempt is successful the Sponsor may flee to the Target Force in the province they were in. If the target 
Force is an inactive Force that is owned by the Sponsor's position then it will be activated upon successful escape 
in the province the Sponsor is in. If the Target Force is active and not in the same province as the Sponsor, then 
they will be placed into the ultimate Force that they were being held in. 

The base chance of success is 20%, affected by the following modifiers: 
 Plus  7 times the sum of the Sponsor’s Stealth and Thief skill ratings 

(Wounds reduce the value of skills accordingly: for example, 20% wounds means effective skill level is at 80%) 
 Plus  50 if Sponsor is Invisible 
 Minus 3 times (Sum of Spy and Assassin skills of Character Sponsor is held by) if Sponsor is 

held by a Character 

 Minus 7 times (Sum of Thief and Stealth skills of Character Sponsor is held by) if Sponsor is 
held by a Character 

 Minus Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in Force or Guild times 3) if 
Target is held by a Force or Guild 

 Plus or Minus  a Random Modifier of 0 to 15 

If the Sponsor is held by a dead Character, then the escape is automatically successful. 
 
If the attempt to escape fails then there are several possible results: 

 A character action event combat (see section 7.1.5)  takes places between the captor and prisoner, with the 
prisoner ‘naked’ (unequipped) 

 A character action event combat (see section 7.1.5)  takes places between the captor and the prisoner with 
the prisoner equipped with their items 

 The prisoner is tossed back into their cell by soldiers 
 The prisoner is tossed back into the cell after receiving 1 - 15% wounds 

In the event of a combat with no soldiers involved, then there is a character action event combat (see section 
7.1.5). Should the prisoner inflict a greater % of wounds on the captor, they will then successfully escape. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character attempting to escape 

Target: Force # Character is attempting to escape into 
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C11 CAUSE STRIFE IN A POPULATION SEGMENT (Rumourmonger) 
This allows a Character with Rumourmonger skill to attempt to reduce the SEI of the target Pop Segment. If 
successful, it is reduced by a random number between 1 – 3 times the Rumourmonger’s skill rating. 

The base chance of success is 20%, affected by the following modifiers: 
 Plus  7 times the sum of the Sponsor’s Rumourmonger skill rating 

(Wounds reduce the value of skills accordingly: for example, 20% wounds means effective skill level is at 80%) 
 Minus 50 if the Pop Seg is in a force under Siege, and the Sponsor is not in same Force 

 Minus Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in the Force containing the Pop 
Seg times 3) 

 Minus  Diplomatic modifier for races of Sponsor and Pop Seg if the Sponsor is not the same race 
as the Pop Seg (Most default modifiers are in the -200 to -999 range) 

If the attempt fails then the Sponsor may escape or be captured. The chance of each is approximately 1/2, adjusted 
for the worse depending on how much the chance of success was failed by. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Target: Pop Segment # 

C12 STEAL ITEM (Thief) 
This order allows a Character with a Thief skill rating to attempt to steal items from a Character, Force, Guild or 
Market in the same province. The order allows the Thief to attempt to steal any quantity of one type of item. If 
successful the items will be transferred from the Target to the Sponsor.  

The base chance of success is 15%, affected by the following modifiers: 
 Plus  7 times the sum of the Sponsor’s Thief skill rating 

(Wounds reduce the value of skills accordingly: for example, 20% wounds means effective skill level is at 80%) 
 Plus  50 if Sponsor is invisible 
 Plus  1.5 times (Dexterity of Sponsor Character minus 10)  

(Doesn’t include Dex boosts from equipped items or status, just boosts from charms and item activation.) 
 Minus  50 if Target is under Siege, or in a Force which is under siege 
 Minus Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in Force times 3) if Target is the 

Force, or the owner, or overall commander of the Force they are in. 

 Minus Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in Guild times 3) if Target is the 
Guild or is in Guild. 

 Minus Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in the Force times 3) if Target is 
assigned to a combat slot in the Force they are in. 

 Minus  25 if Target is a Cloud Castle 
 Minus  70 if Target is a Lair 
 Minus  180 if Target is a Ruin 
 Minus  20 if Target is a Main Character (ID# 1 – 200) 
 Minus  7 times Target Character’s Thief rating if Target is a Character 
 Minus  3 times (Sum of Target Character’s Stealth, Assassin and Spy) if Target is a Character 

If the theft attempt fails then the Sponsor may escape or be captured. The chance of each is approximately 1/2, 
adjusted for the worse depending on how much the chance of success was failed by. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character attempting to steal item 

Target: Character/Force/Guild/Marketplace # and Piece-type Identifier of piece being stolen from 

Amount: # of items to steal 

Item #: Item # to steal 
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This order allows a Character with Rumourmonger skill rating to attempt to reduce the strength of a Guild in the 
same province. If successful, the Guild loses strength equal to Character’s Rumourmonger level divided by 10, to 
a maximum loss of 4 strength. This order cannot reduce a guild below strength 1. Reducing a guild to zero is still 
possible using spell #19, Guild War (order G2), Military orders to attack guilds, tax etc. 

The base chance of success is 10%, affected by the following modifiers: 
 Plus  7 times the sum of the Sponsor’s Rumourmonger skill rating 

(Wounds reduce the value of skills accordingly: for example, 20% wounds means effective skill level is at 80%) 
 Minus  50 if Target is in a Force which is under Siege 
 Minus Square Root of (Sum of the Guard rating of the soldiers in the Guild times 3) 

 Plus or Minus  a Random Modifier of 0 to 15 

If the slander attempt fails then the Sponsor may escape or be captured. The chance of each is approximately 1/2, 
adjusted for the worse depending on how much the chance of success was failed by. 

Sponsor: Character # (attempting slander) 

Target: Guild # (being slandered) 

C14 ROB GRAVES (Thief) 
This order allows a Character with Thief skill rating to attempt to rob the gravesite of a dead and buried Character 
in the same province. If successful, they will gain between 70% and 100% of the items equipped or in the 
possessions of the Target Character. The Thief also has a 5 – 45% chance of contracting a disease, depending on 
the diseased condition of the target. In addition, if the target has Marks, the Thief may also be cursed, the severity 
depending on the Marks. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character robbing the grave 

Target: Character # of Buried Character 
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13.6.2  Diplomatic/Discernment Orders 
These orders include the Influence orders (D1 – D4), which are amongst the most complicated in the game, as 
well as being an important way in which to gain new Characters. As such, please take care to ensure you 
understand them thoroughly before issuing them, and also bear in mind that luck plays a part in their success (or 
lack thereof). So do not be overly disheartened if you suffer a run of misfortune. 

The following is true of all the Diplomatic orders (D1 – D4): 
 They may not be attempted by a Summoned Character. 
 They may not be attempted by a Character who is charmed or geased. 
 They may not be attempted against a Prisoner. 
 They may not be done attempted against another player's main Character (#1 to #200). 
 The Sponsor and Target must be in the same province but if they are not then the order does not use an 

action. 
 If the Sponsor and Target are in different ultimate Forces, and the Target’s Force is under siege,  there is a 

–50 modifier to the chance of success. 
 If the Sponsor is wounded, the amount of wounds is subtracted from the chance of success. 
 If the Sponsor has Black Death, their chance of success is multiplied by 0.2. 
 If the Sponsor has Pox, their chance of success is multiplied by 0.8. 
 If the Sponsor or the Target has a Berserker skill and the attempt is unsuccessful, then there is a chance 

equal to the sum of the Berserker skill ratings that a brawl will ensue, resulting in 1 to 10% wounds being 
inflicted on either or both Characters. 

 If the Target is already a member of the Sponsor’s position at the time the order attempted, then the order 
does not use an action. 

D1 INDUCE CHARACTER (Any Character) 
This order allows a Character you own to attempt to persuade another Character to leave the position they 
currently belong to and join your position at the same level of loyalty. It is identical to the D2 Influence Character 
order, with the exception that the Sponsor can spend Crowns to help persuade the Target, with the following 
modifier added to the chance of success: 

Crowns 
(Greed Resistance of Target) plus (base Prestige of Target times 20) 

 
The maximum number of Crowns that can be spent is 32,767. The crowns are spent regardless of whether the 
attempt succeeds or fails. 

The maximum modifier that can be gained through spending Crowns is 30: if a higher modifier would have been 
gained, it is reduced to 30. If the modifier is less than 1, then instead of this modifier, a negative modifier equal to 
(1 minus modifier) times 100, to a maximum negative modifier of 99. For example, a modifier of 0.26 will 
actually result in a -74 modifier to the influence attempt. 

If this order fails, the Target Character’s Greed Resistance will be increased by 1 – 10 points.  

Sponsor: Character # of Character attempting to induce Target Character 

Target: Character # of Character being induced 

Amount: # of crowns to spend 
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D2 INFLUENCE CHARACTER (Any Character) 
This order allows a Character you own to attempt to persuade another Character to leave the position they 
currently belong to and join your position at the same level of loyalty, together with anything that they own 
(including Forces, Guilds and Marketplaces). If the order fails it does not alter the loyalty of the target Character, 
however any characters with Berserker skill involved in failed influence attempts may instigate a brawl. 
Characters of monster races (IDs #281+) are only likely to be able to influence Characters of an identical race. 

The target will not change position if it would result in: 
 The Sponsor's position having more than 15 Guilds (if the Target is a Guild owner) 
 The Sponsor's position having more than 40 Characters 
 The Sponsor's position having more than 30 Forces (if the Target is a Force owner) 
 The Sponsor’s position having more than 8 Markets (if the Target is a Market owner) 

 
The percentage chance of success is calculated as follows: 
 
Plus  Sponsor's Influence rating (final blessed value) times 3 
Minus  Target's loyalty rating times 2. 

 
If the Characters are of different sexes and the Sponsor’s beauty is up to 10 points higher than the Target’s 
beauty. 
Plus  1.5 for each point of Sponsor’s beauty above the beauty of Target 

Or if Characters are of different sexes and the Sponsor’s beauty is more than 10 points higher than the Target’s 
beauty. 
Minus  1 for each point of Sponsor’s beauty above the beauty of the Target  

Plus The Racial Diplomacy modifier of Sponsors race vs Target’s race. This modifier can be positive or 
negative, depending on the races involved. If not listed then the default modifier is used, commonly 
between -200 to –999, depending on the module.  

Plus  Status effects:  
If the Target has a status and Sponsor does not, then Normal Diplomacy modifier is applied.  
If the Sponsor has the same Status type (Undead, Lycanthrope, Religious or Other), then the ranking of 
the Sponsor minus the ranking of the target is applied as a modifier.  
If the Sponsor and the Target have Statuses of different types, then the ranking of the Sponsor’s Status in 
the Status type of the Target is applied as a modifier. (Statuses have a ranking in every type, not just in the 
type of their name.) 
 

Plus  Mark effects: 
Marks typically add positive modifiers from 1 – 30, depending on the mark, and the nature of the Target. 
The effects of Marks not detailed below must be discovered in the course of play. 
Mark of Evil:   Plus 15 if Target has Undead status 

Plus 5 if Target is an Orc-like race (202, 222 or 242) 
Plus 5 if Target is an Troll-like race (208, 228 or 248) 

Mark of Divinity:  Plus 5 if Target has Religious status 
Plus 5 if Target is an Elf-like race (203, 223 or 243) 

Mark of Power:  Plus 3 if Target has Lycanthrope status 
Mark of Destiny:  Plus 5 if Target is a Maratasen-like race (206, 226 or 246)   

Plus 5 if Target is a Half Elf-like race (210, 230 or 250) 
Plus an additional unspecified modifier. 
 

Plus  The Religious modifier of Sponsors religion vs Target’s religion. This modifier can be positive or 
negative, depending on the religions involved. 

Minus  5 if Sponsor or Target is insane. Additional unspecified effects may also result if either Sponsor or Target 
is insane. 
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Minus  999 if Sponsor is not a member of the same faction the as Target. 
Minus  Prestige Modifier: 

Minus 100 if the Sponsor is a Character in the ID range of 1001+ and the Target has Prestige.  
Minus (11 times Target’s Prestige minus Sponsor’s Prestige) if the Target has a greater Enhanced Prestige 
than the highest of the Sponsor’s Base, Enhanced and Effective Prestige ratings, and the Sponsor is a 
Character in the ID range of 1 to 1000. 
Minus (11 times Target’s Prestige) if the Target has Prestige, and the Sponsor is a Character in the ID 
range of 1001+. 
If the Sponsor is a Character in the ID range of 1 to 1000 and has higher prestige than the Target there is 
no Prestige modifier. 

Plus or Minus  a Random Modifier of 0 to 10 
 

If the Sponsor is wounded, the amount of wounds is then subtracted from the chance of success. 
If the Sponsor has Black Death, their chance of success is multiplied by 0.2. 
If the Sponsor has Pox, their chance of success is multiplied by 0.8. 

 
If the Target has base prestige, then the maximum chance of success is 32%. If the Target does not have base 
prestige, the maximum chance of success is 90%. 

 
Sponsor: Character # of Character attempting to influence 

Target: Character # of Character being influenced 

D3 BRIBE CHARACTER (Any Character) 
This order allows a Character to attempt to persuade a target Character to leave their current position and become 
an NPC Character. It is identical to the D1 Induce Character order, with the exception that if successful, the target 
Character becomes an NPC rather than joining your position. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character attempting the bribe 

Target: Character # of Character being bribed 

Amount: # of crowns to spend 

D4 INTIMIDATE CHARACTER (Any Character) 
the order allows a Character to attempt to persuade a Target Character to leave their current position and become 
an NPC Character. It is identical to the D2 Influence Character order, with the following exceptions: 

If successful, the target Character becomes an NPC rather than joining your position.  

An additional modifier of .5 times the difference between Sponsor and Target’s base PC is applied 

If the attempt fails, then the loyalty of the Target character to their current position may be increased. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character attempting to intimidate 

Target: Character # of Character being intimidated 

D5 LISTEN FOR LOCAL RUMOURS IN CURRENT PLACE (Rumourmonger) 
This order allows a Character with Rumourmonger skill rating to listen for rumours of events and Character 
actions in the Place-type Force that they are in. The rumours may include the name or name and ID# of Characters 
moving, performing covert actions, or doing anything that may generate an event. The chances of success are 
equal to 1 to 7 times the Sponsor Character’s Rumourmonger rating. Rumours are not always true, and the time 
the events heard about is not given, so that if a Character does something which generates an event then does 
nothing further for some time, this old event may still be learned of as a rumour. 
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D6 LISTEN FOR DISTANT RUMOURS (Rumourmonger) 
This order allows a Character with Rumourmonger skill rating to listen for rumours of a Target Place-type Force 
that they are not in, and also attempt to discover the location of the Target. A location will be given, but how 
accurate that location is depends on the Character’s Rumourmonger rating. The chance of learning the exact 
coordinates of the Target is equal to the Character’s Rumourmonger rating, the chance of the coordinates being 
within 1 province of the actual location is equal to 2 times the Character’s Rumourmonger rating, the chance of 
the coordinates being within 3 provinces equal to 3 times the Rumourmonger rating, etc. You will not be told how 
accurate the coordinates given are. The chances of successfully discovering general Place rumours is 1 to 7 times 
the Character’s Rumourmonger skill rating, minus 30. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character listening for rumours 

Target: Force # Character is listening to rumours about 

D7 HONOUR CHARACTER OWNED (Main Character Only) 
The order allows a main Character to attempt to increase the loyalty of a Character in your position by honouring 
them. The target Character must be in the same province. The chance of success is equal to the modified influence 
of the Sponsor plus 8 times the base prestige of the target. If successful, then the loyalty of the target will increase 
by 2 times the prestige of the Sponsor plus a 1 to 5. 

Sponsor: Character # of Main Character honouring the Target 

Target: Character # of Character being honoured 

D8 GIFT OF CROWNS TO CHARACTER OWNED (Main Character Only) 
The order allows a main Character to attempt to increase the loyalty of a Character in your position of the primary 
or secondary race of the main Character by gifting them with crowns. The target Character must be in the same 
province. The chance of success is equal to the number of crowns spend divided by the Target Character’s Greed 
to a maximum of 30, plus the modified Influence rating of the Sponsor, minus 12 times the Target’s Prestige. The 
maximum number of crowns which can be spent is 32,767. The crowns must be in the possessions of the Sponsor 
Character, and are spent whether or not the attempt is successful. If the attempt is successful, then the loyalty of 
the target will increase by 2 times the prestige of the Sponsor plus a 1 to 5. 

Sponsor: Character # of Main Character giving the gift 

Target: Character # of Character receiving the gift 

Amount: # of crowns being gifted 

D9 BARD TO DISCERN LEGENDS, TALES, AND SONGS (Bard) 
This order allows a Bard to attempt to learn a new story. A Bard can only know one story at a time. The chance of 
success is 5 times the skill level of the Bard, plus 3 times the Base Guild strength if in an Inn or Bard's College. 
The maximum chance of success is 95%, and the minimum is 5%. There is generally between 25 and 50 Bard 
tales in an average game. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character attempting to learn story 
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D10 BARD PERFORMANCE (Bard) 
This order allows a Bard to perform a story, which will be received in the turn results, and may include an 
Adventure or other information about the world. All Bard stories have some relevant information in them, though 
it may not be immediately obvious what this is. Once performed the Bard forgets the story. If the performance is 
given when the Character is in an Inn, the Inn owner may get a review of it, and the Bard may earn from 1 to 500 
Crowns. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character giving performance 

D11 DISCUSS POLITICS (Any Character) 
This order allows a Character to attempt to discover information about the position and faction another Character 
belongs to. The Target Character must be in the same province. 

If the Target Character is a PC and masked, then no information will be gained. 

If the Target Character is a PC and unmasked, they will reveal the ID# of position they belong to, what factions 
the position belongs to, and whether they are assigned to a faction. 

If the Target Character is an NPC, they will reveal the faction/s they are assigned to, if any.  

If the Target Character has a Berserker skill rating, they may lose their temper, with the Sponsor receiving up to 
10% wounds.  

Sponsor: Character # of Character initiating discussion 

Target: Character # of Character being questioned 

D12 VOTE (Variable) 
This order allows a Character to cast a vote, if they meet the restrictions of the specific vote being held. Votes 
may be held for a variety of reasons, depending on the module.  

Sponsor: Character # of Character voting 

Target: # of Vote 

Amount: How the vote is to be cast: 

0 =  Abstain/default, 1 = Yes,  2 =  No,  3+ = Other (as specified in the vote) 

Item #: If required by the particular vote 

Qualifier: If required by the particular vote 
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13.6.3 Specialized Character Actions 
All of these orders will use a Character action, unless otherwise specified in the order description, even if the 
order fails. 

S1 STUDY SKILL (Skills 1 – 24) 
This order allows a Character with a basic skill (1 – 24, listed below) to attempt increase the rating of that skill. 
Crowns can be spent to increase the chance of success if the Character is in ANY Guild. Crowns are spent 
whether or not the attempt is successful. 

The percentage chance of success is calculated as follows: 

 Base Chance:  5 times (22 minus current base level)  
(This can be a negative number) 

 Wounds Modifier: Minus Wounds percentage 
 Guild Modifiers: Plus Guild strength if Guild teaches skill being studied 

    Plus 25 if Guild has a Guild facility for the skill being studied 
 Crowns Modifier: Multiplied by  (1 + Crowns spent/(current Skill Rating x 100)) to a maximum  

 of a 1.5 multiplier. 
(The maximum number of Crowns that can be spent is 10 times Guild strength) 

 
The minimum chance of success is 10%, and the maximum chance is 90%. 

As Characters move towards a 20th level their basic chances of success become slim, and as Characters reach 
higher skill ratings, they may have a better chance of increasing their skill ratings through using them than 
through study. 

 BASIC SKILLS 

# Skill  # Skill  # Skill 

1 Wizard  9 Druid  17 Rumourmonger 
2 Sorcerer  10 Priest  18 Admin/engineer 
3 Illusionist  11 Bard  19 Berserker 
4 Necromancer  12 Assassin  20 Knight 
5 Summoner  13 Spy  21 Swordmaster 
6 Seer  14 Stealth  22 Axemaster 
7 Warlock  15 Thief  23 Bowmaster 
8 Enchanter  16 Merchant  24 Ranger 

 
Sponsor: Character # 

Amount: Crowns to be spent, if any  

Qualifier: Skill # to be studied 
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S2 STUDY ATTRIBUTE (Personal Combat, Tactics and Influence) 
This order allows a Character to attempt increase their Personal Combat, Tactics or Influence rating. Crowns can 
be spent in any Guild to increase the chance of success. Crowns are spent whether or not the attempt is successful. 

The percentage chance of success is calculated as follows: 

 Base Chance:  5 times (22 minus current base level) for Personal Combat 
4 times (22 minus current base level) for Tactics 
3.5 times (22 minus current base level) for Influence 
(This can be a negative number) 

 Wounds Modifier: Minus Wounds percentage 
 Guild Modifiers: Plus Guild strength if Guild teaches attribute being studied 

Plus 25 if the guild has a Library. 
 Crowns Modifier: Multiplied by  (1 + Crowns spent/(current Skill Rating x 100)) to a maximum  

  of a 1.5 multiplier. 
(The maximum number of Crowns that can be spent is 10 times Guild strength) 

 
The minimum chance of success is 10%, and the maximum chance is 90%. 

As Characters move towards a 20th level their basic chances of success become slim, and as Characters reach 
higher attribute ratings, they may have a better chance of increasing their attribute ratings through using them than 
through study. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Qualifier: Attribute # to study: 1 = Personal Combat, 2 = Tactics, 3 = Influence 

S3 TEACH SKILL (1 to 24) TO CHARACTER (Any Character) 
This order allows a Character to teach a skill they have a rating in to another target Character. For a skill to be 
successfully taught, the target (learning) Character must also issue the Learn Skill (S4) order.  

If the skill to be taught is Priest, then both Sponsor and Target Characters must be of the same religion. 

If the skill to be taught is either Priest or an Arcanist skill, then the Character learning cannot already have any 
Arcane/Priest skill (1 – 10).  

Both Sponsor and Target Characters must be in the same province when this order is given. If the Characters 
move into different provinces before the complementary Learn Skill order is given, the Sponsor retains the 
instruction to teach that skill to that target character, and the Target Character can issue the Learn Skill order if the 
two Characters meet in the future. 

Note: A Character may only be waiting to teach (or learn) one skill to (or from) one target at a time, so if the 
Sponsor is given a second Teach Skill order (or a Learn Skill order) before the first tuition sequence is completed, 
the first Teach Skill instruction is lost as the second order will overwrite it. 

When both Teach Skill and Learn Skill orders have been given, the tuition takes place immediately, so if both 
Characters belong to your position, you can issue a string of Teach Skill and Learn Skill Orders in the same turn. 

Sponsor: Character # of teaching Character  

Target: Character # of student Character 

Qualifier: Skill # to be taught (#1 to #24) 
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S4 LEARN SKILL (1 to 24) FROM CHARACTER (Any Character) 
This order allows a Character to learn a skill from another target Character. For a skill to be successfully learnt, 
the target (teaching) Character must also issue the Teach Skill (S3) order.  

If the skill to be learnt is Priest, then both Sponsor and Target Characters must be of the same religion. 

If the skill to be learnt is either Priest or an Arcanist skill, then the Sponsor cannot already have any Arcane/Priest 
skill (1 – 10).  

Both Sponsor and Target Characters must be in the same province when this order is given. A student may issue a 
Learn Skill order (S4) before the Teacher is given a Teach Skill order (S3), so that as soon as the Teach Skill 
order is given, the tuition occurs. If the Characters move into different provinces before the complementary Teach 
Skill order is given, the Sponsor retains the instruction to learn that skill from that target character, and the Target 
Character can issue the Teach Skill order if the two Characters meet in the future. 

Note: A Character may only be waiting to learn (or teach) one skill from (or to) one target at a time, so if the 
Sponsor is given a second Learn Skill order (or a Teach Skill order) before the first tuition sequence is completed, 
the first Learn Skill instruction is lost as the second order will overwrite it. 

When both Teach Skill and Learn Skill orders have been given, the tuition takes place immediately, so if both 
Characters belong to your position, you can issue a string of Teach Skill and Learn Skill Orders in the same turn. 

Sponsor: Character # of student Character 

Target: Character # of teaching Character 

Qualifier: Skill # to be learnt (#1 to #24) 

S5 LEARN SKILL (1 to 24) FROM GUILD (Any Character) 
This order allows a Character to pay to learn a skill from a Guild that is able to teach that skill. The Sponsor must 
be in the Guild, and have the amount of Crowns required in their possessions. If the amount of Crowns to be spent 
is more than the actual cost of learning the skill, then only the amount required will be spent. Crowns spent go 
into the Guild's treasury. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character learning skill 

Target: Guild #  

Amount: Maximum # of crowns to spend 

Qualifier: Skill # to be learnt (#1 to #24) 

S6 TEACH MAGIC SPELL TO YOUR MAGIC GUILD (Wizard to Druid) 
This order allows characters from the same position as the owner of a Magic Guild to teach a spell that they know 
to the Guild, so that the Guild may then teach the spell to other Characters. The amount that the Guild will charge 
to teach the spell is also set by this order. The Sponsor must be in the same province as the Target Guild, and the 
Guild must have an empty spell slot. See order G3 for details of how to remove existing spells from slots. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character teaching spell 

Target: Guild # 

Amount: # of crowns to be charged by Guild to teach the spell 

Qualifier: Spell # being taught 
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S8 CAST MAGIC SPELL USING MAGIC MANA BY AN ARCANIST(Wizard to Druid) 

This order allows a Character with an Arcanist skill (1 to 9) to cast a spell that they know, but NOT for a 
Character without an Arcanist skill to cast a spell if they have an item that allows them to do so.  

Sponsor: Character # of Character casting spell 

Target: Target of the spell and Piece-type identifier 

Amount: # of mana points to be put into the spell 

Item #: Spell # 

Qualifier: If required, as specified by the spell description, including Piece-type identifier 

Typical Piece-type identifiers required are as follows: 

 I Item 
 C Character 
 F Force 
 M Market 
 G Guild 
 PS Population Segment 
 P Province. Leading in zeros are omitted. For example: P11/1, P1/80 or P130/9 
 

Parameters for commonly used spells: 
Spell # Spell Target Qualifier 

96 Gather Special Resources Force Sponsor is in Resource 
222 Bless Animal Force Sponsor is in Animal item 
245 Barrier of Nature Specific province or Sponsor’s province Direction (1 to 8) to be blocked 
246 Barrier of Nature II Specific province or Sponsor’s province 2 directions (1 to 8) to be blocked (i.e. 3, 7) 
247 Dispel Barrier of Nature Specific province or Sponsor’s province Direction blocked 

 
Combat Spells: 

When loading a combat spell ready for use in either a Battle or a Duel, the Target of the spell is always the same 
as the Sponsor, the Amount is 1, and the Item # is the spell number. The spell's true Mana cost and any 
ingredients required are not used until the spell is actually cast in combat. There is no cost in Character actions to 
load Duel and Battle spells. 

In order to unload a combat spell, the Amount should be 0. 

Provinces: 

When a province is required as a Target, then either a specific province coordinate can be given, or the parameter 
can be left blank. If a specific province is given, the spell will fail (with a loss of 1 base Mana and any ingredients 
required) unless the Sponsor is in the province when the spell is cast. if the parameter is left blank, the spell will 
go off wherever the Sponsor is when the spell is cast. 

Failure:  

If a spell fails, for whatever reason, it will cost at least 1 base Mana, any ingredients needed by the spell are 
consumed, and the action is used. Summoning and Rite spells that fail result in the loss of all spell points put in 
them. 

Excess Points Lost: 

If more mana is placed into a spell than required, then the excess points are lost. 
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Free Mana: 

The amount of mana placed into a spell must be inclusive of any free Mana the Character has (from items, 
Familiars or because the spell is in their discipline). If enough free Mana is available, this may result in no base 
Mana being used when a spell is cast. However, if a spell fails, then base Mana is still lost (see above). 

Examples of Spells: 

Code:  S8 
Sponsor: c123 
Target:  p23/45 
Amount: 15 
Item #:  246 
Qualifier: 5,8 

Character 123 is casting Barrier of Nature (246) in directions 5 and 8 on province 23/45 
using 15 Mana. (The directions do not have to be adjacent.) If the Sponsor is not at 
province 23/45 the spell will fail. 

Code:  S8 
Sponsor: c123 
Amount: 15 
Item #:  246 
Qualifier: 5,8 

This is identical to the first example, except that the spell will work no matter where the 
Sponsor is when the spell is cast.  

Code:  S8 
Sponsor: c123 
Target:  p23/46 
Amount: 15 
Item #:  247 
Qualifier: 1 

Character 123 is casting Dispel (247) in direction 1 on province 23/46 using 15 mana. 
This means that he expects a barrier to prevent him from moving from province 23/46 in 
direction 1. This barrier would have been cast on province 23/45 creating a barrier in 
direction 5, which is, therefore, blocking entrance into the province from the direction 1 
of province 23/46. 
 

Code:  S8 
Sponsor: c123 
Target:  c66 
Amount: 31 
Item #:  46 

Character 123 is casting an Ego Attack (46) on Character 66 using 31 mana points. 
 

Code:  S8 
Sponsor: c123 
Target:  c123 
Amount: 0 
Item #:  83 

Character 123 is casting an Empathic Self Cure (83) on himself with 0 amount, thus 
unloading the combat spell. 
 

Code:  S8 
Sponsor: c123 
Target:  f283 
Amount: 1 
Item #:  151 

Character 123 is casting Scry Force (151) on Force 283 using 1 mana.. This spell will 
fail because Scry Force needs at least 2 mana to cast. Even if Character 123 is a Seer, 
and so gets 3 free mana for the spell, he still needs to put down the actual mana cost 
inclusive of free mana in the amount parameter. 
 

 
 
 
 
NOTE: all spells not cast by an arcanist (ie by someone without skills 1-9) for example using free mana for a spell 
from an item, should use the S9 order – NOT the S8 order, or this will fail. 
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S9 CAST PRIEST SPELL USING HOLY MANA (Priest) 
This order allows a Character with Priest skill rating to cast a spell that is either accessible to their religion, or any 
character to cast spells an item they have equipped allows. The mechanics of this order are identical to that of the 
S8 order above, with the exception that it uses Holy Mana rather than Magic Mana. If a Character has both Priest 
and an Arcanist skill rating, and has knowledge of spells that are not accessible to them as a Priest, then those 
spells may not be cast using this order (the S8 order must be used). However, if a Character has both Priest and an 
Arcanist skills, and the same spell is both listed as accessible to his religion and also available to them as an 
Arcanist, then they may use either S8 or S9 to cast the spell. In such a case, since a Character has only one base 
Mana pool for all his spell castings, the selection of which order to use is important, since it governs which free 
mana (either from effects that grant Holy Mana or that grant Magic Mana) will be used. There is no cost in 
Character actions to load Duel and Battle spells 

Sponsor: Character # of Character casting spell 

Target: Target of the spell and Piece-type identifier 

Amount: # of mana points to be put into the spell 

Item #: Spell # 

Qualifier: If required, as specified by the spell description, including Piece-type identifier 

Example of Spell: 

Code:  S9 
Sponsor: c123 
Target:  i419 
Amount: 5 
Item #:  257 

Character 123 is casting the spell Create Holy Symbol (257) using 5 holy mana, 
targeting a piece of silver (item #419). This will create a Holy Symbol of the caster’s 
religion, which will be placed in his possessions. 

S10 BARD BLESSING/CURSES (Bards) 
This order allows a Character with a Bard skill rating to bless or curse a target Character in the same province. A 
Bard’s bless and curse work in the same way as the Druid’s Bless and Curse spells (see the notes in section 3.7.9 
for details), with the exception that they are not affected by the Target’s Magic Attack Resistance. Both Bard and 
Druid spells affect the same Bless/Curse rating. 

The chance of success and the effect of the order if successful are based on the Character’s Bard skill rating. The 
exact details must be discovered in the course of play, but the following should provide a guideline: 

Bard level Chance of Success Effect if Successful 
5 29% to 36% 20% to 25% 
10 49% to 60% 35% to 40% 
15 68% to 75% 44% to 49% 
20 95% 55% to 60% 
30 95% 64% to 68% 
40 95% 74% to 79% 
50 95% 84% to 88% 
60 95% 90% to 96% 
70+ 95% 96% to 100% 

Sponsor: Character # of Character blessing or cursing 

Target: Character # of Character being blessed or cursed 

Qualifier: 1 = Bless, 2 = Curse 
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S11 RESEARCH ARCANE SPELL (Wizard to Druid) 
This order allows a Character with an Arcanist skill (Wizard to Druid) to research a spell. A Character can only 
have direct knowledge of 16 spells (see also the B21 forget spell order), this limit does not include spells known 
by a Familiar or available from items equipped. Some spells are Group Spells, which allow the casting of all 
spells in that group, and these Group Spells only count as one spell towards the limit of 16. Learning group spells 
will automatically cause spells covered by the group to be forgotten. 

Spells in the range of 1 to 256 and 401 to 499 are considered the Standard Arcana, and may be researched 
anywhere.  

An Arcanist may not research a Priest spell. 

Spells in the Arcane Disciplines that are not in those ranges are considered Ancient Arcana, and may only be 
researched in a Magic Guild. To research Ancient Arcana you must have an item in the guild’s possessions with 
an Ancient Arcana research lvl equal or greater than level of the spell you are trying to research. A view of the 
Magic Guild (Order code V4) from inside the Guild will reveal if it supports Ancient Arcana research, and at what 
strength. 

If the Sponsor is in a Magic or Alchemist Guild, they may spend up to 4 times the cost of the spell research in 
addition to the basic cost of the spell research. For each extra multiple of the spell research cost, they gain +10 to 
their percentage chance of success. For example, if a spell costs 100 Crowns to research, and the Sponsor spends 
300 Crowns, they will gain an extra 20 to their chance of success. Crowns can only be spent in exact multiples of 
the research cost, and any excess may be lost. 

The cost of basic spell research and the effects of failure are as follows: 

Spell 
Rating 

Cost in 
Crowns Failure Effects 

1 25 No Effect 
2 100 5 – 25% Curse 
3 225 5 – 50% Curse, 1 – 25% Wounds 
4 400 25 – 80% Curse, 1 – 50% Wounds, 1 – 25% chance of Insanity 
5 625 50 – 80% Curse, 1 – 75% Wounds,  25 – 75% chance of Insanity 
6 900 50 – 80% Curse, 50 – 100% Wounds, 50 – 100% chance of Insanity 
7+ 1225 50 – 80% Curse, 50 – 100% Wounds, 80 – 100% chance of Insanity, 50% chance of Death 

 
If the Sponsor is conducting research inside a Magic or Alchemist Guild then the Guild may shield the researcher, 
and so reduce some of the effects of failure. However, this is not guaranteed, and if unfortunate a failed researcher 
may not only may take a full blast from the disaster, but could also blow up part of the Guild and thus weaken it 
between 0 and 10 points. The chance of this occurring is not generally known, but is estimated to be less than 
30%. 

The percentage chance of success when researching a spell is calculated as follows 

 5 times the BASE Arcane skill rating of the Character after reduction for wounds  

 Wounds reduce the value of skills accordingly.  
Example: 20% wounds means effective skill level is at 80% 
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This chance is then affected by the following modifiers: 

Spell 
Level 

Modifier  Other Research Modifiers Modifier 

1 -25  Caster is in same discipline as spell +25 
2 -50  Mark of Wizardry +50 
3 -75  Mark of Power +10 
4 -100  If Cursed (Note - no bonus is gained if blessed) -Curse percentage 
5 -150  Insanity -50 
6 -200  Crowns spent (over base research cost) +10 per cost multiple 

7 -275  If researching Standard Arcana 

8 -375  Caster is in a Magic Guild +2x (Guild basic strength) 
9 -475  Caster is in an Alchemist Guild +1x (Guild basic strength) 

10 -575  If researching Ancient Arcana 

11+ -10000  Spell level is less than or equal to highest item 
research level 

 + all item research adds 

 
The maximum chance of successfully researching any particular spell is capped at 85%. 

This is calculated before the application of a random number from -10 to +10.  

For Example, a 15th level Wizard who is 20% wounded tries to research a level 3 Wizard spell in the field: 

+60 = level of 15 reduced by 20% for wounds (15 x .8 = 12), then multiplied by 5 

-75 = Negative for the 3rd level spell 

+25 = Being in same discipline since it is a Wizard spell 

+/-10 = Random Factor 

This results in the Character having a 0 – 20% chance (+/- 10%) of success, so they are not only unlikely to be 
successful but have a significant chance suffering a 5 to 50% curse, and 0 to 25% additional wounds. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character researching spell 

Target: Spell # of Spell being researched 

Amount: # of additional crowns being spent above basic research cost 
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S12 TEACH SPELL TO CHARACTER (Arcanist only) 
This order allows a Character to teach a spell to another Character with an Arcanist skill (1-9). For a spell to be 
successfully taught, the target (learning) Character must also issue the Learn Spell (S13) order.  

The Spell taught must be one that the Sponsor directly knows, or is included in a Group spell that they know. The 
Runemaster Spell (211) may not be taught. In addition, some games may only allow Characters to teach 
Characters with the same Arcanist skill, whilst in others the tuition may have a chance of failure. 

Both Sponsor and Target Characters must be in the same province when this order is given. If the Characters 
move into different provinces before the complementary Learn Spell order is given, the Sponsor retains the 
instruction to teach that spell to that target character, and the Target Character can issue the Learn Spell order if 
the two Characters meet in the future. 

Note: A Character may only be waiting to teach (or learn) one spell to (or from) one target at a time, so if the 
Sponsor is given a second Teach Spell order (or a Learn Spell order) before the first tuition sequence is 
completed, the first Teach Spell instruction is lost as the second order will overwrite it. 

When both Teach Spell and Learn Spell orders have been given, the tuition takes place immediately, so if both 
Characters belong to your position, you can issue a string of Teach Spell and Learn Spell Orders in the same turn. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character teaching 

Target: Character # of Character learning 

Qualifier: Spell # to be taught 

S13 LEARN SPELL FROM CHARACTER (Arcanist only) 
This order allows a Character to learn a spell from another Character with an Arcanist skill (1-9). For a spell to be 
successfully learnt, the target (teaching) Character must also issue the Teach Spell (S12) order.  

The Runemaster Spell (211) may not be learnt. In addition, some games may only allow Characters to learn from 
a Character with the same Arcanist skill, whilst in others learning may have a chance of failure. 

Both Sponsor and Target Characters must be in the same province when this order is given. A student may issue a 
Learn Spell order (S13) before the Teacher is given a Teach Spell order (S12), so that as soon as the Teach Spell 
order is given, the tuition occurs. If the Characters move into different provinces before the complementary Learn 
Spell order is given, the Sponsor retains the instruction to teach that spell to that target character, and the Target 
Character can issue the Learn Spell order if the two Characters meet in the future. 

Note: A Character may only be waiting to teach (or learn) one spell to (or from) one target at a time, so if the 
Sponsor is given a second Teach Spell order (or a Learn Spell order) before the first tuition sequence is 
completed, the first Teach Spell instruction is lost as the second order will overwrite it. 

When both Teach Spell and Learn Spell orders have been given, the tuition takes place immediately, so if both 
Characters belong to your position, you can issue a string of Teach Spell and Learn Spell Orders in the same turn. 

Learning a group spell will automatically cause spells covered by the group to be forgotten. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character learning 

Target: Character # of Character teaching 

Qualifier: Spell # to be learnt 
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S14 LEARN SPELL FROM MAGIC GUILD (Arcanist in a Magic Guild only) 
This order allows a Character with an Arcanist skill rating in a Magic Guild to pay to learn a spell taught by that 
Guild. The amount of crowns in the Amount parameter is the maximum that the Character wishes to spend, which 
allows for the possibility that the cost has been changed, and excess crowns will not be spent. The Sponsor cannot 
already directly know 16 spells. Learning a group spell will automatically cause spells covered by the group to be 
forgotten. The Runemaster Spell (211) may not be learned.  

Sponsor: Character # of Character learning (must be inside target guild) 

Target: Guild #  

Amount: Maximum # of crowns to spend 

Qualifier: Spell # to be learned 

S15 TEACH PRODUCTION SECRET TO POPULATION SEGMENT(Any Character) 
This order allows a Character who knows a special production secret to teach it to a Population Segment. The 
Sponsor and the target Pop Segment must be in the same province but not necessarily owned by the same 
position. 

Sponsor: Character #  

Target: Pop Segment # 

Qualifier: Production Secret # (see below) 

ID# Production Secret  ID# Production Secret 

1 Elven Bow (#18)  5 Mithril Axe (#22) 
2 Dwarven Axe (#19)  6 Elf Light Chain (#151 to #153) 
3 Troll Hammer (#20)  7 Dwarven Plate (#155 to #157) 

4 Mithril Sword (#21)    

S16 MAKE HEALING DRAUGHTS (Ranger) 
This order allows a Character with a Ranger skill rating and who possesses the required basic flora in heir 
possessions to make Healing Potions. Up to three Healing Potions of the same type may be made, with each 
potion consuming one unit of the appropriate flora: 

Item # Item Name Item Description Required Flora  

402 Healing Potion I Cures 10% wounds on activation Gingeroot (#424) 
403 Healing Potion II Cures 20% wounds on activation  Asarum (#427) 

 
Sponsor: Character # 

Amount: # of Healing Potions to make 

Item #: Healing Potion # to make 
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S17 MAKE POISON (Assassin) 
This order allows a Character with an Assassin skill and who possesses the required flora in their possessions to 
make Poison Potions. Up to three poison potions of the same type may be made. Poisons are used to make generic 
poison weapons (see order U2), these weapons have an increased Attack Factor of 25% or 50%, and can inflict 
poison on Characters hit with them. 

Item # Item Name Item Description Required Flora  

400 Mandra Poison Inflicts 10% wounds at production Mandrake (#423) 
401 Belladon Poison Inflicts 30% wounds at production Nightshade (#425) 

 
Sponsor: Character # 

Amount: # of Poison Potions to make 

Item #: Poison Potion # to make 

S18 MAKE ANTIDOTE (Assassin) 
This order allows a Character with an Assassin skill and who possesses the required flora in their possessions to 
make Poison Antidotes. Up to three Mandra Antidotes of the same type may be made, or one Belladon Antidote.  

Item # Item Name Required Flora 

404 Mandra Antidote I Silverleaf (#426) 
405 Belladon Antidote II Asarum (#427) 

 
Sponsor: Character # 

Amount: # of Antidotes to make  

Item #: Antidote # to make 
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S19 GATHER FLORA (Druid, Ranger or Bard) 
This order allows a Character with a Druid, Ranger or Bard skill rating to collect flora that is in the same 
province. The amount of flora present in the province may be collected, and the amount remaining reduced 
accordingly but not to less than 1. Which is to say that if there are 3 units of Silverleaf available, all 3 may be 
collected, but another 1 unit will still remain. The only way a province may have its flora rating reduced to zero is 
through magic. 

Flora is generated in a province at the start of the game, based on the rarity of the flora and the terrain type. The 
chance of a flora type being generated at game start in a given province is between 4% and 7% for all terrain types 
except for Moors, Swamps and (depending on the particular game) Heavy Forest, which are more likely to have a 
flora type (10% to 15% chance).  

The following common flora can commonly be found in these locations: 

Flora ID# Flora Name Locations Flora is typically found in 
423 Mandrake Moors, Swamp, Forest Hills, Heavy Forest and Forest 
424 Ginger Root Moors, Forest Hills, Forest and Heavy Forest 
425 Nightshade Swamp, Moors and Jungle 
426 Silverleaf Forest Mountains, Barren Mountains, Barren Hills, and Forest Hills 
427 Asarum Barren, Arid, Desert, Barren Mountains, Barren Hills and Grassland 
428 Cinder Oak Heavy Forest, Forest Hills, Forest Mountains, Forest and Jungle 
429 Meldorian Heavy Forest, Forest Mountains, Forest Hills and Forest 

 
Sponsor: Character # 

Amount: # of flora to gather 

Item #: Flora # to gather 

S20 EXAMINE ITEM (Any Character) 
This order allows a Character to examine an item. This will give a general description of the item, and, if it can be 
produced, what the production requirements are. This order should only be given if you have a reason to believe 
that the nature of the item is not obvious, or have been directed to by something in the game, and examining most 
items will gain a description along the lines of ‘the nature of the item is contained in its name’. In addition, some 
items may have some extra message on them that only an Arcanist will receive. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Item #: Item # to examine 

S21 READ ITEM (Any Character) 
This order allows a Character to read an item. Reading an item does not activate it, or cause any effects to the 
Character. Books should be read. Scrolls tend to be ‘In Use’ items and do not need to be read unless you have 
reason to do so. Other items such as Altars, Boxes, etc. may have an inscription on them, in which case it is worth 
reading them. But this is relatively rare, so unless you have reason to believe there is something to read, it is 
generally not worth reading every item your position gains. 

Messages, stories and inscriptions found can vary from a single line to many pages, and may contain information 
relevant to plot-lines and adventures. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Item #: Item # to read 
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S22 CHALLENGE FOR GUILD CONTROL (Certain skilled Characters) 
This order allows a Character to challenge for control of a Guild. The Character must have the appropriate skills 
of sufficient rating required to Sponsor a Guild of the type they are challenging for control of – note that wounds 
affect skill levels. If another Character currently owns the Guild, be they alive or dead, a prisoner or free, then 
they must be in the same province as the Sponsor challenger. If the Guild is un-owned, then the Sponsor must be 
in the Guild. 

If the Guild is currently owned, the Sponsor must have an Enhanced Prestige equal to that of the defending 
Character. In addition, if the Guild is a Magic, Alchemist or Assassin Guild then the Sponsor must have 
appropriate skill ratings 5 levels higher than the minimum required to Sponsor the Guild. 

Depending on the Guild type, the resolution of the challenge will then be either through the comparison of the 
Characters’ skill levels, or a duel. The specific rules of such a duel are not detailed and must be discovered in the 
course of play. They are unique to this situation, with the winner being the Character with the lowest final amount 
of wounds.  

 

Guilds whose Challenge is by Comparison  Guilds whose Challenge is by Duel 

Magic  Knights 
Bards  Rangers 
Alchemist  Assassin 
Church  Thieves 

If the Guild is un-owned, the Sponsor must have an Enhanced Prestige equal to 1/2 the base strength of the Guild.  

Sponsor: Character # of Character issuing challenge 

Target: Character # of Character being challenged, or Sponsor # if Guild is un-owned 

Qualifier: Guild #  

S23 NON-HEROIC JOB (Any Character) 
This order allows a Character in a Place type Force (Location, Underground City or a Cloud Castle) to take on 
mundane job and earn some Crowns. The amount of Crowns earned is based on the number and type of 
Population in the Force, to a maximum of about 200 Crowns in a Force with a Population size of about 15,000. 

Sponsor: Character # 

S24 SELL TRADEGOODS TO POPULATION SEGMENT (Merchant) 
This order allows a Character with a Merchant skill rating to sell tradegoods from a Force belonging to the same 
position that the Character is directly in, to a Population Segment in the same province. The Pop Seg can only 
purchase an amount of items up to 10% of its population during each production month, both from this order and 
from all other orders that may sell to the Pop Seg (see orders M11 and M9). 

The value of each tradegood is based on the distance it has travelled from its point of origin to the point of sale 
(see section 10.2: Tradegoods and Markets), plus a percentage equal to their effective Merchant skill rating. 

Sponsor: Character #  

Target: Pop Segment # buying tradegoods 

Amount: # of tradegoods being sold 

Item #: Tradegoods # 
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S25 CHECK MARKET PRICES (Merchant) 
This order allows a Character with a Merchant skill rating to receive a report on what any Market is buying and 
selling, and their prices. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Target: Marketplace # 

S26 PARTICIPATE IN GUILD TOURNEY (Any Character) 
This order allows a Character to participate in a Tourney held by a Fair/Tourney Guild (see section 9.7.9: 
Fair/Tourney). The Sponsor must be in the same province as the Guild, and the Guild may not be under siege. 

Sponsor: Character # 

Target: Guild # (hosting tourney) 

S27 AFFLICT CHARACTER (Any Character) 
This order allows a Character with the ability to inflict a Status on another Character to do so. This ability is very 
rare, and not allowed in most modules. If a Character has this ability, it will be reported on their Character 
overview. The Target Character must be alive, and not have a status. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character inflicting Status 

Target: Character # of Character being afflicted 

Qualifier: Status # to afflict 

S28 PUBLIC WORKS AND BUREAUCRATIC REFORM (Admin/Engineer) 
This order allows a Character with an Admin/Engineer skill rating with the necessary Crowns in their possession 
and who is inside a Force to improve the SEI of the Force. The Target Force must be a Location, Underground 
City, Cloud Castle or a Nomad Camp. The SEI of the Force will be increased by an amount equal to 2 times the 
effective Admin/Engineer rating of the Sponsor. The target does not need to be owned by the Sponsor. The 
Sponsor may be inside a Guild or a Party inside the target Force. 

The cost of Public Works is as follows: 

quare root of Total Population) times total 

20
 

This results in the following common costs: 

Population Cost  Population Cost 

1000 158  10,000 5,000 
3000 821  20,000 14,142 
6000 2,323  30,000 25,981 

 

For details of the effects of SEI, see section 11.4 (SEI: Support & Efficiency Index). 

Sponsor: Character # (Administrator/Engineer) 

Target: Force # (to administrate) 
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S29 PRAY AT CHURCH GUILD (Priest) 
This order allows a Character with a Priest skill who is in a Church Guild of their own religion to recover Mana. 
This Mana will be gained immediately, and is in addition to Mana gained normally at production. The amount of 
Mana gained is: 

 20% of the Guild Basic Strength  
 +3 if in a Church Guild with a Shrine 
 + amount equal to favoured race bonus if Sponsor is a favoured race of the religion 

The amount of Mana that can be gained is limited by the size of the character’s mana pool. 
In addition, if the Character has a Priest skill rating of 20 or more, then there is a chance that they may increase 
the Guild strength of the Church. The chance of such an increase is equal to 1% per base level of the Priest. 
 

Sponsor: Character # 

S30 BESTOW MARK (Any Character) 
This order allows a Character who has one of the six generic basic Marks to transfer the Mark to another 
Character. Non-generic Marks or Marks which have morphed may not be transferred. The Sponsor and the Target 
must both be alive and in the same province. Summoned beings may not transfer their Marks. 

As a result of this order the Sponsor may incur a variety of penalties, such as insanity, wounds, disease, loss of 
actions (to a minimum of 2), loss of Characteristics, loss of up to 10 skill levels, or even death. Marks may also 
fail to be transferred, or be lost entirely. 

Mark # Name of Mark  Mark # Name Mark 
1 Mark of Destiny  4 Mark of Wizardry 
2 Mark of Power  5 Mark of Divinity 
3 Mark of Evil  6 Mark of Glory 

 
Sponsor: Character # of Character bestowing Mark 

Target: Character # of Character receiving Mark 

Qualifier: Mark # being bestowed  

S31 INSTRUCT IN TROOP TRAINING (Any Character) 
This order allows a Character who knows a specific restricted troop training type to pass on that knowledge to 
another Character who is in the same province. Unlike the teaching of spells and skills, the Character receiving 
the knowledge does not need to issue a learn order. 

Sponsor: Character # of Character instructing 

Target: Character # of Character learning 

Item #: # of Troop Training Type being taught 

S32 DROP SKILL (Any Character) 
This order allows a Character to drop a skill, if they do not own a Guild which requires that skill as part of its 
ownership requirements. Geased, charmed and summoned beings may not drop skills. When dropping an Arcane 
skill, all spell knowledge is lost, together with a familiar, if any, and if a Character subsequently relearns an 
Arcane skill they have dropped, they do not automatically regain spell knowledge or their familiar 

Sponsor: Character # 

Qualifier: Skill # being dropped 
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13.7 ENCOUNTER ORDERS 
This order allows you to set the Encounter Orders for a Force. Encounter Orders dictate the reaction of a Force to 
Forces that do not belong to the same position. These orders are ‘checked’ when another player moves into the 
province a Force is in, or when the Force moves into another province. Encounter orders are only checked as part 
of movement, so if a Force’s Encounter orders are changed but the Force does not move, then it will not react to 
any Forces it shares the province with as a result. If an enemy Force is placed into a province containing a Force 
by magical means or through activation (therefore not arriving through direct movement) then neither Force’s 
encounter orders will be checked.  

 Unlike most other orders, once Encounter Orders for a Force are set, they will remain until changed. 
 In order to remove Encounter Orders from a Force, issue the orders with a 0 in each parameter. 
 Characters and Population Segments may not be captured during combat that results from encounter 

orders.  
 A Force may only have one specific Encounter Order at a time. 
 Unmasked allied Forces will not engage each other as the results of an Encounter Order. 
 Locations attacking due to an Encounter Order will not receive the benefit of their defences. 
 Guilds and markets may not have Encounter Orders. 
 Encounter Orders within a location will not be checked. 
 The Encounter Orders of a Force will only be checked against movable forces, not against lairs, ruins and 

locations. 
 
Some Encounter Order options allow you to specify either an Attack or a Raid. The difference between an Attack 
and a Raid is that in a Raid the Force attempts to capture items (capturing between 60% and 80% of items), 
whereas in an Attack it seeks only to kill enemy soldiers and Characters. Attack encounter orders are generally 
used when you do not wish to risk a Force picking up items that caused it to be burdened and to slow down. 

Characters that are assigned to slots and are not invisible will count as ‘soldiers’ for purpose of triggering 
Encounter Orders of other Forces. Unassigned Characters are not taken into account. 

A Force may only attempt to block an enemy Force that is up to 10 times its size (number of soldiers and 
Characters who are assigned to slots). 

Standard Skirmish rules are checked to determine whether battles that occur as a result of Encounter Orders 
generate a battle report. The cost for the encounter battle in terms of movement points (15) is only charged if there 
is a battle report. 

Encounter Orders work by specifying what type of Forces will trigger a response by the Force (parameters ‘C’ 
&’D’), what form that response will take (parameter ‘A’), and the minimum number of soldiers that must be in 
another Force for your Force to respond. 

Sponsor: Force #  

‘A’:  # of the basic response of the Force towards Forces not owned by you (see below) 

‘B’:  Number of soldiers that must be in other Force to initiate response (0 to 32,767) 

‘C’:  # of the type of Force that will trigger a response  (see below) 

‘D’:  As required for option # in ‘C’, or left blank 
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The possible responses (parameter ‘A’) are as follows: 
0  Ignore all encountered Forces 
1  Attack greater than or equal to ‘B’ sized Forces if conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ are met 
2  Attack smaller than or equal to ‘B’ sized Forces if conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ are met 
3  Attack greater than or equal to ‘B’ sized Forces if it meets conditions ‘C’ and ‘D’ and it Blocks your Force 
4  Attack smaller than or equal to ‘B’ sized Forces if it meets conditions ‘C’ and ‘D’ and it Blocks your Force 
5  Block greater than or equal to ‘B’ sized Forces if conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ are met 
6  Block smaller than or equal to ‘B’ sized Forces if conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ are met 
7  Raid greater than or equal to ‘B’ sized Forces if conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ are met 
8  Raid smaller than or equal to ‘B’ sized Forces if conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ are met 
9  Raid greater than or equal to ‘B’ sized Forces if conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ are met and it Blocks your Force 
10  Raid smaller than or equal to ‘B’ sized Forces if conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ are met and it Blocks your Force 
 

The type of Force (parameter ‘C’) that will trigger your Force’s Encounter Orders can be specified as follows: 
0 Any Force  
1 Specific Force ID#  specified in parameter ‘D’ 
2 Specific enemy position specified in parameter ‘D’ which is unmasked  
3 Any Force with a specific race of soldiers specified in parameter ‘D’ 
4 Any player-controlled Force, whether masked or unmasked 
5 Any non-player Force  
6 Any masked Force 
 

Examples: 

Sponsor: f3036 
‘A’:  8 
‘B’:  500 
‘C’:  3 
‘D’:               201 

The Encounter Orders for Force 3036 instruct it to Raid any Force with 500 or less 
soldiers, providing that the Force to be raided contains any Humans (#201).  
 

Sponsor: f3001 
‘A’:  5 
‘B’:  1 

The Encounter Orders for Force 3001 instruct it to Block any Force with 1 or more 
soldiers that moves through the province it is in. 
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13.8 MOVEMENT ORDERS 
This order allows you to move a Force. Movement Orders are composed of two parts: The Sponsor parameters, 
followed by the actual movement plot.  

The Sponsor parameters: 

Sponsor: Force # 

‘Mode’: The method of movement (see section 6.1.6: Movement & Sighting):  

 1 = Regular, 2 = Stealth, 3 = Forced March, 4 = Flying 

  

‘Code’: The conditions under which the Force will stop moving before finishing its movement plot: 

 0 = No conditionals 

 1 = Stop when Force specified in parameter ‘A’ is encountered 

 2 = Stop when any Force encountered 

 3 = Stop if road encountered 

 4 = Do not enter terrain type specified in parameters ‘A’ and ‘B’ 

‘A’: Force ID or first terrain type (codes 1 to 4) 

 ‘B’: Second terrain type (code 4) 

Terrain Types if required: 

ID# Terrain Type  ID# Terrain Type 

1 Grassland  6 Barren Hills 
2 Forest  7 Barren Mountain 
3 Heavy Forest  8 Moors 
4 Forest Hills  9 Swamp 
5 Forest Mountain  10 Desert 

 

‘Enter’: Place-type Force #, if the Force moving is a Party containing Characters and wishes to enter Place-type 
Force at the end of movement. 

 

The Movement Plot: 

The movement plot is a list of directions the Force is to follow. Each direction will move the Force one province 
in the direction indicated. The movement rose is below, and see section 6.1.2: Movement Directions for more 
details). For example, a movement plot of 156 will move a Force one province north, then one province south-
west, then one province west. A Force can move a maximum of 75 provinces per order. 

If a Force wishes to ‘move’ within its starting province (in order to explore the province or to initiate encounter 
order checks in that province), then movement in direction 0 should be given at the start of the movement plot. 
Doing so will also cause the Force to incur the movement cost of the starting province. 

To calculate the cost of moving through a Province, and so determine how far a Force can move, see the cost table 
below, and section 6.1.3: Movement Costs for more details. 
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The Direction Rose: 

 
 

Movement Costs for non-flying Force: 

Type Horizontal/ 
Vertical 

Diagonal  

Grassland 5.0 7.0  
Forest 6.5 9.1  

The movement cost for a River and/or Coastal 
province is in addition to the normal cost of the 
province. So a Coastal Swamp province with a River 
in it would cost 16.8 to move diagonally into, or 12.0 
to move orthogonally into. 

Heavy Forest 9.0 12.6  When a Force is flying, the terrain cost is ignored, 
and instead orthogonal movement costs 2.5 per 
province, and diagonal movement 3.5. 

Forest Hills 10.0 14.0  
Forest Mountains 16.0 22.4  
Barren Hills 6.0 8.4  
Barren Mountains 14.0 19.6  
Moors 6.5 9.1  
Swamp 9.0 12.6  
Desert 6.5 9.1  
Sea 3.0 4.2  
River in Province +2.0 +2.8  
Coastal Province +1.0 +1.4  
 
Example:  

Force 934 is to move in mode 4 (Flying), will stop when it reaches 
Force 3036, and then try to enter it. The movement plot starts out 
with a check of the starting province followed by movement north, 
north, northeast, northeast, south, south, northeast, northeast, and 
finally south.  

Sponsor: 934 
Mode:  4 
‘Code’:  1 
‘A’:  3036 
‘B’:   - 
Enter:  3036 
Movement Plot: 0112255225 
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13.9 MILITARY ORDERS 
A Force may have a single military order processed during a turn.The effects of a military order will last until the 
next time the position owning the Force runs a turn. This is especially relevant for orders such as Blockade (code 
18). 

If no military order is given to a force in a turn, they will automatically default to a Explore and Map order (code 
30) if the Force has any Character or soldiers assigned to its combat slots, or to a Stand To order (code 0) if the 
Force contains no Characters or soldiers assigned. 

CODE 0 STAND TO 
This is the default order if no military orders are given to a Force in a turn, and if there are no soldiers or 
Characters assigned to the combat slots of the Force. If the Force has any Characters or soldiers assigned to its 
combat slots, the default order is Explore and Map order (code 30). 

Sponsor: Force # 

CODE 1 CONQUER 
This order instructs a Force to attack and conquer a Location, Underground City, Lair, or a Cloud Castle. It cannot 
be used to attack a Legion, Party, Nomad Camp, Ruin or Fleet. 

If the Target Force is not a Lair, successfully conquering it will place it under control of the position that owns the 
Overall Commander (the Character in Slot 9) of the conquering Force, if the position has fewer than 30 Forces. 
Population Segments in the Target Force suffer a loss of 80 SEI. Characters defending the Target Force and 
unassigned Characters in the Force may be captured, depending on their wounds, stealth, visibility and the number 
of remaining conquerors.  

If the attack is unsuccessful and it was not a Skirmish combat, then the Target Force will suffer a loss of 10 SEI.  

Generally when a party defeats a Lair, all items in the Lair are transferred to the possessions of the conquering 
party, the Lair is deactivated, and the force ID placed in the reserve force list of the position that owns the Overall 
Commander (the Character in Slot 9) of the conquering Force, if the position has less than 30 Forces. 

Sponsor: Force # (Legion, Nomad Camp, Party, Fleet, Location, Underground City, Lair, or Cloud Castle) 

Target: Force # (Location, Underground City, Lair, or Cloud Castle) 

‘A’:  1 = attack Guilds and Marketplaces in the Target, 0 (default) = ignore Guilds and Marketplaces  

‘B’: Slot # of Sponsor Force (optional). If the order is successful, the Sponsor can have the soldiers in 
this slot transfer into the target’s slot 3 to garrison it immediately. The Character in command of 
the designated slot is also transferred into the target and is assigned as both the slot 3 commander 
and the Overall commander (slot 9).  

CODE 2 CONQUER & ENSLAVE 
This order instructs a Force to attack and enslave a Location, Underground City, Lair, or a Cloud Castle. It cannot 
be used to attack a Legion, Party, Nomad Camp, Ruin or Fleet.  

The order is identical to Conquer (code 1), with the following exceptions: 

If successful, Population Segments in the target are moved to the conquering Force, and their race changed to 
Slaves. Approximately 20% of the Population will be lost, and the SEI of the enslaved Population set to -80. Items 
in the Target Force will remain, and the Target Force suffers a loss of 70 SEI.  

If the attack is unsuccessful and it was not a Skirmish combat, then the Target Force will suffer a loss of 5 SEI.  

Sponsor: Force # (Legion, Nomad Camp, Party, Fleet, Location, Underground City, Lair, or Cloud Castle) 
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‘A’: 1 = attack Guilds and Marketplaces in the Target, 0 (default) = ignore Guilds and Marketplaces  

‘B’: Slot # of Sponsor Force (optional). If the order is successful, the Sponsor can have the soldiers in 
this slot transfer into the target’s slot 3 to garrison it immediately. The Character in command of 
the designated slot is also transferred into the target and is assigned as both the slot 3 commander 
and the Overall commander (slot 9).  

CODE 3 PILLAGE & ENSLAVE 
The Sponsor Force is ordered to attack a Location, Underground City, Lair, or a Cloud Castle, with the aim of 
looting items and enslaving Population, but not to take ownership of the target Force. It cannot be used to attack a 
Legion, Party, Nomad Camp, Ruin or Fleet.  

If successful, between 60% and 80% of the items in the Target Force will be taken and moved to the Sponsor 
Force. Approximately 20% of the Target Force’s Population will be lost, and Population equal to 10 times the 
number of surviving attacking soldiers will be moved to the conquering Force with their race changed to Slaves. 
The SEI of enslaved Population Segments will be set to -80. Characters defending the Target Force and 
unassigned Characters in the Force may be captured, depending on their wounds, stealth, visibility and the number 
of remaining conquerors. As the Force is considered to be overrun, non-captured slot commanders in the Target 
Force will be de-assigned, and soldiers that were routed and survive will be placed back to their combat slots. The 
Target Force also suffers a loss of 80 SEI. 

If the attack is unsuccessful and it was not a Skirmish combat, then the Target Force will suffer a loss of 5 SEI.  

Sponsor: Force # (Legion, Nomad Camp, Party, Fleet, Location, Underground City, Lair, or Cloud Castle) 

Target: Force # (Location, Underground City, Lair, or Cloud Castle) 

‘A’:  1 = attack Guilds and Marketplaces in the Target, 0 (default) = ignore Guilds and Marketplaces  

CODE 4 PILLAGE & KILL 
The Sponsor Force is ordered to attack a Location, Underground City, Lair, or a Cloud Castle with the purpose of 
looting items and killing Population, but not to take ownership of the Target Force. It cannot be used to attack a 
Legion, Party, Nomad Camp, Ruin or Fleet.  

If successful, between 60% and 80% of the items in the Target Force will be taken and moved to the Sponsor 
Force. Population in the Target Force equal to approximately 5 times the number of attacking Soldiers are killed, 
with any remaining population remaining in their Population Segment. The SEI of the Target Force is reduced by 
up to 200 points, depending on the losses taken. Characters defending the Target Force and unassigned Characters 
in the Force may be captured, depending on their wounds, stealth, visibility and the number of remaining 
conquerors. As the Force is considered to be overrun, non-captured slot commanders in the Target Force will be 
de-assigned, and soldiers that were routed and survive will be placed back to their combat slots..  

If the attack is unsuccessful and it was not a Skirmish combat, then the Target Force will suffer a loss of 5 SEI.  

Sponsor: Force # (Legion, Nomad Camp, Party, Fleet, Location, Underground City, Lair, or Cloud Castle) 

Target: Force # (Location, Underground City, Lair, or Cloud Castle) 

‘A’:  1 = attack Guilds and Marketplaces in the Target, 0 (default) = ignore Guilds and Marketplaces  
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CODE 5 PLUNDER, DESTROY, & ENSLAVE 
The Sponsor Force is ordered to attack a Location, Underground City, Lair, or a Cloud Castle with the purpose of 
destroying the fortifications, looting items and enslaving Population, but not to take ownership of the Force. It 
cannot be used to attack a Legion, Party, Nomad Camp, Ruin or Fleet.  

If the attack is successful, half the surviving soldiers of the Sponsor Force are used to destroy fortifications, and 
half to enslave the Target Force’s Population. The amount of fortifications destroyed is equal to half the amount 
that would be normally destroyed if the Tear Down Defences order (code 27) had been used. Population equal to 
10 times the number of soldiers used to enslave will be moved to the conquering Force, and their race changed to 
Slaves. Population not enslaved is lost. The SEI of enslaved Population Segments will be set to -80. Characters 
defending the Target Force and unassigned Characters in the Force may be captured, depending on their wounds, 
stealth, visibility and the number of remaining conquerors. As the Force is considered to be overrun, non-captured 
slot commanders in the Target Force will be de-assigned, and soldiers that were routed and survive will be placed 
back to their combat slots. The Target Force also suffers a loss of between 100 and 200 SEI. 

If the attack is unsuccessful and it was not a Skirmish combat, then the Target Force will suffer a loss of 5 SEI.  

Sponsor: Force # (Legion, Nomad Camp, Party, Fleet, Location, Underground City, Lair, or Cloud Castle) 

Target: Force # (Location, Underground City, Lair, or Cloud Castle) 

‘A’:  1 = attack Guilds and Marketplaces in the Target, 0 (default) = ignore Guilds and Marketplaces  

CODE 6 PLUNDER, DESTROY, & KILL 
The Sponsor Force is ordered to attack a Location, Underground City, Lair, or a Cloud Castle with the purpose of 
destroying the fortifications, looting items and and killing population, but not to take ownership of the Force. It 
cannot be used to attack a Legion, Party, Nomad Camp, Ruin or Fleet. 

If the attack is successful, half the surviving soldiers of the Sponsor Force are used to destroy fortifications, and 
half to kill the Target Force’s Population. The amount of fortifications destroyed is equal to half the amount that 
would be normally destroyed if the Tear Down Defences order (code 27) had been used. Population equal to 5 
times the number of soldiers used to kill will be killed. Population not killed will remain in their Population 
Segment. Characters defending the Target Force and unassigned Characters in the Force may be captured, 
depending on their wounds, stealth, visibility and the number of remaining conquerors. As the Force is considered 
to be overrun, non-captured slot commanders in the Target Force will be de-assigned, and soldiers that were 
routed and survive will be placed back to their combat slots. The Target Force also suffers a loss of 100-200 SEI. 

If the attack is unsuccessful and it was not a Skirmish combat, then the Target Force will suffer a loss of 5 SEI.  

Sponsor: Force # (Legion, Nomad Camp, Party, Fleet, Location, Underground City, Lair, or Cloud Castle) 

Target: Force # (Location, Underground City, Lair, or Cloud Castle) 

‘A’:  1 = attack Guilds and Marketplaces in the Target, 0 (default) = ignore Guilds and Marketplaces  

CODE 7 HARASS LOCATION  
This order instructs a Force with less than 30 soldiers and Characters assigned to combat slots to harass a target 
Force. It cannot be used against a Legion, Party, Nomad Camp, Ruin or Fleet 

The Sponsor Force will not initiate a battle unless spotted by the Target Force’s garrison, but will attempt to steal 
food, Crowns and a random item. If successful,, the Target Force will lose an amount of SEI equal to 200 times 
the number of soldiers in the Sponsor Force, divided by the Population of the Target Force. 

This order is hard to use effectively, but is a common technique for NPC bandit Forces.  

Sponsor: Force # (Legion, Party, Nomad Camp or Fleet with less than 30 soldiers and Characters assigned) 

Target: Force # (Location, Underground City, or Cloud Castle) 
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CODE 8 TERRORISE 
This order instructs a Force with less than 30 soldiers and Characters assigned to combat slots to terrorise a target 
Force. It cannot be used against a Legion, Party, Nomad Camp, Ruin or Fleet 

The Sponsor Force will not initiate a battle unless spotted by the Target Force’s garrison, but will attempt to kill a 
small amount of population, and steal food, Crowns and a random item. in addition, the Target Force will lose an 
amount of SEI equal to 400 times the number of soldiers in the Sponsor Force, divided by the Population of the 
Target Force. 

This order is hard to use effectively, but is a common technique for NPC bandit Forces.  

Sponsor: Force # (Legion, Party, Nomad Camp or Fleet with less than 30 soldiers and Characters assigned) 

Target: Force # (Location, Underground City, or Cloud Castle) 

CODE 9 HARASS & ENSLAVE 
This order instructs a Force with less than 30 soldiers and Characters assigned to combat slots to harass and 
enslave a target Force. It cannot be used against a Legion, Party, Nomad Camp, Ruin or Fleet 

The Sponsor Force will not initiate a battle unless spotted by the Target Force’s garrison, but will attempt to 
enslave a small amount of population, and steal food, Crowns and a random item. in addition, the Target Force 
will lose an amount of SEI equal to 300 times the number of soldiers in the Sponsor Force, divided by the 
Population of the Target Force. 

This order is hard to use effectively, but is a common technique for NPC bandit Forces.  

Sponsor: Force # (Legion, Party, Nomad Camp or Fleet with less than 30 soldiers and Characters) 

Target: Force # (Location, Underground City, or Cloud Castle) 

CODE 10  ATTACK FORCE 
This order instructs a Sponsor Force that is not inside a Place-type Force to attack another Force (also not inside a 
place type force). No attempt is made to take possessions, conquer the Force, capture prisoners, or enslave or kill 
Population. Legions cannot attack Lairs with this order.  

Sponsor: Force # 

Target: Force #  

CODE 11 ATTACK PARTY 
This order instructs a Sponsor Party to attack a Target Party. It is generally used inside a Location, Underground 
City or Ruin, but can also be used in the field to avoid attacking an enemy Force that might have soldiers (else the 
order would fail, since the Target must be a Party, not a Legion). For this order to succeed the sponsor and target 
force must both be inside or both outside any given place type force. 

The victor of the battle may take prisoners, and possessions from the losing Party. 

If the Sponsor captures the last monster Party in a Ruin, and there are no guilds in the ruin or soldiers defending it, 
all PC Parties in the Ruins will be moved out into the province, and items in the Ruin will be transferred to the 
possessions of the conquering party. If there are no PC Characters not in a party in the Ruins, the Ruin will be 
deactivated and the force ID placed in reserve list of the owner of the conquering Party if the position has less 
than 30 Forces. If there are PC Characters in the ruins, or if the last monster in the Party is removed via charm or 
dies during production because of poison, the ruin will remain.  

Sponsor: Force # (Party Only) 

Target: Force # (Party Only) 
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This order instructs a Force to engage and raid a Target Legion, Party, Fleet or Nomad Camp, and is the most 
common field combat order. The Sponsor will initiate combat with the intent to capture the Target’s possessions 
and Population Segments, and to take Characters prisoner. For this order to succeed the sponsor and target force 
must both be outside any place type force. 

If successful, around 20% of the population in Population Segments will be lost, and the rest transferred as they 
are (not as slaves) to the Sponsor Force, but with -80 SEI. 60% – 80% of the Target’s possessions will be 
captured. Capture of Characters in the Target force is dependent on their wounds, stealth, visibility and the 
number of remaining conquerors.  

Sponsor: Force # 

Target: Force # (Legion, Party, Fleet, or Nomad Camp) 

CODE 13 LOCATION ATTACK GUILD  
This order instructs a Place-type Force to attack a Guild within the Sponsor Force. If successful, either the Guild’s 
strength is greatly reduced, or the Guild is eliminated entirely, with possessions and any Characters present in the 
Guild transferred to the Sponsor Force. 

Sponsor: Force # (Location, Underground City, or Cloud Castle) 

Target: Guild #  

CODE 14 LOCATION ATTACK MARKETPLACE  
This order instructs a Place-type Force to attack a Marketplace within the Sponsor Force. If successful, 60% - 
80% of the Marketplace’s possessions are transferred to the Sponsor Force. Items in the marketplace’s To Sell 
slots are not gained. 

Sponsor: Force # (Location, Underground City, or Cloud Castle) 

Target: Marketplace # 

CODE 15 PATROL & MOVE  
This order instructs a Force to search provinces it passes through for signs of enemy Forces, as defined by the 
Sponsor’s Encounter Orders, giving the Sponsor Force +100 to its chance of sighting. This order does not instruct 
the Sponsor Force to attack any enemy Forces sighted, so any resulting combat will be due to Encounter Orders. 
This order can only be given in the Pre Movement Military Order phase. 

Sponsor: Force # 

CODE 16 PATROL & PROTECT PROVINCE 
This order instructs a Force to patrol the province it is in, and to intercept any Force which attempts to attack, 
blockade or siege any other Force in the province, regardless of ownership. If this results in combat involving a 
Force with fortifications, the combat will occur in the field, without the benefit of fortifications to either side. If 
this order is given, the Sponsor Force may not move. This order can only be given in the Pre Movement Military 
Order phase. 

 Sponsor: Force # 
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CODE 17 PATROL & EXPLORE  
This order instructs a Force to patrol and explore, giving them a chance of gaining information regarding enemy 
Forces moving into or through both the province the Sponsor Force is in, and any adjacent provinces. The 
presence of enemy Forces in adjacent provinces will not trigger the Sponsor Force’s Encounter Orders.  If this 
order is given, the Sponsor Force may not move. This order can only be given in the Pre Movement Military 
Order phase. 

Sponsor: Force # (Legion, Nomad Camp, Fleet, or Party) 

CODE 18 BLOCKADE 
This order instructs a Force is to attempt to stop the target Force's Population from farming and mining in the 
province, as well as making transfers in and out of the Target Force much more difficult. A Blockade can only be 
established if the Sponsor Force has a quantity of soldiers greater than the larger of either the number of soldiers 
in the Target’s garrison, or 1/10 of the sum of the Target Force’s Population. If successful, the Target Force is 
considered to be under siege. If this order is given, the Sponsor Force may not move. This order can only be given 
in the Pre Movement Military Order phase. 

If, whilst under Siege, the Target Force changes ownership as a result of conquest (order codes 1 or 2) to being 
owned by another player, the conditions required for the Target Force to be under besiege are rechecked. Which is 
to say that if one of your Forces is laying Siege to a Force, and another takes control of it, your own Force will not 
continue to attempt to lay Siege to what is now your own Target Force. However, if another Force belonging to 
another player is also laying siege to it, they will continue to attempt to do so. 

Sponsor: Force # (Legion, Nomad Camp, or Fleet) 

Target: Force # (Location or Underground City) 

CODE 19 BREAK BLOCKADE 
This order instructs a Force to attack all Forces conducting a Blockade (order code 18) in the province of the 
Sponsor. If this order is given, the Sponsor Force may not move. This order can only be given in the Pre 
Movement Military Order phase. 

Sponsor: Force # (Legion, Nomad Camp, or Fleet) 

CODE 20 CAPTURE HERD 
This order instructs a Force to capture animals from a specific herd in the same province. The number of animals 
captured is based on the number of soldiers in the Force, and the combat factor of the herd animals’ related 
warmount: a number of soldiers equal to the animals’ CF divided by 5 are required to capture one animal. All 
Characters in the Force (whether assigned to combat slots or not) will also help, each counting as a number of 
soldiers based on their Personal Combat value. A Character with 1 PC is worth one soldier, and a Character with 
25 PC worth approximately 9 Soldiers. Captured animals are placed into the Force's possessions.  

Sponsor: Force # 

Target: Herd # 
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CODE 21 EXTERMINATE HERD 
This order instructs a Force to slaughter animals in a specified herd in the same province. The number of animals 
slaughtered is based on the number of soldiers in the Force, and the combat factor of the herd animals’s related 
warmount: a number of soldiers equal to the animals’ CF divided by 5 are required to slaughter one animal. All 
Characters in the Force (whether assigned to combat slots or not) will also help, each counting as a number of 
soldiers based on their Personal Combat value. A Character with 1 PC is worth one soldier, and a Character with 
25 PC worth approximately 9 Soldiers. The slaughtered animals may generate food, By-Products, Soft Materials 
and/or rare resource items (such as Hydra Fangs or Dragon Scales) as appropriate. Rare resources are not always 
generated. 

Sponsor: Force #  

Target: Herd # 

CODE 22 TRAINING CAMP 
This instructs the soldiers in a Force to train in order to increase their training level and morale. If this order is 
given, the Sponsor Force may not move. This order can only be given in the Pre Movement Military Order phase. 

The base chance of the soldier’s training level increasing is 80%, affected by the following modifiers: 

Minus 8 times current training level of soldiers 
Plus  Tactics of overall commander 
Minus 25 if in a Location, Underground City, Ruin or Cloud Castle  
Plus  2 times crowns spent divided by amount of soldiers, to a maximum of plus 20 

 

This order is the only standard way to increase soldier morale without giving the soldiers a morale boosting Status 
or Training Type. The base chance of the soldier’s morale increasing is 80%, affected by the following modifiers: 

Minus 8 times current morale level of soldiers (including racial, status and troop-type modifiers) 
Plus  Tactics of overall commander 
Minus 25 if in a Location, Underground City, Ruin or Cloud Castle  
Plus  2 times crowns spent divided by amount of soldiers, to a maximum of plus 20 
 

A maximum of 32,767 Crowns may be spent. Crowns spent increase the chance of success for both morale and 
training level increases. For example, if there are 50 soldiers and 100 crowns are spent, you will gain plus 4% to 
both chances. 

Sponsor: Force # (Any Force with Soldiers) 

‘A’:  Amount of Crowns to be spent, if any 

CODE 23 FORAGE 
This instructs a Force to search the province it occupies for food. The amount of food gained is approximately the 
soldier’s forage value, times the number of soldiers, times ¼ the fertility value of the province. This order uses 
50% of the Force’s movement points. This order can only be given in the Pre Movement Military Order phase. 

Sponsor: Force # (Any Force with soldiers) 
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CODE 24 BUILD ROAD 
This instructs a Force with a population segment to build a road from the province the Force is in to an adjacent 
province in the direction stated. 

The cost to build a road in Crowns is 50 times the movement costs of both provinces in the direction of the road 
(diagonally or orthogonally), including any river or coastal terrain modifiers. 

The amount of Labourers/Soldiers required to build a road is 10 times the movement costs of both provinces in 
the direction of the road (diagonally or orthogonally), including any river or coastal terrain modifiers. 

For example, to build a road diagonally from a grassland province into a forest province across a river would cost 
(7+ 9.1 + 2.8) x 50 crowns (945 crowns), and (7 + 9.1 + 2.8) x 10 Labourers/Soldiers. 

Labourers in the specified Population Segment will be used first. If there are insufficient Labourers in that Pop 
Seg, any free Labourers in other Pop Segs will be used, and then if more men are required, any Soldiers present 
will also help. Labourers used to build a road will not be able to carry out further orders until after the next 
production.  

Spells that reduce or increase the base cost of a province will have no effect on the cost of road construction. 

Roads may not be built between two provinces in different Planes. 

Sponsor: Force # (Any Force with Soldiers or Labourers) 

Target: Pop Seg # (Population Segment in Sponsor Force from which Labourers are to be used first) 

‘A’:  Direction # the road is to be built in (see section 13.6: Movement Orders for Direction Rose) 

CODE 25 DESTROY ROAD 
This order instructs a Force with a population segment to destroy a road that exists travelling from the province 
the Force is in to an adjacent province in the direction stated. 

The amount of Labourers/Soldiers required to destroy a road is 10 times the movement costs of both provinces in 
the direction of the road (diagonally or orthogonally), including any river or coastal terrain modifiers. There is no 
cost in Crowns to destroy a road. 

Labourers in the specified Population Segment will be used first. If there are insufficient Labourers in that Pop 
Seg, any free Labourers in other Pop Segs will be used, and then if more men are required, any Soldiers present 
will also help. Labourers used to destroy a road will not be able to carry out further orders until after the next 
production.  

Spells that reduce or increase the base cost of a province will have no effect on the cost of road destruction. 

Sponsor: Force # (Any Force with Soldiers or Labourers) 

Target: Pop Seg # (Population Segment in Sponsor Force from which Labourers are to be used first) 

‘A’:  Direction # of the road to be destroyed (see section 13.6: Movement Orders for Direction Rose) 

CODE 26 SALT LAND 
This order instructs a Force with soldiers to salt the cleared land of the province it is in. The effect is to reduce the 
amount of cleared land within the province by 1 to 5 times the quantity of soldiers. The order is considered an 
assault on any Location in the province, so that Forces with the Patrol and Protect military order (Military order 
16) will engage the Sponsor Force in battle. If this order is given, the Sponsor Force cannot move. 

Sponsor: Force # (Any Force with soldiers) 
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CODE 27 TEAR DOWN FORTIFICATIONS 
This order instructs a Force to tear down the fortifications of a Target Force owned by the same position. 

The amount of damage inflicted on the fortifications depends on the amount of soldiers in the Sponsor Force, and 
the focus of the destruction: 

1 – Tear down walls only 

2 – Tear down gatehouse only 

3 – Tear down all fortifications 

If option 1 or 2 is used,  then the specified portion of the defences will be reduced by 1 point per 20 soldiers used.  

If option 3 is used, then random defence types will be reduced, with gates, walls, ditches and moats requiring 40 
soldiers to reduce them by one level, and towers and keeps requiring 51 soldiers to reduce them by one level. 

The level and combat value of the soldiers used is irrelevant.  

Sponsor: Force # (Any Force with soldiers) 

Target: Force # (Location, Underground City, Cloud Castle, or Ruin) 

‘A’:  1 = Tear down walls only, 2 = Tear down gatehouse only, 3 = Tear down all fortifications 

CODE 28 GUILD COUP 
This order instructs a Guild to allow a specified Character to attempt to take over the Location the Guild is in. The 
Character must be owned by Guild’s position, and be present in Sponsor Guild. The Character will lead the Guild 
into the combat, and be considered both overall military commander and slot commander.  

If there are no Characters or Soldiers assigned to slots in the Location, any Legions or Nomad Camps in the 
province belonging to the Location’s position will attempt to defend it. Combat will take place within the city 
with the city as terrain, without the benefit of fortifications, and with the defending Forces incurring -10 SEI. 

If the combat is successful, the location will fall under the control of the Character. A Guild can only attempt a 
coup against the Location that it is assigned to. This order is unique to Guilds and cannot be given to 
Marketplaces, city garrisons or Legions. 

Sponsor: Guild # 

‘A’:  Character #  

CODE 29 GUILD ATTACK MARKET 
This order instructs a Guild to attack a Marketplace in the same Force as the Guild. A Character that is owned by 
Guild’s position and present in Sponsor Guild may be assigned to lead the Guild into combat, and will be 
considered both overall military commander and slot commander.  

If the combat is successful, Crowns and some goods will be taken from the Marketplace’s possessions, further 
items destroyed, and the Marketplace suffer a loss of SEI. Items in the ‘To Sell’ slots of the Marketplace will not 
be taken. 

Sponsor: Guild # 

Target: Marketplace # (in same Force as Guild) 

‘A’:  Character # (optional) 
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CODE 30 EXPLORE & MAP 
This order is the default order for forces containing either Soldiers or Character assigned to combat slots. As 
such, there is no need to issue this order to a Force, though it can be issued if you wish. This order takes place in 
the Post Movement Military Order phase, and, if issued, must be issued in this phase. 
The Force will report on the province that it is in, and adjacent provinces. The report will contain the type of 
terrain of the provinces, and resources there. Locations and other Forces in the province the Sponsor Force is in 
may or may not be sighted depending on the searching value of the Sponsor Force and the hiding value of Forces 
being sought for, though nearly all above-ground locations will be found.  

Locations in adjacent provinces will generally also be found, but unless the Sponsor Force’s overall commander 
has Ranger skill, Lairs, Legions, Parties and Fleets in adjacent provinces will generally not be spotted, and 
Underground Locations and Nomad Camps may not be seen. 

A Ranger can increase the quality of the information received, as well as the range of the exploration. See the 
section on the Ranger skill for more details (section 3.4.3.16: Rangers).  

Sponsor: Force # 

CODE 31 FORCE ARREST CHARACTER 
This order instructs a Force that is not a Guild, with Characters assigned to combat slots and/or soldiers present, to 
attempt to arrest a Character within the Force. A Location-type Force attempt to arrest a Character in a Party 
inside it, but only a Guild may arrest a Character that is inside a Guild, by using Military Code 35. Invisible 
Characters cannot be arrested. 

The chance of success is equal to: 

Square root of the guard rating of the Force’s soldiers 

Plus (20 – (DEX + STR of target)) 

Modified by the following: 

Condition Modifier 

Target is Summoned monster - 500 
Target has Mark of Destiny - 100 
Target is Insane + 120 
Target is Dead, or Stoned and not Insane + 500 
Target not Insane, or Dead, or Stoned + 70 
Target is NPC and overall commander + 50 
Target is a main Character - 40 
Target is player-owned but not a main Character - 20 
Target is of a monster race (ID# 281+) - 180 
Target has a prisoner + 35 
Target has stealth - 5 times stealth rating 
Target has any Status - 45 
Target is not a monster and wounded + 0.8 times wounds 
Target is a monster and wounded + 2.8 times wounds 

 
Sponsor: Force # 

Target: Character #  
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CODE 32 SIEGE ASSAULT  
This order instructs a Force to attempt two things. Firstly, to attempt to blockade a Location and stop the target 
Force's Population from farming and mining in the province, as well as making transfers in and out of the Target 
Force much more difficult. And secondly, to assault the Location to reduce its fortifications. 

Blockading the Location: 

A Blockade can only be established if the Sponsor Force has a quantity of soldiers greater than the larger of either 
the number of soldiers in the Target’s garrison, or 1/10 of the sum of the Target Force’s Population. If successful, 
the Target Force is considered to be under siege. If this order is given, the Sponsor Force may not move. This 
order can only be given in the Pre Movement Military Order phase. 

If, whilst under Siege, the Target Force changes ownership as a result of conquest (order codes 1 or 2) to being 
owned by another player, the conditions required for the Target Force to be under besiege are rechecked. Which is 
to say that if one of your Forces is laying Siege to a Force, and another takes control of it, your own Force will not 
continue to attempt to lay Siege to what is now your own Target Force. However, if another Force belonging to 
another player is also laying siege to it, they will continue to attempt to do so. 

Assaulting the Location: 

If there are at least 400 soldiers in the Sponsor Force, it will attempt to assault the Sponsor Force. 

The Sponsor must have an amount of Soldiers equal to or greater than the higher of the number of defenders of 
the Target Force, or 10% of the gross Population of the Target Force. The Sponsor Force will lose 1% to 10% of 
its soldiers, and the Target Force from 1% to 5% of its garrison. Slot commanders with an admin/engineer skill 
rating will incur 1% to 10% wounds if in the Sponsor Force, and 1% to 5% wounds if in the Target Force. 

If successful, the Moat, Ditch, Towers, Gatehouse and Walls of the Target Force will be reduced by at least 1 
point each. 

The percentage chance of reducing each of the fortification type’s level by more than 1 point is equal to:  

5 times (Admin/Engineer levels of Sponsor Force’s slot commanders minus Admin/Engineer levels of Target 
Force’s slot commanders and Administrator). 

If this chance is successful, a further amount of fortification points will be lost depending on the fortification type: 

 Moat   1 to 4 point loss 
 Ditch   1 to 4 point loss 
 Towers   1 to 4 point loss 
 Gatehouse  1 to 4 point loss 
 Walls   1 to 10 point loss 

 
Sponsor: Force # (Any Force with Soldiers) 

Target: Force # (Location, Underground City or Cloud Castle) 
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CODE 33 PURGE FORCE  
This order expels all Parties in a Force that are not owned by the Sponsor’s Force’s position, and attempts to arrest 
all Characters of the specified race/s and/or religion/s that are in Parties, but not Guilds, owned by the Sponsor 
Force’s position. The chance of making arrests is calculated in the same manner as the Force Arrest Character 
Military Order (Code 31). 

The SEI of the Force will be reduced by up to half it’s current level. 

Sponsor: Force #  

Target: Race # (201+), or religion # (1 to 20) of Characters to be arrested  

‘A’:  Race # (201+), or religion # (1 to 20) of Characters to be arrested (optional)  

(This is in addition to Characters targeted by the Target parameters, so if a race is specified in the Target 
parameter, and a religion in this parameter, all Characters of the specified race and all Characters of the 
specified religion would be targeted, not just Characters of the specified race and religion.) 

 

CODE 34 MARTIAL LAW  
This order doubles the guard rating of the Force for the purposes of stopping sabotage attempts against the 
Sponsor Force through Sabotage Defences, Sabotage Morale, Steal/Sabotage Items or Kidnap/Assassinate 
Commanders orders. This order also results in a loss of Population SEI of 1 –  100%, a loss in Soldier morale of   
1 – 10 points, and a 5% chance that 1% of the Population will attack the Force’s Garrison. 

Sponsor: Force # 

CODE 35 GUILD ARREST CHARACTER 
This order instructs a Guild with Characters or soldiers present to attempt to arrest a Character in it, and is 
identical to order code 31 Force Arrest Character with the exception that the Sponsor must be a Guild. 

Sponsor: Guild # 

Target: Character #  
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13.10 PRODUCTION ORDERS TO POPULATION 
SEGMENTS 

Production orders are used to detail what skilled population should do during production. If no orders are given to 
a population segment, or population in a population segment are unused, then the following defaults will be used, 
if orders have already been given to the popseg then they will remain in effect until changed with any pop not 
assigned to tasks using these defaults.: 

 Labourers will clear land 

 Farmers will make food 

 Miners, Craftsmen, Shipbuilders, Weaponmakers and Armourers will make crowns 

For further details see the Production Section (Chapter 11). 

Production orders have their own unique set of parameters, all of which are optional except for the Sponsor: 

Sponsor:      Population Segment # 
Number of Labourers Clearing Land:   #  
Number of Labourers Building Wagons:  #   
Number of Labourers Increasing Underground City: #   
Number of Farmers Making Food:   #   
Number of Farmers Making Soft Materials:  #   
Number of Farmers Making By-Products:  # 
Number of Craftsmen Making Crowns:  # 
Number of Craftsmen Making Tradegoods:  # 
Number of Miners Making Crowns:   # 
Number of Miners Gathering Stone:   # 
Number of Miners Gathering Lumber:  # 
Miner Resource Type:    ID# of Resource (see Production Section: Chapter 11) 
Number of Miners Gathering Above:   # 
Miner Resource Type:    ID# of Resource (see Production Section: Chapter 11)  
Number of Miners Gathering Above:   # 
Miner Resource Type:     ID# of Resource (see Production Section: Chapter 11)  
Number of Miners Gathering Above:   # 
Number of Shipbuilders Making Crowns:  # 
Number of Shipbuilders Making Ship Units:  # 
Number of Weaponmakers Making Crowns:  # 
Weaponmaker Weapon ID:    ID# Of Weapon  (see Production Section: Chapter 11) 
Number of Weaponmakers Making Above:   #   
Weaponmaker Weapon ID:    ID#  Of Weapon (see Production Section: Chapter 11) 
Number of Weaponmakers Making Above:   #   
Armourmakers Making Crowns:   # 
Armourmaker Armour ID:    ID#   Of Armour (see Production Section: Chapter 11) 
Number of Armourmakers Making Above:  #  
Armourmaker Armour ID:    ID#   Of Armour (see Production Section: Chapter 11) 
Number of Armourmakers Making Above:  # 
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13.11 STANDING ORDERS 
Transfer/Training/Trans-configuration Orders (see section 13.3.10) may also be issued as Standing Orders. Once 
set, these will be processed automatically at the end of every production until altered or cancelled. 

These orders are: 
 T1 Train Soldiers 
 T2 Transfer Soldiers 
 T3 Accept Soldier Transfer 
 T4 Disband Soldiers Without Status 
 T5 Switch Soldier Slots 
 T6 Transfer Items 
 T7 Accept External Transfer of Items and Prisoners 
 T8 Create Population Segment in Force 
 T9 Transfer Population Involving Pop Segments 
 T10 Train Tradesmen 
 T11 Transfer Characters 
 T12 Special Resource conversion 
 T13 Set Growth Rate of Pop Segment (Food Consumption) 
 T14 Set Force Entry conditions 
 T15 Add Troop Training Type to Soldiers 
 T16 Re-Equip soldiers 
 T17 Un-train Labourers and Miners 
When issuing these orders, the same parameters and restrictions should be followed as if they were being issued 
normally, with the following exceptions: 

Character actions that are used are subtracted from the amount of actions available to the Character in their next 
turn. In addition, a Character may not be issued more Standing Orders requiring Character actions than the 
number of actions that Character has. For example, if a Character only has three actions a turn, they can only be 
issued three standing orders that require character actions, and will have no actions available on the first turn after 
production. The only T orders which require a Character action are T1 and T15. 

A position can have a maximum of 40 Standing Orders at any one time. 

Standing orders that have been issued are numbered from 1 to 40, and are processed in that sequence. When 
standing orders are first issued, they are numbered in the order submitted. To replace a Standing Order if playing 
using LPE issue a new Standing Order with the same number reference, or, if playing by paper, include the 
number of the order being replaced.  

To delete a standing order without replacing it with another, issue a new standing order with blank parameters and 
the order code T0. 

No parameter entry may be greater than 32,767. However, greater amounts, if the order allows, be spread across 
the parameters. For example, to transfer 90,000 crowns from Force 123 to Character 124,the following standing 
order could be issued: 

Code: T6 (Transfer Items) 

Sponsor: F123 (Force to transfer items from) 

Target: C124  (Character to transfer items to) 

Amount: 30000 (amount of item # to be transferred) 

Item #: 409 (Crowns to be transferred) 

‘A’:  30000 (amount of item ‘B’ to be transferred) 
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‘B’:  409 (Crowns to be transferred) 

‘C’:  30000 (amount of item ‘C’ to be transferred) 

‘D’:  409 (Crowns to be transferred) 
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PART XIV: HELP FOR NEW PLAYERS 
> WHERE DO I START? <  

14 HELP FOR NEW PLAYERS 

14.1 CONTACT YOUR GM 
The first and most important thing a new player should do, is to contact the GM. Your GM can give you advice on 
how to make the best out of your first Legends game, tell you where to look for more information and advice, put 
you in touch with mentors, etc. It is important that you do this as soon as possible, because the creation of a good 
set-up is important for the chances of success in the upcoming game. Leave contacting the GM until later, and it 
might be too late!  

14.2 APPRENTICE TITLE 
When a player starts their first game that player’s main character is given the title ‘Apprentice’ which this lends 
them some measure of protection from Player vs Player (PVP) activity.  

Players with the 'Apprentice' title should unmask all their characters and forces (see order B1). This will allow 
other players to see that they are a new player, so that they will be very unlikely to attack without good cause. 

Apprentices are encouraged to work with experienced players and should be protected from aggression whilst 
they have the Apprentice title. Experienced players need to be aware of the behaviour of any apprentice who is 
allied to them. 

The title protects the apprentice because it is judged that they (due to their inexperience) are not that important to 
the game victory and we can therefore afford them extra protection. We don't want the title and protection it 
affords to be abused, even if it is accidental by the apprentice (who almost certainly won't know the relevance of 
his or her actions). 

As such, an apprentice should not engage in player versus player (PVP) activities. Any experienced players who 
are working with an apprentice should contact us (the GMs) if the apprentice becomes interested in PVP, or seems 
to be doing well enough that they don't need the protection of the title. We can then agree a time with the 
apprentice to remove the title, and will permit them to engage in PVP a few turns after that. 

In cases where an apprentice is accidentally 'getting in the way' of a faction, all parties involved to should contact 
us. It is almost always possible to sort it out the situation to the benefit of the faction without spoiling the 
apprentice's first game! 

14.3 COPING WITH DEATH 
Even if your Characters do die, remember that death in Legends is rarely the end. Powerful priests (both player 
Character and NPCs) are often happy to help out. Although that said, it doesn’t hurt to train up your own priest, 
just in case. 

To be resurrected successfully, a Character must be of the same religion as the priest that is doing the resurrection. 
So on the whole, it is wise to set up your Characters so they are of the same religion (though there are exceptions 
to this). And if you do want to set up your position so that Characters follow multiple religions, please study the 
module book carefully to ensure that the various religions can at least tolerate each other. Having no religion in 
Legends is (usually) inconvenient when people are trying to bring you back to life. 
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14.4 STONED 
Heroes and Parties must pay attention to monsters with stoning attacks (stoners). The chances of getting ‘stoned’ 
(see section 3.7.8: Stoned) by these monsters is quite high at the beginning of the game. And coming back to life 
after being turned to stone can be difficult. 

14.5 AVOIDING COMBAT 
When you don’t want to fight – for example, when your Character is heading to a nearby city to engage in 
diplomacy –  then the Character should not be assigned to a combat slot (order B8). This can reduce the number 
of incidents: after all, a dead diplomat isn’t a very good diplomat 

14.5.1 Understanding combats 
Mostly as a new player understanding combat calculations is best avoided (they are very complex) but a couple of 
things that you can bear in mind are: firstly PC is probably the easiest indicator of which characters you have are 
any good at combat, and secondly if you really are determined to look at the combat calculations (really don’t get 
into it as they are complex) you may get confused by the following inconsistency throughout the rules where is 
says it adds to your AF it means it adds to your ‘AF bonus’ and the battle reports in the result sheet have all these 
bonuses all added to 100 and multiplied by your CF (and including other factors)  so your Melee + Missile Attack 
Factors as listed in your battle reports won’t just be the sum of your AF bonuses. Don’t worry about it, have a 
high PC, DF, MAR, SAR and a decent weapon and you’ll do fine. 

14.6 ENCOUNTER ORDERS 
The most frequent cause of death in Legends is a general Encounter Order (see section 13.5: Encounter Orders), 
as a result of which Forces will act without requiring specific permission. Take care, then, when setting Encounter 
Orders. For example, a player decides to instruct his Party containing of six Characters to attack all other armed 
Forces with less than two Character/soldiers in. This sounds safe enough until you realise that a red dragon in its 
lair is considered a ‘Force with less then two Characters’... 

14.7 SCOUTS 
Scouting Forces tend to contain a single soldier, and are used to explore. Overlord and Mercenary positions start 
with soldiers to use for this purpose, whilst Hero and Party positions can use the ‘summon soldier’ spells to 
aqquire them. Alternatively nearby Overlord and Merc positions nearby may (if you ask nicely) give you a couple 
of soldiers to use as scouts. 
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14.8 SOLDIERS 
New players are generally advised to avoid playing positions with large numbers of soldiers until their second or 
third game due to the levels of complexity involved. So avoid Overlord and Mercenary positions which start with 
population and soldiers. Once you get onto your third game (or have been doing well in your frist game) and are 
dealing with troops you might want to bear in mind that many players tend to take all their soldiers and attack 
neighbouring villages with them. However, in doing this they underestimate the number of other players in a 
game (up to 200). You’ll find other players everywhere, and it is possible that a Scouting Force from someone 
else’s position might see that you have emptied your Location of troops, and take the gamble of attacking your 
location. And, since, having sent all your soldiers out, you have no Characters or soldiers that are strong enough to 
repel even this lone soldier, you’ll lose your location, and with it all your population. So always keep your home 
location defended. 

 

14.9 ASK FOR HELP 
And finally, when you’re not sure what to do, ask for help: contact the GM, Mentors, or other players you have 
met. It’s better to ask something once too often then to get one of your Characters killed, or worse. 
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PART XV: APPENDICES 
> EVERYTHING YOU NEED AT THE TURN OF A PAGE < 

15 APPENDICES  

15.1 GAME ORDERS 

15.1.1 BASIC ORDERS 

15.1.1.1 Adventure Orders 
Code Order 
A1 Adventure: Inn Gambling 
A2 Adventure Review 
A3 Adventure Completion 

15.1.1.2 Basic Miscellaneous Orders 
Code Order 
B1 Mask Option 
B2 Change Message 
B3 Place Message Pointer 
B4 Remove Message Pointer 
B5 Place Message in Guild Message Board 
B6 Clear Guild Message Board 
B7 Character Stealth On/Off 
B8 Character Combat Slot Assignments 
B9 Assign Force Administrator 
B10 Rest Character 
B11 Gift Force 
B12 Gift Soldiers 
B13 Drop Character 
B14 Declare Blood Enemy 
B15 Declare Faction 
B16 Declare Ally 
B17 Drop Ally 
B18 Drop/Resign Title 
B19 Bury Character 
B20 Train Mount to Warmount 
B21 Forget Spell 
B22 Drop Empty Pop Seg 
B23 Drop Pop Seg and Disperse Population 
B24 Sponsor into Faction 
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Code Order 
E1 Engineer and Construct a Ship 
E2 Engineer and Build Fortifications 

15.1.1.4 Guild Orders 
Code Order 
G1 Guild to Influence SEI 
G2 Guild War 
G3 Set Guild Production Toggles 
G4 Create Potions and Elixirs 
G5 Guild Entry Conditions and Costs 
G6 Set Guild Tax Rate and Soldier Amount 
G7 Guild Assigned to Combat Slot 
G8 Guild Defence Option Acceptance 
G9 Guild to Build Facility 
G10 Drop Guild 

15.1.1.5 Legion And Force Manipulation Orders 
Code Order 
L1 Activate Force 
L2 Deactivate Field Force: Party/Legion/Nomad Camp/Fleet 
L3 Force Conversion 
L4 Fleet Assignments 
L5 Extract Soldiers and Characters from a Force 
L6 Set Force Reserve Options 
L7 Set Loss Percentage 
L9 Build Guild 
L10 Create Marketplace 
L11 Drop Inactive Force 
L12 Abandon Active Force 

15.1.1.6 Marketing Orders 
Code Order 
M1 Change Marketplace Prices on Existing Items 
M2 Open Market Slot to Sell Item 
M3 Open Market Slot to Buy Item 
M4 Close Market Transaction Slot 
M5 Sell Tradegoods to Marketplace 
M6 Sell Items to Marketplace 
M7 Buy Items from Marketplace 
M8 Marketplace Internal Transfer 
M9 Market Bazaar 
M10 Set Marketplace Investment Percentage 
M11 Sell/Unload Generic Item (#1 to #450) to Population Segment 
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15.1.1.7 Overall Positional Policies 
Code Order 
O1 Gifts 
O2 Escape, Escape 

15.1.1.8 Prisoner Orders 
Code Order 
P1 Free Prisoner 
P2 Set Ransom for Prisoner 
P3 Execute Prisoner 
P4 Pay Ransom 
P5 Transfer Prisoner 
P6 Strip Prisoner 
P7 Interrogate Prisoner 

15.1.1.9 Equip Character 
Code Order 
Q1 Equip Character 

15.1.1.10 Transfer/Training/Transconfiguration Orders 
Code Order 
T1 Train Soldiers 
T2 Transfer Soldiers 
T3 Accept Soldier Transfer 
T4 Disband Soldiers Without Status 
T5 Switch Soldiers Slots 
T6 Transfer Items 
T7 Accept External Transfer of Items and Prisoners 
T8 Create Population Segment in Force 
T9 Transfer Population Involving Pop Segments 
T10 Training Tradesmen 
T11 Transfer Characters 
T12 Special Resource Conversion 
T13 Set Growth Rate of Pop Segment (Food Consumption) 
T14 Set Force Entry Restrictions 
T15 Add Troop Training Type to Soldiers 
T16 Re-Equip Soldiers 
T17 Un-train Labourers and Miners 

 

15.1.1.11 Use And Disuse Orders 
Code Order 
U1 Drop Mundane (#1 to #453) 
U2 Assassin to Make Poison Weapon 
U3 Activate Item 
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15.1.1.12 View Orders 
Code Order 
V1 View Character 
V2 View Province 
V3 View Force 
V4 View Guild 
V5 View Basic Self 
V6 View Spell 
V7 View Status 
V8 View Troop Type 
V9 View Title 
V10 View Faction 

15.1.2 CHARACTER PHASE ORDERS 

15.1.2.1 Covert Orders 
Code Order 
C1 Sabotage Fortifications (Thief, Assassin, Spy) 
C2 Sabotage Morale of Troops (Thief, Rumourmonger) 
C3 Sabotage Common Item (Thief) 
C4 Spy Missions (Spy) 
C5 Assassinate Character (Assassin) 
C6 Kidnap Character (Assassin) 
C7 Volunteer to be a Bodyguard (Any Character) 
C8 Dismiss Bodyguard (Any Character) 
C9 Rescue Character (Stealth, Thief or Spy) 
C10 Escape Attempt (Any Character) 
C11 Cause Strife in a Pop Segment (Rumourmonger) 
C12 Steal Item (Thief) 
C13 Slander Guild (Rumourmonger) 
C14 Rob Graves (Thief) 

15.1.2.2 Diplomatic/Discernment Orders 
Code Order 
D1 Induce Character (Any Character) 
D2 Influence Character (Any Character) 
D3 Bribe Character (Any Character) 
D4 Intimidate Character (Any Character) 
D5 Listen for Local Rumours in Current Place (Rumourmonger) 
D6 Listen for Distant Rumours (Rumourmonger) 
D7 Honour Character Owned (Main Character Only) 
D8 Gift of Crowns to Character Owned (Main Character Only) 
D9 Bard to Discern Legends, Tales, and Songs (Bard) 
D10 Bard Performance (Bard) 
D11 Discuss Politics (Any Character) 
D12 Vote (Variable) 
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15.1.2.3 Specialized Character Actions 
Code Order 
S1 Study Skill (1 to 24: Wizard to Ranger) 
S2 Study Attribute (Personal Combat, Tactics, and Influence) 
S3 Teach Skill (1 to 24) to Character (Any Character) 
S4 Learn Skill (1 to 24) from Character (Any Character) 
S5 Learn Skill (1 to 24) from Guild (Any Character) 
S6 Teach Magic Spell to your Magic Guild (Arcanist: Wizard to Druid) 
S8 Cast Magic Spell using Magic Mana by an Arcanist (Arcanist: Wizard to Druid) 
S9 Cast Priest Spell Using Holy Mana (Priest) 
S10 Bard Blessing/Curses (Bards) 
S11 Research Arcane Spell (Arcanist: Wizard to Druid) 
S12 Teach Spell to Character (Arcanist: Wizard to Druid) 
S13 Learn Spell from Character (Arcanist: Wizard to Druid) 
S14 Learn Spell from Magic Guild (Arcanist: Wizard to Druid in a Magic Guild only) 
S15 Teach Production Secret to Population Segment (Any Character) 
S16 Make Healing Draughts (Ranger) 
S17 Make Poison (Assassin) 
S18 Make Antidote (Assassin) 
S19 Gather Flora (Druid, Ranger or Bard) 
S20 Examine Item (Any Character) 
S21 Read Item (Any Character) 
S22 Challenge for Guild Control (Certain skilled Characters) 
S23 Non-Heroic Job (Any Character) 
S24 Sell Tradegoods to Pop Segment (Merchant) 
S25 Check Market Prices (Merchant) 
S26 Participate in Guild Tourney (Any Character) 
S27 Afflict Character (Any Character) 
S28 Public Works and Bureaucratic Reform (Admin/Engineer) 
S29 Pray at Church Guild (Priest) 
S30 Bestow Mark (Any Character) 
S31 Instruct in Troop Training (Any Character) 
S32 Drop Skill (Any Character) 

15.1.3 ENCOUNTER ORDERS 
Code Order 
0 Ignore all Encountered Forces 
1 Attack greater than or equal to ‘B’ sized Force if conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ are met 
2 Attack less than or equal to ‘B’ sized Force if conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ are met 
3 Attack greater than or equal to ‘B’ sized Force if meet conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ and it blocks Force 
4 Attack less than or equal to ‘B’ sized Force if meet conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ and it blocks Force 
5 Block greater than or equal to ‘B’ sized Force if conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ are met 
6 Block less than or equal to ‘B’ sized Force if conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ are met 
7 Raid greater than or equal to ‘B’ sized Force if conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ are met 
8 Raid less than or equal to ‘B’ sized Force if conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ are met 
9 Raid greater than or equal to ‘B’ sized Force if conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ are met and it blocks Force 
10 Raid less than or equal to ‘B’ sized Force if conditions in ‘C’ and ‘D’ are met and it blocks Force 
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15.1.4  MILITARY ORDERS 

# Order Phase Restrictions 

Simplified 
overview of 
Force Type 
Restrictions 

Move 
Restrictions 

Usual Target 
(more details in 
specific order) 

0 Stand To    None 
1 Conquer    Location 
2 Conquer and Enslave    Location 
3 Pillage and Enslave    Location 
4 Pillage and Kill    Location 
5 Plunder, Destroy and Enslave    Location 
6 Plunder, Destroy and Kill    Location 
7 Harass Location    Location 
8 Terrorize    Location 
9 Harass and Enslave    Location 
10 Attack Force    Force 
11 Attack Party    Party 
12 Raid and Engage Field Force    Legion 
13 Location Attack Guild  Place Force only  Guild 
14 Location Attack Marketplace  Place Force only  Marketplace 
15 Patrol and Move Pre Movement only Field Force only  None 
16 Patrol and Protect Province Pre Movement only Field Force only  None 
17 Patrol Explore Pre Movement only Field Force only No movement None 
18 Blockade Pre Movement only  No movement Location 
19 Break Blockade Pre Movement only  No movement None 
20 Capture Herd    Herd 
21 Exterminate Herd    Herd 
22 Training Camp Pre Movement only  No movement None 
23 Forage Pre Movement only  50% movement None 
24 Build Road    Pop. Segment 
25 Destroy Road    Pop. Segment 
26 Salt Land    None 
27 Tear Down Fortifications    Location 
28 Guild Coup    Location 
29 Guild Attack Market    Marketplace 
30 Explore and Map Post Movement Only   None 
31 Force Arrest Character  Force only  Character 
32 Siege Assault Pre Movement only Field Force only No movement Location 
33 Purge Force    Race & Religion
34 Martial Law    None 
35 Guild Arrest Character  Guild only  Character 
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15.1.5 MOVEMENT MODE 
Code Order 
1 Regular land movement 
2 Stealth movement (move at -50% speed, decreased chance of being sighted) 
3 Force marched (+ 30% movement, increased chance of being sighted) 
4 Flying 

15.2 COMBAT CHARTS 

15.2.1 Tactical Matrix 

Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 

Slot 6  Slot 7  Slot 8 

15.2.2 Reserve Slot Options 
Option #6 Slot #7 Slot #8 Slot Tactical Manoeuvres 

1 Yes No No Left Flank† 
2 No No Yes Right Flank† 
3 Yes No No Supporting Missile Fire: Left flank 
4 Yes Yes No Supporting Missile Fire: Left Centre 
5 Yes Yes Yes Supporting Missile Fire: Centre 
6 Yes Yes Yes Supporting Missile Fire: Right Centre 
7 No Yes Yes Supporting Missile Fire: Right flank 
8 Yes Yes Yes Tactical Reserve 
9 Yes Yes No Charge Left 

10 Yes Yes Yes Charge Centre 
11 No Yes Yes Charge Right 
12 Yes Yes Yes Counter charge 
13 Yes Yes Yes Opportunity Charge 

 
† Not applicable in combat against Locations. 
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15.3 WEAPON AND ARMOUR CHARTS 

15.3.1 Standard Weapon Chart with Terrain Modifiers 
The standard weapons have the following terrain modifiers. Wall modifiers are in addition to true terrain types. So 
a Claymore used by a soldier defending walls in a grassland province would get both + 25% and + 15% overall 
modifiers. 

Id# Weapon AF% CB% Wt Str Dex Missile Shield Mount Type +25% +15% -25% 
Broadsword 70 10 1.2 6 6 No Yes Yes 1 D-Walls A-Walls Forest Mntn 1 

2 Claymore 80 20 2.0 10 6 No No No 1 Grass D-Walls A-Walls 
Battle Axe 70 10 1.6 8 6 No Yes Yes 2 Bar Hills Forest Swamp 3 

4 Great Axe 85 30 2.0 10 6 No No No 2 Grass Bar Hills A-Walls 
Halberd 55 45 2.0 10 6 No No No 4 Grass Bar Hills Confined 5 

6 Pike 25 140 1.6 8 6 No No No 4 Grass Desert  Forested 
Spear 10 100 1.2 6 6 No Yes No 4 D-Walls Grass Swamp 7 

8 Javelin 25 15 0.6 3 6 1 Yes Yes 4 Grass Desert  Forested 
Mace 60 0 0.6 8 6 No Yes Yes 4 D-Walls Bar Hills  Forested 9 

10 Cavalry Sabre 70 20 0.4 10 8 No Yes Yes 1 Grass Desert  Forested 
Ballista 15 0 50 6 6 75 No No 3 Sea Grass  Forested 11 

12 Lance 25 150 1.6 8 6 No Yes Yes† 4 Grass Desert All Others 
Bow 5 0 0.8 4 8 50 No No 3 D-Walls Grass  Forested 13 

14 Longbow 5 0 2.0 10 10 125 No No 3 Grass A-Walls  Forested 
Horsebow* 5 0 1.2 6 10 45 No Yes 3 Grass Desert  Forested 15 

16 Crossbow 10 0 1.2 6 6 75 No No 3 D-Walls A-Walls  Forested 
Bow & Sword 45 10 0.8 4 6 40 No No 3 Desert Grass  Forested 17 

18 Elven Bow 5 0 1.2 6 12 150 No Yes 3  Forested Grass Swamp 
Dwarven Axe 100 40 2.4 12 6 No Yes Yes 2 Any Mntn Confined Swamp 19 

20 Troll Ham. 125 50 4.0 20 6 No No No 4 Bar Mntn Bar Hills Heavy Forest
Mithril Sword 90 20 1.2 6 6 No Yes Yes 1 D-Walls A-Walls Forest Mntn 21 

22 Mithril Axe 90 20 1.6 8 6 No Yes Yes 2 Bar Hills Forest Swamp 
Dart & Sword 50 10 1.6 6 10 25 No Yes 1 City Confined A-Walls 23 

KEY   

AF% = Attack Factor Bonus (in melee) Mntn = Mountain 
CB% = Charge Bonus A-Walls = Attacking Walls 
Wt = Weight Units D-Walls = Defending Walls 
STR = Minimum Strength Grass = Grassland 
DEX = Minimum Dexterity Forested = Any Forested 
Missile = Missile Attack Factor Bar = Barren. 

† = Weapon usable only while mounted. Shield = Weapon usable with a shield 

 
Mounted = Weapon usable while mounted * = Despite the name this is also usable on foot 
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Weapons are of one of four classifications: The following weapons provide a bonus if 
used against mounted enemies: 

 

 1 = Sword weapon  Claymore, Great Axe, Javelin, Lance:   +25% AF 
 2 = Axe weapon   Cavalry Sabre, Long Bow: +50% AF 
 3 = Bow weapon   Spear: +100% AF 
 4 = Other  Halberd: +150% AF 

 

Note: Not all missile weapons are bow 
weapons. For example: Javelin, Dart.) 

 Pike: +200% AF 

Elven Bows, Dwarven Axes and Troll Hammers give an additional +25 AF when used by the corresponding race: 
Elf (203), Dwarf (204) or Troll (208). 

The following weapons give DAM 1: Ballista, Elven Bow, Dwarven Axe, Troll Hammer, Mithril Sword,    
Mithril Axe 

 

15.3.2 Weapon Construction Summary Chart 
ID# Weapon Lumber Iron By Products Other Amount Made

Broadsword - 1 - - 3 1 
2 Claymore - 1 - - 2 

Battle Axe 0.5 0.5 - - 3 3 
4 Great Axe 0.5 0.5 - - 2 

Halberd 0.5 0.5 - - 2.5 5 
6 Pike 0.5 0.5 - - 2.5 

Spear 0.5 0.5 - - 2.5 7 
8 Javelin 0.5 0.5 - - 4 

Mace 0.5 0.5 - - 4 9 
10 Cavalry Sabre - 1 - - 2.5 

Ballista 10 1 1 1.0 Stone (#414) 1 11 
12 Lance 0.5 0.5 - - 2.5 

Bow 0.5 - 1.5 - 2 13 
14 Longbow 0.5 - 1 0.5 Yew (#421) 2 

Horsebow 0.5 - 1.5 - 2 15 
16 Crossbow 0.5 0.5 0.5 - 1 

S. Bow/S. Sword 0.5 1.5 0.5 - 1 17 
Elven Bow† 0.5 - 1 0.5 Meldorian (#429) 2 18 
Dwarven Axe† 0.5 0.5 - 0.5 Mithril (#422) 2 19 
Troll Hammer† 0.5 0.5 - 0.5 Mithril (#422) 2 20 
Mithril Sword† - 0.5 - 0.5 Mithril (#422) 2 21 
Mithril Axe† 0.5 0.5 - 0.5 Mithril (#422) 2 22 
Dart/Short Sword 0.5 0.5 0.5 - 3 23 

 
† = Not a commonly known weapon. Population Segments must have the production secret of the same name to 
be able to produce the item. 
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15.3.3 Armour and Shield Overview Chart 
ID# Armour DF CB% SM Weight (S) Weight (M) Weight (L) 
131-133 Shield 2 -10 0.1 1.8 2.3 5.1 
134-136 Soft Leather 3 0 -1.0 1.5 2 3 
137-139 Studded Leather 4 0 0.0 2 2.8 4.6 
140-142 Scale 6 -15 0.3 3 4.5 6 
143-145 Chain 8 -25 0.5 5.5 7 11 
146-148 Laminated 10 -5 1.0 7 10 16 
149-151 Plate 12 -10 1.0 7.5 11 18 
152-154 Elf Light Chain 12 -10 0.5 4.2 5.6 8.4 
155-157 Dwarven Plate 14 -25 0.5 5.5 7.3 11.0 
197-199 Dragon Armour 18 -35 0.5 5.5 7.3 11.0 

 
KEY  DF = Defence Factor CB% = Charge Bonus SM = Sighting Modifier 

Weight = weight for the 3 sizes of Small, Medium, and Large 

In addition to the basic Defence Factor, the following standard Armour has the following benefits: 

 Elf Light Chain: MAR and SAR of +1, Invulnerability of 1, +4 DF if an Elf (203) 
 Dwarven Plate:  MAR and SAR of +1, Invulnerability of 1, +4 DF if a Dwarf (204) 
 Dragon Armour: Invulnerability of 3, MAR and SAR of +2 

15.3.4 Armour and Shield Production 

15.3.4.1 Shields and amounts produced per size  
(+2 Defence Factors) 
ID# Size Iron Soft Materials By-Products Amount Made 
131 Small 1 0.5 0.5 5 
132 Medium 1 0.5 0.5 4 
133 Large 1 0.5 0.5 3 

 

15.3.4.2 Armour and amounts produced per size 
ID# Armour Small Medium Large

134 to 136 Soft Leather (+3 DF) 7 6 5 
137 to 139 Studded Leather (+4 DF) 6 5 4 
140 to 142 Scale (+6 DF) 4 3 2 
143 to 145 Chainmail (+8 DF) 3 2 1.5 
146 to 148 Laminated (+ 10 DF) 2 1.5 1 
149 to 151 Plate (+ 12 DF) 1.5 1 0.6 
152 to 154 Elven Chain (+ 12 DF) 0.8 0.6 0.4 
155 to 157 Dwarven Plate (+ 14 DF) 0.5 0.4 0.3 
197 to 199 Dragon Armour (+18 DF) 0.4 0.3 0.2 

Note: All Standard Armour 
creation requires 1 iron, 2 Soft 
Materials, and 2 By-Products, 
with different quantities produced 
depending on the armour type. To 
manufacture Special Armours: 
Elven Chain and Dwarven Plate 
need an additional ingredient of 1 
Mithril, while Dragon armour 
require an additional 0.3 Dragon 
Scales 
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15.4.1 Basic research costs and failure effects 
Spell 
Rating 

Cost in 
Crowns 

Failure Effects 

1 25 No Effect 
2 100 5 – 25% Curse 
3 225 5 – 50% Curse, 1 – 25% Wounds 
4 400 25 – 80% Curse, 1 – 50% Wounds, 1 – 25% chance of Insanity 
5 625 50 – 80% Curse, 1 – 75% Wounds,  25 – 75% chance of Insanity 
6 900 50 – 80% Curse, 50 – 100% Wounds, 50 – 100% chance of Insanity 
7+ 1225 50 – 80% Curse, 50 – 100% Wounds, 80 – 100% chance of Insanity,  50% chance of Death 

 

15.4.2 Basic Research Formula 
The maximum chance of successfully researching any particular spell is 85%, before the application of a random 
number from -10 to +10. The % chance is determined by the following equation: 

((BASE skill rating reduced by % of wounds) x 5) + spell level modifier +/– other modifiers. 

 

The modifiers are as follows: 

Spell 
Rating 

Modifier  Other Research Modifiers Modifier 

1 -25  Caster is in same discipline as spell +25 
2 -50  Mark of Wizardry +50 
3 -75  Mark of Power +10 
4 -100  Cursed (ignores blesses from items & spells) -Curse percentage 
5 -150  Wounds -Wound percentage 
6 -200  Insanity -50 
7 -275  Caster is in a Magic Guild +2x (Guild basic strength) 
8 -375  Caster is in an Alchemist Guild +1x (Guild basic strength) 
9 -475  Crowns spent (over base research cost) +10 per cost multiple 

10 -575  Random factor +/-10 
11+ -10000    

 
Note: the Random Factor of +/-10 is applied after the other modifiers and the percentage cap of +85%. 
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15.5 GUILDS 

15.5.1 Guild Types and requirements 
Guild Type Skills to be learned Skill Required / Minimum Level 

Magic Guild Any arcane skill, +3 different Spells placed in Guild by Guild 
owner Any Arcane 1 to 9 / Level 20 

Assassin Assassin, Stealth Assassin / Level 15 
Thieves Thief, Stealth, Spy Thief / Level 15 
Merchant Merchant Merchant / Level 10 
Ranger Ranger, Stealth, Personal Combat, Tactics Ranger / Level 1 and a PC of 10 
Knight All Military skills but Ranger, PC and Tactics Knight / Level 1 and a PC of 15 
Bard Bard, Admin/Engineer Bard / Level 10 
Alchemist None Any Arcane / Level 20 
Inn Rumourmonger  Merchant / Level 5 
Fair/Tournament None Admin or Engineer / Level 5 
Church Priest if of religion of church Priest of Religion 1 to 10† / Level 10
Residence None No Skill Requirement 
†  11 = Church of religion 1, 12 = Church of religion 2, and so on. 

15.5.2 Guild Construction And Cost 
Type 
ID# Type Labour Crowns Lumber Stone Soft 

Material
By 

Products
Precious 

Stone 
Precious 

Gems 
Meldorian Mithril

1 Magic 100 1000 100 50 50   10 5 2 
2 Assassin 100 500 50 30 20      
3 Thieves 100 500 50 30 20      
4 Merchant 100 1000 100 30 100      
5 Ranger 100 500 100 50 20 10     
6 Knight 100 500 100 50 20 10     
7 Bard 100 800 100 50 100      
8 Alchemist 100 2000 100 20 200 50     
9 Inn 50 300 50 10 20      
10 Fair/ Tournament 50 500 50 0 100      
11-20 Church† 100 1000 100 50 50  20    
21 Residence 0 300 0 0 0      
†  11 = Church of religion 1, 12 = Church of religion 2, and so on. 

15.5.3 Guild Facilities 
Facility Guild Type Materials Effects 
Dungeon Residence 50 Iron, 50 Stone -50 to Escape 
Shrine Church 25 Holy Symbols +3 Pray, +6 Holy Recovery 
Palace Residence 250 P. Stone, 250 Lumber +5 Prestige, +5 Inf. (Main Character in) 
Crown Vault All 25 Iron, 25 Stone -50 to steal Crowns 
Library Bard’s College 25 stone, 250 Soft +25 to study Any skill or attribute 
Joust Field Knight 100 Lumber +25 to study Knight 
Arboretum Ranger 100 Lumber +25 to study Ranger 
Stable Ranger 25 Mithril, 25 Mana +10% herd growth (bonus may vary) 
Enchanted Smithy Magic 100 Mithril, 35 Mana +50% Runemaster value to make items 

Materials must be in the Guild where the facility is built, except the (base) mana which the Character must have. 
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15.6 MOVEMENT / SIGHTING  

15.6.1 Movement Costs and Sighting Modifiers 
Type Horizontal /Vertical Diagonal Sighting Modifier 

Grassland 5.0 7.0 0 
Forest 6.5 9.1 0 
Heavy Forest 9.0 12.6 0 
Forest Hills 10.0 14.0 -150 
Forest Mountains 16.0 22.4 -250 
Barren Hills 6.0 8.4 -200 
Barren Mountains 14.0 19.6 -250 
Moors 6.5 9.1 -100 
Swamp 9.0 12.6 -100 
Desert 6.5 9.1 0 
Sea 3.0 4.2 -250 
River in Province +2.0 +2.8 -50 
Coastal Province +1.0 +1.4 0 

15.6.2 Movement Mode 
Mode Type Effects 
#1 Normal No special effects. 
#2 Stealth Base Movement Points decreased by 50%. Chance of being Sighted decreased by 150. 
#3 Forced March Base Movement Points increased by 30%. Increase in chance of being sighted.  

-30% overall combat modifier, -10 to morale for the combats engaged during movement. 
#4 Fly Increased searching value +100. +30% Charge Factor if attacking while flying. 

 
 

15.6.3 Overburdening 15.6.4 Movement Chart 
Overburdening Movement 

reduction 
 

1% to 50% 20%  
51% to 75% 40%  
76% to 90% 60%  
91% to 99% 80%  

100+% No Movement 
allowed 
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15.7 CHARACTER CREATION 

15.7.1 Set-up Types 
Set-up 
Type 

Number of 
Characters 

Character 
Types 

Pop./ 
Soldiers

Overlord 6 1xC, 2xB, 3xA Yes 
Mercenary 4 1xD, 3xB Yes 
Party 6 1xD, 5xB No 
Hero 2 1xE, 1xC No 
Clan 8 1xD, 2xB,5xA, No 

 
Note: The Set-up types may vary in number and 
sizes from module to module. This is the ‘Default’. 

15.7.2 Character Classes 
Character 

Class A B C D E 

Points to be 
allocated 30 40 50 60 80 

Character 
Actions 2 2 3 3 3 

15.7.3 Maximum Set-up Attributes 
Character 

Class A B C D E 

PC 10 13 16 19 25 
TAC 7 10 12 15 20 
INF 5 6 8 10 13 

15.7.4 Maximum Set-up Skill per 
character type 

Skill TYPE #IDs 
Max. purchase level 
 per Character type 

 A B C D E 
Spellcasting Skills #1-10 6 11 16 21 31 
General Skills # 11-18 7 9 12 14 19 
Military Skills # 19-24 8 13 18 23 33 

15.7.5 Attribute Costs 
Attributes Set-up cost 

Personal Combat [PC] 1 point per point of increase 
Tactics [TAC] 2 points per point of increase
Influence [INF] 3 points per point of increase

15.7.6 Characteristics Costs 
Characteristics Set-up cost 

Strength 1 point per point of increase 
Dexterity 1 point per point of increase 
Constitution 1 point per point of increase 
Beauty 1 point per point of increase 

15.7.7 Character Skills 
# Skill  # Skill 
1 Wizard  13 Spy 
2 Sorcerer  14 Stealth 
3 Illusionist  15 Thief 
4 Necromancer  16 Merchant 
5 Summoner  17 Rumourmonger 
6 Seer  18 Admin/engineer
7 Warlock  19 Berserker 
8 Enchanter  20 Knight 
9 Druid  21 Swordmaster 
10 Priest  22 Axemaster 
11 Bard  23 Bowmaster 
12 Assassin  24 Ranger 

15.7.8 Spells to choose at Set-up 
Arcanist 

level 
Spells in discipline Spells out of 

discipline 
1 to 6 1 lvl 1 none 
7 to 12 2 lvl 1, 1 lvl 2, 1 lvl 1 

13 to 18 2 lvl 1, 1 lvl 2, 1 lvl 3 1 lvl 1 
19 to 24 3 lvl 1, 2 lvl 2, 1 lvl 3 1 lvl 1 

25 + 3 lvl 1, 2 lvl 2, 2 lvl 3 2 lvl 1,1 lvl 2 
Note: May vary according to specific module. 
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15.8 TROOP CHARTS 

15.8.1 Troop Training Types & Notes 
ID# Training Type Skill(s) 

Required 
Description 

377 Fanatics Priest Cheap and have good morale and magic resistance 
378 Berserkers Berserker Good attackers, and have special attack resistance 
379 Knights Knight Good all round soldiers. They have 4 guard rating 
380 Rangers Ranger Movement bonus and MAR and SAR bonuses 
381 Bandits Stealth Good attackers  though more restrained than berserkers, 
382 Mages Sorcerer Cheap troops with a good SA (Ego Attack) for eliminating scouts. 
383 Guards none Slow moving but with a guard rating of 25 to protect a location and 

commanders against coverts. They also have an overall modifier of +15 
for defending walls. This is another common NPC troop type. 

384 Scouts none Cheap and fast. They have no terrain modifiers except  –20 attacking and 
defending walls. 

454 Myrmidon Swordmaster Skilled with shortbow and sword, or sword alone 

455 Light Cavalry Knight Specializing with Cavalry Sabres (a mounted only weapon) 
456 Archers Bowmaster 50% missile bonus if they surprise the enemy with missile weapons 
457 Foresters Ranger, 

Axemaster 
Good in wooded terrain 

458 Highlanders Swordmaster, 
Berserker 

Good in hills and mountains 

459 Swamp Dwellers none Good in marshes  
460 Cave Crawlers Axemaster 

(pickaxe) 
Good with axes in confined spaces  

461 Mageknights Warlock, Knight This popular type gains the largest standard special attack bonuses plus 
high MAR and SAR bonuses. 

462 Warrior Monks Priest, Berserker Dedication and fervour combined to form a solid unit 
463 Longbowmen Bowmaster Bonuses with Longbows and a 50% missile bonus if they surprise the 

enemy with missile weapons 
464 Heavy Cavalry Knight Specializing with the Lance (a mounted only weapon) 
465 Shadow Rangers Illusionist, 

Ranger 
Hard to spot and 90% missile bonus if they surprise the enemy with 
missile weapons 

466 Caravan Guards none Guards who are trained for moving field forces. Often formed up into pike 
walls against the enemy charge. 

467 Elite Guards Spy This Guard type gains added attack factor bonuses when using swords in 
combat. 

468 Knight Templar Priest, Knight Very expensive but resilient and dangerous. 
469 Swashbucklers Swordmaster Added attack factor bonuses at sea makes them popular with NPC Sea 

Pirates. Slow on land. 
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15.8.2 Training Combat Bonuses 
ID# Troop Type Cost* CF DF AF CB MB Rout Miss Guard For CC MM Hide SAR MAR Spec 

377 Fanatics 50 4 0 30 10 20 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 A 

378 Berserkers 50 6 -1 50 70 20 30 0 1 1 0 4 0.5 1 -1  

379 Knights 50 5 3 40 20 15 0 0 4 1 2 0 0.3 1 1  

380 Rangers 50 5 1 40 0 10 20 0 2 4 0 8 -0.5 1 1  

381 Bandits 100 5 -1 70 50 -5 0 0 3 1 -2 4 -1.5 0 0  

382 Mages 50 3 -3 -10 0 0 0 0 2 1 -4 0 -0.5 1 1 B 

383 Guards 50 3 0 20 0 0 0 0 25 1 0 -6 0 0 0 C 

384 Scouts 10 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 -3 10 -2 0 0  

454 Myrmidon 35 3 0 10 0 5 0 10 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 D 

455 Light Cavalry 200 3 1 0 40 10 80 0 2 1 -4 12 0.3 1 1 E 

456 Archers 50 4 -2 0 0 0 30 80 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 F 

457 Foresters 200 5 -1 30 20 10 30 0 2 4 0 8 -0.5 1 1  

458 Highlanders 200 8 -1 30 60 20 30 0 2 4 0 8 0.6 2 1 G 

459 Swamp Dwellers 200 5 -1 25 0 10 0 75 2 4 0 8 -0.5 1 1 H 

460 Cave Crawlers 200 6 0 30 10 10 0 0 2 0 0 -4 -0.5 1 0 I 

461 Mageknights 300 10 4 100 40 20 30 0 5 1 2 0 0.5 2 5 J 

462 Warrior Monks 300 10 2 80 80 50 40 0 3 2 -2 3 0.4 2 1  

463 Longbowmen 200 10 -2 0 0 15 40 100 2 2 -2 2 0.3 1 1 K 

464 Heavy Cavalry 300 6 6 0 60 20 20 0 2 1 0 -8 0.4 2 2 L 

465 Shadow Rangers 150 3 -1 0 50 -5 30 90 2 3 -2 6 -2 1 1 M 

466 Caravan Guards 200 4 3 0 70 20 0 0 30 1 2 4 0.5 1 1 N 

467 Elite Guards 300 5 0 40 0 15 0 0 40 1 0 0 0.5 1 1 O 

468 Knight Templar 1200 18 8 120 40 25 30 0 5 1 4 4 0.8 3 2  

469 Swashbucklers 200 6 -1 30 0 5 10 0 2 1 -4 -4 0.2 0 0 P 
 

Cost = addition to the base cost for the troop training level CF = Combat Factor DF = Defence Factor 

AF = Attack Factor % CB = Charge Bonus % MB = Morale Bonus% 

Rout = Enemy Routing AF bonus % Miss = Missile Attack Factor % 

Guard = Guard Rating For = Foraging CC = Carry Capacity MM = Movement Modifier 

KEY 

Hide = Hiding Value MAR = Magic Attack Resistance SAR = Special Attack Resistance 

Troop Special Abilities 

A  Mace adds 20% AF I  Any axe weapon adds 50% AF and Dwarven axes add a further 20% AF 

B  Special attack value of 15 J  Special attack value of 10 

C  Spear or and sword weapon adds 30% AF K  Longbow adds 20% AF and 50% suprise missile attack bonus 

D  Plus 40% AF with sword-type weapons, plus 40% AF 
with bow and sword  (weapon 17) L  Lance adds 120%AF 

E  Cavalry Sabre adds 80%AF M  90% surprise missile attack bonus 

F  50% surprise missile attack bonus N  Pikes add 50% AF 

G  Any Sword weapon adds 30% AF and Claymores add a 
further 30% AF O  Spear or any sword weapon adds 40% AF  

H  25% AF with Javelin P Any Sword weapon adds 30% AF  
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15.8.3 Troop Terrain Modifiers 
Name: ID# Grs For HvyF F.Hl F.Mt Hil Mnt Mor Swp Des Sea DW AW Cit Air Conf
Fanatics 377 - - - - - - - - - - - 10 5 10 - - 
Berserkers 378 - 5 10 10 15 10 10 10 10 - -20 - - -20 - - 
Knights 379 10 - - - - - - - - - -10 - - - - - 
Rangers 380 - 20 20 20 20 - - - - - -10 -15 -15 -20 - -20 
Bandits 381 -10 10 10 10 10 10 10 5 - - - -20 -20 - - - 
Mages 382 - - -10 -10 -10 - - - -5 - - 20 - - - - 
Guards 383 - - - - - - - - - - - 15 - 15 - 10 
Scouts 384 - - - - - - - - - - - -20 -20 - - - 
Myrmidon 454 - 10 -10 - - - - - - - 10 - - - - - 
Light Cavalry 455 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Archers 456 - - -30 - - - - - - - 30 30 10 - 20 -30 
Foresters 457 - 25 35 20 15 - - - - - - -10 -10 -20 - -20 
Highlanders 458 - - - 10 15 20 30 - - - - - - -20 - -20 
Swamp Dwellers 459 - - - - - - - - 40 - - -10 -10 -20 - -20 
Cave Crawlers 460 -10 - - - - - - -5 -10 -10 -30 10 -20 10 -30 50 
Mageknights 461 - - - - - - - - - - - 10 5 - - - 
Warrior Monks 462 - 3 4 4 5 3 4 3 4 - - 5 10 - - - 
Longbowmen 463 10 - -30 - - - - - - - 20 10 10 - - -30 
Heavy Cavalry 464 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Shadow Rangers 465 -10 10 10 10 10 5 5 - - - -10 -15 -20 - - - 
Caravan Guards 466 20 - - - - - - - - - - -20 -30 -20 - -30 
Elite Guards 467 - - - - - - - - - - - 20 -20 30 - - 
Knight Templar 468 20 - - - - - - - - - - 20 20 10 - - 
Swashbucklers 469 - - - - - - - - 10 - 40 - - - - - 
 
KEY  
 
Grs = Grassland Swp = Swamp 
For = Forest Des = Desert 
HvyF = Heavy Forest DW = Defending Walls 
F.Hl = Forested Hills AW = Attacking Walls 
F.Mt = Forested Mountains Cit = City 
Mnt = Mountains Conf = Confined 
Mor = Moor  
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15.9 FORTIFICATIONS 
Walls, Towers, and Gatehouses add 10 troops per lvl to fortification capacity, Main keep adds 20 troops. 

15.9.1 Fortification Chart 

Level/Item Lab Lumber 
#413 

ByP 
#412 

SoM 
#411

Stone 
#414 

Iron 
#416

Mit 
#422 

Pst 
#420 

1-Ditch 100 - - - - - - - 
2-Ditch 100 - - - - - - - 
3-Ditch 100 - - - - - - - 
4-Ditch 100 50 20 - - - - - 
1-Moat 100 - - - - - - - 
2-Moat 100 - - - - - - - 
3-Moat 100 - - - - - - - 
4-Moat 100 50 20 - - - - - 
1-Earth Mound 10 2 - 5 - - - - 
2-Wooden Walls 10 20 - 15 - - - - 
3-Stone Walls 10 15 - 15 25 - - - 
4-Improve Stone 10 25 - 25 25 10 - - 
5-Super Stone 10 20 - 25 25 25 - - 
6-Legendary Stone 10 25 - 25 25 25 5 20 
1-Tower 30 50 - 25 50 15 - - 
1-Gatehouse 30 70 - 25 50 10 - - 
1-Main Keep 40 80 - 25 75 15 - - 
 
KEY 

Lab = Labourers needed,  Iron = Units of Iron needed 
Lumber = Units of Lumber needed Mit = Units of Mithril needed 
ByP = Units of By Products needed Pst = Units of Precious Stone needed 
SoM = Units of Soft Materials needed Stone = Units of Stone needed  

15.9.2 Walls 
Wall Type DF+Tac AF Morale 

Earth Mound +2 +0 +1 
Wooden Walls +4 +0 +3 

Stone Walls +8 +0 +5 
Improved Stone +16 +0 +10 
Superior Stone +32 +5 +15 

Legendary Stone +64 +10 +25 

15.9.3 Gatehouses 
 DF + TAC = a maximum of 2.5 for a 

strength of 8 or more 
 Morale = square root of the Gatehouse 

Towers 
 DF + TAC = square root of the quantity of 

towers 
 AF = 2 times the quantity of towers  
 Morale = square root of (3.14 times 

quantity) 

15.9.4 Main Keep 
 DF + TAC = square root of (3 plus the 

strength) 
 AF = 2 times the strength 
 Morale = square root of (2 times strength) 
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15.9.5 Ditch 15.9.6 Moat 
Level DF+TAC AF 

1 +0 +1 
2 +0 +4 
3 +1 +9 
4 +1 +16 

 

 

15.10 MISCELLANEOUS CHARTS 

15.10.1  Ship Overview 
ID# Name 

Level DF+TAC AF 
1 +0 +1 
2 +1 +4 
3 +1 +9 
4 +1 +16 

MV AF% 
Bonus 

DF 
Bonus 

Missile 
Bonus 

Land 
Weight 

Cargo 
Capacity 

Men 
Carry 

Ship 
Units

Class 

388 War Galley † 35 100 1 75 21600 1875 3000 135 Both 
389 Runner 70 -25 0 -25 50 100 225 10 Both 
390 Light Raider 60 0 0 0 4000 500 1000 50 Both 
391 Light Warship 50 75 2 50 7200 1250 2000 90 Both 
392 Heavy Warship 40 150 5 125 14400 2500 4000 180 Both 
393 Dreadnought 30 250 10 250 28000 3500 8000 350 Both 
394 Small Merchant 40 -50 0 0 10000 16000 325 125 Both 
395 Merchant 40 -25 0 0 20000 30000 500 500 Both 
396 Dragon Ship † 20 500 0 500 32000 7000 16000 700 Sea 
397 Troop Carrier † 25 -50 0 -50 15000 1000 12000 250 Coastal 
398 Raft † 50 0 0 0 250 250 0 10 Coastal 
399 Heavy Raider † 50 50 1 25 6000 750 1500 75 Both 

 
KEY  

Move = Movement Points 
AF% and DF Bonuses are bonuses per soldier or Character in combat 
Land Weight = the weight if you tried to carry it 
Cargo Capacity = Cargo Capacity in weight units of possessions and Characters 
Men Carry = Weight of Soldiers that can be carried  
Ship Units = Ship Units needed to construct it 
Class = Coastal: Only allowed to move in Coastal or River provinces 
Sea = Only allowed to move in Coastal or Sea Provinces 
Both = Allowed to move in River/Coastal or Sea/Coastal provinces. 
† = Ship types not available in all games. 

15.10.2 Supernatural Statuses 
ID # Name  ID # Name  ID # Name ID # Name  ID # Name 
346 WereWolf  347 Skeleton  348 Demi-God 349 Blessed of Rel. 1  350 Blessed of Rel. 6
351 WereLion  352 Zombie  353 Lesser Demi-God 354 Blessed of Rel. 2  355 Blessed of Rel. 7
356 WereBear  357 Ghoul  358 Vampyre 359 Blessed of Rel. 3  360 Blessed of Rel. 8
361 WereTiger  362 Morghoul  363 Spectre 364 Blessed of Rel. 4  365 Blessed of Rel. 9
366 WereRat  367 Wraith  368 Shade 369 Blessed of Rel. 5  370 Blessed of Rel. 10
371 Enchanted  372 Lich  373 Netherworld      
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15.10.3  Warmounts: 
ID#  Name CF CB SA CC WT FLY Sizes +25% -25% -50% -80% 
430 Warhorse 15 50 0 55 280 No M-L Grassland Forest Mountain Walls 
431 Warwolf 15 30 0 40 120 No S-M Forest Swamp Sea Walls 
432 WarUnicorn 18 100 10 40 210 No S-M Forest Swamp Desert Walls 
433 WarGalloper 15 50 0 85 350 No S-M Grassland Forest Sea Walls 
434 WarGriffon 60 35 15 45 420 Yes S-M Mountain A-Walls D-Walls Swamp 
435 WarSahar 30 25 0 45 200 No S-M Forest Swamp Walls Sea 
436 WarGreathawk 35 20 0 55 500 Yes S-M Any Hills A-Walls D-Walls Swamp 
437 WarDrake 80 50 35 150 3800 Yes S-M-L Mountain A-Walls D-Walls Swamp 
438 WarGreathorse 25 100 0 75 360 No M-L Grassland Forest Mountain Walls 
439 WarMammoth 70 100 0 300 2800 No M-L Grassland Forest A-Walls D-Walls 
440 WarPegasus 25 50 0 50 250 Yes S-M Any Hills A-Walls D-Walls Confined
441 WarHippogriff 40 20 0 45 300 Yes S-M Any Hills A-Walls D-Walls Confined
442 WarLandDragon 80 100 40 200 3800 No S-M-L Grassland A-Walls D-Walls Sea 
 
KEY  

CF = Combat Factor 
CB = Charge Bonus 
SA = Special Attack 
CC = Carry Capacity – mounts CC may be reduced in various modules compared to warmounts 
WT = weight 
MV/FLY = Movement rate on the ground and while flying. Sizes are the race size of allowed riders 
S = Small Races 
M = Medium Races 
L = Large Races 
A-Walls = Attacking Walls 
D-Walls = Defending Walls 
Grass = Grassland 
Walls = either attacking or defending walls. 

 

15.10.4 Production Modifiers 
Month Season SEI Modifier 
January Mid Winter -50% 
February Late Winter -50% 
March Early Spring -25% 
April Mid Spring -25% 
May Late Spring - 
June Early Summer - 
July Mid Summer - 
August Late Summer +25% 
September Early Fall +100% 
October Mid Fall +100% 
November Late Fall -25% 
December Early Winter -50% 

 

 

15.10.5  Max. Cleared Land Values 
Terrain Coastal Non-Coastal 
Grassland 6500 5000 
Forest 4000 2500 
Heavy Forest 2500 1000 
Forested Mountain 2500 1000 
Forested Hills 3500 2000 
Barren Hills 2500 1000 
Barren Mountains 2000 500 
Moors 2500 1000 
Swamp 2000 500 
Barren 2000 500 
Arid 3500 2000 
Desert 1700 200 
Jungle 2500 1000 
Tundra 1700 200 
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15.10.6 Population Training Costs 
Type Cost 
Labourer 1 Crown 
Miner/Gatherer 5 Crowns 
Farmer 1 Crown 
Craftsman 20 Crowns 
Shipbuilder 25 Crowns 
Weapon maker 25 Crowns 
Armour maker 25 Crowns 

15.10.7 Flora 
ID # Flora Weight 
423 Mandrake 0.05 
424 Ginger Root 0.05 
425 Nightshade 0.05 
426 Silverleaf 0.05 
427 Asarum 0.05 
428 Cinderoak 1.00 
429 Meldorian 2.00 

15.10.8 Resources 
 ID# Resource Weight 
408 Wagon 30.0 
409 Crowns 0.005 
410 Food 1.0 
411 Soft Materials 2.0 
412 By-Products 0.5 
413 Lumber 6.0 
414 Stone 50.0 
415 Ship Unit 40.0 
416 Iron 4.0 
417 Precious Gems 0.05 
418 Gold 0.20 
419 Silver 0.20 
420 Precious Stone 50.0 
421 Yew 5.00 
422 Mithril 2.00 

 

15.10.9  Potions and Elixirs 
ID # Potion and Elixir Weight 
400 Poison I 0.02 
401 Poison II 0.02 
402 Healing Draught I 0.05 
403 Healing Draught II 0.05 
404 Antidote I 0.02 
405 Antidote II 0.02 
406 Silversheen Elixir 0.02 
407 Invisibility Potion 0.02 
445 Diplomat’s Elixir 0.02 
446 Redmist Potion 0.02 
447 Greydust Salve 0.02 
448 Almonquava Wine 0.02 
449 Fairydust 0.01 
450 Elixir of Strength 0.02 

15.10.10 Loyalty Descriptions 
Description Value 
Below Average Less than 3 
Average 4 to 6 
Good 7 to 9 
Very Good 10 to14 
Excellent 15 to 25 
Extreme 26 to 49 
Fanatical 50 to 99 
Very Fanatical 100 to 199 
Extremely Fanatical 200 to 499 
Super Fanatical  500 or higher 

 
Note: Loyalty values can be negatives 

15.10.11 Greed Resistance 
Descriptions 

Description Value 
Very Poor -3 or less 
Poor -2 to 4 
Below Average 4 to 7 
Average 8 to 9 
Good 10 to 13 
Very Good 14 to 20 
Excellent 21 to 29 
Very High 30 to 49 
Extreme 50 or more 
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15.10.12 Prestige Descriptions 
 
Description Value 
Low Less than 3 
Significant 3 to 5 
Impressive 6 to 9 
High 10 to 13 
Extremely High 14 to 20 
Extraordinarily High 21+ 

15.10.13 View Character 
PC/TAC/INF Descriptions 

Description Value 
Terrible Less than 0 
Poor 1 to 3 
Below Average 4 to 9 
Average 10 to 16 
Good 17 to 24 
Excellent 25 to 35 
Awesome 36 to 48 
Godlike 49 + 

Note: If a View says "has a sense of hidden power", 
then the target has a Mark  
 

15.11 BANNED TACTICS 
A complete and up-to-date list of banned tactics is 
available on the Harlequin Games website – please 
check there if you have any doubt. These include 
Rabbit Runs, Soldier Rolling Thunder, Rolling 
tradegoods and various other things we are waiting 
to change the code to prevent.
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15.12  Summary of Spells  

15.12.1 Wizard 
# Spell Name  
1 Shell: Character 
2 Shell: Location 
3 Shell: Legion 
4 Shell: Guild 
5 Symbol of MAR 
6 Dispel Magic: Character 
7 Dispel Magic: Location 
8 Dispel Magic: Legion 
9 Dispel Magic: Guild 
10 Not In Use 
11 Symbol of Dispelled Magic 
12 Create Staff of Spells 
13 Create Staff of Recovery 
14 Create Wizard Staff 
15 Symbol of Staves 
16 Firestorm 
17 Fireball 
18 Symbol of Fire 
19 Increase Guild Strength 
20 Decrease Guild Strength 
21 Transfer Mana 
22 Drain Mana 
23 Stone to Flesh 
24 Remove Mark 
25 Teleport to Guild 
26 Teleport to Force 
27 Symbol of Power 
28 Symbol of Wizardry 
401 Greater Firestorm 
402 Greater Fireball 
403 Hell Firestorms 
404 Hell Fireballs 
405 Flame Wall 
406 Flame Blast 
407 Fire Cauldron 

 

 
 
 
 

15.12.2 Sorcerer 
# Spell Name 
29 Veil of Nightmares 
30 Veil of Courage 
31 Whisper of Fear 
32 Whisper of Bravery 
33 Increase SEI 
34 Decrease SEI 
35 Sphere of Masses 
36 Seed of Suspicion 
37 Faith of Friendship 
38 Seed of Greed 
39 Virtue of Gold 
40 Erase Blood Enemy 
41 Mind Clear 
42 Sphere of Alteration 
43 Cause Insanity 
44 Cure Insanity 
45 Evil Eye 
46 Ego Attack 
47 Mind Blank 
48 Charm Standard Character 
49 Charm Monster 
50 Sphere of Control 
51 Sphere of Sorcery 
411 Suspicion 
412 Greater Suspicion 
413 Gold Fever 
414 Mithril Fever 
415 Loyalty Pledge 
416 Greed Resistance 
417 Heart Call 
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15.12.3 Illusionist 
# Spell Name 
52 Blend Location/Place 
53 Invisibility Self 
54 Illusion of Friendliness 
55 Not in Use 
56 Illusionary Soldiers 
57 Glint of Light 
58 Blur Illusion 
59 Shade of Light 
60 Detect Invisibility 
61 Dispel Illusion Character 
62 Dispel Dark Magic 
63 Shade of Knowledge 
64 Illusionary Darkness 
65 Shadowstorm 
66 Glint of Fear 
67 Deathshadows 
68 Shade of Darkness 
69 Shade of Power 
421 Invisibility Others 
422 Invisibility Self Cloak 
423 Invisible Fog 
424 Invisible Master 

 

15.12.4 Necromancer 
# Spell Name 
70 Skeletal Warriors 
71 Zombie Warriors 
72 Ghoul Warriors 
73 Rites of Lower Order 
74 Protection Undead 
75 Repel Undead I 
76 Repel Undead II 
77 Repel Undead III 
78 Rite of Conflict 
79 Dispel Undead 
80 Dispel Minor Undead 
81 Abolish Undead 
82 Remove Undead Status 
83 Empathic Self Cure 
84 Rites of Abolishment 
85 Rite of Morghoul 
86 Rite of Wraith 
87 Rite of Spectre 
88 Rite of Vampyre 
89 Rite of Higher Order 
90 Rite of Power 
431 Call Skeletons: 5th Level 
432 Call Zombies: 5th Level 
433 Call Ghouls: 5th Level 
434 Call Skeletons: 10th Level 
435 Call Zombies: 10th Level 
436 Call Ghouls: 10th Level 
437 Call of the Dead 
438 Hand of Death 
439 Wave of Death 
440 Death Fist 
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15.12.5 Summoner 
# Spell Name 
91 Gather Food 
92 Gather Soft Material 
93 Gather By-Products 
94 Gather Lumber 
95 Gather Stone 
96 Gather Special Resource 
97 Increase Underground Size 
98 Build Walls 
99 Build Tower 
100 Build Moat 
101 Build Ditch 
102 Build Gatehouse 
103 Build Keep 
104 Build Road 
105 Summon Unseen Servants 
106 Summon Fire Elemental 
107 Summon Earth Elemental 
108 Summon Air Elemental 
109 Summon Water Elemental 
110 Elemental Summoning 
111 Summon Familiar 
112 Summon Imp: Imias 
113 Summon Imp: Myromyr 
114 Summon Imp: Lyopus 
115 Summon Imp: Tinrater 
116 Summon Imp: Qinkulc 
117 Summon Efreet: Javnga 
118 Summon Efreet: Malacous 
119 Summon Djinn: Haraba 
120 Summon Djinn: Borabar 
121 Create Netherworld Soldier 
122 Character Netherworld Pos 
123 Summon Daemon: Relzblab 
124 Summon Daemon: Zenobar 
125 Summon Daemon: Gar’ntha 
126 Netherworld Summonings 
127 Summon Fog 
128 Summon Winterblast 
129 Summon Earthforce 
130 Summon Winternight 
131 Darkforce Summoning 
132 Dispel Summoned Monster 
133 Dispel Winternight 
134 Word of Closing 
135 Word of Summoning 
441 Summon Man Warriors 
442 Summon Elf Warriors 
443 Summon Orc Warriors 
444 Master Warrior Call 
445 Create Tower 
446 Increase Gatehouse 

 
 
 

447 Increase Keep 
448 Increase T-G-K 
449 Master Builder 

 

15.12.6 Seer 
# Spell Name 
136 Detect Magic on Character 
137 Detect Magic on Force 
138 Detect Magic on Guild 
139 Detect Religion 
140 Detect Skill Type 
141 Eye of Patterns 
142 Perceive Mana 
143 Read Character 
144 Read Events 
145 Read Spells 
146 Eye of Judgement 
147 Probe Force 
148 Probe Character 
149 Probe Guild 
150 Eye of Searching 
151 Scry Force 
152 Scry Character 
153 Scry Guild 
154 Eye of Scrying 
155 Create Seers Crystal 
156 Dream 
157 Sperry’s Knowledge 
158 Eye of Knowledge 
159 Eye of the Seer 
451 Battle Vision 
452 Duel Vision 
453 Truth See 
454 War Eyes 
455 Duel ESP 
456 Combat Vision 
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15.12.7 Warlock 
# Spell Name 
160 Charm of Influence 
161 Task of Influence 
162 Charm of Battle 
163 Task of Battle 
164 Charm of Stealth 
165 Task of Stealth 
166 Charm of Strength 
167 Task of Strength 
168 Charm of Dexterity 
169 Task of Dexterity 
170 Charm of Beauty 
171 Task of Beauty 
172 Charm of Tactics 
173 Task of Tactics 
174 Sign of Change 
175 Warlock Armour 
176 Warding 
177 Sign of Protection 
178 Energy Projection 
179 Enfeeblement 
180 Attack Focus 
181 Attack Dispersement 
182 Sign of Combat 
183 Warlock’s Sign 
461 War Shout 
462 War Cry 
463 War Scream 
464 Warlock Charge 
465 Warlock Battle 
466 Warlock Blast 
467 Warlock Terror 
468 Warlock Command 
469 War College 

15.12.8 Enchanter 
# Spell Name 
184 Enchant Soldiers 
185 Remove Enchanted Status 
186 Enchant Character 
187 Living Enchantment 
188 Create Power 1 Staff 
189 Create Power 2 Staff 
190 Create Power 3 Staff 
191 Create Power 4 Staff 
192 Create Power 5 Staff 
193 Create Power 6 Staff 
194 Magic Enchantment 
195 Enchant Magic Weapon 
196 Enchant Power 1 Weapon 
197 Enchant Power 2 Weapon 
198 Enchant Power 3 Weapon 
199 Enchant Power 4 Weapon 
200 Weapon Enchantment 
201 Enchant Magic Armour 
202 Enchant Power 1 Armour 
203 Enchant Power 2 Armour 
204 Enchant Armour 
205 Runeknowledge 
206 Runeform 
207 Runemind 
208 Runesong 
209 Runepower 
210 Rite of Runemaster 
211 Runecraft 
212 Runemaster 
471 Enchanted Tools 
472 Enchanted Anvil 
473 Enchanted Hearth 
474 Enchanted Guides 
475 Mass Magic Swords 
476 Mass Magic Shields-S 
477 Mass Magic Shields-M 
478 Mass Magic Shields-L 
479 Enchanter’s Defence 
480 Enchanter’s Grasp 
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15.12.9 Druid 
# Spell Name 
213 Cure Self 
214 Bless Character 
215 Curse Others 
216 Essence of Self 
217 Charm of Movement 
218 Task of Movement 
219 Charm of Silence 
220 Task of Silence 
221 Essence of Movement 
222 Bless Animals 
223 Curse Animals 
224 Charm Herd 
225 Essence of Animals 
226 Increase Movement Cost 
227 Decrease Movement Cost 
228 Increase Fertility Value 
229 Decrease Fertility Value 
230 Increase Stone Extraction 
231 Decrease Stone Extraction 
232 Increase Lumber Extraction 
233 Decrease Lumber Extraction 
234 Increase Special Resource 
235 Decrease Special Resource 
236 Increase Flora Rating 
237 Decrease Flora Rating 
238 Increase Province Recovery 
239 Decrease Province Recovery 
240 Nature Awareness 

 

 
 
 

241 Essence of Nature 
242 Study Province 
243 Powerpoint Teleportation 
244 Detect Powerpoint 
245 Barrier of Nature I 
246 Barrier of Nature II 
247 Dispel Barrier of Nature 
248 Essence of Ways 
249 Repel Lycanthrope 
250 Protection Lycanthrope 
251 Wereban 
252 Remove Lycanthrope Status 
253 Create Druid’s Staff I 
254 Create Druid’s Staff II 
255 Essence of Change 
256 Druid’s Essence 
481 Plant Trees (Lumber) 
482 Make Stone Quarry 
483 Plant Mandrake 
484 Plant Ginger Root 
485 Plant Nightshade 
486 Plant Silverleaf 
487 Plant Asarum 
488 Plant Cinderoak 
489 Plant Meldorian 
490 Hand of Nature 
491 Werewolf - Self 
492 Werewolf - Other 
493 Cry of the Wolf 
494 Werebear - Self 
495 Werebear - Other 
496 Call of the Wild 
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